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PREFACE

Itte Eighth Annual Conference' of the Nhtional Aspociay.on for

EnVironmental Education (NApp) was held 4 May through 8 May 1979 on' ,

.the cam:pus of VirginiaPolytechnicInetitute and State University in

,..Blacksburg, Virginia. Two hundred and seventy-one individuals, from
35 states, the Zistrict,of ColuMbii2, and two Canadian provinCes par-
ticipated. . " ;) , .-

,

V.

With this volume,,Current Issues hhs found a new subtitle, The
Yearbook of Environmental Education and Environmental Studre77 and a

neve-format. The subtitle, adopted by 'the NAEE hoard of Directo::3 at'
its May meeting in Blacksburg, represents a.recognitien of the dis-
tinction betimen environmental educationthe deliverY-ocriented process
of effectively presenting knowledge-about our environment and ,our.
'impact upon it,to public school students and the geperal public; and
environmental-studiesthe content-oriented interdisciplinary examina-
tion of the complex relations within-man-environment' systems that is
designed to further basic understanding and ameliorate present and
anticipated environmental problems. This new subtitle also under-

scores the two basic trusts represented'within NAEE's membership
- itself, those who teach abotit the environment at the K-12 level or.

, provid&guirenmental information
,

to the public at large, and those
engaged in post-'secondary'environmentally related instruction and

research. The change in title, then, is an acknowledgment of two
connected\but distinct intrests within the brogd field of environ-
mental inguiry, and an attempt to wed these interests through.the

'. publication of gua4ty work from-both perspectives in one volume,

lbe,pUblication of quality.work has been the goal of Current Issues
.

since its estabrishMent, and the membership of NAEE aTir=144577-a177)f

Directors have sought Continually to develop ways of upgradingAE 1
\

annual collestion of.articles'and reports. /n an efforteto eleva
Lit'from a "pro6eedin4s" to a "yearbook," Current 4/ssUei is now div,

\Ante two discrete sections; Section I, "Refereed Papers," contains
articles kased on original research and thought ana rigorous scholar-

ship. In addit'on to review by the editor,p,, all articles,submitted
for this secticn are reviewed by at leaAt two researchers selected for
their expertise relevant to the article under scrutiny. Section II,

"Notes and Commentaries," contains'significant descriptive or journal4
istic papers and program reviews which do not qualify as research or .

scholarly, works. Articles submitted fer this section are evaluated on
°the basis of the usefulness of contribtitions, their readability, and
their interest to the readers of Current Issues. The new "Guidelines
for Ahthors" (page295) describe the details of manuscript preparation ,
and prodedures for submission to Current Issues VI.

Since papers'for the Blacksburg Conference were written and
accepted for Conference.bresentation prior to the decision to change

the format of Curralt Issues,'the editors have broadly applied ,the 4
above criteria to the papers that were submitted, and all submissions
underwent peer review by at least two,individuals in addition to the 4

A
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editors. (Pee "Revi ers," page vi.) In all, 46 papers were bmitted. -

A total of 28.wete a cepted'for publication (ioe., 1 perce of the,
total),42 for Section I, and 16 for Section II. Th4 editoks have been

greatly asSisted in this review y ASsociate Edi.tor, Dr. Thanas Tanher

of Iowa State University, 4holprov ed spec.ial expert e-in environ-

mental edlication matters.

The editors are particularly apPreciative that_this new approach

' to Current Issues is marked by the publication of an invited "Foreword"

written by Senator Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin. Although we hope to
'make the gues'authorship of the."Foreword" a regular part of future
volumes of Current Issues, we'are especially pleased .dhat Senator
Nelson, a national leader in,the area of environmental policy and
environmental prote:ction, and one of the first public figures to acknowr
ledge the significance of environmentaloncerns, willingly to

write the first such piece.,.

We also wish tc express our deep appreciation to the ERIC Clearing-

house for Science, Mathematics and Eqvironmental Education for directly %,
ste5nsoritig the publidation of Curreni Issues V. We are once again

indebted to Dr. John Disingsr, Associate Directorof ERIC, without whose
cooperation and assistance the Current Issues series-could not be pro-,

duced. His patience and his .careful and professional attention to
detail have bedin invaluable. In a similar vein, We vould like.d3 thank

Ms. Joan Heidelberg, NAEE's Executive Director, and Ms. Patyaekler,
both of the Brukner Nature Center of Troy, Ohio, for their assistance
in obtaining NAEE,membership information and for providing cover graphics.

, Finally, we would like,to acknowledge with our sincere thanks the .
continued support provided to NAEg and Current Issues by the Institute
for Environmental Studies of the University of Wismnsin-Madisoh, and
the Environmental Studies Program of Iowa Stae$University, thrpugh
volunteering staff time, facilities, and a wide range of expenses with-
out which this volume would not have beeh possible. quch assistance is
in the,pest tradition of public seryice which'has made the land grant
.universicy idea such a profoundly significant force Within American \
society.

ii

Arthur B. Sacks
Craig B. Davis
'Editors, Current Issues V.

'N

0 chestnut-tree, greA-rooted blossomer,
4

Are you the deaf, the blossom or the bole?

0 body swayed to music, 0 brightening glance,

How can we know ehe dancer from the da,ce?

i v

William Butler Yeats
"Amr.q School Children"
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FORWORD
)

There is an agonizing public reappraisal ahead in hmerica's future.

Increasingly, public awareness of limited'energy supplies is being
translated into,widespread anguish and .uncertainty. Citizens are

seekirip some sign of energy'stability for their future. Unfortunately,

.there are no easy answers to'be found.

One additional factor comPlicates the energy equation. Solutions to ,

the energy problem must be-developed in accordance with environmental
standards. The developing body of environmental law has beeh achieved

with much diffictylty. Existing law is based upon extensive 'education

of the public out the importance' of satisfying environmental &311-

siderations in energy development. When energy was cheap and rela-
tively plentiful, awareness of environmental considerations waS
difficult to sell to the public, but not impossible. Now that short-,
ages are upon us and, more importantly, will remain with us. for the
foreseeable future,:environmental considerations have become a political

,

variation of the endangered speaies.

Public concern for a stable-economy, adequate jobs, and reduced infla-
tion, is assuming an urgendy typical of a recession periocl. buring
such a time, what.the public perceives 'as a frill is usually sacri-

ficed. Recent polls indicate that public Interest in adequate energy
supply has prompted the majority of responderts to be Willing to reduce
environmental protection in orde to guarantee a generous energy supply. ,
If a sacrifice of substantive eh ivonmental law is accepted, the society
mut inevitably be the loser,.

America is on the thresholkof an era of,critical choiceS'. Problems,in
our present situation will be Calamities in the future if our political
and economic systems are'net modified to maintain the balance between
energy and environmental concerns. Such a balance can be maintained
if'eriergy consumption is_ resthained to meet responsible levels of

eneegy supT4y. Supply and demand of finite energy sOrce$yromise to '

be.increasingly in a state of imbalande. With a vig4ous conservation
program, citizens could ease the-current pressurA,on the resource base
to yield larger production from the limited energy pdtential.
reduced consumption, the carrying capacity of the ecological system
is more likely tqbe Capable of satisfying society's,needs.

0

Clearly, the adjustments called lor.here are,not'easy. They represent
changes in personal lifestyle for which.there is n6 constituency
blamoring to be the first to sacrifice. Consequently, the environ-
mental movement 'id:again.thrust into an uneasy le4dership podition.
To the environmentalistS falls the eask of askins7 their fellow citi-
zens to be more satidfied with less. oTo the envi,r6nmentalists:goes

the responsibility of defending an ecolstem which can Only defend '

itself in retrospect when it deprives us of some r6source we kave

complacently abused in the past.

xi.

4
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The hope upon wh,ich human survival is,founded is 'that ditizens can
be educa'tpd to act in their best interest. This,is not a 674e.'

concern. Social change to promote collective self-interest over (

individual self-int'erest can only sueeed If the participants, the .

cftizens, are sufficiently'aware.pf the .costs and.benefits of.alter,

native actions. ibr. years, *environmental educators ilpve ileen about

the business of developing this kind of awareness: Inppfar as they
have succeeded, the world ib.a bettee.p)5.ade 'fb 4their'Ofpvts.
1979 version of Current Issues: The Vearbd6k 'Environmental Educe-

....

tion.ind Environmental Studies,. varks another .accomplishmept in that
effort.. Pas volume emphasizes the importahde of identifying prob-
leMs,-educating the participants, and.guiding people tp,act more
productively. There'is no task more hOnorable for.a citizen,
educator, or public official. On the sucCess of this-and similar
efforts, the future'.,of our eociety must ride.

..Gaylbrd Nelson
Senator, WiscOnsin

Ap-

t
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SEcTION I: liEFEREED PitPERS

As the headings of this Section indicate, time is the organizing

principle employed in separating the 12 papers contained here into

three subsections. Althoughothib mode of organization admittedly is
somew4t arbitrary and artificial, it is not,inaelcurate 1, pote that

oven tile titles of these diverse articles lead the reader toward a
consideration of environmental issues, problems, and strategies that
are rooted in'the past, involve us in the present, and which must be
faced im the future.

Vire have chosen io place the fiNre articles that deal with the future

first, neither because We are "gloom and doomers" preoccupied with a
future apocalypse, nor because we are romantics whose eyer, are set on :
the horizons of the future becAuse we are so sick of tfie present. More

:i.mply, as environinental educators We are not only dedicated to an under-
standing of the present and the amelioration of stress upon ourselves and
the ecosystem we inhibit, but are thoroughly committed to the future, for
if we havelearned nothing else, we have learned that the future is
surely Where we izill-be in the second that passea.

.., ,

The articles which comprise "The Future" are concerned with the

ethical and 6ehavieral base upon which we may build a viable future
(Shifferd; Bammiel and Bammel); the reb of social and economic inter-
relations that determine our future course as they shape the status
quo (Detwyler); the particular difficulties we face as we experience

4 the bitter ironies of the "Age,of Energy and Technology" and seek
alternativesxto present modes of educating this age to new demands
and new realities (Perrine); and recommendati s for piomoting plans .1

, for a future national environmental education trategy (Stapp, et al..).

The sixjepers which make up "The Present" are explorations of

current problems and concerns particularly pertinent to environmental
education in specific domestic and.international locales. ,Though they
are less global in scope than those in the previous subsection, they
represent serious attempts.to further environmental education research
techniqueia (Bammel hnd Bamme1)1 to develop modes of instruction which
enhance Classrocm teaching, curriculum development and disseminae.on
(Gardella; Tanner) ; to determine ways of bringing environmental educa-

,
tion tg beat in the commercial community 'of the D,S. (Brewn and
Ballinger) and of the preservation of wildlife abroad (LivelY); and
to assess employment trends ihvolving students with undergraduate
majors in environmental education (Johnson).

Ordly one essay comprises-"The Past," Tanner's article examining

thek-formative'influences which 'have 'shaped 'the lives of conservatlon-

ists. Those interested in the forces influoncing-the direction of a
person's'life toward becoming a citizen conservationist will find
Schoenfeld's essay concerning "student eco-activists" an interesting
companion piece (see Section II: "Notes and Commentaries," page,275).

.3
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The essays C'ollected in this Section have been accepted for

publication after a cakeful proc4ss of peer review. The editors

hope that the application of a rigorous review procedure will
heighten the quality of 'Current Issues, and enhance the stature

environmdntal educati;71.7717W-FIETic eye and ill academic and

political circles. This volume is a start toward these goals.

p.
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A VIABLE ,LAND.ETHIC: THE WAYS AHEAD

Kent D. Shifferd
1

,Abstrast; Can weiconstrui.t a viable &2114 ethic wing the intellectual

traditions of the' west (the Judeo-Christian sc.lentific and_humanist
d Marxist traditions), or must we lawn to non-Western ideol6gies

re resented by eastern religions and the world views of traditional

NaL, ve Ameriaans% :Such an ethic might be created from elements of
the bieet6rn tradition but it may not be radical enough to change
behavior to the degree necessary to-avert environmental decay. A more
radical ethic might be constructed from noll-western sources but might
be too unfamiliar to'gain wide populr support. The beet hope is for
a mingling of the two traditions,"western and non-weetern.

"There is as yet no ethic dealing with man's relation.to the
iand and to the animals and plants which grow upon it." (Aldo

Leopold,.A Sand_Comq.24manac)..

Although it is now 30 years since Aldo Leopold published the lines quoted
above, we have made little progress toward delot4p.g a land ethic.
Environmental ethiceis an embryonic discipline, but'those who pursue it

' are asking important questions including the following, which poses the
topic forethis paper: Can we c6nstructia viable'land ethic usihg the
intellectual.traditf6nSW the West, or mustaaway.i.r.mm'herlF-
tage and embrace an_alternative_21aleltsphy_munded.in eastern religions
±1.114.11Atuntimatisism? Land ethics are fundamental idea systems in whicii
there is postulated a proper relationship between man and nature. Over
,the padt decade, prominent observers have criticized whit theY have per-
ceived to be the dominant land ethid of Western society, arguing that it
is improper and, therefore, no longer viable. Our culture,'they say, is
an ecologically sterile ground, some even say a pioisonous ground, in which
to nurture a viable land ethic. Instead, we must listen to ancient and
exotic songs from non-Western and more primitive societies. My purpose.
in this paper ifp,to reflect on these twin assertions. I will suggest a
theoretica1_structure..fer_kland_ethic.4 and some criteria by which'Iand.
ethics might be judged, and I will offer suggestions for new syntheses
drawn from the Judeo-Christian and Stoic traditions, Marxism; and "nwstic

4

thought. I hope readers will forgive the absenee ef scholarly caution.
A paper this brief is a small canvas and the brush strokes of necessity
appear large and bold. I intend to generalize shamelessly, to both asspme
much and leave much out, and.to both tantalize and .provoke. First, I.will
review the standard criticisms of the Western land ethic.

History/Environmental Studies, Northland College, Ashland, WI 54806.
Copyright() 1979 Kent Shifferd. All rights reserved.
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Critics of the Western Land Ethic: White Ehrenfield, and Paradise

Lynn White, Jr., is the best knpOn'critic of the dominant environmentall

attitudes in our culture, locating the origins of the current environ-'

mental crisis in two ideas whirl are rooted in the Judec-Christian .

religion and which worked theiselves out in-the developmentof modern

'science. The first is our.belief ih 2z9zistLis, la belief implicit in the

teleological notion of time inherited from both Judaism.and Christianity.

The second idei'is the theory of dominion; involving a definition of pan',
who is',Inade in God'S image,' and nature, which is not. Man, like God, is

transcendent over nature, which was' created by Hilemerely to serye man.

Therefore, people who worshipped nature were idolaters and their sacred
groves cut down. Adcording to White, this is the intellectual soil in'
which out attitudes are rooted. He argues further7that about the 13th
centnry.icholars became interested in understanding God by means of.

,

understanding His'creatio44, tO "think Godie thoughts after"Him."
Science and technology, he implies, are the Contemporary. source of
environmental destruction. For centuries our limited understanding of
natural prOcesses had acted as a barrier, holding back the dominionAst

land ethic rooted in our religion. Modern science and technology
removed the barrier and Western man has conquered the earth in nibdern

A more recent critic is David Ehrenfield,,whose dew book, The Arrogance

of Humanism, sums up a growing attack on Western humanismas the ideo-
logical wellspAng of the environmental crisis. He argdea.,that humanism
originated in.9the Judeo-Christian religioni where it was, at least,

,-checked by notions of God's dominion, Christian humility, and Steward-

ship. The declininvpower of-religion in modern history has left us with

an unchecked, aggressive; and selfish humanism.as our guiding ideology,

creating a "'people versus nature" dichotomy. He lists the six assump-

tions; the principle one being, "All problems are soluble by people."

The secondary assumptions are: "Many problems are Soluble by techno-

logy; Those problems not soluble by iechnology.,.have solutions in the

spcial world; When the chips'are down, we will apply ourselves and work
together for-aLsolution before it is top late; Some.resources are infi-
nite; All finite resou*es have substitute (and). Human civilization

, will survive" (Ehrenfield;'pp. 16-17). This anthropocentric'point of
view leads to an intellectualsimplification of nature, and of human
'nature, which ,results in our attempts to simplify them in practice. In .

.our -humanis tie culture,--the_ manifold_ complexity.._of_natuteits_AvAbliet 1. _

itd beauties, are all reduced to Abstractions such as number, formula, and

price. It is modern man's way of masking his ignorance of nature. Having

mentallY prepared himself, he is aVe to proceed with arrogant manipula-
tion, that is, to practice dominiok Ehrenfield argues that this anthro-
pocentric humanism is the single viewpoint underlying oil spills,
chemically-intensive agriculture, pseudo-scientific testing in education,
genetic engineering, the quest for fusion power, and all our efforts to

maximize human control and short-term, material benefits without paying
heed to their negative. consequences. Given'this man-centered tunnel

vigion our solutions often become the problems. EtLanLskeear,are
victims of an arrogant humanism.
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A third critic is Scott Paradise, whose paradigm of the Western land

ethic begins by 'agreeing with White and Ehtenfield that the dominion theory

is a key to our despoilation of the earth. He goes farther, however, to

illuminate certain'econotic and potitital assumptions left unmentioned

Sy the Others. In all, heilhas reduced the "American ideology of man and

nature to seven proPositions: 1) "Man is the source of all value;" 2)

"The universe eiists anly forluan's use;" 3) "Man's primary purpose is

to produce and con.Eiume;" 4)."Production and consumption must increase

endlessly:" 5) '11aterial resoUrces are'lmiimitede 6) "Man need not adapt

himself to the natural environment since heatan remake it to suit his own

needs;" and, 7) "A major function of tire state is to make it easy fer

indiyiduals and corporations to exploit the environment to increase wealth

and power" (Paradise). Numbers 3-7 describe assumptions characteristiC of

capitalism.

P

:I believe these critics have identified many of the anti.'iecological
lialues and id4as which have dominated our culture in the past. I also

.-,agree.with some of their critics (such as Dubos, Moncrief, and Fackre)
totio point out two dangers in a simple-acceptance of theii view's, The

first is that these traditional values do'not represent the Whole of
Western culture. Indeed, all three say so at one point or another.
The second is that anti-ecological concludions do not necessarily
follow from Christian and hutanistic premises. (I can't say the same of

capitalism.) One of my Ourposes is to suggest-that a viable land ethic
might be constructed on Christian and humanistic grounds. First, how-

_

ever, it is necessary'to develop a model for a land ethic.

(^1

Land Ethic Model: Structure and Ideal Content

The first step is to-determine the kinds of statements which make up a
land ethic. The_second, taken from an environmental perspective, is to
deterMine the ideal content of the statements (highly subjective).
Following this, I will re-examine portions pf the traditional Western
ideology and representative statements ,f non-Western, "alternative"
viewpoints,', to see how woll they correspond to the model.

A land ethic must include threekinds of statements: 1) ontological,

2) epistemological, sand 3) axiological. Ontolou is the study of the
natue-of-being, the_conditions_of_existence4_ Whilethis_may_seem to__

' be 4 fairly abstract level from which to begin, many of the environ-
mentalists' criticisms of Christianity and huManism are criticisms of

their'ontological statements. A land ethic, then, ought to include
statements which define man, nature, and their ultimate deetinyrdis-
tinguishing between that which.they have in common and that which makes
each unique. Seatements on the nature of time,are included here, as

might be statements about a sense of place. .The second category of

statements, epistemology, deals with the ways of kno.wIng nature. Some

critics have argued, for instance, that the epistemology of Newton and
Descartes blinds us to the ecological aapects of nature (Hardin, pp..
79-89). Some discussion of the appropriateness of rational, abstract,

--4mirical inquiry versus intuitive, mystical, sensual and emotional ways

9
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of knewing is essential? Thirdo a land ethic must contain axiological
statements, or'a theory ofivalud, including: 1) aesthetic& (definitions
of beauty and fiteess); 2) 'A definition of what constitutes prigress, or
proper human expectations (including statettients about risk-taking); and
3) A theory of ethics governing human interaction in times of envirom-

, mental crisis (e:g., Garnett Hardin's "Lifeboat ethice). It appears
that a formal structure for a land ethic would require statements of
these three types. What their Mitent'ought to be will vary from one

ei

person to another. I wt i I suggest what seems ideal to mo as a point of
departure for .debate, b inning first with the ontological statements.

.

....--
.. 4

.

. .

An ideal definition of man and nature.is a materialist definition. Man , ,

and nature are substance, moleculei first and foremost, sharing the same
essential make-up and design. We are the same sSuff as the rest of
nature, and especially as living nature, The matter and planof organ-

. ization.are the same at the cellular and genetic levels, The value of ,a

materialist definition is that itordlini,tes man .to nature, "The natural
world is seen to be our true home, and'our only destiny (as opposed to
the Chriatian view which placWs manq'true home and destiny beyond time

"and nature and looks on earthly existence as e,Mere'sojourn, a testing
time). In the materialist view there.,is"no escaping the consequences
of our impacts on the biosphere. By predicating that man and nature

are one, I avoid the traditionaI.difflculty of the dominant Western

ideology, the ontological separetion o6 man from nature. .0f course,

,the opposite problem has been creatod, that of distinguishing man from
nature. The way to avoid this is by means of a more seeisticated
materialism that does not recltde the existente.of s irit. If this

seems t6 be a contradiction in terms,Oit ie so only within the tradi- .

tional, Christian ontology in which spirit must befrexternal to matter.
By appealing to the coneept of evolution, kg doee biologist Daniel
Kozlavsky, we mai be able to have our cake and.eat it too, may be able
to define man as A natural'being but one unique within nature by' virtue

of his evolved ,capacities. In particular, Kozlovsky points t6 our"
evolved intelligence and our evolved 9reativity, or the powers of design .
ing and realizing phenomena not otherwise found in nature, from art
objects, to machines, to whole landscapes. This uniqueness is a matter..

-6t degree. We share the intelligence with the higher mammals, perhaps
with the porpoises and whales, an4 the creativity with beavers and with

, the higher primatesi But the capacity it0ours to such an immense degree

that we are unique within,nature. Our gifts have come from ihe earth, .

"The scientific and Darwinian revolutions in the social mind mean that
in one small instance, the evolutionary proéese has become conscious of
itself.- 'farid' is mole-Cul-el-Wan afrangeWont-of-Such-eoalplexity that
they are aware of themselves in that arrangement. It is an immense
preciousness" (Kozlovsky, pp. 3 ,and 12).

In creating human intelligence, nature has created even man's ability
to modify nature, thus creating man's freedom., But the freedom to modify

nature to have dominion over it is an evolutiona experiment at best,

as well as a trust, perhaps.from God or some ogler spirit immanent in

nature. This trust ennobles man. Man is the l'ipirit-gnimal, the spirit-
being, exciting, creative, but dangeroue as well. His relation to the

earth is that of dominion--that is a fact--but not of unlicensed

dominion. Properly understood, dominion is a gift of natural evolution

and can be either good, or destructive.



Concepts of time are also critical for a land ethic. Linear and cyclic

concepts of time have both desArable anclundesirable implications for
human attitudes toward the. earth, Cyclic time is desirable because it
denies the ontological possibility of linear, or irreversible change,
'thereby diOing tte,possibility of "Progress." Cyclic time emphasizes

natural rhythels, and by cyclic time are all things brought'to wholeness-

again. Guilt.and sin-Are allayed. The great nature religions of the1

.,pakt,relied on cyclienations of time, However, a linear coneept of
.t.imel is desirable because without it evolution ;is inconceivable-, and

'evolution is a hook on yhich environmentalisfs hang many hats; Ainear
time makes poisible creatiVity au well as improvement'in the human
conditiOn. Thi*fdlfillment of man's entelechy, the unfolding of human

natuie through4history, as for example, in Chardin's definition of man,
as the"ascending arrow of evolution," is only possible within a linear

'framework (Chardin, p. 33), Ideally then, a land ethic would take into. -

account both therlinear-and cyclie aspects of time, each expressed in

ritual at the apprepriate seasons.

A.rhnd ethiC.ought to include statements about, man's place in nature,

Ihe geographic moblity3echaracterizes technically complex, 'affluent

societies discourages fOimate knowledge of the land because it does net

'rely on an intimate relationship with the land. Education.in these

societies,trains the young for economic and technical behavior apprc*
priate to-industrial socieey, but rarely takes them out on the land'or

locuses on a sense of-the_Xoregion in which.they live. he closest
. ,they get is a'universalized abstraction, clasarobm ecology'. A land

ethie ought to encourage an individual to perceive "his .habitation as

a Oart of himself, and (himself) an integral part of his-habitation"

(Opie). It is valuable to define oureelves as earth people, inhabitants

of-a little blue-green planet whirling in a lifeless void, But it is

equally.important to relate this universal notion to the soil at our

feet.

'These ontologiCal stateme'ts.defining man, nature, and their proper
relationship are the.first of three kinds of statements appropriate to

a land ethic. The second are epistemological. In modern times, seience

has become the preferred and.imitated way of knc .ng. Spectacular suc-

cesses in the natural sciences have emphasized the utility of sensory

observation, logical analysis, active manipulation of the subject under

study, and quantification.. These methods have spilled over into other
disciplines, including even' philosophy. But the ubiquity and primacy.

of these methods his not gond-untrititized-i'It-is-tharged-that;-by them-7

selves, hey are not wholly efficacious, especially over the long run.
At best, they represent,a'one-eyed approach, focusing on linear analysis
of cause and effect,,dnd missing the reality of systemic behavior.
Garrett Hardin'believes that the problem sterna from the primacy of

physics. "Why'did most scientists takb so long to Accept the idea of

&system? PhYsicists were at the top of the peck-order of scientists
ontil.abouethe middle of the twentieth century, and their habits of

.t1:ought'set the fashion for all science--and these habits did not include

systematic thinking. Narrowly analytical thinking was the mode. Engineer.

ing, a child of,physics, seldom departed from this pattern; much of the
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harm that enginee7.s have unwittingly done to.the environment is an ineviin

table outcome of no,systematic thinking" (Hardin, p. 42). We nel-meku

ways of knowing,,he argues, that take us from th, concept of chain to

that of network, and he uses the gicample of "ripples spreading ont en a'

pond from a dropped pebble; they go on and on",.(Hardin, p. 41).
..

Another missinelenient in the so recentl domi ant e'istemolem_of modern.

:science is the notion of soul Or taillit. Ph lo opher Walter OW'rdant
traces this disenchantmen4 of nature to the influence of Cartesian ideas

which became the philosoOhical foundation for modern ecience;" ...as

scientific en; we see the universe asimarally and aesthetically neutral .)v
...neither s portive nor hostile..%it is simPlyoneutral," and, for .

Descartee, " he method for understanding this sTorld must be esser (ally
mathema4cal"'(O'Briant, pp. 84-85). These methods have been desk. ibed

as coldly dbstract, reductionist, and overly rational, appropridte,

perhaps, for aStronomy but not for thi study-of life because they.blind

us to,its richness, cOmplexity and to our;bonds,With other species.

Joan McIntyre writes: "We have,' for too long now, accepted a view.of
non-human life which denies other c eature's,feelings, imagination, cans!
sciousness, and awareness, iIt seems that in our craze to justify our
exploitation of all non-human life forms, We-have-stripped iron them any
attributes which could stay our hand. Try for amementi_g_maAmILIII
lama ine the imagination of a whale,or the awareness of a dolphin. That

we rannot make these leaps of vision is because we aro bound to a cul-

tural vies* which denies thel. .Jssibility...that relegates feeling and
.emotion to inferior functions, that searches in vain for pure Objectivity

.
and in so doing denied the humanity of the investigator and. the livingness
of the creature under investigation...We are'boand to a vision that leads
us further_ayay_fmanalnsal,and further away frolLeach other" (McIntyre.

,preface). Psychoanalyst Carl jung has pointed to this narrow vision as a ,

source of alienatioei'"As scientific understanding has'grown, so our

-world has become dehumanized. Man feels himnelf lost in the coimos,
because he is no longer involved in nature and lute:lost his emotional
1 unconécious identity' with natural phenomena...."'(Jung, p. 13).

Science has been'successful because it emancipated itself from animism,
superstition, subjectivity4 and from a view of nature as motivated by

caprice. We should not reject thesp hard-won victories. There could

be no successful land ethic in our culture without ecological science,

as its basis. But ecolovists and the rest of us no longer need fear
_p_&yistothelettil_y_oeninourmitnacofotherwals of knowitg which comple-
mdnt, but do not deny the-efficacy-of-science, ways that-wfll-restore
w oleness to our epistemology. In McIntyre's words, "we have far too

,loktg accepted a traditional.way of looking at nature and nature's

res which has blinded us to their incredible essence and which has made

-us incomparably lonely" (McIntyre, preface). Writing about the .death of

the nature gods in our culture, D. H. Lawrence described the mentk ampu-
tation we have performed on ourselves: "Of course, if I like to cut

myself off, and say it is all bunk, a tree is only so much lumber not
yet sawn, then in great measure T shall be cut off. Sp much depends on

One's attitude. One can shut many, many doors of receptivity in oneself;

or one can open many doors that are shut" (LaWrence, pp. 22.25), We need

12 0
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to'consider without investigative that'

smtlaell_the,...e2letemolagy of ancient man who felt himself 'indissolublx
imbedded in the cosmos" and the epistemolo of the modern scientist, whc),,

self from nature in order to obtain but one peripecOVe 'on it. II am
fOr certain limited ends finds it .useful to momentardisasso*a_te.him-

-cOnvinted," wrote Clattde Bernard.,'"a time will comiwhen the physiologist,
the poet, and'the Philosopher wilt alj Sped: the same language and mutually
understand each other" (Hardin, p. 48). .

The third set of statements neaessary to a land ethic are axiological and
comprise a theory of value. These include a definition of human progress
or human expectations, an aesthetic, and ethical standards to gtilde man
in his interactions with all his felloW creaturee. Together these state-
ments, provide A set of vaOes which depict thq,ideal habitat and a means,

. for resolving conflicts wi'thin it. The axiological statements depict
what the manTnature community Ought, to be.

In America the indistinct notion of "progress" has governed opr movement
toward the ideal habitat, a conquered wild'erness, in whidh a geometric
arrangement of machines processes nature at an ever increasing rate.
Of coarse, man must satisfy his material needs and has a right to some
comfort as well,.but 'the singlemInded overpowering of nature that has
occurred in recent history is counterproductive. "A conquered world
is no good to man," wrote Lawrence, "He site stupified with boredom upon
his conquest" (Lawrenceo.p. 26). Mes relation toiPnature shapes both

himself and the'phenomenal world. In designing our habitat we design
ourselves. "What, ideally, constitutes a high.quelity environment for
mant" is- the question of.environmental aesthFtica, or theories of what

is beautiful and proper. The theoretical queitions-are: "What relation,
if any, exists between aesthetic standafds and nature itself?" (put.
another way,-"Is the ecological analogy. valid?"); "What ig meant by
fitness, what is appropriate to a region based on its natural and cul-
tural evolution?"

Most of ue carry about in our heads an underdeveloped aesthetic. We can
tell intuitively what sorts -of design are apPropriate to a place. In a

land of:rushing trout streams, trailing arbutus, Norway pine, and a
majestic, shining frephwater sea, there is something vulgar About a
pizza palace with a cherry-red, plastic tile roof and a familiar logo
announcing to all the tourists that the same pizza they can get in
SChenectady or. Los Altos is noW available in northern Wisconsin, We

sense that soniething Is wrong when giant. pines are bulldozed and, in the
spaceof a weekend, a pre-packed, standardized, tract house is eretted
and the romner plants a pink plastic flamingo in the red.clax, Mee the
Department of Agriculture transforms a p:etty, littleeused woodland i.pad
into a 75-foot-wide, graded "Forest Highway," we suspect their environv.
mental aesthetics are fairly primitive, Whit aesthetic standards can be

made to apply in such cases? Aldo Leopold suggested.three criteria ,(he

left them undeveloped), "A _thing is right,"_he asserted,_"when jtend
_to preservethe integrigi stabilita,and beauty_at the bir.tic mmunite
(Leopolel, p. 262),

13 9 .;
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Ndrth Country we may be fooled by a plastic ladyslipper at 20 paces,
but closer inspection always results in a sense of having been cheated.
Finally, evolutionary fitness refers to the achievementof form.and
function/appropriate to the ecosystem. These are the.elements of'
Leopora's biotic integrity, an stability. Therimply that our aesthetic
guideline should be "That wh ch is is that which_oght,tobt." This

--raises'the Chief theoretical ueetion 4 environmbfital ethlcs, the
question of, "Can nature,ba tlhe nom?" 0

,

This question has Seen brilliantly analyzed by Holmes Ralston III in

an essay tttled, uIs There an.Ecological Ethie." Can, we derive prescrip- '

tive moral laws from a descriptive science, or, cat we get from is to
ought? Ralsfon argues that we cannot. We may have an ethic about nature,
ac,Chrietian ethic, a humaniit ethic, or another kind of ethic but it can
only be a0plied:to nature, inithe.sense that medical ethics is not derived
from medical science, but only applied to its Oiaptice (Ralston, pp. 9-3-
94). Nature hak'no intrinsic value. Ics study yields only facts.
Homeostasis', ecological balance, stabilsitybiotic integrity--thesc. are
only facts and iMpose no moral obligations On us. Ralston's argument.

(more sophisticated than I have had space to recount) is a powerful one
and he is right., But, he it. right only insofar as the is, i.e.,,nature,
be understood in terms of the ontology of Depcartes and Newton, as a
despiritualized other, unake us.,1 In fact-, his argument isgtautological:
By asserfing that nature tekerely Tolecules, one must conclude that the
only statements that can be. made abdut it are thoie which.describe the
behavior of molecules. If nature is devoid of moral beings,'and there-
fore devoid of moral worth it-is outside the,realm of moral'precept. It

is Onlz_42eiformintticskallobecomy characteristic of modern
science that Ralston'fijandtieaa.ear
to make sense. Ralston has done nothing but take the major Premise of
modern science and restate it as ite'conclusion. Whether nature might
be understood to.have a spiritual and therefore moral dimension has

been hinted at in this paper by the citations from McIntyre, Lawrence,
and others. .We shall return to it again, but first, I wish to comment
further on Leopold's guilieline.

The naturally evolved"landscape is functional, long-enduring, and beduti-
ful. It should be an aesthetic guideline for us, but it can only be a

guideline. Applied as_an infleXible rule, it woulti disallow art, or
human Modification of the biosphel:e. .As a guiaeline, it suggests that
human modifications ought to be patterned after nature, and that pink
flamingos in northern Wisconsin are, therefore, vulgar and inappropriate

As a rule, Art should draw on the riches of the.biotic'and culturaUlt-fi-
fage of its region. Rowever, universality afid standardization arre- no

means always wrong. Ind6ed, they point to the common human'heritage.
And unlicensed imagination, creating forms thiat never-were in nature,
testifies to an essential characteristic of out species, our freedom 7,

from slavery co instinct, The point is; universaltzation oUght not
displace the Orinciple of integrity and subme..ge the bounty of the

world In dull sameness, In my estimation, it is at least worth
debating the notion that aesthetic values, acting as guides for.our
humaniiation of the biosphere, ean be drawn frpm nature itself. That

moral vslues'reside in nature ia an argument that, will take-us outside

t E,1 ,,f .4r ,"( ;' ,,!1 1,°,+;,';/ /,,A',5 'AV . ' 4.4
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Biotic integrity I understand to be comOsed of the related concepts of
variety, uniquehess, scarcity, and evollitionary fitness. First, varidty:

"Thep world," says Ian McHarg, a ilorious bounty" (4cHarg, p. 1), It

is so because it offers us thousands of'unique things with which to inter-

,' act, thousarOs of species'of plants and animals, of rock forpations, of

skies, of ecnsystems, and human habitdts in which to move an4 contemplate,

and each is offered in its proper plate dne season. It offers us thou-

sands of native materials from which to construct our built environment
(even Pizza Huts) according to locally evolved designs that are not a
foPbe upon nature. It offers us thousands of 'sounds, each varying in
season,and'place, wherh4r water falling over granite ledges.in the north-
o't dripping from leaves in a tropical rain forest.. And the world offers .

:us thousands of cultural sounds, a great variety of 4musics and accents.

Variety both makes life interesting and ecosystems Abre stakle. The

quality of being unique is closely reiAted., There are many waterfalls,

only one Morgan Falls (whatever its name)--uniqueness in tts place. A
third, related,concept is scarcity, and a fourth is authenticity. In the

the boundaries of our scientifid culture, but we should at least make
the4gffoit to see what ideas lie beyond our little world.

4
' The third,part of a theory.of value'for the regulation of man's environ-
mental behavior is a theory of ethics. We )ed to kriow not only what

IA beautiful and fit,qut also what ig j4st. Human.lelationships with
each other and with tfie non-human environment ought to be governed by
more thanjust phological maxims and aesthetic standards, or else the
relationship bbtween individuals might:be no more than that between
predator and prly. It is possible, for instance, 'to conceive,of an
environmentally'sound and aesthetically pleasing slave society. We

must raise questions of rightg, obligations, and equity, William
Blackstone argues that our concern for a high quality environment
includes a concern or the lives of all humans, even those not yet born.
"A reverence for lffe'must include a reverence for all lif.e,.including
the unborn"(Blackstone, pp, 25-27). This does not mean that we ought to
maximize the number of humans or material goods per capita, 4The over-
ri,ding principle, the quality of life, acts as a systemic constraint on
any olve,species and any one perticular generation. In an age of scarcity,

then,it is Morally wrong for a nation td allow its population tO increase

--with all the consequent deprivation of others which that'increase
-implies. IC is equally wrong for auother nation, which may have achieved
ZPG, to waste resources by encouraging eeo,nom -growth and inefficient

consqmption. ( is is why capitalism, with its emphasis on materialgoods
rattier than wel -being, on competition, on the private accumulation
of wealth, and on economig growth is unsuitable as a regulatov in an
age of environmental 4isis [Blackstmbe, pp. 135.437].)' Every human
being has a right to a livable environment-, and therefore, there exists
an obligation to aid in delivering quch an environmene. Part of that
obligation consists in limiting the Aumber of one's children.

,

A land ethic must also include a theory of redistributive justice if it
is to be effective. If the disparity between the haves and the have-nots

is too great (and it is), then the have-nots will disregard ecological
sahity to_gorge themselves in imitating the haves, and all will lose.
The same will hold true if the haves fail to redefine.the quality of life

15



to exClude waste andmaterialistic gluttony. This id equally a matter of

justice and-of prudence.

Our obligatiOns to animals,-the variOub species of plants, and entite
ecosyStems, are linked together with our obligations to each other. We

are obliged to preserve VINep becaUse.they are the means,to a high quality..
oClife for ourselves (pruden0)" and others to whom we are obligated,
such as future genfOrations. OUr obligationto preserve them is rooted
in human values (i.e., a high regard fox tach other's.welfiie-of which
they are a significant componett). But their.right to exist,ib inde- '

pendent of human values.. That which man cannot create, he has no right

0 destroy. Their right to exist is more easily understood by adopting
,an ecological and evolutionary view of man's place in ndture, one which,

demonstrates that we art.not the end'and culmination of evolution, or
the only interesting experiment going/on.ift the biotic world, Loren

Eiseley wrote: "We are one of the many appearances of the thing Called ,

life; e .are ndi its perfect image," and, "There are things still coming
ashore" (Eiséley, pp. 59 and 64). The wotld was not made ir our image;

but we in its.

Ideally, then, a Land.Ethic must incldde aft ontology which unites man
and nature, an-epistemology which permits us to see that'relationship
scientifically and to-see the wonder and the mystery of the natural worl,d

as well. It must include an axiology which:deffnes the fit and 'the beati-
tiful in natural terms, which precludes human_discriminaton and exploita-
tion of humans and ra.:1=humans by according tights to_all. Where in the

cultural.resources of'Western man doWe find support ton such an,:ethie
We must suppose that most peoPle will develop such an ethic out of
familiar traditions, rather than abahdon the familiar for exotic and
foreign-sbunding ideologies,

Western Cultural ReSources for a Lahd Ethic

Both Gre6-Roman philosophy and the Judeo-Christian religion contain much
of what we want, although I will be able only to'briefly allude to major
ideas. The-veneration for Mother Earth (that is distinguished chiefly by
its absence in our culture) provided the all-pervasive background'for the
thought of the.ancieht Mediterranean. These mystic tendencies were
balanCed by a growing rationalism, but it did not lead to the aggressive'.
notion *(5 conquering nature, as it has in modern times. The-difference

is due, in pait, to the all-pervaslve concept Df a.designed earth. For

the ancients the world of nature was an orderlydeligsLytich included
man and his works. It was not an evil chaos a ainst which man had to

Struggle. Quite the opposite was true, According to the Stoics, the
world is a fit enVironment,for man. There is a splendoi. in the cosmic

order and joy in the beauty of the earth. For the Stoic, Panaetius, man
is but one of the purposes for which the earth was created, and, in the
words of historian Clarence Clacken, "he makes use of its beauties and
resources", (Glacken, p. 53). For these Greeks, the world was both beau-

; tiful'ancl useful, That the world is a glor:,:ous bo.anty w-,s recognized in

what scholars now call the principle of plenitude. According to Cicero,

tle world-mind had secured for the world, "first the structure best suited
for survival,'hext absolute completeness; but chiefly, consummate beauty
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and embellishment of
a
every kind" (Glacken, p. 59). Man fits into this

order by' creating a second world within the world of nature (not over and

against ,it). Man's "Industry diVersifies, and adorns the lands," Cicero

wrote, so Chat the human modification of nature is consistent with the

taleelogical view of nature (Glacken, p. 59). (Note that our industry .

contravenes this principle.), Man's art follows nature. In the Stoic

view, he is a finisher of the design (and not'one who alters and efface0

it), a caretaker of,the earth Man, then, is in nature, but he is unique :

withinfnature. Glacken has summarized the Stoic's point that'man's endow-

ments allow him more freedom to unaerstand,'appreciate, ant-improve nature

end zo benefit by its use. "The Stoic idea'of sympathy is at work here;
there.are interconnections and affinities among things in the whole
creation, ntrong bonds between the macrocosm and the microcosm that is

man" (Glacken, p. 57). More ought to be said, but it is enough, here, to
suggeit that the ontology of the Stdics is, for our age, a dtorehouse of

intellectual ereasures.

1

The distinctive character of ancient Greek epistemology wasits emphasis

on reason. Only a rational mind can understand a rationally ordered'

-' cosmos. But it was not limited.to reason, especially during the later,
Hellenistic era, as it WAS representedin.the Work of Plotinus and his
followers; For them-the cosmos was a great soul, "a living, organic .

the'best possible image of the living-unityeinediversity of the
world.of Forms ip) ous. Such a philosophy, with its etphasis On life,
its,fullness ane'iversity, produces a vivid and rich view of the earth"
Glacken, p. 77). Perhaps, inithe views of Plotinus, we can find some of
the material for aisynthesis of the.rational and spiritual ways of know-
ing and achievethe wholeness that Lawrence,1;kIntyre, and Jung say we
have lost. 'The ontology anteplattmology oflehe GreooeRoman .painat2t
an open door to our future.

As for ancient ethics, it fi enough to say that all the ancient philo-
sophers, including even the Epicureans (whose views are so-monstrously
distorted) looked on the good life not aS,a.hedonistic gratification of

.materialistic pleasures, bui,as a mOral, civil, and intellectual life

characterized by moderation. They stressed the love of nature. And if,

as was the case, they, were 'humanists, and the love of nature represented

by Hesiod, Horace; Vergil, Columella and others was a love of humanized
nature, of a rural blend of the contrived and the Wild, that is,to the
credit of humanism; it demonstrates that what is lacking in our Overly
'mechanical, consumerist world is the humanist definition of a fit and

beautiful habitat for man. In the humanism'of the ancients, man is a
sensitive, creative, spirit-animal who excells at taking joy in nature's

beauties and in his creative arts. Humanism does not imply the arrogance

with which Ehrenfield charges it. One need only recall the doctrine of ,

hubris, or overweening Pride, which formed the central theme pf ancient

Greek drama, What'is wrong with the contemporary environment is that it
is dehumanized, and, therefore; despiritualized.

Gabriel ,Fackke, an apologist for Christianity, makes a similar argument.

The cause of the environ ental crisis -If modern times far from belna-

found in Christianity) is found in its absence from the modern world.
The much criticized ontological statements found in Genesis have been
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taken out of &mtext by modernman, He has regarded only the injunction

eo,"subdue the earth" and.has disregarded all thn limitations and quali-

.
fications which give it its true meaning.. Fackre tries.tet restore a

perception of thevholeness of the Judeo-Christian doctrine of Creatiork

by pointing out three ideas,. First, the goodness of nature; the text

of Genesis reads, "and God saw that it was good° after each of the acts .

of creation In the first six days. It iiftrue that nature is net sacred

in.Christian thoUght (for that would beidolatry),' but it itflood and

enjoys what Fackre calls a "derived dignity. ". Second, although_man is

made in the.image of, God, he is madeeout of clay, he ierooted in nature,

He enjoys a uniqueness by virtue of his Cbd-like attributes,,his.inte14,

genet and creativity. If aome.later Chriitians adopted tha gnostic

4ttempt to.define the claylas Wholli'evil..to set up a dichotpmy of

matter as evil and spirit as good, this.ha§ not been generally approved

.
doctrine in the Church. Of course,.tan finjoys a uniqfieneasjy Virtue of

his God-like attributes,,hrs intelligence,and creativity,. They give him

-therole of co-creator--he doesIlave doMinion over .the cardi but not

. unlicensed freedom. The'earth is alyeadY. treated, .a.given;'wten he

7 receives his poWer. Mireeover, only God is Creator ex nihilo. Man
cannot create a species, Man is responsiblesto God, A steward of the
'earth, .but not dod'of it'and over it. Dominion implies responsibility,
It is when tan ign6res'his carbtaer role, and, playing God, acts In a
.totally selfish mannen, reeitrangi4 the given, that we can,see him
playing the role of Adam. It is because of\Adam that naturebecomes
accursed, Fackre.writei, "Our present environmental plight is trice-

, able. to man's failure te acknowledge the limitations attendant to'his
1 subsidiary creatorship.....For overreach3ng his finitude,,he must suffer
the consequences.;..the ecolagically sensitiVe today:recOgnite in the
(Adam and Eve) nage tome very accurate reporting of the terrors that
nature has in store for a technologieal society thattries to play God"

(Fackré, p. 123),

The epistemological problem is similar. Modern scientific epistemology .

is incomplete without ihe Christian recognition that there are other

ways of knowing. The laboratory report must be seen in the tontext of

relevation, both biblical and historic,. Scientific knowledge must bei
viewed in the moral 'context of intellectual'humility, rather than with
the arrogance to Which Ehrenfield is so appropriately sensitive Nor
ia scientific knowledge,repudiated by Christianity. Nature is the codex

.dei, and it is appropriate to think God's thoughts after him; Christians

would argue that is exactly what ecologists are doing when they discover
the interdependence fragility, and beauty of the web of life, and when
they warn us not to destroy by our consumeristic greed what we cannot
create.

On the question of ethics the Christian world:view is evgily adapted to
environmental concefns, With regard to the good life, it is clearly
oppospd to the rampant consumerism of twentieth century man, But it is

not,blind to man's need for sustenance.and for a decent material life.
It is vary clear on the obligations that men have with regard to one
another in an age of scarcity when the technological power of some
degrades the quality of life for others. The Judeo-Christian tradition
has a long recotd of concern with the morality of power and with sensi-
tivity to suffering.
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'1 havelbriefly alluded, here, to certain aspects of our culture which I
believe are useful in restoring to ourselves a sense of worth, reporting
tkat a viable land ethic Might be built wen Stoic humanist and Chris-

.

and the beautyance_grity.toLiterittujaklierld; Many will libten to
the ecological message onlSr ifthey find it conveyed in familiar thmes."
Arthur C. Danto has argued persuasively in maaitsLEumiitmiLityl ,

Oriental Thou ht.and,Moral Philosoph , thritye will hot adopt.non-Western
Attitudes aboUt the:reveren e for life and the eacredness'of the earth
because we cannot believe non-Western ontology. He.says that before we

know how we ought to act toward the world we must first know what it is.
"Me.,:ely preaching a different morality; howe0er1 is unlikely to alter a

practice. But, changes'of heart may come through changek of mind" (Danto,

p.'14). His point is,- modern science tells us that the idea of."Mother
Earth" is onWa charming, but childish, analogy.-.To believe it, ,

literally would be superstitious. Our ethic must rest on tatt, and
fact, for most of use is not the same as fact for the non-Western mind.
For most of.us the groves ar4 no longer sacrecL They may be both
beautiful and useful, but:we do not talk reverently to trees. There-
fore, we had best look to our own, rationalistic culture. I am not
saying that we phould don the toga or the monk's habit and imitate the
past; that cannot be done and should not be triedi Hui cultures evolve
by reeialuating their heritage, by testing experiment against exOriencee
I find it satisfyin to know that our culture is not sterile round .in

which. to sow a viable land ethic. But I do not find it satisf in

enough.. I see no reasoa to refuse consideration of insights from other
cultures, includirethose of the Native Americans and eastern peoples,
as well as insights from the rebels within our own culture, the
Marxistd. It is'legititate to argue that Shey.2.1ghtsf recent tradition
lies so heavalailuonbothourtual environment that we
sAnAtAvecipply by radical change, We must seek dramatic alternative&
to our present land ethic, beginning, perhaps, not with a non-Western
ideology:but with the ideas of Karl Mari.

Land Ethics and Marxism

Marxisth is badly misunderstood amoug many environmentalists. They assume
it is merely a collective form.of capitalism with the same materialistic
values and the same worship of technology. 'The Soviet experience fre-,
quently confirms this view, whith proves only that Marxism is badly mis-
understeod in Russia, too. Actually there are, as many variants of
Marxism as of Christianity and we'would be.wise to see what in these
might be helpful in our time of need.

One aspect of Marxism, stemming from its justice-oriented axiology, is
the idea that society exists to manage man's relationship with nature.
In Marxist society.; man's interaction with nature it" social, it is a
rational.interchange, planned at the level of society with forethought
given to needs and priorities andito the most efficient meanb, in contrast
to the wasteful, competitive anarchY of capitalism. In a Marxist society,
economic growth can be conti.olled and channelede whereas in a capitalist
society it is an independent variable, the incremental result of thousands
of socially and ecologically.blind decisions. Socialism is, arriori, a
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governable system. . Capitalism is a non-system whose environmental
impacts are susceptible to-social influence only'on atiluaolttesiati basis.
Introducing regulation into a capitalist system is not the same as making.
it-a socialist-syitem be'scausteguidtion_COnttaveneitheLessence. of
capitalism and sets up couflictrwithin society,-whereas a socialiet
pystem is designed to ,eliminate.conflict and disharmony in the productive
process.

The ontology of Marxism- is teleological. There is'an explicit view of

man and nature'. Based on matetialism; man is in and of.nature., It'is
his body, as Marx saps. Hie analysis begins with thefsoil, that is;
with nature and man's telation tà-it: "Nature," Marx'wrote, "is man's
Inorganic body...nature, that is; insofar as it is' not itself the' human

biDdy.. Man lives oh nature means that nature ishis body with which he
must remain in continuous interchange if he is not to die. The man'e
physical In4 EELE151121 life iS linked to nature means simply that

nature is linked io'itgelf, tor man is A part of nature" (Marx, pp. 112-

115). Thete ideas of balance'and interpenetrAtionate carried through

in Matx's'imminent teleology.. Both nature and man ate emergint, but the

ideal humanity which is emerging here' isliot that represented by the*-

Corps of Engineers genetal Cr tbecorporate Imecutive sealed away from

nature in his fiftieth floor office, Nhat develops out.of this is that

manbiiiitô -c-1.eate";41-' Totritsullarriat-Gaty7Chimberlain. "For the first

timt the wealth of human sensitivity develops in the unfolding of the

wealth of natilre. In other words, brute senses beCome more sensitive

to such objects as the meadow-lark's shrill cry or the brilliant rays

,of the rising sue (Chamberlain, p. .3019).' The emergenee is anthropo-

genetic Its goal is.the creative, multi-faceted personality. Through

history men interact with_nature and each other to create a biosocial

environment which,offers ever greater opportunities for the development

of individual personality and, thereby, for the species. History is a

process.leading toward's highly developed humanity living in.harmony wtth

nature, a direct contrast to life in the industrial slums of England

where Marx'lived. In contrast to the-gonquest of nature, Marx looked

Iejlty_2_forwardto"ttlitofbeinof man with nature--the true resurrection

the humanism of nature both brought
would lead to "the genuine regolu-
nature" (Maix, pp, 112-115).

of nature, the naturalism of man and
to fulfillment." Thishe believed,
tion ,of the conflict between man and.

Of Marx's ethic, it Is enough to point up the,obvious. Marxist ethics

are rooted in the biblical concept of distributive justice and in'the
moral.assertion that those who exercise power, all kinds of power
(including technical and. economic), ought to be responsible to those who

are affected by it. Much more could be said.about the Marxist land
ethic, including its omission of any sensitivity to wilderness.

Marxism is, after all, well within the bounds of Western culture. It is

a naturalistic variant of humanism and it is capable of an ecological
reformation, whereas capitalism is not.



Non-Western Cultural Resources.

While it is not too hard to appreciate certain Yiarxist ideas, it is very,
hard tito become an Indian, whether of the Native American or the Hindu

variety. Eath subscribes to an ontology radically different Iran- that-of
our cultural mainstream, but it is precisely this difference which makes

their considerdtion.advahtageous. J.W.E. Newbery has discussed Native
American insights, deacribing their ontology as a ."psychial ecology."

He writes, "The vord for the Amerindian world view is wholeness. The

universe with 'all its.;parts and powers is one. It is a living body of

many members ao closely related in-All pervading spirit,that it is not,

surprising even when metamorphosis takes place, a man begomes a bird,'
for example, or A bear becomes a man. It is a wholeness so completri, ao

spi'itual, and so commanding that every rite and ceremony of native life
relates to its celebration 9r renewal" (Newbery, p. 57). Here,,at last,

we-are in a different world. This is, the telescope through which we are

afraid to peer. 'One parakount symbol of this ontology is the circle,

Lame Deer writes, "To us this is beautiful and fitting, Symbol and
reallity at the same time, expressing the harmony of life and nature.
Our circle.is timeless, flowing; it is new life emerging from death,
life winning out over death" (Newbery, p. 58). Thia is an intensely
subjective ontology, , -e illre-than-rational 'ontology-likely_ to _he _scoffed_ _

at, by Mechanised urbanites who have learned,to perceive nature only
through the eyes of Newton and Descartes, and who are removed from
nature by Middlemen and machines.

The ethics of native,Americans are founded on this holistic ontology,
A physical act, such as taking and,hoarding more potting clay than is
immediately useful, does violence to the spiritual balance of life upon
which ecological harmony depends. Newbery has encapsulated the ethic in

a creed, part of which is exerpted here:

The World, the universe with all its parts and flowers is ONE.

Within the whole each part has its place, depending on, and
, giving support to all the others in the great body of life.

Each part is intended to use what it needs for its well-being
and will satisfy its needs respectfully, gratefully, and spar-
ingly. 'No one may, Without thought or good purpose, cut a
tree, plough a field, crack a'rock, or.kill an animal. Life

will reject those who do so.

No part may dominate or exploit another, for'each part has
its own right to be and to live as was intended.

No part has the right to despoil or destroy or pollute any
part of the universe and the Spirg,t of Life will reject those
--person, people, or company--who so act.
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Health and happiness are found in living in reverence:bdfore

Life, and in harmonyiwAth, All Creatures,

Live -remeently.. tiVe --LiVe Tbr -Ohnienssni
. ,

(Newbery pp, 57-58)
.1

.Walking into ihe mental world of.the Amerindian requires, us to cross a

great philosophical gaP, AA''dOes.attempting',,ta enter the,menial world

0 of Hinduism. .But, as..in the case, of the Amerd.hdiansithe,contrast .

betqeen our secular viAW"of life and their-Aaèred 'ontology is'woFth

investigating. .According to liajagopal Ryali, there are three entry

points.for a beginning understanding.of Hindu teachings on man And

nature. These are: 1) the doctrine of transMigration of souls; 2)
polytheist; and, 1) a tendency tO symbolic mysticism and monism.

"The doegine of transmigration of, soul is easily milunderatood..,
iir:consonance with its corollary that che living

'essence of all beings, both .plantaand animale, is the same." The

emphateis, he jays, is on "the oxganic,unity of all, liVing beings"

(Ryali, p. 48). Second; theapparent polytheisi of-Hinduipm in

actually sub'sumed In a fundamental Mbnism, ,Tne various-deities repre-

sent different aspects of nature and "the entire nature:was in some-
Worshiltpacknoedsed

.the power-of Nature and the need for human symbiositi with nature"

p. 49).. ,The third characteristic is the tendency toward a

.radical stionism,'"an ultimate lack of distinetion between man and

universe" (Ryan, p: 49). This tendency pervadet,easterp thought., It

is present in Bu4dhism:. "The awakened one teaches,that'existences which

.
' appear separate are dependent upon one cause and upon one another, and

that their apparent separatenens springs'from ignorance and illusion..."

The uniqUenets of the Hindu ontology is that spirit is both imminent and

transcendent. "The Hindus believe.in thlign/Armot_thl_22211a
with nature...he is both imminent and transcendent. Krishna in Bagavat

Gita states: 'I stand pervading this, whole universe with a single frag

Tent of myself" (Ryali, p. 52). -

What are we in'the West to make of these two Indian viewp? The first

.point is that we already have begun to,dwsemething with them., There

are numerous examples, such as Herman Hesse's novel, Siddartha4but t
will choose only two writers who represent a newly emerging vieW'Ooint,

Daniel Kozlovaky and Gary Snyder.. Snyder ia a poet living in the

desert southwest much like the ancient Indians whose ways, along with

the ideas of oriental masters, inform his'poetry. "I Am a poet," he

writes, "My teachers are other poets, American Indians, and a few

Buddhist priests in Japan. The reason I am here (testifying before the
Congress) is because I wish to bring a voice from the wilderness, my

constituency...the vdice that speaks to me is the voice of nature her-

self, whom the ancient poets called the great goddess, Magna.Mater. I

regard that voice_aa_a_y_ea_reallatItz. At the root of the problem

where our.civilization goes wrong is the mistaken belief that nature is

something less than authentic, that nature is not as alive as man is,

or as intelligent, that in a sense At is dead...you cannot communicate

with the forces of nature in a laboratory. What we must find a way to
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do, then, is incorporate'the other people, what the SiOux Indians called

4 the creeping people, and the.standing people., and the flying people, and

the'swimting people--plto councAls of government....If we, don't do it,

they will revolt against us. They will,submit non-megotia4ie demands

about our stay on the earth" (Snyder; p. 108).

In order 'to appreciate thii, Amp...taginjaillthea__A_aisslonthat one.;
Must begin, that.is, we must relearn. The mystic view cannot be disa4

covered by,reading books in centrally aii-conditioned librdries. One

must'get out-ofdoors to achieVe perspective,°as-in Snyder's poem, "Pine

Tree Tops":
0

In the blue hight
frost haze, the sky glows
With the.moon
pine tree tops
bend snow-blue, fade
into sky, frost starlight.
the,creak of boots,
ralAit tracks, deer tracks.
What do we know?

Snyderts advice to the chilAreft: "Stay together/learn the-flowers/

go light." And,' in a poem titled "By Frazier Creek Falls:v "Thie

living flowing landfia all there is, forever/we are it/it sings
through us/We,could live on'this Earth/without clothes or tools."
Snyder's poetry blends Western and non-Western ideologies into an
alteinative Land Ethic for modern man, one which, by its very con-
trast to the dotinant culture, yields us a valuable perspective.'

Daniel Kozlovsky was trained as a biologist but left the university
to farm in the old way. His mystic sense of unity, seemingly so e

oriental, is based,in fact on molecular biology and the theory of
,evolution. Zis ontology is radically monistic. "You are," he writes,
"nothing but an interesting combination of earth's rocks, water and
air; these and two billion years of evolutionary explorations, new
trials, new combinations, new forms;" and, reiterating, PMind is. mole-
cules in an arrangement of such complexity that they are aware of,them-
selves in thht arrangetivent. It is an immense preciousness" (Kozlovsky,

pp. 3 and 12). He reminds us that the earth began as a cloud of
stellar dust which condensed, as it were, into the ball of'rock We

know. He traces all geological, bicitic and human history using this
togtaphor of condensation and the idea of the noosphere, or world of ,

e mind and spirit. "Biosphere is a condensation, a reorganization
of lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere; it cannot be separated from
them, it cannot do without them; since it is a form of them, constantly
exchanging materials with the others.. Noosphere is a marvelotts expres-
sion of a new development in the arrangement of part of the biosphere,
and is therefore a rearrangement of the other spheres. Your thoughts
,derive from the interaction of rocks, water, and air in the neurons of

your brain! By this means can rockh, water, and air think and contem-
Olate themselves in this corner of the universV (Kozlovsky, p. 20).
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Man is tio,more than a special arardngement bf nature. But;he is fiee
in a way that\the other arrangements are not. 'Our lawless imagination
is our species nature. On thisontology,,Kozlovsky builds a,preserva-

_tioniat_land: ethic.; Both Snyder-and. Kozlovsky. offer-us -examples -of-

modern men, cognizant of ecological_ science, but satisfied in the end
only by adding tosit the ancient, mystic and oriental visions of the
unity of all

Conclusion

I began this essay by asking if it was possible to construct h viable
land ethic using the intellectuaOraditions of the West, or.if. fail-
ing that, we would have to.turn away,toward ancient and eastern
mysticism. I have stiggested, for purpose cif debate, that it is

possible to_ground a reasonable ethic in Western philosophy and religion,
including the Marxist tradition.. Mhether that.will be enough or not, I
do not know. All we can be 'sure of is that "Nature6lever breaks her own
taws," as Leonardo pointed out.. Nor do I suspect that such an ethic
grounded in traditional Western ideology ?ill satisfy all of 'us.. It is

. also possible to groundAl more radical land ethicqm.more radical theO-
logies such as those of the Native Americans and the Hindus, but these

bcHmudh- transformcd.in the-procesi.--More-than_likely
contribute to:a new synthesis, an eclectic, scientific mysticism which'

.will,result in a world view far 401ferent than.that which now dominates
the.Western mind. 'It is enough to know, for now, that there are.ways
'ahehd. What is lacking to us is neither knowledge nor,viiion,i)ut will.
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LIFE STYLES, BEHAVIOR, AND MIME. ENVIRONMENTS

1
Gene Baftmel and Lei LaneBammel,

0

4

Abstract. Futurists see the next 20 to SO yectrs as a critical period,
due pringipally to sweeping changes imposed by technotogy. The crux of
this transition is the change in life styles ? as the ethos' of consump-
tion is replaced by a transformcive ecotogtcal ethic. The outcome
will be a leisure life style that stresses contemplation and conversa-
tion.

Introduction

c

Every cultute in recDrded history has been. blessed (or cursed) with .

prophets of Orosperity'(or gloom and doom). American culture abounds
with future-tellers, some influential,-some trodding only the dark

A
sequestered staircases of academe. The most internationally recognized
20th century voice of the future is Alvin Toffler Whose book Future
Slcock (1970) sold over six-million copies in 20 languages. toffler
suggests that there are three Stages in human sodietaL development:
(1) 10,000 years for agriculture,.(2) a century or two for Industrialism,
and (3) a current, rapid transition \into "super-industrialism." . His pre7

mise is that in order to avoid bloodshed during the next few decades we
must.

begin now to plan, develop, and test very long-range strategies that
kwill create a new future for.this country and the entire world.

These predicted changes must be planned quickly,'since.those factors'
.upon which industtialism has been built are rapidly facing severe limi-

tations Dr extinction. Cheap raW materials, non-renewable fossil fuel

energy, and electro-mechanical te'chnology,are in finite supply and
cannot keep up with the Current demand. Supersaturated urban concen-
trations, growing unemployment, and the stress imposed by a growth ethic
indicate the,severe and insufferable strains under which current indus-
trial society is laboring (Toffler 1976).

Industrialism hap provided a multiplicity of alternatives but the
unchedked development of technology seems to drown people with ovei-

choice. A car buyer is now faced with 25 million or more'potential
cholces when variations of style, color; accesseries, etc.? ar4 con-

sidered (Toffler 1970). Not only must people be efficient information
processors, but they need to be flexible enough to cope with the increas-

ing number of changes and events that occur each year in.thfir lives.

There are indications that as the numbet of events in each person's life
is increasing each year, the overall quality,of those evdnts is decreasing.
Ia 1960, for example, there was a 65 percent chance that a malor event

1Forest Scientists, Environmental Studies, Division of Forestry, 325
Percival Hall, West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV 26506.
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would occur in a person'a life; the oddsvindreased to 90 percent,in

1977. turing that 17-year-span the likelihood of a "bad" happening
. (divorce, death, unemployment, motor vehicle injury, admission,t6
hospital, Violent, crime victim, property crime victim or being-placed-
:on welfare) was inereasing faster(46.9 riercene) than the likelihood

of a "good".:event (410 percent) (utudja1978033).
.

Many futurists sep-a reVolutpnary transition takingPlace in the next
20. to 50 years. The period of transition Could.result in extreme tur-..

bulence. The last industrial revolution produced demographical changes,
starvation, civil wars, and the large-scale exploitation of people. '

' The new reyblution is supposed.to occur more 'quickly and be 'more

universal. 'The urgencY,of advanced piannitig is all the more iMperative

if me are to optimize these inevitable societal change's:-

The purpose of this paper is to encoutage environmental minded people
to reflect on potential life style and'behavioral changesomd to
/encOurag&-aome reflection on the environmental Causes and consequences
of alterpative,future life sty1ea.

-

Futurists: Who are themtltetam_thEra

Edward dornish, author of The Stud of t Future (1977), president.cof

the World Future Society, and editor of Futurist, enumerated three,
basic characteristics of futurists (Cornish 1977:380-381):

1). Futuriststend to see theAlniveriS as existing-in.one piece
rather than as an aggregate of in ependent units. This
"holistic" view places people as part of the universe and .

affirms that there is a unity of time as well as of.sOade,
The implicition is that the'future yorld will not comesto be
by'accident, but will be a product of current choices and,

behaviors.

4r 2) Futurista place a crucial importAnce on time. Instead of

keing occupied with the present, futuristil are Concerned,'

, with a period of 5 to 50 years in the future. The signifi-
canee.is that people are not likely to notice gradually com-

pounding changes.

3) Futurists stress that the future is shaped by the events of
the past as well as by images of the future. Tbe realization
rthat by building images of the future we canactually effect

- which future willaocCur should provide mottvation for all
environmentalists to'take part in discussions of alternative

futures.

One may assume'that all futurists have a holistic vjew of space and

time, all attach special importance to future timesperiods, and all

have an affinity for ideas. The community of convictions could stop
le.here because futurists do in fact vary on their (1) styles of fore-

casting, (2) vAlues, (3) view'of change, (4) attitudes, (5) time frame,
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and (6)°Stand as to who are the appropriate decision makers'. .Futurists

, can conveniently be categorized as (1) those attempting to forecast the,

moat probable future, (2) thosealttempting to forecast.the pdssible

futures., and (3) those seeking tO bring about the mostepreferable #

futures. It is difficult to place individual futurists into any one

of these neat categories, but some writers pick Lester Brown of the
Wortdwatch Institute as an example of the first group, HerMan Kahn of
the Hodson Institute of the aeconC and a range of miscellaneous
ticians (depending somewhat on which way the wind ia blowing) as ,reprer'
sentatiVe c grdbp three. '

Some luturista clearly indicate their values while others believe

it necessary...to remain as apart as'possible from myral, political, aild

emotional'values. The latter-tend to use a mathematical mode of pre-.

sentatiOn. Charvge can Be viewed en either an."extrapolitionist" or
"revolutionary" premise. The former ischaracteristic of linear thinkers
wholbelieve'that what exists"will-continue to develop,' while the others
contend that'society is broaching a new technological, economic, and
social, stage in which the framework'and,substructure of the previous
.stage will no longer be pertinent. Some who are involved with future.

studies can be called "humanists," for they are primarilrconcerned with
the qUality of life and'human relatiOnships. "Technologists"perpetuate
systematic.thethodology which deals with those aspects of the environment,
which can easily; be quantified, while often overlooking thoie other con-
sideratl.ons that tend to be more intangibletaore_ difficult, to measure.
One may choose a variety of time frames, from the immediate future which

is seen as six months to two or three years, to the intermediate future,

say, 25 years ahead, to the other end of the continuum which discusses
the long-range future, 100 or more years ahead of us. Some people
involved with the futurist movement may be called "participationists",
because they see,entire societies being part of the,decision-making
process instd'ad of being reserved for experts and politicians'er an

"elite."
1

lit'LlIE.ErigariLlt ion?

Mass media occasionally have dealt with theMestof future change, change

that seems inevitable., Frequently, these forecasts are based on some
variation of the theme that Current problems' appear to be unsolvable

in the light of current paradigms,(Harman 1977b). Historical:research
has isolated various "lead indipators" that have repeatedly preceded
times of drastic, cultural change throughout, history, 'It is apparent
that a substantiaI'number of these advance Indicators are present in

today's society. Pepple do feel a decreased sense of community accom7
panied by an increased sense of alienation and purposelessness. The

population suffers-from an increased.amount of personal 4isorders and

mental illness. The rate of violent crimes has escalated alongwith
the frequency and severity of social disruptions which have required

increased use:of 'police. A greater interest is expressed in noninstitu-
tionalized religious activitiep along with an increasing public acc/otance

of hedonistic behavior. In addition, there are signs that individaals
have a conscious anxiety about the-future (Kuhn 1970).



Analysis'of public opinion polls, ai.well as larger...term cultural
indicators such as the themes of recent books, p10s, motion picturest
etc., and the 'recent scientific interest in altered statet'of consciotis-
ness, Suggest that valu4s which. have long held the.allesiance of large#
groups in western soCieties,.are not only beginning to Ohange, but are',
subfeci to rapid diseolution. Willis Harman, of the prestigious Stan-.

, foxd 'Research Institute,' has Pointed out that the small nuMber of
desirable paths tp the future all-"require a diastic and proiPtshift

r.in the operative values of the society and a corresponding change in its.
institutions"'(Harthad .1977a:5). Unless society is able te.Make this
major transformation, dilemmas related to growth, control, diatribution
and work-Iroles may be unresolvable.,.

Harman believes that thisall but inevitable major transformation would
be enhanced by electing two ethical positions: an ecological ethic and
a self-realization ethic. Anecological ethic expresses the idea that
,the entire human race is one, and thee's' total "cotkUnity.of
nature" exists. This view recognizes the limitations ok natural
resources and holds people responsible for'both preper management or
the planet and the fate of future .generations. Moreover, development
Of self and the human species through appropriate experiential learning
would help decentralize social decision-makihg. A self-,realization

ethic would encourage a strong'fred=enterpriie private sector while de-
etphasizing public bureaucracy. .

,
In order for these sometimes contradictory ethica to succeed, citizens
must become more attentiVe to futureconsequences and enter. into
decisionLmaking proce!ises': Society is faced' with a new type of scar-

,
city. The olclform of scarcity was overcome by technological improve..
ments and/or exPanSion into additional territory. The old sOlutions
are not applicable, to a new scarcity based 'on finite planetary limits
of fossil fuelsstrategic minerala, natural fresh water; food-productive
arable land, habitable surface atea, the waste-absorptive capacity of
the natural environment, and the limited resilience of the planet's life ,

support ecosystems (Harman 1977b:7). A new era of enlightenment requires
a heightened awareness of self-realization occurring only within communi-
ties, and will be rooted in awareness of the fundamentality of inter-
relatedness. Philosophically, ve.have moved from the universe of
Leibnizian, monads, discrete substances unrelated to each other, tp the
universe of mutually occurring foci of Whitehead. This is the universe
of mutually sustained noospheric evolution ltmnad so poetically by
Teilhard de Chardin.,

What Alternative Futures Are There?

The possibilities for the future may be categorized under four separate

1, Technological Salvation
2. Descent into Social Chaos
3. Benign Authoritarianism
4...Humanistic Transformation
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There are those whoare confidr.nt that technological know-hoW can extri-
cate uEl from the problems,which it created4 and speed us along the lines

of permanent)material growth. There are, on the other hand,'catastro-

Aists Who foresee-a rather dim fliture of societal tension and stress.
A number of ecohomists, Heilbronner amongt them, have affirmed that the
best future we can hope for is one Of benign authoritarianism. Toffler
"has advocated public participation in order to-keep power away from the
1984-style bureaucrats, lest people be 1, cked into a system of entrenched
benign authoritarianism that penetratea every facet of life. . "umanistic
,transformation" is an alternative which combines the optimism of techno-
logical salvation With hopes for changes All the human personality.
Ecological and self-realization hics'mentioned prev,iously Would,be
basic to this option.

Voluntary Simplicity. The four possible'alternatives noted above are.

not necessarily mutually exclusive. In fact, a widely desifed possible
future society is based on the humanistic transformation to voluntary
simplicity made feasible by a form of technological salvation called
ft apprcpriate.technology." Both Duane Elgin and'Arnold Mitchell,
researchers for the Cenper for the Study of'Social Policy at the Stan-
ford Research Institute, believe that "it could grow to major propor-

tions_by the year 2000" (Elgin and,Mitchell, 1977':256).

Voluntary simplicity, first described by Richard Gregg, embraces a way
Of life that is outwardly simple while being inwardly rich. These

practicing voluntarr simplicity would be frugal consumers with a strong
environmental concern and with a sense ofergency. It is proposed as

the Most rational response to the current world situation (Elgin and

. Mitchell 1937:200). More specifically, the underlying values include,
material simplicity, the establishment of human-sized living and working

environments, less dependency on complex inatitutions_through self-
determination, ecological amareness of the interconnectedness of people
and resources, plus emphasis on personal growth (Elgin ahd Mitchell

1977:208).. It is hoped that through voluntary simplicity a post-
extravagant "wear it ott and make it do" society will emerge and

replace the "throwaway soclety" (Shane 1976:254).

Amariate Technolq&y. Appropriate technology is a term'that usually
refers to E. F. Schumacher's ideal of "technology that will employ lots
of people, be gentle.in its use of scarce resources, and .serve the human

person instead of making him the servant of machines" (Wakefield and

Stafford 1977:72). Schumacher, a British economist,,made the point in
Small is Beautiful (Schumacher 1973) that "low" or "intermediate" tech-
nology .is more appropriate than highly developed technologies, at least
in some situations. These lower forms of-technology have also.been

referred to as "sélf.'.elp," "democratic," or "people's" technology.
In these the use of indigenous materials and the minimal use of non-

renewable'resources is important.

Technology ls the base of our modern structure. If. we hope to alter

any part of the superstructure (laws, rules, taxes, welfare, education,

health services; etc.) we must adjust this base to a level that is

'appropriate. Part of the current dilemma is that due to resource
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scarcity or, allocation, the base of the structure his already been
altered; we have altered the superstructure,'unsure or unwilling to
make the changes required by the modified input in the foundation.

baujItikr2,11.121_lieity:CotayjaLkijoiastiZehmazty, Current
preblems Of-our social system could'be reduced by combinin., voluntary
simi4icity,with appropriate technology to replacecthe larger, mote

complex soOial systems of todey. Public opinion and teaction appear
to supporOlgin's and Bushnell's hypothesis that certain events o6cur

as a social system grows to extreme levels of scalevcomplexity, and

interdependence. lndiliiduala ate less,able to understand the Overall
system; there ate a resulting reduction of public participation in

decision-making, a towered accessibility to decision-makers, a dispro-
portionate growth in costs of coordination and contro:, increased
de-humanized interactions between people and the system, overall
performance of the system declines, etc, (Elgin and,Bushnell 19117:337).

Examples range from university faculty meetings through city politics
to meetings of the United Nations, The withering of the state espoused

. by Karl Marx has been replaced by the withering of public confidence in
the doings of bureaucrats and politicians.

Although the idea of voluntary simplicity is commendable, perhaps the
American public will never actually support sucfi an effort on a large'

scale. But 1975 data gathered.by pollster Louis Harris did re0ort

that:

92% of Americans are willing to eliminate annual mode1 ;changes
for automobiles;

91% are willing to forego meat for one day a week;
90% are willing to do away with ,antual fashion,changes;
82% are willing to reduce the,mount f advertising;

73% are willing to wear old"clothes until they wear out.

(Elgin and Mitchell 1977:209)

Anticipatory Democracy. There,would seem o be a necessary counterpart
to theocombined forces of voruntary simplicity and appropriate techno-

logy, namely, anticipatory democracy. A bureaueratic view presents a
society that.is currently too complicated for the ordinary citizen's

level of comprehension,, and therefore the decision-making proCess ought %

to be entrusted to the political leaders who are advised by experts,

On the other hand, a 'populist attitude.of anti-intellectualism and anti-

expertism holds that the experts and politicians have let'the people
down. Toffler,suggests a compromise road in which decisions are neither
too difficult nor too important for the public's involvements but rather

one in which decisions are so important that the public along with the

experts and thevoliticians needs to be involved. Tfiis new mode of

planning involving the fusion of expertise and democratic social control
has been labelled "anticipatory democracy" (Toffler 1970, 1976).

Anticipatory democracy is not just a vision of tomorrow.but an experi-
mental reality in a number of states. The oldest existing program

"California Tomorrow," initiated in,1961. Like successor programs, it
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strove for Che education of participants, the generation Of new infor-
mation, the designing of alternative futures, as welt as developing
and,communicating this consenaus in the form pf recommendetions to
policymakerd (Baker 1976:262)... Washington,State's Governor Evans
integrated material from his "The Alternattves for Washington" program
in 20 of the 30 piecei of legislation thaehe recommended to the 1975
legislature.(Baker 1976265). Technology offers,a number of ways to
increase the input of indtviddals in their own government. .Perhaps
the most ambitious.of these is the attempt to locate an electronic
voting device'in every dwelling so that any citizen who so desired
could watch political debates, perhaps obtain aii time, and certainly
vote on each iseue publicly debated.

Behavidr and Life Styles 0

As we look specifically at behavior and future life styles, the key
issue that affects every other dikension of life is the balance or
imbalance between labor and free time. How hard onemerks to survive,
what one receives from work, and how much freedom there is in free
time are influential, if not determinative, factors in such matters
as family relations, marriage,:divorce, geographical and upward
mobility, religious practices, educational growth, not to mention the
amount of natural resources consumed or altered.

Primitive people epparently make little if any distinction between work
and leisure (Kando 1975). Studies of Eskimo, American Indian, Central
African, and Australian Aborqinal culture have shown that these
intensely ttaditional cultures appear to do a great deal of playing"
even when searching for that one commodity without which their lives

could not be sustained: food. An anthropologist who lived amidst a
South Amey:ican primitive tribe for two years said thaetranslated into
our terms, the primitive's might be said'to engage in what we would call

"work behavior" fen a maximum of 30 hours per week. Attendance at.,4,

festivals and tribal activity seemed to have an obligatory character
we might associate with mandatory faculty lunches or cocktail parties.

At the same time, raising of cro0s, hunting or fishing had ritual or
deliberately comic az.pects to them that had nothing to do with the
"business° at hand.

We have an image of our primitive forefathers wOrking terribly hard,
vhile we live in a.taaparative leisure society. It seems clear that
while,patricians.of Greek and Ronan society labored very little and
enjoyed a leisure based upon the coerced labor of slaves, the general
lot of people throughout recorded history has not been ell that burden-

some (DeGrazia, 1962). The first thing that civilization appears to
embrace is the development of labor-saving devices, such as wheels,
mills, and yokest To compensate for the drudgery and harshness of
alabar, every primitive society appears to have celebrated ritual holi-
days with a.fair amount of frequency. DeGrazia notes that in medieval
society, as many as 180 of the dayt; of the year were non-work days,
because they were Sundays; religious holy, days, or regional holidays.

Medieval sbciety exerted a minimal impact upon the environment. Could
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we reduce our environmental impacts similarly by reductng the productivity-
of gopds and services and, like the middle ages, turn to .less consumptive

N, activities such as worship and festivals?

The celebrated work ethic seems to have had.its birth in the Benaissance
with fierce', competitive pride of civic craftsmen; its theologiCal
fication came wlth the writings of.Luther, Calvin, and-the counter
reformers.of the sixteenth century, who saw in.laber, a. safe way of
serving God. Its economic credentials did not Arrive until the eighteenth
centUry with the development of ..industrialism. It is this heritage we
have lived with for the past two centuries, and it is.this "work...ethic"
that.has estColished thellegemony of Europe and Amerida, Ii has proved 1.

difficult to impose that work ethic on Arabic, AfrIcan,,or Asian-peoples.
Britain's troubles lately have been assigned to the waning of the work-
ethic, and one wrieer has even spoken of the British "revelution of
falling expectations." PeFhaps it is ecologically time that our wOrk-
ethic, which has translated into an ethic of "search out and destroy
natural.resources," should.bp replaced by 'an envirovmentally...oriented
leisure ethic. What are the chances for suCh a leisure ethic?

As we have technologized our WOrld, the Conventional wisdom says we have
decreased the number of hours necessary for work-to-earn-a...living and
increased the amount of free time. ,In the sixties, it was fashionable
to speak of the coming leisure boom: analysts of the counter.-culture
Suggested that flower children would be pandemic in a society that no
longer valued or needed work (Kando 1975). The cultural-changes America
underwent in the post-war years were tied to a supposed decrease in work-
ing hours atcompanied by an increase in hours of idleness, vacation,
leisure time.

But the evid,ance of the. Bureau of Labor Statistics does aot support
these supposed gains in leisure. The average work week for full-time
workers was 48.4 hours in 1948, 39.6 hours in 1970, and 39.4 in 1978.
,If anything, the number-of hours of fulltime people in. the service
gectors of the economy has been increasing in the.decade of the seven-
ties, with.the average working:week of white-collar workers edding up
po 45.,2 hour's.

We have had a marked increase in the number of part-time workers--many
are tothers who return'to the labor pool--and'we have had an incrfaee
in the' number of three-day weekends, as well as in the number of annual
vacation days. It is top early to know for sure the effects of post-
poning mandatory retirements to age,70, but preliminary reports from
major companies indiCate that the trend to early retirement has hardly
stopped to draw a breath. Economic and-global political changes of the
earning decade Will have more to do In establishing the avorage age of
retirement than will Congressional legislation.

If anything, the changes that have oceUrred in the world affecting
domestic finance'have tended to increase phe total number of hours
worked per week per family. The biggest story in the labor market
today is the increasing presence of women in both the tareer, profes-

, sional maricet9 and in the pink-collar arena. 'For many families, it is
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a matter of noebeing able to afford not being a two.,career family.
In Some 40 percent of cases, the reason for the housewife returning
to work was "to make ends meet,'" But the real.issue.here.is not so
Much the maintaining of the high standardof living, es the pursuit
of a-standard of high living. American workers bayesought increased-
work "so ai to be able to.increase expendituresin leisure. Simply putt
rather than accepting increased leisure time,:theaVerage American
prefers to make more money-so as to be ible.to spend more in the avail-..
able hours of leisure, that trend may be eoming.to an end, as John
Deere workers reject overtime in favor of protected and work-free
Saturdays (ymplAston, Peat, front page, Apri1.21, 1979).

4,

,

Paradoxically, while work-time is expanding-, so is expenditure of time

in leisure. In'each year in the 1970s, Americans Spent'alarger per-
centage of their real income for leisure. Leisure spending zoomed
from $60 billion in 1965 to-$1801111ton in 1978 (U.S. News'Snd World
Report, 1/15/79, p. 41). Rising costs seem not to have .dimmed the
-conviction that Vacations and recreation art_ essential, deserved,
and vital part of the good lift. Some suggest that the boom in
leisure.spending is an attempt to compenSate for'the losses'felt in
political prestige or economic dominance.

While National Parks and National Forests claimed an average of one .

visit each for each American in 1977, the real increase in!leisure time
expenditures had been much closer to home. Television may take up'to
half the total leisure time of 'working families, the av rage adult
watching television 17 hours per week, with some adults hing teie-
vision more hours each week than they work, and sqme adolesce ging"'

as MUch as 50 hours per week.

While leisure time--at least 70 percent of it--is spent in the home,
the past decade attendance at professional sports, theatre, symphony,
horse and car racing,.fidve all increased dramatically. The paradox is
thatAmericanswant and expect more.money (for the same level Of produc-
tivity)' so that they can increase thtir expenditures on the goad things
in life. The cultural-revolution needed here is simply the discovery,

\

in'the words.of an old song, "that the best things in life are free."

J At an-earlier stage ip American history, leisure was thelorce that
not only bound the family together, but developed a sense cif Community

and regional prlde. Leisure, like work, has bdcome intensely individ-

ualized today. Instead of coming together for cards, quilting bees,
county fairs, church suppers, Americans now head off to their own
private TV set, their:solitary jogs, or a trip to the shopping mall, ,

alone, or with one or two members of the family. The leisurerevolu-
tion in America today is centered in the privatization of experience.
Ninety-nine percent of homes havelT, and over 40 percent have two di

more. Commercials have tried to cenvince.us that,watching one program'

while taping another is the beat way to prevent family feuds.
.1

Work has been the central life-focus for most Americans. :This is most
obvious among professionals--businessmen, doctors, teachers, lawyers,

etc. But it has also been true for factory workers, plumbers, electri-

cians, and truck drivers.
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A majority of working Americans tociity indicate not only that they .have

some degree of job dissatisfaction, but also that their work is not
their major life interest,- '(!)r many peopl.e in'the recent past, rais-

ing alaMily or being part,of the family has been the central life
interest; with working for that.family being an inseparable part of
that identity and commitalent. What'has happened in America in recent
times is an unhappy, combination.of the weakening of family ties, a
loss of senpe of belongingto a particular job or. career, and a fail.
ure of any other,institution to assume the power that.family, churcli,

civic pride, aMployer once held for Americans,.

Can changes in leisure effectthat kind of cultural, revolution that
will bind-a society together, in the face'of eweeping changes in
technology, politics, and economics? Can such'changes in the sOcietal
superstructure compensate for changes'in reaource base and thetechnosi

structure?

The report of,the.Carnegie Commission on the future of public televi-
sion, issued in.January, 1979, offers the most sensationally optimiatic
hope that has been heard for a long, long time:

AMericans have the capacity to.rebuild their focal communities,
tbskir regions, and indeed their country, mith tools no mere
formidable than transistors and'television eubes. They need-

only to wantto do. so inteniely enough.to create.a public tele.-
comMunications system that will bring it about. We.remember ehe
Egyptians for.the pyramids and the Greeks for their graceful

stone temples. How shall. Americans be.remembered? As

expOrters of sensationalism and adlacióusness? .Or as builders'

'of magical electronic tabernacles that can in an instant erape
the limitatiops of time and geography, and make us into one
,peoPle?

-(Queted in The Wall Street Journal, 2/2/79, p. 3, under'the

.heading "Leisure and the:Arts").

Television, more than any other medium, does make us one people, and,
true to Aristotle's demand for a democracy, does enable all,the citi-

zenry to'participate in public spectacles and public affairs. But,

unlike the polie of Ariatàtle, our(participation.is comparatively
solitary, without that challenge and excitement of personal contact,
'without ehat feeling that one person's presence can make a difference.
Even holographic images are.not the same as physical presences; a
meeting by holographic TV will never have the same appeal as the tac-
tile sensations provided by physical presence, nor will it present the
same'stimulue to on-the-spot change in thinking and proprio-

perceptions.

What technology has wrought in modern America is "essentially the

privatization.of human experience. Perhaps the reason for the steady
climb in the divorce rate is related to the change.s in personality
which occur to people because they are essentially private selves;.
,while marriage is at least a union, if not a fusion, of two personal-

ities. Such a union or fusion may have been easier to effect.in
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traditional sodieties dominated by large families in which personal
.
identity was largely inter0ersonal Identity, whin from an early age
people.learned to'function as members of a group as well as responsie

bli individualé. 6

Aeenarios for Future Leisure Behavior
T

Three scenarios encompass the likely possibilitiei for future leisure

behavior.

I. Cerebral-Autonomous. This'scenario emphasizes.the increasing,prie
vatizatien of personal experience. Other people will become less and

less necessary,. The.home computer will do our shopping for us, the
hbme entertainment center will provide a-complete list'of diversions,
,fromtports spectacles, to musical'masterpieces, to magnificent trave-
logues (after-all, who wants,to travel to see areas of shenit beauty
if they ate alWays overcrowded; and besides, having only camera crews
there dtc eases the environmental damage). Evenothe feelings ,of sexual
gratification can be privatized, as those centers of the brain which
are responsible for sexual pleasOre can be stimulated ae will by

electronic devices. In this scenario,,actual personal pontact would
be so minimized as to make a governmentlegislate forms of progreatiOne
lest the,human race perieh.'

'This pafadigm represents unecological self-realization, for it de-
emphasizes the interrelatedness of people. It would likely be
resource-intensive, for it Would emphasize tile subjugation of the ,

physical environment co private human experience.

Sensate-Aetthetic. this scenario' presumes a still greater use of
technology to promote actual experiential behavior: Just as Ihe trans- '
portation, age has enabled people to travel to remote parts of the globe
or to enjoy distant experiences, to all technology could put us in

greater contact with our tenses and with other human beings. As

steree reproduction has helped-audiophiles to enjoy ever greater
nuances of sound, and has in fact created rather remarkable communi-

cation netWorks, so work.and leisure thight be "re-tribalized," or "re-

sensationalized," As people become aware of the feel of things, of the
rewards of human contact, of the excellence of the finer human emotiens.

Although this scenari&would emphasize interpersonal human contact and
physical quality of human expe'rienee, it is nevertheless unecological,
or it would stress the utilization of materials to promote the scope

and intensity,of human experience.

III. Numinal-Social. In this scenario,"we have something of a replay
of the Aristotelian ideal of leisure as the cultivation of mind and
spirit, Coupled with the Platonic ideal of leisure as dialogical, as
time for thoughtful conversation and inspiring human contact. The

fulfillment of human potential in this scenario attempts to maximize
the fullest use of the highest human faculties--thought an0 love-eto
encourage a life style in which' refinement .s based on education while
'interpersonal contacts are based .on the kind of self-interest in which
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human beings are seen to be the greatest sources ofhuman stimulatime
and human satisfaction

This scenario combines the ethic qf self-realization with the e'cologi-

cal ethic, for.it'emphasizes the human potential for intellectual and
affective states and could.be minimally consuMpttve of natural
resources. Ancient Greek society reeched a peak of human refinement
and civilization, while consuming less than 3 15ercent per person of
the energy consumed by modern "civilized" AMericans.

Greek socAty effered a leisure ideal based on thought and personal

contact. Medieval European culture, with its notion of the "coMmunity
of saints," proposed a leisure ideal based on worship and mutual obli-
gation. Mdern culture has been much more confueed in its presentation
of leisure ideals.. Perhaps this is because we are,a pluralist culture
and no one ideal can hoi:te to'persUade more than a significant minority

of the people.

All three of these scenarios may come to pass. The real question is,

which one will dominate? America seems adept at spawning a healthy

abundance of leisure lifestyles. Entire leisure cultures have been

built around mobile homes, backyard swimming pools, vacation homes,

annual trips to New York City, Las Vege.s, or other urban attractions.
'sCamping has its own llisure culture, but the call of the sports con-
test is at.least as strong as the c ll'of the wild. Given the

paraphernalia of sports equipment at decorates most American garages,
one might determine we were the m st odtdoors-oriented culture in world

history:

Each of these three scenarios may exert its influence upon each of us,
at different stages of our lives. Perhaps the salvation of American

culture lies in its very capacity.to generate a great many life styles.

After all, evolutionarily, those forms of life that proliferated most

diversely enjoyed the highest survival rates.. Instead'of hoping fez.

the eXclusive predominance of any one life.style, perhaps the idea is

to maximize the potential of each respective, and respectable, life

style. It is, of course, the hope of the authors of this paper that
the best from each of these three scenarios may be actualized, and the

third scenario have a much greater dom-inance than it currently enjoys.

EduCation

Which of the previously mentioned scenarios materializes will partially
depend upon the type and manner of education that is and will be avail-

able in the future. Current wotld educational systems are inadequate

in numbers, content, and methodology. Major changes will not occur

unless the needed financial support results from assignihg appropriate

t priority to education. In 1977 the world spent 7 percent less on edu-

cation than on military expenditures (Futurist 1977a:397). Dnring the

next ten years these inadecivate systems must somehow absorb an addi-

tional 250 million children (Sivard 1977).
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Knowledge and service are reported as becoming the core astivities
of American society (McHale 1976), Fifty-five peicentlorthe.work
force is aiready.in the information busiuest (Coates 1978). Tradi-
tional education may be too inflexible to meet the changing needs. of
American society. Private higher'education is projected as playing
less a role in the future due to escalating costs. B)itthe :ear 2007,
89 percent (1,330) of privately supported institutiona will have closed
their'doors or have been converted to public support. The survivtng -

private institutions probably will 1)e those that had a 1974 endoObent
that exceeded $3,700 per student (Pike 1977:373). 'Public higher educae
tion could have a itudent increase of 58 percent by the year 2007.

We may, of course, draetically reduce the numbers wbo go on to higher
education. Currently, the greatest demand is in business and engineer.
ing programs, while liberal arts enrollments are lagging along behind.
From the viewpoint of the third ecenario, we might hope for an evene
tual increase in liberal arts programs, now recognized as,civilizing
pursuits,

Education should take on a broader meaning and be available in a variety
of settings. It should provide a variety.of mentors, arrange opportuni-
ties that make learning a lifelong process, and orient itself much more
towards the future (Silvernail 1977:376), These changes suggest an
.emphasis on "learning,how to learn" which appears more compatible with
the future'where "many' jobs will become obsolete so quickly that no one
will think in termS' of career,education but rather of a lifetime of
multiple careers" (Abbott 1977:28). Many environmentalists have a ee

future orientation; it would seem natural for many, if not most,
environmental studiea programs,-whether in public schoolscolleges,
or graduate schorls, to be in-the vanguard of futures-oriented curricula.

.

The one drastic educational change that must occur across the board
refers to the time orientation of education. All our "knowledge" and
all our "experience" is of the past, and.our education tends to
reiterate the past. All stages of education must emphasize a futures
orientation. The past, must be seen not as an entity'to be studied and
dissected, but as a guide to the 'future. The authors of this paper
propose an ethic that is,ecological and self-realizational, set in the
context of a culture that seeksGthe cultivation of the mind and spirit.

Conclusion

The next decades will certainly be ones of transition; the question is,
what are we transiting towards? Some people have become pessimistic
since their post-war desire for each year to be a'"peak experience",
(materially speaking) has not and cannot occur. Otheip have developed
cautious optimism for humanity's impressive record,of coping wifh
previous problems, reforms due to increased social consolousness,
improved ability to use science and technology more wisely,and from the
recognition that past trends.do not necessarily dictate human destiny
(Silvernail 1978:375). Herman Kahn sees'only two things that can keep
the overall prospects of the world from being basically favorable:
the possibility of nuclear,war and the possibility of misunderstood
technology (Kahn 1975:291).
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Raymond Fletcher, a member of Britain's Parliament', commented that
-the alarming symptoms that arg so frightening to people "may be birth
symptoms instead of death symptoms" (Futurist 1976:107). While it is
provooptive to have scenarios for the future Oat paint disturbing .

pictuies, it is imperative to have images-of a golden age, for people
may be moved to work to bring that about. Every human being stands in
need of having An image of the future that he or she wishes to bring
about; it is the task of the environfaental educator to invent and
propose images that are ecological, self-realizational, and promote _

the cultivatiOn of the nobler, less,materialistic, less consumitive
aspecys of the humanpersonality.

4 I
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ENERGY, ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Thomas Detwylerl

Abstract. Crises of energy and environment are aggravated by,corpor4te
clpitalism and'ruling class domination. Obsession with short-term
economic gnowth and private'profits drives two types of positive feed-
back Zoop$ identified here as the "business-as-usual" andmliberar or
"technofix" models. Transition to steady state (negative feedback,
dominance) is inevitable, but hazardous. Biotechnic ilecentralization
and participatory sodirlism, would cultivate 4 society Oat not only is
sustainable, but alsols agreeable and equitable. Thi's entails funda-

mental political and economic changes. At present, corporate capitalism
obstructs progress, causing environmental degradation and waste of
energy; this is exemplified by the case of American ground'tranaporta-
tion, and General Motors' role in it.

PART 1: THE CURRENT CRISIS OF ENERGY, ENVIROMINT AND SOCIETY

A. The Crisis S stem: Introduction

Today no one can seriously deny'that humanity is enmeshed in a net.of
compounding. crises. In America, widespread recognition.of this "crisis
system" dates only from the early 1970s. Until then attention was
periodically 'focused on seemingly separate problems such as environ-
mental contamination by pesticides (Carson .1962) And population grOwth
(Ehrlich 1968). -The. Limits to Growth (MeadOws, et al. 1972), despite .

disagreement.over its methods and conclusions, stimulatedlawareness
that humanity's problems are tightly interconnected, and,'more impor-

tantly, that attempts to'solve single problems may simply, create.greater,
problems elsewhere in the crisis system. Hence, an integrate4 or
holistic or ecological.approach to. understanding and solving na crisis".

.is recognized as necessaky. Appropriately, some environmentalists pow
are.striving to create a broader science of "ecology" which will embrace
the totality of man's relations with,his physical and living environment.

A notable featpre of our attempts to deal with the crisis complex is the
increased depth to which we are probing environmental issues and prob-
lems,Am order to determine basic or fundamental or radical causes.
Satisfaction Tiith determining and treating 27s2AITRLe causes is giving

'way to a shattering disillusionTent as "treatments" exacerbate problems
rather than improve them.

1
Environmental Science Program, Willamette University, Salem, OR 97301.
Copyright@ by Thomas Detwyler, 1979.
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' The deteriorating situation cannot help but spread and reinforce the
view that economic and political values are iooeforces driving the .
crisis deeper. Of course in AMerica, those who contiol the gOernment
and populace (i.e., the ruling class) profit most from the existing
arrangement, and hence desire,to leep basic Causes hidden. The ruling

class doiinates-public ideology, manipulating information to'forestall
and contain radical analysis (Domhoff,. 1978, Chap, 5). 7he fact
remains that beide solutions reside only in the obviatiOh oA basic .
causes, and this-means that there must be structural change in our
political-economic system.

This paper focuses on the energy and eirldronmental threads of the crisis

system--two of its most critical physical comppnents6 But the search
for,basic causes musf go beyond the "sciences" of energy, and environ.
ment to an exploration of the economics and politics of these subiects-
(fields that may be called "political.ehefgetics" and,"political ecology").
This approach reveals that.capitalist economics, especially in its present
advanced form of corporate capitalism, is incapable of.polving the energy
and environmental crises.. The heralded potential Of capitalist ecahomics
to "internalize" costs of .pfiergy and environmeht, thus solving crises; is

hollow. Focus on such technical "solutions" neglects ehergetic and
environmental reality and also averts attention from values and pra8-

tices that, although vital for survival, are inimical'to the capitalist
system (Edwards', et al. 1978; Odum and Odum 1976).

It should be emihasized that this paper is designed as a broad explora-
tion with iwo major objectives: (1) to elucidate the above thesis
concerning the dynamics and badic causes of the crisis'sy86em, and (2)
,to sketCh the characteristics of an alternative, steady state society,
and suggest procesées for, and obstacles to,s' attaining them. Specifi-

,

caily, Part lvdescribes the dynamics and some basic-causes of the

current crisis. Part 2 discussee.the inevitabilitS, of transition to a,

steady-state society, Part 3 outlines characteristics of steady...state

society, especially energy and environmental.aspects. Part 4 discusses

barriers to smooth transition, espeFially capitalistic ,politicWeConditic
institutions, using the example of ground transportation in America.
Part 5 concludes with a very brief assessment of prospects and necessary
processes for a smooth transition to an eqUitable, sustainable future.

The remainder of`Part I briefly addresses these questions in turn: What

are malor characteristics-eof the crisis system, including its dynamics?

What are the fundamental causes of the crisis system in America, includ-
ing first social values and then the power mechanisms for exercising
and reinforcing those va10s in the ecosystem? And Tinally, how.do
both conventiohaland liberal "solutions" tend to feed crisis?

B. _Cliarass_ersis System

Some key.characteristics of crisis system society are listed in Table 1.

Such a society is also.sometimes referred to as hard technology society
(3. and R. C1arte'1972) or as an energy-intensive society, because the
features of technol,pgy and enetgy are so pertipent.
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TABLE 1

Some Characteristics of Crisis System Society. (After Janine
and Robin Clarke, 1972.)

Nature

1. Ecologically unsound
2. High pollution rate
3. Alienation from nature
4. Highly deTuctive to other species

291110..exity and Scale

5. .Positive (deviation amplifying).feedback dominates
6. Short-term.view,

.7'. Functional for limited time only
8: Centralist

9. City emphasis.
10. World-wide-trade
11, Small units highly dependent on others
12: Atomistic analysis predominates
13. High specialization
14. Singular solutions to technical,and social problems
15. Operating modes.too complicated for general cOmpiehension

16. Large energy input
17.. Nonrenewable energy resourcea iMportant
18. One-way use of materials
19. Mass production
20.. Technical boundaries set by wealth
21.. Technology liable to mis-use
22. Technological accidents frequent and/or serious
23. 5cience and technology.alienated from culture
24. Sciencd and technology performed by specialist elites
25. Science and technology divordea from other, forms of knowledge

26. Curative "medicine"
'27. Agricultural emphasis on monoculture
28, Food production Specialized industry
29. Technical goals valid for only a small proportion of the globe

for a finite time

Culture (including Work and Economy)

30. Growth-oriented economy
31. Narrow economic critetia predominate
32. Capital intensive
33. Quantity criteria highly valued
54. Emphasizes material production
35. Destructive of local culture
36. Innovation regulated by profit and war
37. Individual '(private) satisfaction emphasized
38. Strong work/leisure distinctiqn
39. High unemployment

40. Alienates young and old
41. Strongly competitive
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Many'of the cited characteri3tics are interdependent, even nuttually
teinforcing. A lOok egt a key Oread in the crisis 4orstem, energy,

illustratei this.point. The present energy' frath of the United States.,

based on increasing use of nuclear power and-other high techTiology '

,
such as pynthetic fuels, involves the following.consequences. for
society (akteeLovins, pp. 57-58 in Barney, 1977; numbers in paren.,
theses denote characteristics in Table 1):

- A huge commitment of monetary capital (32) and energy capital

(16, 17);

4. A great concentration of economic and.:,political powet (8);

,

- Further concentration of industry in and near major cities (9),

- A. need for,central authority to'impi)ze big energy faciiitie's and°

their perceived risks'on pedple VW want 'neither (15,21,23, 35);

- A tendency to make patterns of energy end-use conform to,the
needs of the source of supply rather than to peoplOs needs
(34, 36);

- .Isolation and alienation of energy users from an unaccountable',

elite who supply, price,,and regulate the energy (110,20', 24);'

- Reliance on a few adventurous high-technoiogy devices whose
technical ana economic success is speculative (6,i140 29, 31);

- Uncertainty about the ability Of unproven pafety systems to
prevent catastrophic accidents (22); .and

- .Production of nuclear materials which, in the hands of terro-ists,

could result in mass destruction (21).

The interlocking of such characteristics iP not accidental. Rather, it

has ariden naturally during the developlient of the crisis system, the

dynamics of which are considered next.

System dynamics refeta to the way in which a system behaves through time.

Feedback, causal strurture, and delays are the most important qualities

of the crisis system. Systems analysis for forecasting should emphasize
these'qualities rather than dwell on regression analysis,

In simple terms, most existing social organizations any conventions were

,structured in a period when energy was/-available in apparently unlimited

supplies and at insignificant prices. Material progress was facilitated

by, indeed largely dependent upon, the conversion of ever greater amounts

of energy (Cottrell 1955)'. For example, agricultural specialization and

outer-dependence in the U. S. food system (advs.nced by agribusiness) has required

vastly.increased use of energy and matertal for pnckaging, freezing,

transportation, etc.
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As problems appeared, most comatonly they were alleviated by applying
more "progress"--:that is, some energreintensive technofix whigh was
good for business all around.' Such solutions depended on growth,
especially growth in the use of resources, and on the exercise of
,other qualities listed in Tabje 1. Fer instance, in part to solve the
problems of human movement in increasingly large and congested cities,'
automobile production and road construction were expanded.

1. Positive Feedback and. "Solutions"

It

Feedback is the feeding back,of Part of the output of a sirstem as input",
for another phase of operation. In a feedback loop the,influence of an,
element comes back tiOtself through other elements. Two kinds of feed*.
back loops can,be recotnized, positive and hegative (e.g),, Forrester
1969; Maruyama 1963; Meadows, et al.1972; Detwyier and ifarcus 1972).

p.

Despite tremendous complexity, it is evident that the present crisis
.1system is dominated by positive feedback. Positive feedbatk is the
phenomenon commonly referred to,as a "vicious circle," "compotind
interest," or, in the tetatinalogy of cyberneticsv "deviation thnplifica-

tt should be noted. that-neither Positive,nor negative feedback .

implies goodness or badness. Positive feedbadk reinforces the main
driving force, causing change to snow-ball. ; All deviatiOn genetated
by a positive feedback loop is.limited in degree or duration; that is,
deviation cannot keep building indefinitely, and every positive feed-
back loop eventually is destroyed. 'Thus, all positive feedback loops
are inherently unstable. Commonly, the loop collapses abruptly, but
sometimes there is gradual emergence of dampening mectilhltis and smoother
transformation to an equilibrating, or negative,feedback loop.

Many qf the crisis system qualities- listed in Table 1 tend to reinforce
each other through positive feedback processes. In a high-energy, high-
technology, capitalist society two general kinds of positive feedback
loops predominate.

a. The Conventional Widsom or Business-As-Usual Model

The first kind of positive feedback loop, Type 1, may also be called the
IIconventional wisdom" or "business-as-usual" model (see Figure 1A). In

this model the dominant human actors are motivated mainly by short7term
private profits and economic growth. That is, action is predicated
primarily, on qualities 30, growth7oriented economy, and 31, narrow
economic criteria predominate, listed in Table 1. Environmental and
social stress--initially dismissed as "economic externalities"--results
and stimulates the treatment of stress symptoms with whatever has con-
ventially worked. Treatment is limited to aymptoms because the short-
term view and the seeking of private profits nearly always preclude basic
treatment. Upon treatment of the stress symptoms, the level of immediate
stress declines, and the degree of concern about the problem also
declines, leading to further problem-inducing actions of the initial
sort (based on short-term profits and economic growth). In this vicious
circle the short horizon and narrow economic criteria that guide the
dominant actors stimulate the build-up of environmental and social crisis.
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'lumen actions to
gain economic growth
and private profits
(short horizon)

Level of immediate
stress (and general
concern with
problem)

Momentary
level of '
congestion

Perception and
conventional
treatment of
stress symptoms

Auto culture
promotion

Enviromental
and/or social
stress

Road construction

Traffic
congestion

Tlgure 1,Type 1 Positive Feedback Loop,: (the "Conventional

Wisdom" or "Business-As,-Usual" Model), A. General

mod4. B. Automobile culture example.
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Today, the operation of\this iodel exacerbates.economic as well as
social and environmehtaL stress beciuse, typically, the conventional
treatments are, energyand resource intensiver

A more,specific exampl of the,Type 1 model isphown. In Figure 1E, It
helps explain the runaway growth of automotive oUlture inlAmerica. In .

this'case, blisiness-as-usual has.led to traffic congestion, for which
th\ obvious treatment has beemijurther road-building. .This momentarily
eases tfie level of congestion, thus allowing further.growth of the auto .

culture. Despite a long list of' serious ills produced141the auto
culture,..problems that vnerally have been intensifying over more than
50 yearsthe private, short-run, economic profiters from ehe auto culture
have held'sway. (The mechanisms by which such dominance is maintained
are discussed in Part 4.) This example of business-as-usual positive
feedback is widely recognized as ,the "What's good for General Motors is
good-for America" syndromd; however, the circle of-major profiters/
promoters should be more widely drawn to include Exxon, Firestone, All-
state, the Teamsters, and others.

b. Theliberal or Technofix Model

The second common varietyga Positive feedback loop, Type'2, is the
"liberal" or "technofix" model (see Figure 2A),. As in the Type 1 model,
the dominant human actors usually are strongly notivated by economic
growth and private profits, but here innovation, especially echnological

innovation, is an important value. Also, the liberal actor havea
somewhat longer-term and broader view of the world than does t'6 business-
as-usual actor. Still, considerations 0 economy oveftide those.of
ecologY and long-term equilibrium. In terms of the qualities listed in
Table 1., number 20, technical boundaries set by wealth; and number 36,
innovation regulated by profit and yar, are important determinants-of
action. In this vicious circle, actiona..based on these values stimulate
eavironmental,and social stresses. But.the liberal, bometimes seeing
that conventional treatments do'not work,proposes new "solutions." A
new treatment may temporarily alleviate the targeeed stresses, but,
characteristically, it spawns further environmental.and social stresses; -
commonly, if they are new.stresses, there is some delay in recognizing
them. This delay, together with the apparent reduction-in the original
kind of stress, feeds further liberal and technofix actions; thus, the
positive feedback loop is closed, swelling both "progress" and new
stresses.

A

Figure 2B offers a more specific example of the liberal or technofix
model. Here again the auto culture ptoduces traffic congestion, but
in this instance (unlike the Type I model), the liberal'actor might,
prescribe mass tyansit instead of simply more roads. Adoption of mass
transit would open roads, thus perpetuating both the "need" to travel,
and ihe auto culture. Typically, the introduction is thought to reduce
congestion, urban'spread, total energy spent in transportation, and
total time wasted in transit. However, in the slightly longer run,
mass 'transit may well exacerbate such vroblems, for it provides an addi-
tional means, beside the automobile, of causing the above problems, which
are associated with increased transportation or se. Here the liberal
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'Level of apparent,
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New stresses
observedavo,

Human actiOns to
gain technological progress,

'and economic growth
(intermediate horizon)

Envirgmental
and/or social
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Treat with new
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(still growth oriented)

(delays)

Open roads

Promotion of auto
culture and "need'
to travel"
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spread

1101111000....

Mass transit

Energy,
time spent (delays)

Traffic
congestion

Figure 2.--Type 2 Positive Feedback Loops (the "Liberal" or
"Techtugix" Model). A. General model.

B. Automobile culture example.
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"solution" flies in the face of the fundamental solutiohf which is to
reduce the neTi to tuvel. This basic solution is almost unthinkable

, because it is imconsonant with so many ofthe crisis system values
(listed in Table 1);'it esPecially contradicts the Profit motive of
the AMerican,transportation industry.

,It is worth noting.thtt the liberal model allows, even justifies,
continuation of buiinetis-as-usual practices, albeit peraaps at redmóed
rates of growth., At the same time, a ev approach is taken, new pro-
fits are earnedf-AuW-"progress". is credited-to the promoters, Thus,

.:both the Type-1 and Type 2, taken either together or separately, serve
the interests of the dominant class.

In contraat with,the Type7/1oop, Type 2 feedback ti qualitatively'
different-involving new tteatments:and.new resulting 'stresses;
Alsaater (at least.oldrecogniied sorts) is delayed.,.Because; as"
Lord Acton noted; small refoiMs are the enemies of great ones, the ,

liberal model may delay but does not prekrent disaster. Rather,lt
spreads and Wilds problemaf many of new kinds, in the crisis system.

Debate in the United-States about what solutions should be employed,

. seldom transcen4smthe limited options.of the'Types 1 and 2 models. '

Liberals will ofteh disparage the "conservative's" conventional approach,
and liberals will often argue among theiselves about just which-technofix,
is best: But a syStems and"feedback viewpoint helps reveal that the
differences usually are trivial. The business-as-usual and liberal,
models are both condemned by their common features, which overwhelm:
their exaggerated differences. In today's world of ecological scarcity,
both are oriented disastrously toward economic profits and growth, toward
often useless production.(instead of consumptive needs), toward techno-
logical innovation'largely based on profits., toward, huge energy and

material inputs.. In short, both models tend to -depend on and perpetuate

the qualities listed in Table 1. Systems dynamics hellis us,to see that
both Models are dominated by positive feedback and hence are unsustain-
able... The'usual options, conventional and liberal alike, lead only to
disaster.

As we .shall see in Part 3, equilibrium (negative feedback) requires A
change in the,criteria for action that are used by the dominant actors.
Specifically, a long-terth ecological ethic 'must supplant the short-
term, profit-maximizing and technofixperspectives that drive today's
crisis system.,

IV 4

2. Shrinking Net Energy

In the past; energy-intensive practices generally were successful in
solving at least temporarily the problems to which they were applied.
But yesterday's solution has become today's problem. Without cheap,
safe, and abundant energy, most of the proposed technological solutions
to thd problems of growth evaporate. Resource scarcity, together with
factors inherent in corporate capitalism, have increased energy prices;
and increased environmental loading., v.4'oaciat d with high energy use,

has reduced both environmental tolerant And the amount of work that
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Nature does for "free"'(Odual and Odut 1976). An example of the latter

is the reduction by 10 percent ef forest productivity in New. England :

because'of:acid rain resulting from combustion,of vast amounts of'
sulfurous,fuels upwind,from the region (Woodwell 1974). Thus; energy..
1ntensive,"sdlutions" constantly becOmemore cosily both economically
and environmentally. ;

The.use of high energy subsidies,to,"sblve" our many prOblemi has had

#s day. -Tombrrow it becomes'even fesi tenable. 'Anite is finite.
Because_of the net energy concept at work, our stock of usable energy

.is even less than commonly supposed.

The useful energy io be obtained from nonrenewable resources, Such as
fossillueis'and uranium, is Subject to diminishinfeyeturns'through
time.- 'It takes energy to get energy. And'because we exploit the
easiest-to-get energy resources first, each sUbsequent unit.of Aajj
energy (e.g., oil in the ground) requires greater tnagLIEARity, to
obtain than did the previous unit, thus leaving less att_enersz:

Gross Energy - Energy Subsidy e. Net Energy

(in situ enegy (energy expended, (energy in

contained 1A1 for exploration, usefullorm
resource) 1 extraction, pro- and place)

cessing, trans-
portation, make-up
from envirinmental
losses, etc..)

The tremendoue growth of energy subside'(per unit of either gross or
net energy) is suggested by the historical trend in the average-depth

of oil wells in the United States: 300 feet in 1870, 1,000,feet01n
1900, 3,000 feet in the 1920s, and more than 6,000 feet today, The

cost. ef drilling oil and gas wells (which is largely a function of

energy subsidy) rises eXponentially with increasing depth (Cook, 1976,

p. 121). Today, about half yhe petroleum produced in' Texas is also
consumed there as production-related subsidies, so 'hat at best net
energy is only half of gross energy (Ophuls, 1977, p. 114).

The dynamic of shrinking net neirgy meani that the usefulness of gross

energy reserves may be vastly overrated, In fact, a large portion of

any given gross reserve will'be energetically unexploitable, though

, perhaps technically extractable. Figure 3 illustrates this consequence;
beyond the "resource cutoff" line, the syetem is an energy sink requir-
ing more energy as subsidy than. is returned as net energy. For nuclear

fission reactors a net energy yield is doubtful if one considers all
'required energy subsidies (e.g,, energy required for very long-term
waste security; see Odum and Odum, 1976, p, 181). Net energy return

is a critical question about many "alternative" energy systems, includ-
iag those using oil shale, wind, and solar energy (1p. cit., Chap. 11).

The diminishing returns of net energy from fortisil fuels and its larger

sociel significance were recognized several decades ago by Fred Cottrell

(195a, p. 117).
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Figure 3,-,Net Energy Delivery from a Finite Energy Resource.
The difference between gross energy delivery rate
and net.energy delivery rate is the subsidy that
is paid to develop the resource. (After Trans,ition0

a report prepared by the Office of Energy Research
and Plannirig, Governor's Office, State .of Oregon.

1975, p. 20.)
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'One of'the propositions on which the theory of the'inevit.,
ability, ofstechnologipal progress mats is the tdea that
practically all the gains made by substituting high energy
Cenvertere for organis ones can.be used to _accumulate more
such cohverters',capable of converting, more.energy, to,be
diverted into Still. more converters.... It is.clear that .

only that portion.of the surplus'energy setured can-b4-
diverted to increase the number of converters which "is not

, required.to overcome the costs arising out of the changes
necessary.to secure.the increase:, .If these coats mount

. fester then,surplus, regression is more likely thah-prtgress.

Throughout human history, until the past;few centuries, culture was
supported primarily by organic energy. THe biological basis for life
in the past is explained aptly by Odum and Odum (1976, p. 177)4

Systems of vegetation have already developed ways of maxi.:
mizing the concentration of solar' energy"from its dilute
source to erganit. matter.. For millions of years there
has been natural selection for.the best,system of'c6nvert-
ing solar energy to chemical ehergy. The chain of,bio...

chemical machinery in plant photosynthesis has already
been selected for maximum power.

As we shall see, organic converters are also the major energy basis for
future societies.

,Presently, the world's peoples convert energy at unprecedented rates
(65.2 x 1015 kcal In 1971), and the great bulk of this energy (78.7
percent),is from nonrenewable sources (see':Table 2). Great variation
exists between countries in the average per capita amount of energy
converted (see Table 3). :Energy-intensive countries get larger propor-
tions of their energy from nonrenewable sources than do lower.energy
nations, making the former countries even more unstable than id uggested'
by 'overall energy consumption data.

The realities of the late 19700 reinforce and clarify Cottrell's 1955'
views. William Ophuls (1977, p. 115) baa presented one of the best
summaries of today's energy situation, tohcludingt

The era of cheap and abundant energy is decisively aver. But

energy is the-linchpin of industrial civilization; as it
becomes acarcer and more expensive, so.must everythihg else.
We have therefore come almost to the end of the industrial
road characterized by grander high-energy solutions to the
problems created by previous growth, Without the energy to
back them up, such "solutions" have become merely fantastic.
The only genuine solution is to begin a transition to a low,-

energy...civililation that depends primarily on flow resources
like solar energy for the routine maintenance of life within
the overall limitations on energy use that are built into the
biosphere,
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tABLE 2

World ConsumOtion of Energy, 19711 (After Cook, 1976. p, 226.)

a...11.41*444 IS MITINV 1ANMI1174

Nonrenewal;le

Sources

&A ...NEW MUIMIN.V.ma,ms110/II"

Energy content
(101 kcal)"

Pal coV.I. 41

.Percentage
of Total - t.

Crude oil 22.7 . 34,8

Coal end lignite 17,1 - 26.2

Natural gas 10.9 16.7

ist
Uranium

b
.0.55 0.84

Geothermal powerc ,.0,04 ...p.o6

51.30 78.70 .r

Renewable Sources

Plant food and feed
a

6.2 9.5

Dried dung 3.3 .
5,1

Wood fuel 1,6 I 2.

Vegetable refuse 2:5,

Failing water 1.1 1.7 4.

Fish' 0.06 0.0,0?

13.90 21.30
A.W4=S=4=

65,20 100.00;

ahoes not include feed for draft animals,

bCalculated on basis of 17 percent system efficiency,

cCalculated on basis of 14 percent conversion efficiency.

,
,
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ABLE 3

Average Per Capita EnergyConversion in Selected Cpuntries,

1974. (From United NationsStatisticalYearbook, 1975; I

published 1976.) I ,

I

Country

.411.1ww'

Kilocalories/day

U.S.A. 222,150
-/

France 83,750

Japan 74,260 .

American Samoa 44,640

South America 16,330

China 12,220 .

Africa 6,940

India 3,890

Western Samoa 2,440

6,04.0

PART 2, THE TRANSITION IMPERATIVE

A. Limits to Crisis Growth

Our examination of positive feedback loops has revealed that such feed-

back both dominates the ptesent crisis system and is inherent* unsus-

tainable. Further, we have seen how critical energy is in wOding off,

if not solving, problems. Witfi each additional increment of growth other

costs also rise inexorably: more materials (some of special and scarce

kind), more pollution (or demands for controlling technofixe0, more

human resourtes. The limits to meeting suth costs are ultimaltely

grounded in the earth's physical limits.

But a mere enumeration of the kinds of limits and the probleens presented

by each fails to respect the interaction and interdependency:between
them. Jt is much more likely that the weight of the:problems in concert
will cause collapse of the crisis system long before.the physical limits

ef any single factor are met. , (Reductionism, rather than integrative
Study,is one df the disastrous emphases of the crisis, systet--Table 1,

number 12--which should be avoided.) Ophuls (1977, p. 129) explains why:

The combination of sectoral microeproblems ereates an almost

overwhelming macro-problem, while...the solutions to the macro-
problem as well as most of the separate micro-problems depend
!At the questionable availability of a host o'f factorc potentially

in least supply. Thus the problems exacerbate each other,
qfP
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The political and social limits to our menaging Nature will probably
prove more critical than Nature's limits. The downfatl of.the crisis .. A

system will most likely reeult from am...inability to understand And
cope with the full ensemble of problems and,their interactions (see
excellenediscusaion by Rufus Miles, At_a_slaaketl_nnti_theAsisisan ,

Dreams 1976).

The transition from growth to equilibrium is inevitable, not a matter
of Ch6iCe;

B. The Transition Phase

The hypothetical path of industrial civilization as it responds to
various limitations is shown by the familiar S-curve,(Figure 4; for
further treatment see e.g., Meadows et al., 1972; Salk 1973). Ophuis
succinctly describes the important changes in the curve and their
major reasoni (1977, p. 130):

In the:period A to B, the ecological and other resources are
present in-abundance (at least potentially) and...accelerat-.
ing growth ensues, as'it has during the last 300 years or
more, However, eventually resources are no longer abundant
enough to eupport further growth (acceleration].... 'Ax thie-
point of inflection (C) deceleration begins; in thellarrow
transition zone (B to D)....considerable further growth occurs
awing to momentUm, but the eCological abundance that fueled
accelerating growth begins to disappear; and...various nega-
tive feedback pressures...st,art to choke.off further growth,.
Beyond the brief transition period-these pressures'build up
quite rapidly, and deceleration continues until equilibrium
(E) is attained.

The transit$on phase is most critical because in a brief time the basic
dynamic switches from positive feedbark to negative feedback or from
'acceleration to deceleration.

Crises should be expected during the transition phase, according to Jay
Forrester (1973, p. 339):

In all the social systems we have examined, from the simplest
corporate subsystem to the most complex of world interactions,
the greatest stresses and the greatest changes in social
pressure come at the point wheie growth begins t slow down

and equilibrium begins to be approached. It,i, during the'
transition period that turmoil is greatest.

We are now in the difficult phase of transition from growth to equilib-
rium. Our many crises attest to this fact--pollution and ecological
degradation, urban ills, food and population crises, energy and
resource scarcity, rampant inflation, and various social problems
[e,g., alienation, mental illness, violence, cancer, etc.; see Brown
(1978) for a good recent discussion of our global illnesses associated
with the transition].
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Figure 4,--Growth Curve of Industrial Civilization, (For

explanation see text; after Ophuls, 1977, p. 130.)
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C. py.slisetions

Although equilibriUm is inevitable, ihe type and level of pteady state
which we and Nature eventually attiain is still open tb some choice'.
But the sooner we.adopt steady-state values, the greater will our (and
succeeding generations') latitude in choosing specific futures (see
Figure 5). Early and.direct transifion (I) may allow equilibrium at .

a high level of material affluence. Delaying the transition in favor
of further growth will likely produce overshoot and'a significantly
lower level of equilibrium (II,or III).

a

In order to facilitate a amooth tranaitien, we must develop a goal,
minimally identifying the major qualities and xalues of a steady state,

PART 3. BIOTEMNIC RECENTRALIZATION AND PARTICIPATORY SOCIALTS4.

AnY equilibrium system of the future must be radically different from
the present crisis system, for, by-definition, a steady state must be
.dominated by e7uilibrating or negative feedback. The purOose.of this

part is to sketch some of the values and qualities, 'first'physical

and then political, that must be adopted if the future is to be agree-
able and equitable-as well as sustainable.

A. hysical Organization

Table"4 lists some characteristics of a steady state,society that may

aptly be termed "biotechnic society." (Both.the term and notion come
from work'by Patrick Geddes, Lewis Mumford, Peter van Dresser, and
Robin and Janine Clarke.) Essentially, a biotechnic society is one

whose technics are both life-enhancing and largely based on'biological
resources, These two qualities require that human activities and
settlements be decentralized (at least relative to today's extremely
centralized arrangements; see van Dresser 1973). To avoid the conno-
tation of extreme diffuseness, Peter van Dresser has used the term
biotechnic recentralization, which more or less implies the physical
and technical adjustments described in Table 4,

The energy basis.for a biotechnic society dictates a high degree of
decentralization. The use of flow (renewable) energy will predominate;
this prominently includes solar radiation, wind, and self-organizing
biological converters of solar energy (forests, agricultural fields,
etc.). The dilute and diffuse nature of these energy resources makes
decentralized settlement and energy-use practices far most efficient
(if not always mandatory); the extreme material and geographical con- ,
centration of energy that exists today will be impossible (e.g., gee
van Dresser 1938; Mumfozd 1974; Odum and Odum 1976; Lovins 1976),

A more general scheme (than those characteristics given in Table 4),

which if practiced would probably lead to much the same end as bio-
technic recentralization, is "appropriate technology" as advocated by

E. F. Schumacher during his last year (personal communication, 1977),
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TABLE 4

. Some Ideal Characteristics of a'Biotechnic Society. (After
Janine and Robin Clarke; 1972.)

Nature

1. Ecologically sound
2. Low or no pollution rate
3. Integration with nature
4. Dependent on well-being of other species

Cenw1ga1a-aniac.a14
5. Negative (steady state) feedback dominaCes
6. Long term view
7. Functional for long or all time
8. Decentralist
9. Village emphasis

10. Local and regional bartering
11. Small units largely selt eufficient
12. Holistic (integrative) synthesis
13. Low speciall.zation
14. Diverse solutions to technical and social problems,
15. Operating modes understandable by everyone

/clan e rAshns jAzy_anagggourceiii

16. Small energy input
17. Flow (renewable) energy use dominant
18. Cyclic use of materials
19. Craft indtrgtryi
20. Technical bounditties set by nature
21. Safeguards against technological mis-use
22. Technological accidents few and unimportant
23. Science and technology integrated with culture
24. Science and technology performed by all
25. Science and technology integrated with other forms of knowledge
26. Preventative "medicine"
27. Agricultural emphasis on diversity
28. Food production shared by all
29. Techuical goals valid "for all people for all time"

Culture:11=1- Work_auliaaaugml

30. Steady-state economy
31. Ecological criteria predominate
32. Labor intensive
33. Quality 'criteria highly valued
34. Emphasizes consumptive needs
35. Compatible with local culture
36. Innovation regulated by need
37. Social satisfaction emphasized
38. Weak or non-existent work/leisure distinction
39. (Concept of employment/unemployment not valid)
40. Integrates young and old
41. Cooperative

0
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II

He would judge the appropriateness of a technique for living by four,
criteria. First, does it help the poor (vs merely enriching the

-wealthy)? Second, is it spiritually...uplifting? Third, is it sound

"naturally" (i.e., ecologically)? And fourth, does it entail sound
use of resources, especially energy? Schumacher argued that we should
not employ techniques except those for which all four questions could
be answered affirmatively.

B. 11211t1sAL2Kranion

A biotechnic socrety, at least in theory, would have considerable
tude in its type of political organization. Most commonly, the inherent
importance of decentralization in a biotechnic society has led the
ad.Yocates of such a society to espouse cooperative anarchism as a
political ideology (e.g., Peter Kropotkin), Other biotechnic advocates
may not make their political ideals explicit, but their writings often
contain a strong flavor of constructive anarchism (not to be miscon-

1 ° strued as nihilism) (e.g., John Ruskin, Mahatma Gandhi, Ralph Borsodi,'

Peter van Dresser, Murray Bookchin, E. F. Schumacher).

William Ophuls (1977, pp. 225-232) has indicated the necessary 60a00.
political characteristics of any steady-state society, a list which-
rePeats some qualities in Table'4 (e.g., diversity, communalism, holism).
and adds others (e,g., authority and 'morality), some of which may con-,
flict with biotechnic characteristics.

The importance of politics in aiding or obstructing development of a bio-
technic society--a subject of Part 4 in this paper--argues for explicit
political, Ot just technical and social, consideration.

While cooperative,anatChism ideally is consonant with biotechnic prac-
tices, in the absence of universal altruism an0 in the face of ecological
qcarcity, broader,collective consciousness and control is necessary.
The anarchist model assumes a free economic market,.albeit usually
with a local emphasis, which Is assumed to compel ecologically sound'
economic behavior. Contemporary capitalism is also market based, of

course, but held less accountable for its ecological costs. But in

either case, because the play of market forces and individualism produces
the tragedy of the commons, market orientation will have to be abandoned,
Ecology must engulf economics.

The "commons," from local to global scales, can only be protected from
tragedy through the assured and continuing absence of a powerful exploit-
ing class of persons. This is a political precondition for an equitable
steady-state society; it certainly is not sufficient for achieving such
,a society. Ecological and humane .vidues must predominate, Among the
mos significant changes would be material production to satisfy people's
needs (rather than for profit) and a cooperative ethic recognizing
people's responsibility to each other (rather than unequal and exploita-
tive relations). Such a vision can be called socialism, Within the
larger framework of agreement a desirable soCialism would be democratic,
decentralized, and include participatory control for the individual.' A
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BarlAciatmuncalat society would not magically remove all prob-
lems. But_it could promote biotechnic recentralization while also
providing a set of social institutions that encourage cooperative,
egalitarian, and decent relations-among people in contrast to
capitalist organization, which fosters their opposites (see Edwardsi.
Reich and Weisskopf, 1978, esp. Chap, 14),

C. Negative Feedback taLkIsylmi

In contrast to the build-up of crises in the crisis system through
positive feedback loops, a biotdchnie socialist approach would induce
equilibrium through the dominance of negative feedback processea
This can be illustrated as a basic feedbacle loop 'shown in. Figure 6A.
Thismay.be called the "equilibrating" or "steady state" or Type 3
model. In this model the dominant human actors are motivated by
social responsibility and a goal of ecological integrity. Conscious

and continued application of these values will help maintain a.low
level of environmental and social stress, despite some ,tendency for
the reduced stress to feed back and weaken-the social and ecologiCal
motivation. This is a sustainable, steady-state dynamic which acts to

obviate crisis at its roots, fundamentally different fromHmodel Types
,1 and 2 which ignore root causes and exacerbate orises.

Figure 6B shows a more specific ekample of the steady-state model.
Decentralization exemplifies an ecologically sound and socially
responsible actiont such an action has many ramifications, including
stimulus,of many of the biotechnic qualities listed in Table 4, but
the diagram,focuses on the interaction of decentralization and three

important qualities. Increased decentralization will stimulate reduc-

tions in energy expenditures for transport, in transport-generated
pollution and traffic congestion. These changes in turn may weaken
the impetus to decentralize further (as some prot.Lems of centralization
are alleviated), but the overall effect is to stabilize the mentioned

environmental problems.

In summary, there is an ecological imperative that humanity adopt modes

of living close to those outlined here as biotechnic and recentralist.
Further, contained within biotechnkc recentralization there is a
political imperative:.-that of participatory socialism--if the fuure
is to be humanly fulfilling as well as ecologically sustained.

PART 4. THE CHIEF OBSTACLE: CORPORATE CAPITALISM

AND RULING CI:ASS DOMINATION

A biotechnic and participatory ideal is alien to our existing American

power system,. Therefore the latter must be changed, .Change,in our

physical power system depends on altering the distribution of power in
our political economic system. In a remarkably perceptive essay

entitled "Enough Energy for Life" (1974), Lewis Mumford succinctly
summarizes the connection between the two, and prescribes a course of

action.
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We shall not understand the real nature al the energy crisis
unleas we reelize that it comes from the fact that cur his-
toric power systems, by their very concentration on quantita-
'tive expansion, ,indeed by their active hostility to organic
limitations, have still no means of balancing production
against consuMptiont_or consumption against autonomous

creativity. The.key to having a sufficient supply of energy
is to detach one productive protess and function after another
from the corporate power network, and restore them to the
identifiable human communities capable of actively utiiiiing

sun power and plant power, manpowef and mind power, instead

of surrendering all authoritY to Machines, mechanical organi-
zations, and electronic computers and in the end to their

ultimate monitors and rulers, the Power Elite._

But the corporate power network ettively opposes detachment, no matter
how sensible, even necessary, it .s.

Corporate capitalism and ruling cll. 4e,'Iation present a formidable

obstacle to early smoothing of the e..ap ',tion. Corporate capitalism

is,defined as a, political-economic s50 114 in which the means of

production of wealth are privately own ! and are dominated through
relatively few corporations. -A ruling class is a demarcated social
class that has power over the.government and underlying population
within a given eountry (Domhoff 1978, p. 12). The poyer elite is the
leadership group or operating.arm of the ruling class, made:up of
active, working members of the ruling class arid high-level employees
in institutions controlled by, members of the ruling class (op. cit.,

p. 13)e Corporate capitalism is the, political-economic structure,
with its set of valjes And rules, within which the ruling class in

America derives its power.

The large corporation is the chief instrument of economic power in the
United States. In 1976 the nation's 450 top industrial firms controlled
70 percent .of manufacturing ass5ts.and 79 pereent of all profits (up
from 50 and 59 percent, respectively, in 1960); the 100 biggest cor-
poratiofis hel& 58 percent If assets, (Christian Science Monitor March

8, 1979, p, 4).

At its best, the corlioration is a coMpletely rational mechanism with a

single overriding objective: the maximization of profits consonant

with steady growth. This corporate rationality is wholly internal.
Externally, it usually is at variance with social and ecological
rationality,

Resource scarcity poses a threat to capitalism that appears to be
ultimately irresolvable (Ophuls 1977; Gedicks 1977; Weisskopf, p.
40,7 in Edwards, et al. 1978). In the short term, as we saw in Part I,
corporate actions in America may postpone crisis, while deepening it,

In,attempting to force continued economic growth in the face of
shrinking net energy, it is predictdble that the ruling class will
further trample on a wide gamut of American ideals (e.g American
independence, egalitarianism at home and globally, representative
govdrnment, full employment, universal human rights, Third World
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development, peacefulness; for an excellent discussion of capitalism's
.effects in these and other areas see Edwards., et al. 1978).

Of central concern here are the.serious environmental degradation and
extreme waste of energy resources encouraged by corporate capitalism.

These workings are clearly seen in the case of groufid transportatio,n,
and especially General Motors' role in it, in the United States,

A. Impacts of Ground Transport in America

First, it is useful to mention how ground transport, especially the
automobile, impacts environment and energy. (Unless otherwise noted,

the facts presented in-the following two sections are from testimony
presented by Bradford C. Snell to the U.S. Senate's Judiciary Sub-
committee on Antitrust and Monopoly;,"American Ground Transport...,"
1974.)

1. Impact on Environment

Motor vehicle accidents kill.some 50,000 Americans each year. Auto-

mobiles offer the highest risk '(13.3 deaths per billion passenger miles
in 1977); buses are tenfold safer,.and passenger trains are 133 times
safer (U.S. News & World Reaart October 9, 1978, p. 45),

Much urban land is lost, as 60 to 65 percent of urban land is given to
mo"tor vehicle use.

Congestion is another major impact, to the degree that by the early
1970s downtown traffic at rush'hours traveled at 12 miles per hour

(slower than in 1899!).

Transport-generated pollution is a serious problem. Annually, combus-

tion of 42 billion gallons of fuel by motor vehicles within U.S. urban
areas produces 60 million tons of toxic pollutants, which*does $4

billion economic damage, In 1975"autemobiles produced 79 percent of
the carbon monoxide, 41 percent of the hydrocarbons, and 46 percent
of the nitrogen oxides that foul the air in the United Statcs (Environ-
mental Quality, Sixth Annual Report of the Council on Environmental
Quality, Washington, D.C., 1975).

Worsening environmental contamination from motor vehicles has not
brought tighter pollution regulations recently, but just the opposite,
In February 1979, the Environmental Protection Agency--ostensibly the
nation's highest protector of society against environmental hazards--
caved in to industry pressure and 1.owered the ozone standard to 0.12
parts per million from the 0,08 ppm which had been set in 1971. Thus,

several cities previously in violation of ozone rules suddenly became

technically clean. Ozone, which is an extremely toxic gas and a major
component of smog, is foemed in the atmosphere on sunny days through

interaction of nitrogen oxides and certain organic compounds (Detwyler

1971. P. 86). In 1973, the EPA had waned that by as early as 1977 A
cutback of up to 60 percent in automobile, truck, and diesel bus use
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might be compelled because of-their exhaust emissions, Obviously*

reducing air quality standards forestalls such measures, which would
cut into the profits of the automobile, gasoline and tire corpora-

tions. The major losers are the yourig and old persons who are most
,sUs.,eptible to respiratory ailments; already.in Los Angeles alone

/500 ersons die yearly of illness attributable to smog from, motor
vehic es.

2, lel ct on Ener

Transport tion accounts for thelions share of energy use in the U.S. '

each year, between 40 and 50 percent. More than half of this (or about

one-quarter of 'America's energy) is'used directly as fuel. The rest is

consumed Indirealy in manufacturing and maintaining equipment, fuel
refining, highway construttion, insurance activities, etc; (Herendeen

1973).

This enbrmous cOnsumption of energy largely results from the predomi-
nance of highly inefficient transport mOdes as well as the great amount
of travel (see Tabled 5 and 6). 'Automobiles provided 88.1 percent of
intercity passenger miles in 1970, though they are only about one-third
as efficient as buses and one-fourth as efficient as trains. Ihese
efficiencies are based only on fuel; indirect energies,.if they were
known, probably would yield even greater imbalances. Within the city,

. the situation is exaggerated further; autoiobiles provided 94 percent

of passenger miles,"but are only one-fifth as efficient as buses (and
only 1/34 as efficient as bicycles). For transporting freight, trucks
are lees than one-fifth as efficient as railroads (Steinhart and Stein-

hart, 1974, pp. 223-224).

The trend has been for energetically inefficient modes to displace more
efticient ones. For example, the percentage of urban passenger miles
by mass transit fell from 31 in 1950, to 13 in 1960, to only 6 in 1970.
Likewise, the railroads' share of freight transport dropped from 60
percent in 1940 to 40 percent in 1970 (22.1_21I.).

Less recognized has been the nearly total replacement of electric urban

transit systems with gas ot diesel-powered buses, and the dieselization
of previously electric railroads--both causing great energetic and

environmental losses.

B. General Motors' Control of Ground Transport

Such socially-deleterious changes in American ground transport were
virtually imposed.by several giant industrial corporations. In partic-

ular, three powerful automobile firms, led by General Motors, dominate
all forms of ground transport through economic and political means,
The history, manner, and some implications of control are detailed
and substantiated by Snell (1974). A brief resume is in order here.

Whatever the conscious intent of General Motors' directors and execu-
tives, the outgrowth of their economic power--exercised to maximize
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TABT,E 5

,

Direct Energy Use by Transport in U,S 1972. (From U.S. Department
of Transportation, Nationak TEanutartaion Trends and Chokces:

yo the Year mg, Washington, D.O.: U, Goverment
Printing Office, 1(.07, p. P.)

trtszuvrawritwortorsortirv

Percent of
Mode minW A Transnqyt TotAl

Antoa

Truck

A
ir

b

Military

das Pipeline

Water

Rail

Oil Pipeline

Bus

MotOrcycle

56,61

7,84

7,20

4,30

3,84

3,20

1.64

0,63

0,23

Total 100,00

a
.Includes personal use of light trucks.

ncludes general aviation.

Note: Energy consumption is measured in British thermal units (Btu),
Total direct energy consumption by transport was 18,39:1
billion Btu In 1972, whi,:.11 represented. .approximately one-

fourth of total national energy consumption. Total does not

add due to rounding,
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TABLE 6

Automat and Efficiency of Passenger Transport in the United

States 1970. (After Steinhart and Steinhart 1974, p. 223.)

Percentage Efficiency

of Total (kcal/

Passenger Passenger Energy Consumed Passenger

w 1..4 law,Af f.e...... Alror"VnwlinVMPIA*1. inaMISIW.1,4Illee., ..0.4.4041P******I0.Mode Miles x 109 Miles ____Skul x..10221_,_Me aftee

n
t

Automobiles 1020 88,1 940 920

e Airplanes 104 9,0 306 2940

Buses 25 2.2 7.6 308

Railroads 8 0,7 1.9 240

1 ...4

1
n Automobile 739 94 1130 1530
t

r lilass Transit 49.5 6 14,8 300
a
c (almost all bus)

. t Bicycle .- -. -... 45

.Y

aa.r..........*naveNrora ...MMele....eWIVotw....nr.000*4 y yruya .10.04.4 NM, V.......*HVOM.V.VIMMEMOVIIMIMMianylIONW.VIVIO

profits and promote corporate grawthsw.has been to replace with auto-
mobiles othee, more efficient and ecologicallys-sound kinds of travel.
Simply put, there is greater profit in 35 paasenger cars than in one
bus, there is greater profit in 50 automobiles than in one streetcar,
subway or rail transit vehicle, there is greater profit in 1,000 cars
or 150 trucks than in one train:

Economic power in the transport industry is basically a function of
concentration and site. Ninety-seven pincent of automobile produCtion
and 84 percent of-truck pvoduction are concentrated in the Big Three

auto companies (GM, Ford and Chrysler). Diversified General Motors

singly dominates thn bus and rail locomotive industries, accounting
for 75 percent of city bus production, 100 percent of passenger loco,.
Vlottile8 and 80 percent Of all fref.ght engines that are dowsstically

built,

As for size, the Big Three's comblned sales of motor vehicles and
parts exceeded $50 billion yearly An early 1970e, which was more
than 25 times the aggregate sales of buses, trains, subway and rapid

transit cars the next four largest companies, In Lhe latest year
of reccrd, l977, Gem2ral Motors' net sales of $54.96 billion made it
the world's largest corporation; in this and other categories GM set
all-time company rer'.ords,fin,:luding net inco,ne of :63.3 billion, sales

of automot'we producte in the U.S. of $44.3 nllion, number of U,S,-
made cars %nd trucks sold (6,695,000), and world total unit sales of

9,068,000 "Moody's Industrial Manual, 1978, pp. 672-673).

This structure of collective monopoly has had numerons results, includ-
ing must importantly i:he decline of nonautomotive tsansport, some forms
of which are cheaper, more efficient, and cleaner,

.,),Vst&i. Xt.. 1 sofsitnsc;.,
otw,r. ;,qe 4,1g, 07.
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1. Forced Growth of Automotive 'tram:port
I

In 1925 GM bought the United States' biggest maker of bvitses, Yellow
Coach., In 1926 GM helped form and then combined with Geyhound Corpor-
ation to begin replacing intercity rail passenger sexy. ce with aus
transportation. ,.(GM was the largest Shareholder in Gthound until
1948.)

t

. .
1

To create sales ,c).r its city buses, GM began in 1932 o establish
holding companies whose purpose it was to buy electri4 streetcar firms,
convert them tp GM motorbus operation, and then rse]4 them to local
transit companies under contracts-prohibiting electri propulsion.
National City Lines, for example, was established iniii936 by GM with

liStandard Oil of Cafornia and Firestone Tire; with ts affiliates
this holding company converted electric transit syst.ms in 16 States.
to GM bus operatiens. By this method the $100 milli n electric rail
syStem in.and around Los Angeles WAS largely scrapped in favor of'
diesel buses (and ultimately cars). By 1949 GM bus a had replaced
100 electric transit systems in 45 American cities. For criminal
conspiracy in sudh replacement ec,Tederal coart fine CM $5,000 and

its treasurer one dollar in 19491 I

,

Th

L

e long-term effect of dieselizing the urban tran it systems has been

to sell more automobiles, for the noise, smoke and,, slowness of diesel

buses have discouraged ridership. Further, comparted with electric ,

buses the diesels have 28 percent shorter economic/ lives and 40 percent
higher operating costs, as well as the substanti4 energy and environ,-
mental Costs cited previously; But GM's gross reyenues are 10 times
greater if it sells cars instead of buses, so intiernal corporate
rationality has prevailed.

General Motors diversified into railroads in 1930 by acquiring Winton .

Engine (the largest manufacturer of heavy dieseltengines) and Electro-
Motive; this,instantly made GM the country's larIgest maker of train
locomotives. Compared with an electric locomotve, a diesel one cost
three times more, did one-third the work, and lasted one-half as long.
Consistent with profit Maximization, GM proceed4d ts dieselize rail-
road transportation. It did this by using its freight business--GM
was the nation's largest shipper frdm 1935 through 1970--to coerce the

railroads to buy GM diesel locomotives, In 1915 electric units'out-
numbered diesels 7 to 1 and GM had only 2.4 pertent of'industry sales;
by 1970 diesels outnumbered electric units 100'to 1 and GM made BO
percent of the diesel locomotives, Diselization impaired trains'
'ability to compete with Lars and truckb for.both passengers and freight,
and has left America with a second-rate railway system. But again, GM
grcss revenues were larger, by 25 to 35 times, if it could sell cars
and trucks instead of train locomotives, so internal corporate ration-
ality again prevailed at great public expense.

,4

The multinationai operations of the Big Three have sometimes conflicted
with American interests beyond econcmy, energy and environment. Note-

worthy are the actions of GM and Ford during World War II when they
served the interests of their major stockholders and maximized profits
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bY supplying not only the Allies, but also the Nazis, with war

Materiel. For pcample, during the hetrt of the war, in 1943,, GM
and Ford subsidiaries in Germany built more than 70 percent of the
Reichls tediuk and: heavy!..duty trucks and almost 90 percent of the

"mule" 1,-ton armoied,halfrtracks, together "the backbone Of the

German army trahsportatiOn syatem" (according to American
gence statements; Snell, 1974, Pp.. 22 and 84)., From 1939 through.

1945,. GM's Russelsheim factory assembled'halfrof the propulsion
.systems for.the Luftwaffe's most .important bomber, the JU-88; they

also produced, in1944, engines for the worldls first operational.
jet fighter (op, cit., pp. 18 and 84).

2. We Influence Eeyond Economics

Gerteril Motors uses its Monopoly muscle-power beyond the edonomic ways
that have been mentioned,_adtively pushing its interests in.political

,and otheroarenas: In a-recent study oimiiing.class domination in
America, William Domhoff (1018), doCurilned four Major r.focesses by

which contr.:4 generally irk'exente4d: the special interest process, the
policy-formation progehs,:the,-candidates.selection,process, and the

ideology prOceSs. GM hasipuilsued all four processes to expand the

interests of its owners'and to dominate American ground travel. Only

several instances may be Mintioned here.

Shared monopoly profits give the Big Three extraordilary ability to

finance lobbying and othe'i'political activities According to the

Federal Trade Commission, American consumers in 1972 paid more than
$3 billion in monopoly overcharges to the'Big Three Tor automobiles
and replacemetit parts made by them (Sneil, 1974, p. 13). Each year

the Big Three contributes,about $14 million to trade groups which .,----

lobby for ittiomotive transport, in contrast to the less than $1 million

provided to rail transit lobbies by the.Big Three's four leading rivals

(Op. cit., 1974, p. 27). Also, as of 1973 General Motors was'an influ-
ential and contributing member of the major rivals to the highway lobby:

the Americtin Transit Association, the Railway Progress,Institute, and
the tnstitute for Rapid Transit (..14al_sa., p, 46). But the power of

these organizations is dwarfed ty that of groups interested in more
highways and less rail transit, such as the Highway Users Federation
'for Safety and Mobility (HUFSAM) and the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers

Association (MVMA). The latter two groups fight the diversion of funds
from higfeways to rail transit with a combined yearly budget of about
$16 million, most of it contributed by the Big Three. Estimates of

the amount spent altoge'ther by the automobile, oil, tire and other
interested industries on highway lobbying ranges from $100 million
to $500 million annually (op. cit., pp. 45 and 95). Highways have

been promoted and financed by a self-perpetuating fund--state and local
2gasotine taxes--which is legally unavailable for any other purpoie in

45 of the 50 states (op, cit., pp. 44.45 and 94). From 1945 through

19/0, states and localities spent more than $156 billion on roads; from

1956 through 1970 the U.S. government spent about $70 billion for high-

ways p. 45).

Campaign contributions are another key means for maintaining the airtai

culture. Many members of congressional committees dealing with highvay
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legislation received sizaLe contributions from the highway lobby
gioups, and such groups have paid as much as $5,000 to key members
of 'Congress to address their meetings (im,Att, p. 94);

Thus, it is seen how economic and political power is exercised to
maintain the vicious circles involving the auto culture which were.
describ A, in Part 1, especially "business.as-usual" loops, even in
the face of many tendencies promoting alternative and saner trans.
port modes (the Type 2, liberal, solutions). Such'basid aolutions
as decentral4ation and reduced need to travel, obviously are
heretical to the ruling class.

C. Csimme Obsaclestotansition,

American energy resources, like ground,transport, are dominated by
a few corporations, though the degree of corporate concentration in

the energy industry is somewhat less. The kinds and amounts of energy
that society uses are determined in considerable part by what will
maximize profits for the dominant energy corporations and their owners.

As in the case of transport, corporate dominance in energy affairs is
exerted through political as well as economic means. Norman Medvin
and others.(1975) have detailed'the extent and effeCtiveness bf such
processes as the "revolving door intetlock," by Which a goverpment
officlal retires to the energy industry and is succeeded in government
by someone else from the industry. Regulatory commissions as well as

the bureaucracy are stacked with-energy industry shills. Documented
contributionS.made by the oil industry alone tO the reelection campaign
of Richard Nixon and the Republican Party in 1972'amounted to at least
$5.5 million--about one-tenth of the.total collected by the Republican
fund-raising committees (224 cit.,.p. 31). Of this amount, $1.2 million

was contributed by members of the National Petroleum:Council, which is

the senior advisory body to the Interior Department on oil policy (m.
cit., p. 33). .Full-time oil lobbyists and other oil representatives in
Washington during the earlr 1970s numbered more than 400, with a prob-
able payroll of more than $10 million per year (Freeman, 1974, p. 179).

Ironically, the. energyiindustry deducts lobbying expenditures as a
legitimate'business expensel_with the taxpayer footing the bill, but
environmental or consumer groups cannot obtain income tax deductions
for the donors of the money they spend,

The world petroleum cartel known as the Seven Sisters is largely home
grown, with five of the corporations being American-based. By working
together, the major producers and purveyors of oil can profit by limit-

ing output. The demand for oil is inelastic, being built into our
transportation system, settlement patterns, materialistic life style
and io forth. Declared profits for the period 1972 to 1977 increased
by 98 perceat for Gulf, 75 percent of Exxon, 67 percrait for Mobil, 86

percent for Standard Oil of California, etc. (Ulmer, 1978, p. 31).

Excess profits, derived in part from the actions of OPEC, are used to

perpetuate the stranglehold of the oil companies on society, including

by their move to control competing fuels like natural.gas, coal and

uranium--and now synthetic fuels.
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Horizontally integrated corporatiansnoW dominate the energy industry.
For consumers switching awe; from oil and natural gas, Exxon, Gulf,.
Continental, or Occidental Petroleum will'happily sell coal(through
their rebpective subsidiaries,'Monterey Coal, Pittsburgh &Midway Coal,
Consolidation Coal, and Island Creek Coal; witt.masitak, November 15,
1972, p. 41).. The companies spread their interests into cther energy
sectors in the 1960s. By 1970, of-the-25- largest U.S. oil companies, .

18 were'involved in,uraniuni mining.or research (e.g., Kerr..'McGee

ccntrolled 23 percent of Uranium milling); 18 haa interests in oil
shale, and 11.owned'coal firms (Ridgeway, 1970, p. 126).

Membeis.of the Seven Sisters own or lease at least 47 percent of U.S.
uranium ore reserves, 41.percent of uranium milling capicity,.and 12
percent of. known coal reserves (Ulmer, 1978, p, 32).

The-controllers of these,conventional'but nonrenewable sources of
energy have effectively gained'favored treatment, witfi more than $200

billion worth of tax breaks and hidden subsidies since,World.War II
(according'to BAttelle.Laboratories' estimates, in Christian Science
Monitor, February 20, 1979, p, 3). -,Profits-and subaidies are used,-
subtly and overtly, .to,promote further demand of profitable kinds of
energy (e.g., Mobills continuing serieS of advertisements in nei4s-

papers and-magazines), As with automotive transport', it is hence no

wonder that the public is ignorant or skeptical of equilibriumAlterna-
tives. The corporations have inveSted much in the conventional energy
resources, and they profit greatly from their evolved'.control. Solar

energy and its derivatives preseht a grave threat to centralists and the,

ruling class, though they are groping for ways to control even the sun

(Keyes 1975),

D. The Probable Path
V

Of course, the ruling class faile to acknowledge the inherent destruc-
tiveness of corporate ,capitalism, Ineferring to invoke technical

reasons foi why the Aarket does not safeguard the env4onment and
scarce resources. Fdt example, a 1977 task force report sponsored
by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund (222_Egihiplialatnag.) cites as
reasons, "obstructions to opekation of the market, an inability of the

market to look far enough ahead, and some serious flaws in present
economic theory" (Barney, 1977, p, l46):' ImpliCitly, the major chal-
lenge appears to be how to preserve corporate capitalipm and ruling
class privileges. Explicitly, however, this is stated as follows:

A major challenge for the nest decade will be to find means
of using the market, incZuding its imperfections, to induce
environmentally beneficial behavior. In other words, ways
must be found to cuiib economically profitable practices
that are destructiUe to the environment, while still pre-
serving the meritorious aspects of free enterprise (op. cit.,

p, 146). t

This appears to be structurally impossible, given Ow goals and power
of the dominant corporations and the power elite,
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In summary, corporate capitalism and ruling'class domination rTesent
a formidable obstacle to early smoothing of the transition.

gow then is 'American so4ety likely to evol7e? ..With shrinking net
energy, resource sdarcity, and the end lf economic groWth, the
struggle between ruling class and populace heightens, as does the

% struggle between America and the world's less developed countries.
The latter groups are being forced to take tha brunt of lower lilting
standards (as measured by material,censutption). Public idealogy

will continue to be manipulated in an attempt to'achieve acquiescence.'

But in, the absence of fundamental constructive changes, crisis will
deepen. Presumably the basic causes, prominently including corporate
capitalism, will become tzansparent; then enlightened challenges will
mount and mere ideological control will beeome insufficient to main,
tain ruling class privilege. In that perlod there is likelihood of

more overt and forcbful control, with imposition of a fascist or

corporate state,

PART 5: SOME RAYS OF POPE

Some evidenc e. suggests that such a scenario can be averted and that
the transition can 'be smoothed to achieve a future that is sustain,

able, desirable and equitable,

The rays of hope include these five:

s.

(1) The fundamental problem is social/political and hence clearly
is subject to human solution.

(2) Adequate scientific and technical knowledge alreaer exists;
what is needed now is intelligent, integrated applieation,

(3) Many physical aspects can be initiated by relatively small
groups without having to move massive organizations,

(4). There exist in America the rudircents of an appropriate
movement--people learning about and practiciilg elements

that essential for the future; they can build upon tain
but valuable traditions contributive to biotechni.2 recen-
tralization and participatory socialism,

(5) There are fruitful examples of constructiv: change abroad,

among socialist countries pnd areas where supranationai
ruling class influence has been effectively countered by
localism or nationalism.

/Practical suggestions for facilitating a smooth transition include
education about our situation and options, effective advocacy of Cie
required basic changes, and exemplary (i.e., equilibrium-iiaducing)
pel.sonal and group action.
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Ultimately, constructive social change requires appropriate politi
cization of the populace. Broad and fundamental understanding,and
action can only occur--and inevitably will occur,as the crisis
system manifests itscn further, hel4htening the contLtdiction

between "whaL is" and "what should b.n."
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CONVENTIONAL OR "SOFT" ENERGY FUTURES:
CONTRASTS AND EDUCATIONAL NEEDS

RiChard L.'Perrinel
A

t &mast. Growth of our 'American society has been Based on readily

available, low-cost, but finite sources of energy, We now face a

need to transfer dependence to emphasize renewable alternatives, This

f does not eliminate environmental concerns, though it substantially
changes their nature. Wucation for this Ature must cross tradi.
tional disciplinary boundaries to be effective, while sacrificing

a minimum of disciplinary depth.

Introduction

The past decade has witnessed mushrooming growth in concern for the

environment andenergy-related issues, followed by a leveling of con-.

cern. Our history--the growth of-our, affluent society-.-has been based

on rich energy resources: readily available, low cost, and exploited

carelessly. Our attitude is typified by dependence forelectricity, on
large; high technology, central facilities and projections of ever-. -

growing "demand." ,These technologies depend on a rapidly diminishing

resource base. In contrast, recent assessments have portrayed an
alternative "soft" path,such as use of distributed solat Pr biomass

sources. These are said.to be environmentally benign, to depend more
on renewable resources, and to be more readily controlled by groups

they serve than are massive installations tied to a remote resource

base.

To what extent'should we now transfer dependence from oil to other

fossil sources, or to emerging "soft" approaches? Conversion to other

fossil. fuels may involve high,costs and serious environmental impacts.

Impacts of distributed, "soft"'technologies are belieVed minimal, but

we lack experience with use.of such technologies at a suitable scale.

Thus, our belief is based on incomplete evaluation; a weak foundation

from which to construct a societal future.

This paper addresses environment- and resource-bas2d problems of meet-

itig society's energy needs by,these opposite approaches. To satisfy

'every reader would require extensive, balanced review of every option.

BrevitY precludes this. Coverage is limitee to very brief statements

for some options and a somewhat fuller discussion of several examples

the authoT finds particularly informative. Reviev content is based

on very recent literature and on professional studies shared by UCLA

students.

1Environmental Science and Engineering, 3677 Gedlogy Building, Univer.

sity of California,.Lps Angeles, CA 90024,
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'There appear to be significant environmental concerns with all alter-
natives including those considered benign, though level and kind of

concern vary wldely. In the opinion of.this author, such emerging
knowledge.and realistip app9aisal of future energy alternatives pro-
vide the best source material for envircinmental educators.

:11gLkimem/laig_gentjagusile_ticture: petroleum Liquids:

A recent paper by' Hayes 1(1979)-givee a-Complehensive, balanced picture
of the present and probable future.energy resource,base. For petroleum
liquids, the current view is close to early,projections by Hubbert
,(1974). The Classic view of the ecOnomist is that,oll can alwayi be
found'if the price it right. "Butresource scientisialhow that at-some
'Stage fUrther search is of limited value, an4 perhaps pointless:
declining,grade and.institutional constraints are such that-no effort

.will likely provide a net resource. Increase. Data on petroleum

liquids and proved reserves clearly illustrate the current Situation
(Table 1). We have.moved in a very ihort-time from,self-sufficiency;
past.a peak availability, to critical dependence on.imports; from dis-

cavering more than we produce and.use ta.a rate only a fraction of

consumption. Worldwide; the picture is similar though at an earlier

stage of exploitation.

Table 1

U.S. Liquid Petroleum Supplies and Reserved, c,
1940 to 2000

Year
'Domestic

Supplies*

Q
Tmported
Supplies*

Pypved
ReserVes**

'

Production**

1940

,

7.5

-
1950 13.5 25.3 1.94

1960 16.8 31.6 2.47

1970 22:8 6.7 39.0 3.32

1977 20.0 17.4 29.5 2.86

1985 17 22

2000 15 17

FromHayes (1979), .in quads (1015 Btu) per year (1015,Btu is approxi-
mately e'quivalent tO 1012 cubic feet of natural gas, 170 x 101°
barrels of oil, 40 x 106 tons of coal, or 10111(i1owatt hours of
elpctricity).

** From American Gas Association,, . (1978), in billions of barrels.
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Of. course, nesingle View'is shared.by ally, Odell (1978), an economist,

is much more optimistic. He notes that the "real" price of oil .deClined
from $4;25 per-barrel in 1950 to a low $1.60 in 1970. The "crunch" of

1973-74 led 0) an instant high (maintained through February, 1979).of.-
about $9.25. lie'also notes that real higher prices and,perception of
future escalation have led to slaWing or cessation of gtowth in much
non-U.S. .demand.' As a. result,'he foresees lower future growth rates,
such as 3 percent-4)er yeir compared with'past expectationS-of 7 percent
or more. '.He further notes that some foresee a liquid petroleum resource
base perhaps five.times the "conVentional" 2000 billion barrels which
conservative wisdom predicts. The differences are critically important,
The-lower growth and larger resource base push the expected peak on the
production curve back from perhaps 1990 to the year2020. If this were
,toilappen,apparent need for immediate development of alternates would
disappear. Odell properly-notes alsd the,severe problems of-readjust-
ment and costs of any change away from our oil-based energy economy.ih
legs than about three generations. His view is hopeful, particularly
with regard to aVbiding Major disruptions.

Discoveries of oil in Mexice appear to support optimism. And certainly,

the potential is larger than once'thought (Stewart-Gordon 1979). Recent

discoveries (onshore Reforma area and offshore Campeche Sound) have
increased reserves to abqut 26 billion barrels.- There are.some claims
of s."potential" 200 billion barrel,resource. However, the serious

analyst notes that this(includes hopedmfor recovery.from areas such gs
the Chicontepec basins, geologically a sequence of sands and shales,with
Sand members unlikely to be either.thick.or large in area. Oil may

indeei be there, but recovery is likely to be slow, expensive and,limited.

Of the oil we discOveriyabout two-thirds remains in-the ground after

all efforts at recovery, ,Research started on recovery of this unused

resource about 30 years ago. After about 10 years of vigorous aetivity,

however, cheaper imports led to dwindling interest. The 1973-74

tt crunch" turned this situation aroUnd. Quiescent research was fed fresh

resources and boomed. But can technology turn aroUnd "wasteful" prac-

tices? A stddy for the U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment

(in which this author was involved from conception to completion), pro-

vides an answet (U.S. Congre6 1978), Technology is understood and

available, but recovery is slow, technically difficult, and expensive.

Such proceases could combine to provide an added near 50 billion barrels

at a price of $30 per barrel orless (compared with same-basis conven-

tional oil prices of $13.75 and alternate fvels prices of $22.00 rer

barrel). Net energy gained would prf.bably be less than half the gross

resource consumed. New petroleum technology will onlY ameliorate our

problem of a shrinking resource bnse, not oolve it.

Other rnnventional Sources

There are other fossil fuels in addition to oil. Of these, natural gas

provides perhaps the starkest outlook (Hayes 1979). We have sold it

at a fraction of replacement cost, for political reasons. Usage has

been about 25 tr: llion cubic feet per year. As discoveries have fallen

off, a domestic peak in reserves (around 209 trillion cubic feet) was
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passed in the 1960s. New aupplies can be developed such as gas from
Devonian shales of the Appalachian Basin. However,_the resource is
scattered, coats are high, and production rates very low, Responsible
.estimates.are that we .may add 25 trillion cubic feet, not enough to
change patterns Of supply and Ilbt:t (U.S.. COngreas 1977).

MIl and oil shale are solid energy resources we have in abundance (Hayes
/1979), rerhaps:250 billion tons of coal are recoveraKe. Why don't we

use it more? There are,several parta,to theeenswer. Firat;.Our Mobile
aociety'needs portable fuels. To be most useful st1144p first muk he
changed to a more uoable form; eechnicallyethiatisAiffictat, and:rethods
areanot well'established.. Coalemage,is Astricted,alid made'costly by
any'honeet qiplieation of.environMental protectleon regulation (Gordon

1978). Even when coal facifttiepehave :been designed to'absolutely u4nie

mize adverse impact (EnvirOhmdntal $eienceiand Epgineering 1011,a), some
e,

real,due.is very diffictilt to dispose.-of (Environkental Seience and

Engineering 1978). Transportation of yestern lowesulfur coa:rtoe.eiatern

users In quantity i's-a major obstacle, 'andenereeintengive. And ife

these problems were not enough, uge of coal'promiaes.pro4uction problems

and socialconcerns as minerS mustee recruited:aind trained, and portions
. v

of ihe West:rapidly urbanized.

Nuclear entirgy was to be ouresalvation; unfdrtunately, itg story Is one

of decreasing.expeetation .(Mayese1979), Predictions. of electrical energy

to be suppiled by 1985 have dropPed from 240 gigawatta (1973 estimat) to
110 (1978 eatimate),:aa'contrasted with a current 48 gigawatta. Safe

waste disposal, and safe,,:ereliable oPeratipn art eritical needs. A:'

further constliiint may bejimited nUclearofuel resources:to supplyitnicrent

nuclear technology. Technieel-solutiona May be*possible (Environmental.

Science and Engineering 1977b), but are likely to come only with diffi-

culty and substantial cost.

In summary, the Conventional energy iesourEe picture, whilealmesa satise.

factory now, looks bleak indeed for medtingelongereterm desires of our

energy-hungry Western society. Like it or not,. far several deeades
countries such as Saudi Arabia hold the key to our life style and Teell

beie7, (Franssen 19M). Furthermore,:we should be carefully orcheatrat-

ing a managed transition to a."now" energy economy, one with greate'r

chance to continue on a self-suataining basis.

The Renewable Energy Resource Picture

Our hospitable world exista As we knew it solely because of continuous

exposure over millenia to energy from the sun. Fossil fuels CAW: from

a solar source; the sun drives biemass production teday, and fuels

winds, hydropower, and other basically solar sources. Thus, it is

natural that we look to the sun for our salvation, In the broad sense,

oolar encompasses almost all "soft" or "distributed" energy technolo-

gies. (Ceothermal often is listed with thie group but is not basically

solar; it also may often not be renewable in lens thAn A geelogicel

time frame,)
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The criteria used to characterize "soft" systems and to diffecentiate
them from "hard" alteruntives are that they be basically (Christen,
Craig, l'YLGuire and Simmons 1977)? (1)'renewab1e, (?) environmentally

benign; (3) locally available, (4) subject to graceful failure, (5)
foolproof, (6) flexible, (7) cumprehensible to these dependent on them,

and (8) matche0 in -energy quality to use, One could bardly disagree
with suCh noble objectivesh And certainly in the judgment of many,

these contrast with characteristics "hazd" technology devices.
Environmental anVsocial criteria are imbedded in the list; that is,
societal goal.s are assumed based not just on quantities of goods and
services provided,..but on a perhaps ephemeral state of "well-being."
EconoMic costs frequently ar2 not included; it 16 assumed implicitly
that costa will overlap to a degree that other factors will.be of
primary concern. ObviOusly, trade-offs between economic criteria and
measures of.well-being will. be necesiary,

A "Distrib,utNI" EnPsraCalifornia F6tute

A recenr study has assessed how.. California could meet its needs using

primarily renewahl sources (91. cit 1977), The resource base
suggest$ that this might indeed be feasible, 48 shown by Table 2.

Table 2

California Rource

-- . - Y.__ ' 1-----

Estimates for the
Mc(uire and Simmons

-

Year 2025 (Craig,
1977)

Electrical
ResouIce . Heat or Mechanical Fuels

Direct SolaT Energy immense immense

Biomass, Land 0.57-0.71

'31ccriass, Ocean 0.46-0.92

Wind 2.4-9.4

Ceothermal 34 0.67

Hydroelectric 0.23

Oeem Thermal Nil

Fossil Fuels

is
1 Quad 10" btu
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Solar insolation, for example, is about 1370 Btu/tt
2
-day or 2450 quads

per year; about 350 times current fossil energy use, Likely limits

are given in Table 2, Even if biological efficiedeies are no more

than a modest 1 pea:cent, this still leaves a generdus supply, Munici-

pal solid and liquid waste, agricultural residue, forest wastes and
-kelp farming of 10 ts 20,000 square miles of ocean were included.
Wind energy is uncertain due to poor data for the few areas where high
.winds make the resource most useful, Ceothermal energy is well estab-

lished but in a unique area; extrapolation may not be reliable, and
life of the resource is not known. Solar energy for heating and cc0I-
ing.is essentially unlimited, though other claims on land willbring
some real upper limit,.

From this starting point, alternative future scenarios were developed
'and end-use demand established bv categories: electricity, low-

temperature heat. (below 350*F), high temperature heat, and liqUid

fuels. These were further separated:by'sectors: agriculture, other

industry, transportation, commercial, and residential. A supply/demand

balance was develOped for each of several scenarios, One such, for

11 soft" technologies, a distributed resource base and relatively low

demand isgiven in Table 3. A-centralized,,:hard".technology alter-
native to meet the same basic needs is given for comparison in Table 4,

(Many assumptions that underlie development of these Aata are not

practical to detail here.)

These authors draw several observations generally supportive of dis-
tributed systems. In their view, environmental impacts are markedly
smaller for "soft" than for "hard" alternatives. (The "soft" alter-

nasives include increased end-use efficiency, active and passive solar

heating and cooling with individual building or neighborhood units,
fuel from biomass wastes, and dispersed, on-site wind electric genera-
tors.) By way of contrast, energy/land use conflicts will jump by
orders of magnitude--for example, solar process heat and-electricity
supply next to industry served would use about.a quarter of all urban

land, a gigantic and potentially costly Impact. Other concerns include

reliability and need for costly, ine!!ficient energy storage, These are

major concerns. They hold the potential to inhibit substantially a -
transfer to "sofa" alternetives on a` scale meeting needa of a large

share of our population.

Other studies also support the "soft" path, For example, a federal
interagency Solar Energy Policy Committee report is said to state that
by the year 2000, up to 20 percent of energy needs could be supplied by

solar (anonymous 1979 For.this to happen, thought would require
massive federal support and a rapid rise in world oil prices. Sub-

sidies for solar largely are justified by the.argument that fossil
fuels already receive massive aid.
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'Tabl,e 3

P !

Supply/Demand Balance, Distributed Ca0e° (in trillion.B61.)
(Craigp-MCGuire and Simmans 1977)

Heat

Electricity 1 <350°F

Liquid
>350°F Fuels

Biomass
Waste
Tree Farm
Kelp

On-Site Solar Heating 432

Cogeneration 146 195

Geothermal 327

Hydroelectric 136

° Wind 666

On-Site Solar Cogeneration
High Temperature 39

Low Temperature 162 1078

Solar Electric 629

TOTAL 2105 1705

39

7'1
259

480
100
444

111.111=1011,

.298! 1024

Other Solar Viewpoints

Not everyone agrees that because the sun shines our energy woes are

almost over. Hayes (1979) is anything but an 'enthusiast. In his

words: .

The lure of free power from th0 sun has blinded many people

to the, economic facts of life. Np other part of the energy
spectrum generates as much op imism, emotion, and misinforma-

tion.... A fallacy...is that because the sun's radiation is
free, technology will convert it to a cheap source of .

inexhaustible energy It s a dilute form of energy and
is awailable only part of the time, hence the processes by
which it can be put to use ar inefficient by our present

standards or economics.

He concludes that six to seven quads by the year 2000. ts optimistic,

though there is hope for growth in the more distant future. Marjorie

and Aden Meinel, among the longtime advocates of solar energy develop-
ment, also caution against overly optimistic assessments (1979), They

note that (1) sunshine is not dependable, particularly in winter when

most needed; (2) complete systems are expensive; (3) solar components



,Tablè 4
ve.

Supply/Demand'Balance, Centralized Case (in trillion Btu)
(Craig, McGuire and Simmoni 1977) .

....1110.00+*.........

ok,

f

Heat

Electricity <350°F >350°F
Liquid
7uels

Syntfietic Liquids 2163

Synthetic Gas
Cogenerated Fuel 534 860

Cogenerated Heat , 824

Other Industry 147

Geothermal 327

Hydroelectric 136

Central Station 4

Coal or Nuclear 1182

TOTAL 2020* 1831 2163

* The data in this column add to 2183, not 2020 as given in the source

document, most likely due to a typographical error in the energy from

opal or nuclear,

and systems are unreliable over lifetimes; (4) backup supplies and
storage are needed; and (5) performance does not achieve optimistic
projections. .

Actual experience has been mostly limited to simple, low temperature
applications, which may Well prove to be the best use of solar tech-

nolbgies. Analysis of experience from the Florida Solar Energy
Center suggests "significant" problems with at least 20 percent of
installations (Sim' 1979),' Largely these represent careless design,
construction, installat/ion and the like which should disappear or
become manageable with growth of a large-scale, experienced industry.
But each step to reduce such problems will mean adding to the infra-
structure and creating a more complex operation, higher costs, and
ultimately a less competitive posiEion than indicated by optimistic

projections. Similarly, assessment of potential for solar electricity
throughout the loutheastern U.S., even assuming breakthroughs in photo-
voltaic devices, is not entirely optimistic (Sim 1979). Environmental

impacts may be minor, but socioeconomic and institutional barriers seem
likely.

Biomass, particularly as energy plantations, also has been found wanting

when considered for application over large regions (Environmental Science

and Engineering 1977b). Critical problems in the western U.S. would be

water supply, land,.and fertilizer. Typical needs for a one megawatt-
electric equivalent biomass supply, such as to serve a small community,
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would be 740 acre-feet of waterper year. To put this in perspective,

with much greater conservation or wiser use than.at present, 1000 mega-

watts might supply 1000 distributed small communities and a population

of one million, a small fraction of present southern Callfornia popu-

lation. Total water needs for a hiomasS-energy supply for.these people

then would be 740,000 acre-feet per year. This can be compared with

the Southern California Metropolitan .Water District allocation in the

1980s of 606,000 acre-feet from the Colorado River, or its ultimate

2,011,500 acre-feet from the giant California State Water Project
(Environmental Science and Engineering 1977b). Corresponding land

requirements ere measured in hundreds.to-thouSands.of square. miles,..

and fertilizer in rail carloads per day.

Of solar electric technologies wind is nearest to practical use on a
scale large enough to make inroads on our energy supply mix. A Cali-
fornia Energy Commission plan (Ginosar 1979; Mello 1978) shows it to
be a feasible, renewable energy source important for our future,
Technology requires at best extension from a "pilot plant" to normal
scale, with industry capable of expansion to meet szimand. Data on
available energy are.limited but the available reaource is known to

be modes':. A benefit is that for appropriate scale technology there
also is a short payback period. Contrary to the views of some enthus-
iasts, dispersed, small-scale or indlvidual systems are not expected.

to pay their way.(Ginogar 1979). Safety, reliability, storage, and
system requirements will establish a minimum of scale. Perha,1

most important, people live in patterns such that truly distributed
systems serving local needs could make at best a very minor contribu-
tion toward meeting total societal nee0s, even if.developed at any
cost.

Some Specific Environmental Concerns for Solar Thermalpaer_Sissess

Solar clearly represents a superb energy source in many locations for
relatively low tempet'ature uses, Passive building design, which really
represents wise use pluS conservation, is capable of veryflarge-scale

application.. But if solar ts to'penetrate as needed to permit achieve-
ment of a "soft" technology future, it must also provide for substantial
electrical power needs. (Table 3). While other'options are possible and
may even prove to be preferred, Systems discussed to illustrate "soft"
technology concerns will represent solar thermal electricity generation,
an area of research in progress at UCLA (Ullman, &Sala 1978).

There is a general perception that solar technology is environmentally
benign. ,Certainly, emissions of radiation, NOR, SOR, and particulates

are absent, But mining for'coal and its conversion will,be replaced
with other resource-conSuming and risky activities,'and these even-
tually on a large. scale. Individual sma11-scale systems (suRh as 10
megewatts) are considered. The kind of adverse effects likely to be
,.noted first are hazards to workers and the adjacent environment, Any

camplete facility will'require.storage and backup systems, Impacts of

thete additional facilities thus also must be noted.
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The question may be asked, why not individual home, few-homes, pr

.
cottage industry systems? The answer is clear. For electricity in

any pattern close to_present uSe., too-small systems_will prove'totally

impractical. As noted by the Meinels (1979),,what person will be able

to handle 'maintenance.on any but-the most rudimentary system? Risk

may prove greater than society could accept with do-it-yourself systems.

Any analysia.at this stage of development must be speculative; there are

mo_p_ilot_data_and no history..- However,.enough is known to atA.east pro-

vide Useful comparisons. Three questions must be answered:- ariAliE

hazards exist. or may be initiated,by outside events? ',(2) how cid these

rgpresent dangers to those exposedl (3).what potential results can be

expected from these hazards? Each facility design will share some,

common elements: (1) a means,to concentrate solar energy; (2) a means

'to capture solar energy, (3) a means to.convert thermal to electrical

energy, (4) a meant to dispose of waste heat, and.(5) a means to store

and recover thermal energy. Concerns will vary with the design con-

sidered. We will focusvery.briefly on selected concerns in three

areas: (1) receiver su6system hazards, (2) storage systems, and (3)

loss-of-coolant.accidents (LOCA.). Other concgrns have been postulated

and.merit review.

ReCeiver Subsystems

Ao noted above, the sun's energy must be concentrated and captured in

order to convert it to electricity. A critical element thus is the

receiver subsystem, which receives energy and turns it over to heat

transfer fluids'which then carry it to the parts of the system in .which

electricity is,generated. Heat transfer fluid'candidates include

eutecic salts, liquid metals, hydrocarbon oils, and water/steam,

Closed systems typically contain hot, pressurized media, Rupture

of fluid lines is a serious threat.

Eutectic.salts are irritating.or toxic when released and inhaled.

Heated (1000"0, they Tay rupture a container and ignite combustibles:

During fires toxic nitrogen oxides are released from sodium nitrate

and nitrite decomposition (at about 380°C), Liquid metals pose

. differentproblems. Sodium reacts,violently with either.air or water.

Hydrolysis releases,heat to start fires, and hydrogen released may burn

explosively. Oil use may be limited to avoid degradation which could

lead to much less-desirable byproducts. T.,eaks will cause a.fire

hazard and probable toxic fumes. With water and steam, corrosion

inhibitors are a concern: chromate, borate, nitrate, nitrite, sulfate,

sulfite, arsenate, and benzoate salts; triazOle, silicate, and phosphate

compounds. Glycols protect against freezing; bactericides (azides,

.chlorinated phenols) may prevent fouling of heat transfer tubing, These

are toxi6, and the latter may be carcirilgenic.



Thermal storage systems are'essential to permit operatio

'input, changing through the day and with'climatic variability. Storage

may be as sensible heat, as latent heat, or by thermochemical systems.

Sensible heat is the least complex and best understood 14ternative.

With water, technology-for making large:enqugh pressure'vessels seems

inadequate. Oil requires-reprocessing and replacement frequently.

Liquid pctals.and molten salts are risky materials, needing expensive

containment and handling. 1Latent heat storage may use eutectics, but

NaF/N8F2 requires high temperatures. Thui, mercury has been used nit\

actual heat transfer with serious technical difficulties anOnviron-'

mental risks. Lithium hydride may perform well, but is expensive.
Potassium/sodium nitrite is hard to contain and corrosive. Thermo;,..

chemipl storage uses reversible reactions will large heat effects.

Inorganic hydroxides may be simplest and need only cheap materials, as:

Ca(OH)2(s) + Heatjr..., Ca0(s) +.1120(g)

Stored energy can be released by adding superheated steam. Decomposi-

tion of sulfur trioxide is another option:

m--40
S03 (g) + Hea,* __ S02(g) + 1/2 02(8)

Capital costs will,be high as corrosive reactants are involved.

At present, sensible heat devices are favored. "Safe" systems, unfor-

t-anately, are likely to be costly. Clearly, there will be cencern for

environmental, health, and safety hazards with stcwage systems.

Loss-of-Coolant Accidents

Peveral off-normal evencs can be postulated. These may lead to system
failure and adverse impacts, much as with nuclear power. Loss of
coolant accidents (LOCA) and loss of heat sink are examples. Jn a
LOCA, flow of coolant to the receiver subsystem ceases while solar
:lput continues. Without protective measures, the receiver will over-
heat and may fail by rupture or melt-down, releasing fluid. Concern
for failure has led to emergency core cooling for nuclear plants. With
solar, two passive c 'ling modes exist (convection or conduction, and
radiation).

Example data based on the Barstow 10 megawatt plant have been analyzed
to establish end results of a LOCA. These show that (by static analy-
sis) losses would not offset input and the melting point of the receiver
metal (inconel) could be reached. Thermal meltdown would take time:
more than 200 and less than 600 seconds. These are shcvt enough to
require protective design. Failure clearly could lead to a succession
of other system failures, and numerous adverse il..?acts.
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Solar Electric Environmentilamem

This very brief review of a tinyportion of the area to be assessed for
impacts from solar thermal electricity generation tells us much. First,

many environmental concerns will be technology-related and largely
at the plant site. Solar may be mush less risky than nuclear or fossil
fuel technologies. However, handicapped by A dilute and variable source,
solar efficiency must be stretched if it is to replace co.1 and other
less preferred technologies. This will require complex systems, exotic
materials and fluids, and may well impose significant.risks on employees
and Surroundings. Useful solar ,thermal electric facilities thus may not
be truly benign; specifically, they may not fail graceful*, be fool-
proof; flexible, or comprehensible,(to,other than specialists). The
ultilhate effect will be seen as higher costs, making this,form of solar
less competitive. This.is particularly important to the potential for
truly "distributed" systems. Central systems, tt gh of modest size,
appear essential for a useful, reliable resource

Other solar alternatives may eyoke fewa$ or greater concerns. Biomass,
which to so many appArs benign, may Conceal a host of severe environ-.

mental impacts.. Wind seems particularly favorable, but certain to be
excluded from densely populated areas,and limited to a few quite high
wind speed locations. Passive solar and low temperature heating avoid
most problems and should be undergoing massive development. However,
-even these commit vast areas of land to controlled use, and require
huge resoarces for rtillector construction. Photovoltaic generation of
electricity appears at present as the last great hope, though perpe-
tually "just around the corner" and waiting for another breakthrough
ea become useful. The breakthrough may Well occur. Realistically,
hawever, there are potential environmental concerns with this technology
as well. Thus there is merit in caution against 'all overly optimistic
projections. -

From the informatiol above a useful pic-mre emerges. The shrinking
conventional vesource base is evident. Fossil fuel alternatives are
not cheaply or repAly introduced, and most are fraught with environ-
mental concern. On-the other hand, several "soft" technology alter-
natives seem less attractive when subjected to serious scrutiny,
though relatively benign., there is enough of concern to iaise costs
and slow or inhibit utilization. It stila is easy to remain optimis-
tic because little is well understood, This is all too reminiscent of
the,early days of nuclear development.

Our relatively free society must choose betweee numerous feasible
altecnatives; trading off benefits and costs or environmental gains
and losses, and establishing our min priorities. The choices to be
made are extremely difficult. The alternativesarg technically com-
plex, potential future iimpacts are vast, and our entire societal
structure.and life style appear to be at risk, Furthermore, decisions
must frequently be made in an atmosphele of siren songs sung by char-
ismatic leaders of oppositely polarized factions,
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To this poini nothing in this paper has spOcifically addressed energy
and resource education. However, thiO author believes that points made
earlier make clear many eduentional requirementi to meet our changing

needs. The most important of these requirements are summarized below.
.R,

kdelicate balancing of depth and breadth is essenfial, The problems

116_ to be addressed range from hard technology, through the entire gamut of

'141114knowledge of the natural environment, and continue into a deep invotve-i
ment with the social world in which we live, Depth within a subject .

area,May be enential, but.it is not sufficient'. Specifically, if
decisions regarding an energy future are.largely left,to engineers
(or other technologiste) with no more than a suitable disciplinary
background, they will likely,coie up with predictable "solutions" empha-
sizing what they best understand. Experience.should have taught us.that
these boo often extrapolate the past in a nearly linear, faphion, and.,
disregard emerging problems lying outside background disciplinary

competence. Thus, these "solutions" are inherently limited, not
optimal, and'lead to magnified future problems.

Breadth, while anothen essential, also is not sufficient. Generalists.

with overview knowledge too frequently have not experienced work in
depth within the problem areas likely to emerge as critical for envi-
ronmentally sound development of a new energy resource. Such
individuals appear too ready to,,xasp at wished-for "solutions" in a
thoroughly uncritical way. These "solutions" may be widely heralded
in the media, only to fall apart when qualified professionals try to
put them into practice because concepts turn out to be based on incom-,

plete and inaccurate infolmation.

0

Even more appears to be needed than just an appreciation for high
quality technical work and the potential importance of several disci-
plines. Environmentalists must understand just how the various

disciplines A.nteract to influence problem solution, This truly inter-

disciplinary character must permeate the very core of serious environ-

mental studies. Examples are easily visualized, Consider a

conservatiotist future featuring massive growth in use of solar

heating, for example, extending into the urban core. Substantial

resourcesa will have to be committed: glass, aluminme: plastic; the

energy and manpower to construct, install, and operate devices through

a lifetime. Usage of' urban space for collectors will constrain build-

.
ing design. Space needs may in some cases extend urban travel distances,

restrict opportunities for recreational open space, and conflict with

esthetic perceptions. Finally, restricted mobility by comparison with

past projections, and other limits imposed by a need to conserve, almost

certainly will result in social strains. It is no trivial task to pre-

pare students well to function across this spectrum,of challenging

requirements--part environmental scientiit, part engineer, part hutDanist,

with commqp sense as well--while retaining competence within a central
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If the educational requirements which appear obvious from the data bait

presented in this paper are not met, it will likely prove most diffi-

cult to achieve properly balanced "future" thinking and societal

leadership. But if they can be met, we .may well effectively pass

through a transition from dependence an availability and waste, to a

least-environmental/social-coSt and relatively affluent energy future.
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TOWARD A NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EIWCATION

William Stapp, Janis Albright, Dorothy Cox, Dave Cyrus-,
James Greager,ThomasHudspeth, David Jasperse, Lori
Mann, Augusto Medina, GaryProsch, Pamela Puntenney,

Deborah Simmons, and Evelyn,W41kel

Abstract. This presentation explores the current status of a national

strategy for environmental education in the United States. A brief '

historical account of the Tbilisi mandate for a national strategy is

employed to set the.stage for the identification and analysis of
actions that have been taken toward a United States plan. Actions

that are necessary components of a strategy and have not been pursued

in this country are examined. Concrete suggestions for indivieuhal

and group involvement in facilitating the future plans for a national

environmental education strategy are offered.

- I. INTRODUCTION.

The evolving goal of environmental education (EE) is to foster an
environmentally literate global citizenry that will work together
in building an acceptable quality of life for all people. Much of

the foundation needed to realize this goal has,been laid by many
committed people throughoutothe world. In 1977, delegations from
approximately 70 nations convened at the Intergovernmental Cnnference
on Environmental Education in Tbilisi, USSR, and unanimously articu-
lated that goal. 'The basic aim of environmental education as defined
by the participants of the Tbilisi conference,is:

to succeed in making individuals and communities understand

the complex nature of the natu-11 and built environments
resulting from the interaction of their physical, biologi-
cal, social, economic and cultural aspects, and acquire the

knowledge values, attitudes and practical skills to parti-
cipate in a vesponsible and effective way in anticipating
and solving environmental problems, and in the management

of the quality of the environment,

At this international conference, we pledged to do our part as a nation

to support the international momentum for EE. We can help fulfill that pledge

by coordinating our actions and Zeveloping a national strategy for EE.

1School of Natural Resources, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
48109.
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The Need for a National Environmental Uucation Strate

Many.observers of EE in.the U.S1 axe convinced that the move...'
ment's number one problem is its lack 'of cohesion. We are

many bodies (some federal, some state, many private) in need

of a head. The arms, the branches, all are laboring mightily,

but without enough coordination.2

-.Alexander.Barton
Development Program Director
National Science Foundation

The United States has no national plan for maximizing environmental

education efforts. Thete is a strong need to work toward a national

strategy that will achieve the goals,and objectives of ES that have

been Stated clearly at Tbilisi. By recognizing the strong local,

state, regional, national, and international efforts that have been

made over the past decade, and building upon these effortson can
further EE in the United States and throughout the world. Now is an

appropriate time to constructively link these efforts and capitalize

on the synergistic effect a coordinated national strLtegy can provide.

.!

The Elements of a National Environmental Educationitutim

- A strategy is. a plan to help resolve specific issues that have been

, identified. Figtire 1 outlines the key elements of a national EE

strategy, each of '111 is briefly discussed belay.

Formation of

Goals 6 Objectives
Resolution of

Associated Issues

Identification
oi Target
Audiences

Establishment a

Reinforcing Learnir4
Environment
Programa
Personnel
Materials
EvalUation
Research

Figure 1.--Key Elements of a National Strategy for EL

Providing a

Suppott,System
Instituticalal
CommunicatIcn,
Legislatiod.

e'Funding

1. A framework of mals and objectives needs to be clearly estab.-

lished and constantly reviewed and the resolution of associated

issues should be addressed. Much of the foundation for this
framework has been well defined by the work at Tbilisi and

other international and national conferences. What directions

do we as a world community wish to choose? These goals and

objectives should act as guides for any future actions we take.



Ilaetidience.s need to be clarified. Miny paii efforts
have deVeloped in comparative laolation and reached limited
audiences. Too'eften, EE efforts are aimed primarily at
formal education and minimize, 'nonforMal modes of education.

Action pram should be identified; planned, and impler.
mented which include development of program models and
instructional materials and preparation of personnel in
both fortail and nonformal education.

it

Evaluation helps ensure the qualiiy of EE programs and.
.materials by determining whether we have achieved our stated
objectives. It.should be an ongoing process in all areas of
EE if we are tO meet the needs of our target audiences.

5. Research shotild become an integratpart of our movement. We

nerd to keep pbriast of deVeloOments in related fields and
their significance to EE. Profeasionals in our field should
be supported in efforts to determine the most appropriate
educational methods.

6. Institutionalsanart_pis should be identified and estab-
lished where necessary.to pr7vide the assistance.needed to
move us toward a national EE strategy. We can begin by
determining' how to best.coordinate through existing.institu
tions. The Alliance for EE.and the Federal'Interagency
Committee on Education (TICE) are two examples of organiza-
tions that have linked their members in order to use their
resources more effectively, What new linkages can create'
more cohesion between institutions?

7. CommullsonLpaparlAvsege need to be developed to utilize
existing systems and coordinate to a higher degree our local,
imate, regional, national, and internatioiil efforts.' The
Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) system is one
vehicle by'whicit the activities of our profession are docu-e
mented and shared around the worlds.- What additional types of
communication can be utilized to reach an even wider audience?

8. Legkilsicza can be effective at both the national and state
levels in furthering EE by encouraging leadership, fostering
the development of programs and materials, promoting teacher
education, stimulating research and evaluation, and providing
financial resources to support EE activities.

9. Financial should be identified, and their funds
allocated for maximum national benefit. For nearly ten years,'
the Office of Environmental Education (OEE) has pravided fund-
ing for the development of projects such as curriculum models,
teacher training programs, and community workshops. However,

funding is limited and we should decide how future funds can
best be allocated to achieve our stated goals and objectives.
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'A viable plan of action brings together all of these:elements into a°
reasimable, workable timeline to identify procedures, develop prior-
ities, and assign responsibilities. This plan,,or strategy, should
have built-in flexibility to allow for the midwcouTse adjustments
'that ongoing eValUation and research will suggest;

a

in.addressing each of ihe above elementu, we are facedwith specific
problems. .We have made a. special effort in each section of this
paper to identify some.ofthe important concerns tor:fronting the
field.of EE, loluticna to these probleWe.should be addressed in our
national.EE strategy.

An Overview oflyILLJEMpsr

Three of the major purposes of this pape'r are-to:

1. provide an historical background of EE so that we may
effectively build upon the feundations of the movement;

2. identify some of the major problem areas that confront
the field of EECivd

3. outline one process for developing a national strategy
for EE.

*

In Section II,-we begin with an historical account of the development
of EE, providing a peispective which sets ti.z. stage for future planning.

In Section III, we discuss the goals and. objectives needed to provide
direction for a potential strategy and recognize a series of unresolved
issues that confront the movement of EE. The range of target audiences
needed to provide input and assume responsibility for making a strategy
work are identified.

In Section IV, we examine the necessity of building a reinforcing learn..
ing environmene to meet the needs of the diverse EE audiences through
the development of prograMs, materials, and training strategies for EE
facilitators.

In Section V, we focus on the need for a suppoit system. This includes

appropriate institutional and organizational arrangements, effective
communication, special legislation and adequate funding. Together,
these four components can help to provide an effective support sybtem
for EE.

In the last section, a plan for developing a national EE strategy is
suggested and concrete actions to implement this plan are offered for
consideration.. A timeline for executing this plan is included to con-
tinue the momentum generated at Tbilisi in 1977 and furthered in
Washington in 1978.

The suggestions and strategies presented in this paper are not meant

to be a definitive plan. Rather, they are suggestions to be considered.



The suggestions strive to provide flexibility during the 0.anning and
implementation of a national strategy for EE..

4

II, AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTrVE OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCA;i0N

-

We must move toward a coherent national strategy ftir
that takes full advantage of the'strengtb of our Omer,-
sity...any strategy or plan will have.to previde for'appro-
priate division of labor among the various'elements of the
private sector...and the different levels and agencies, of
tgovernment.3

--Mary Berry '

Asiistant Secretary for. Education

U.S. Department of Health, Edn.
cation and Welfare

Over the past decade, significant steps have been taken in defining
needs ind developing and implementing plans that have furthered EE
at the national and international levels.,,The framework of this paper
mekes it difficult to address ten years,df important EE achievements
and to give credit where it is justly due: An extensive bibliography
(Appendix B) suggests sources for acquiring additional information in
this area.

Figure 2 assembles historical EE landmarks and divides them into five
major strands (International Enliironmental Educatior National COnfer.
ences, National Legislation, Communication Networks, .,nd Professional
Environmental Education 0,-ganizations). The figute-also illustrates
the limited interdependence that has traditionally existed between these
strands. Weaving these threads into a coordinated effort should be a
major focus of our national EE strategy.

A brief overview of each strand follows.

International .gnvironmental Education

The United Nations (UN) Conference on the Human Environment (Stock-.
holm, 1972) documented the need for a cooperative international EE
effort by proclaiming: "To defend and improve the environment for
present and future generations has become'an imperative goal for

Mankind."

In 1975, the international EE component-of the United Nations Educa-
tional, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (Unesco) initiated a
three-year program to further EE internationally. This four-Aased
program resulted in an.international workshop (Belgrade, Yugoslavia,
1975), five world-regional meetings (1976), an Intergovernmental
Conference or EE (Tbilisi, USSR, 1977), and institutionalized support
for developingonational strategies for EE. Major funding was provided

through a grant fram The United Nations Environment Program (MEP).
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National Conferences

Starting in.4970, there hove been six national conferentes, each with
e different &ells on EE. The sixth,and most recent, pLtitled "From
Ought to Action National Leadership Conierence'on EE' (Washington,
D.C., 1978), formed working groups to review.recommendations from all
of the previons national and international meetings, The outcome Was
the drafting of 16 definittve recommendations relating to a national
strategy for EE.

National_LegaLation

In 1970, Congress rettponded o the liational effort to address the
complex and urgent.problem f environmental quality and the quality
of life by passing the Nat nal Environmental Policy Act (NEPk,
ind the Environmental Edu _tion Act. In 1971, the OEE was aeated
to administer the EE A.H Throughout the 1970s, the major pribrity
of the OEE has been to fnnd local EE projects such as the.develnpment
of teacher training mode4s, curriculum materials, and community-based
prograMs. A major result of the EE Act has been the encouragement of
state EF planning and legislation.

Communication Networks

In 1969, the Journal of Environmental_Eclucation_DEE)_pmbilshed_a_
formal definiticA of EE. Throughout the growth of EE in the 1970s,
the JEE and ERTC/SMEAC have played a vital role in seleCtively pub-
lishing the materials produced by practitioners in the field of tE.

The Alliance for EE, a consortium of nongoyernmental organizations and
,the FICE Subcommittee on Environmental Education (FICE/SEE), its federal
counterpart, have respectively linked various nongovernmental and
governmental organizations having.common interests in EE.

Regional coalitions,have been formed for similar purposes.. These
include the Western Regional EE Council (WREEC), the Great Lakes EE
Council (GLEEC), and the Southern Regional gE council (sREEc).

Profess onal Environmental Educellonpaenizations

Three.major_professional organizations:have.sponsored annual confer.-
ences aind provided an arena for the exchange of information. They

are the Conservation Education Association (CEA),'the National
Assciation for EE (NAEE), and the American Society for EE (ASEE).
Each organization has greatly helped to expand and strengthen the
field of EE.

Although EE has progressed over the past ten years, there has not
been a concerted effort to develop a.coordinated and coherent national
strategy for EE. An important immediate task is to help unite the
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strands outlined in,this section in an effort to 'work toward our
defined EE goals and obfectives. Only when the strands are inter-
woven can nur national EE goals and objectives of EE be 'obtained
effectively.

The following section of this paper recognized the need for clarity
in the goals and associated isaues o: the EE movement, and the
specific objectives and target audiences'toware which EE programs
'are directed.

III. THE DIRECTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

One'of the' most critical elements we face in developing a national
strategy,for EE is the formulation of long...range goals,and near-term
objectives as,they affect various target groups. The effort to
define the goals and objectives of EE culminated in Tbilisi when the
following statements were formulated and unanimously adopted:

f

Goals And Objectives of Environmental Education

1. to.foster clear awareness of, and concern about, economic, social,
political, and ecologidal'interdependence in urban and rural areas;

2', to provide every person with opportunities to acquire._theknow-
...._______7_______ledgevalues.,....attitud_es.......commitment..,_.anS.L.Pktlis....T1Peclqa .Prctect

and improve the environment;

3, to create new patterns of behavior of individuals, grouPs, and
societi as a whole toward the environment.

Categories of Environmental Education Oblectives

1. Awareness: to help'groups and individuals acquire an awareness
of and sedsitivity to the total environment and its allied prob-
lems;

2, Knowledge: to help social group's and individuals gain a variety
of experience in and acquire a basic understanding of the environ-.
ment and its, problems;

3. Skill:04- to_help_ aocial groups and_individuals acquire the skills
'for identifying and solving environmental problems;

4. Parti'cipation: to provide social groups and individuals with an
opportunity to be actively involved at all levels' in working

toward resolution of epvironmental problems.

The Tbilisi formulations were dismissed pt the National Leadership
Conference on EE (Vashington, D.C., 1978). Although no vote was
formally taken, there was general agreement among the conferees that
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these goals and objectives were in keeping with their 'desired direc-
tion for EE in tlle United States.

I.

Even though there seems to be a consensus regarding these broad goals
and objectives, the movement of EE is still faced with a series of
Unresolved issues that a national strategy should address. Some of
these issues were raised at the National Workiug Conference un "Emerg-,
ing Issues" (Ann Arbor, 1974)., The nine EE issues selected for analy.
sis at this conference were:

I. The constituenéy of environmentalists;

.2. The relationship between environmental issues and the issues
of social justice;

3. The relationship between environmental issues an0 economiQs;

4. Environmental education and tbe concept of values;

5. Skill training in environmental education;

6. The autonomy and integrity of the learnerIn environmental
education;

7. Local versus global perspective in environmental education;

8.* The support system for environmental education; and

9. The relationship betisiii eniiiiiiiiiiiredikation 'in schools
and the structure and process of formal educations

Of these, three issuesconstituen6y, social justice, and economics--
deal with environmental problems and the environmental movement
generally. The other six issues deal explicitly with EE itself: its

goals (values and skills); its ethics (learner autonomy); its emphasis
(local versus global); and the context in which it takes place (support
systems, formal education).

It is imPortant to EE that there be greater clarity on key issues that
underlie its philosophy. A national EE strategy can provide the focus
for such discussions.

The'identification of EE's various target audiences iealso important.
The principal audience categories of EE, as defined at Tbilisi, that
should be considered in a national strategy of Et are:

1. Education of the general public should be provided at every
age level and at. all levels of formal education, for,pupils
and teachers, and in the various nonformal education actiVi-N
ties for young people and adults,-including the handicapped.
Voluntary organizations may play an important role.

2. Education of siesilic occupAtIonal or social gkroumfocuses
on those whose activity and influence have an important
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bearing on the environment, for instance, etgineers, arch-
itects, administrators,and planner, induitrialists, trade

' unionists, policymakers,'and agriculturalists.

3. TrainimaLettWausgmELEVAARLIEttallta.is lesigned
. for those workinr on specific problems of the'enVironment,

such as biologtsts, ecologists;.,hydrologists, toxicologists,
soil scientists, agro'nomists, foresterso.landscape
tects, oceanographerd, limnologists, meteorologists, and
sanitary,engineers. Various levels in formal and nonfotmal
educatiori Should contribute to this training. It is impor-
tant that the training of scientists include an inter-
disciplinary Component.

In summary, although the EE movement has made significant strides in
4efining in broad terms the goals, objectives,, and tagget audiences
of EE, some of the key issues and audience priorities have not yet ,

been'clearly resolved. ,Our national strategy should focus attention
on these problem areas.

IV. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A REINFOROING ENVIRONMENT 'FOR LEARNING

The ultimate.succese Of our national EE strategy lies in its aflAlity to

stiMulate efforts for the development, evaluation, and dissemination of
effective programs-and materials. In.,order o achieve.this, it is
important that a strategy'addressthe establishment of a reinforting
environment for learning, progrims that reach.a broad spectrum of
learners should be encouraged. The active involvement of learners. in
these programs is of vital importance. This can best be achieved by
familiarizing educational facilitators (educators and leaders) with'the
evolving content and,mpthodology of Eg.'1, Finall7, a strategy should
include provisions for the development and continued evaluation of
Materials that meet the needs-of educators and learners in a variety
of settings.

4

In building a reinforcing learning environment, we are confronted by
many questions. What should'be the desired balance between formal and

'nonformal ,EE? Is there a sufficient number of nonformal programs? .Do
we have adequate evaluation of instructional proirams? 'Have we util-
ized fully current research in the development of instructional pro-
grams? A national strategy should consider and respond to these kinda
of questions. These are analyzed below.

Formal and Nonformal Environmental Education

The major national effort in EE has been in formal education. Currently,
many elementary and secondary classrooms incorporate EE into their
curriculum and a growing number of collegeS and universities offer
interdisciplinary programs in.environmental studies. Though these
programs contribute significantly to furthering EE, they reach only
a small percentage of the general public.



.4?

When we look at the target audiences identified in Figure 30 we
readily see that the majority of learners are in the nonkormal tector.
Some successful programs have been tindertaken to bring EE to learners
such as.youth groups, decision makers and mass media personnel. How-
ever, these efforts hhve been limited and do not gully encompass the
variety of ways in Which individuals can be.reached outside of file.
classroom.

An imbalance between formal and nonformal programa,iS evident. Wa
should determine the degree of emphasis that we want to provide,in
each sector of education. A national EE strategy eshould ensure'that
this is represented accordingly..

Regardless of how this emphasis is apportioned, we will need skilled
facilitators throughout formal and nonformaleeducation (eee Figure 3).
Facilitators should be aware of the orientation Of spelcific target
audiences so that they may better relate EE to the learner's own.
environment. .They shoUld be.prepared to plan with the components
of EE, including conce* development, values clarification, and the
development of problem soPying skills.

A. vast array of instructional materials is needed so that facilitators
may integrate these components into their educational efforts. To

nurture the interdisciplinary apil.oach of EE and involve ihe learner
to the greatest extent, we need to design participatory, multi-sensory,'
and Multi-media materials. To ensure that the needsoflearners are being
met, materials shoeuldbe developed in close cooperationwith potential
audierices,

de

Mass media is an especially influential tool that shouldbeused'to its
fullest extent. It has:a larger audience thanany other instructional
vehicle and fias great potential for reinforcing Et efforts initiated
in other programs.

Our national strategy should provide for the development of varied instruci-
tiohal materials and ensure that maes medja isused effectively in EE,

Evaluation_OLEE1m1E1 and 'Materials

Al1programs and materials should be valuated to determfne how effec-
tilrely they meet their stated objeafives. Without evaluation it is
difficult to assess whether we are helping people become informed,
concerned, and skilled-citizens.

Currently, many programs are,ao,tebeing effectively evaluated to
see if stated objectives are being achieved. If we are to have
quality instructional programs, a national EE strategy should
encourage program.evaluation and the dissemination of evaluation

results.
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Figure 3. FaciUtators and Target Audiences for Environmental Education
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Research

Research is an integratpart in the development of successful EE
programs. Research,skilis and *methodology are particularly useful
to"teachers, leaders., and curriculum coOrdinators and planners.° It
is helpful to know thp environmental'background, attitudes, values,
and skills of.a t4nge,t4rouP prior tO the development of an instruc-
tional program. It;014iht alsonbe helpful for the facilitator to know
the most appropriaukiithods for the effective acquisition of

,

7ant concepts; valueS,\and attitudes for a/desired audience. Research
methods can provide abmi of the techniquea and knowledge useful to
these kinds of questions.

Coursei in research Methodology at the/preservice or ,inservice level
lmould,be particularly ,useful to educetors, leaders, and program
aesigners in exposing them to technOues which would enable them
to more effectively fulfill,the of EE.

A national EE strategy should 'address the-problem of developing
policies to further EE research projects and incorporate the findings
into the general educational process.

V. PROVIDING A. SUPPORT SYSTEWFOR.ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

In developing a national strategy, oneof the more critical problems
'we encounter is how to link the EE- efforts,to diverse organizations.
An effective suPloort system which can facilitate interaction among
tnese organizations is important. Such a suppori system should ,

include,the following components:
.e

1. Appropriate institutional and organizational arrangements;

2. Effective communication channels;

3.. Legislation; and

4. Funding

We shpuld'assess the Status of each of these components and develop
ways in which they can be successfully coordinated.

We need to determine whether we have appropriate institutional and
organizational arrangements to Meet,the goals and objectives of EE.
In some localitieS, states and regions, institutionalized support
systems do exist. For example, the Western Regional'EE Council
(MEC) is a coalition of 11 western state's that grewout of a need
for coordination of EE efforts in the western states. In other place's,

the need may be to strengthen an existing arrangement.

A °supportive system.for EE could be,enhanced if communication chSnnels
between existing EE organizations were improved. An excellent example
of.this occurred in 1973 with the formation eYf the Alliance for EE.
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.,This consortium of conceimed.EE organizations established strong
channels of communication, in order to reduccethe duplication of
efforts, build upon the strengths of each affiliate, and to
collaborate on EE-activities.whea appropriate.

Through appropriate institutional and organinational arrangements and
effective communication channels, we can build a network that can pro-
vide strong support for the tt movement.

An example of supportive legislation, the third component in dotal).-

lishing a support system for EE, is the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) which solidified-the environmental movement by requiring
environmental impact statements for'federally funded projects.

In. 1970 the EE Actwas enacted, providing for the establishment of
the Office of EE and appropriating funds for grants to regional,
state, and local bodies for furthering EE activities.

11.

C.

Several states bave alsoliad sucCess in stimulating EE activities
through legislative action: The California EE Act of 1970 empowers
the Conservation Education Service in the Depattment of Education
to encourage the development of educational opportunities specifically
related to EE. The New. jersey EE Act of 1971-provides for school
district EE programs, regional EE faCilities for students and teachers,
and curriculum research and development centers. In.Floridg, the EE.
Act of 1973 was enacted.to stimulate awareness and understanding of
the enVirOhment and develop problem-solving skills among students,
teachers, and adMinistrators in the state. TheMisconsin statutes
require that conservation of naturar'resources be taught in.every. .

elementary and high ichool. ;n addition, adequateinstruction in the
conservation of.natural resources is required for elementary teacher
certification and at the iecondary revel in the'areas df,science and
social studies.

A national Strategy for tg should continue to,utilize and promote use-
ful environmental legislation.

Developing programs, preparing facilitators, designing materials,
conducting research, and disseminating'information are but a few
examples of the activities we need to continue as we develop and
implement a national strategy for EE. Several models existlor
providing the necessary funding for such activities. California ear-
marks money from the sale of personalized license plates for a state
ER fund. The U.S. Department of Health, EdUcation, and Welfare (HEW)
has allocated federal money to EE projects, such as the establiOhment
of WREEC.

We should recognize the importance of these-components and the rela-
tionships among them. It is especially important to pay particular
attention to institutional and organizational arrangements, and ways
to improve communication channels. Together, these two components
comprise a networklor EE. This network should enable people to
have access to broad sources of support for some of the following:
communic9ting with others, acquiring project information, developing
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program methodologies, obtaining funding, designing evaluation instte-
ments, and facilitating'research.

The U.S. EE network fits into Unesco's international framework as shown
in Figure 4. J The portion shown in bold lines is detailed-in Figure 5,
followed by a diacussion of a possible EE network, IA our country,

In Figure 5, each circle represents a point of input into the overall ;
organizational structure (node). Each node includes the people, organ-
izations, andoinstitutions actiYerin EE at that level. Communication
within and between nodes itimportant to an effective EE network,

Throughout our country, some excellent examples of networking models
exist at the local, state, and regional nodes, but many organizations
And programs operate in comparative isolatioa.

As environmental educators, we need to take inventory of our resources
and identify areas of, weakness by asking ourselves twy questionh. First,
do we have the appropriate reseurces to facilitate coMmunication between
OUT organizations and local constituents? Second, do we have appropriate
mecAanisms to facilitate communication between our organizations and the
nationaLand international framework Of which we are an integral partl
We need.to Consider the institutional arrangements and communication
channels presented on the following pages, and adjust them to meet our

'sneeds.

The institutional arrangements at the national level should be strength-
ened; national level instituti6ns need to improve communication channels
with the local, state, regional, and in'ternational levels. Active,
support from the national level will help catalyze efforts on all levels
to establish links between the United States and international EE
efforts:

A national strategy for EE should help strengthen the network in several
ways. It should encourage public participation and communication among
individuals and gtoups at all levels. In.addition, a national strategy
should facilitate communication-between nodes and provide continuity
and cohesion for our It efforts.

The Local Node

In general, communication linkages between local organizations and
access to other nodes needs to be strengthened. Naturally, g multi-
tude. of local organizations with tE interests are operating in

-'---comparative-isolation. .-Some organizations-and-institutions-such-as-
those listed below are attempting to improve local .network systems.

Formal EE

Preschool, Elementary,
Secondary, Higher Education,
Adult Education
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Examples of Networking

Facilitates communication through
journals, newsletters, Teriodicals,
conferences, workshops, organiza-
tions, and pre and inservice
programs.
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Figure 4. Unesco's International Framework for an Environmentgl Education
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Figure 5. A Potential Environmental Education Networking System for the

United States

legloma Netorks**

4 WIEEC
SREEC
NEED
GLEEC
Coalitions of
Governors & Mayors

Teacher,Centers*
EPA Centers
NRAG
Others

1.5slallegra01 Networks.

Preschool
EleOentary
Set...hdarr

Higher Education
Adult Education
liminess
Industry
Ness Media
GOvernment.

National Networks

HEW OEE

National EE Center*
ERIC/BMEAC
Alliance for EE
FICE/SEE
National Counal
of GovernOrs
SEECA
NAEE
CEA
Additional Professional
Organitationo.

Others

Unesco/UNlp EE Programs
International EE Center*
International EE Clearinghouse*

IUCN
In
Uhescro International Directories
Environmental Liaison Centre
International Bureau of .

Education
Others

YOuth.Organi-
cations
Citiien
Organizations
Religious
Organisations
Environmental
Centers
Others

Siete Networks**

State.EE Legislation
Alliances for EC
SE Aslocictions
El specialists
EPA
DNR
Department of Education
Intergovernmental
Cbtaittees

,e Conservation Services
' ()there

IliCrld Region Networks

UnescoAegionai Office
UNEP Regional Office
European/North American
Regional EE Center*
Eu.opean/North American
World Clearinghouse*
SEM
ALESCO'

Others
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necessarily exist in all regions
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Nonformal EE

Youth Organizations, Business,
Industry, Labor, Mass Media,

Organizateons, tnter-
pretive Centers, Museums,
Churches, Government, Others

The State Node

kamAssoftjetworkins,

Facilitates communication through .

journals, newsletters, confer-
ences, workshops, organizations
lobbying, and boycotts. .

Most states have,a number of organizations and institutions which inform

people ebout environmental concerns. Mese institutions and-Organize-
tions'should be working together to reachSsn eVen iiider audience&
Possible models for stimulating networks on the state-level are exem-
plified below. Each of the examples is now operating at least one

state,

Niummtamtal Models -

Pennsylvania and IllInois-State
Alliances for EE, State Public
Action Groups and/mConservation
Societies, State Universities and
Colleges, State Et AssociatiOns,
Others

Governmental Models

California Conservation Semice,
State Intergovernmental Committee
on Education (SICE), State EE'
Specialists in the Department of.
Education and/of Natural Resources,
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
Department of Natural Resources (DNR),

Department of Education, Others

Iht-AskYALlai

laselmAilettetttra

Brings together-diverse_groups
with common EE concerns; Human
and natural resource surveys,
and reaearchvprojects.

acmaltug_Itt!mstgai

provides educational resources
and opportunities to. develop
and implement EE projeets and

.programs; Coordinates efforts'
throUgh institutional arrange-
ments.

Organizations have often cooperated in environmental matters ofta regional

level. Such organizations are now involved in environmental prograMs that
are euccessfully coordinating EE interests, These models serve-as exam-

:ples'fOr other areas of the.country,to link resourees and information,

For, instanc-e-,---SREEC-is-composed-ol_states_,Erom_the_..s.outharm..region....anit
seves to.act upon their common environmental interests. Other regional

examples aret
r

Rmlanal Institutional Almng2ments

Northeastern Environmental Education
Dtvelopment (NEED); GLEEC, VtE8C,
Nori.hern, Rockies Action Group (NRAG),

Othert
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Exenlgs ct,f Networking

Facilitates communication
between state and local
practitioners within the
region,



Regional Governmental Institutional EntaakttAtatEttin&
hEIAMMIM

Coalitions of Governors and Mayors Links atate and local govern-

FecierelentReioml. ,

Institutional Ar.eulm_mitg.

EPA, Regional Teacher Centers*, Fac,ilitates research develops

Others ment; Disseminates EE projeCts
and programs

ments.

*Inpdevelopment stages

The National Node

Over the last ten leers,. concerns with environmental issues have redirected
allipmber of national organizations to conserve resources and improve the
environment. Because these organiiations have diverse purposes, there

is a need for institutionalized communicetton links between them. The

following are examples of existing and pl,ined national organizations
that are channeling efforts into an BE network:

Nongovernmental Institutional
Arrangements

AIliante-fOr EnVitonmental Educa-
tion, NAEE, CEA,' Additional
Professional Organizations,
National Council. of Governors,
Others

Government Institutional'
Arrangements.

FICE, HEW, OEE, FICE/SEE, National
EE Center*, Others

4

*Under consideration.

Examples of Networktnw

--rat-ititates-c ommunic ation

between state and local
practitioners throughout
the nation.*

.

Lias federal projects and
agencies specifically'inter-
ested 141 EE.

Provides.EE information
through a computer retrieval
system.

The Unesco World Region Node

In an ef rt to atrengthen EE internationally, Unesco and UNEP established

EE offices in each region of the world. The Unesco world region node
should enhance communication between the international and national levels
thrOugh clearinghouses and EE centers, such as the ones recently estab-

lished in Africa and Latin America. Some of the institutional arrnnge-
ments working to link efforts on the world region level are listed below.
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International Nongovernmental
Institutional Arrangments

Science Education Programme for
Africa (SEPA), Arab League Educa-
tional, 6ultural, and Scientific
Organization (ALESCO), Others ,'

International Governmental
Institutional Arrangements,

Unesco Regional Offices, UNEP
Regional Offices, Europe, and
North American Unesco EE Center*,
Others

'*Under consideration.

The International Node

ganattAJW.nata&

Facilitates coordination of
newsletters, planning ses-
sions,,etc. tkrough
regional offices..

Facilitates coordination
of newsletters,planning
sessions, etc. through
regional offices.

There are, many international organizations and institutions with EE
interests. Masco and UNEP's redent activities in furthering global
efforts in'EE have resulted in major conferences, the establishment of
a world directory ei EE literature, and ihe creation,of a computerized
world bank of names of EE pradtitioners and. organizations, As suggested
in the Tbilisi recommendations,°An international EE Center should be

.:established to aid in linkinithe international node with all other
nodes.

0

International Nongovernmental
iratittonilLArisuants

International Union for Conservation
of Nature and Natural Resources OUNIMW,4

International Youth Federation (IYF),
Environmental Ltaiaon Center*

International Governmental
Institutional Arrangements

Unesco-UNEP EE Programs, International
Bureau of Education (IBE), Inter-
national EE Center/Clearinghouse*

*Under consideration.

Institutional arrangements alone do not assure a viable network for EE.
Institutions and organizations become a network when readily accessible
and effective communication channels exist among them. The communication
channels, or linkages, should satisfy two needs. First, institutions and
organizations within each node should interact and communicate. Second,
institutit,ns and organizations in a particular node should interact with

Examples of Networking

Facilitates commgnication
through iriwsletters, pub-
lications, committees, and
reseen.h.

Facilitates communication
through newiletters, direc- -

tories,.publications, meet-
ings, funding, and research.



those in other nodes. Through a collective effortof the peopiewhc; Com-
prise organizationsowe need to comMunicate both within and between nodes.

4

There ire numerous methods with which to link institutions and Organize.
tions (Figure 6). Figure 7 detailS some of the metheds fOunduSeful at
all nodes.

Figure 6,--Methods of Linking and Strengthening Each,Node
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Figure 7, Some Methods for Linkicig Institutions.ind Organization:: !

DEVELOPING DIRECTORIES AND REFERENCES SOURCES

0 Paternational EE Directories, (Uiesco)
Proposed National EE Center.

. ERIC/SMEAC
EE,Coordinators
Clearinghouses

2. UTILIZING THE MEDIA

_Anita, books
Radio/TV
Newsletters and.Newspapers
Magazines Snd Journals

3. FORMING ALLIANCES ANDCOMMITTEES,

Alliance for EE
FICEOSEE

_a State Indlocal_c_o_alits

II

'SPONSORING CONFERENCES AND SPECIAL 'EVENTS

Earth Day/Sun Day
Workshops/Seminars
Ecofilm Festivals

UTILIZING FUNDING AND LEGISLAtION

NEPA
EE Act 'of 1970

U.S. Office of EE funding projects
State legislatioh

STIMULATING GENERAL,PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Community Projects ,

Publid hearings
Boycotts

. UTILIZING OTHER INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACHES'

Teacher exchange,programs
Collaborative educational efforts
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We should conaider'the unique conditions of a situation,,in determining
which methods best link any institutions and organizations. These
linkages are more effecttve when integrated with institutional and .

organizational functions.
I It,4

Another important problem centers around national leaderPhip, To help
coordinate all of.the significant EE.efforts being employed at the

from the national node; such as the establishment of a National EE
Center discusped at the National Leadeiship Conference.(WaShington,
D.C., 1978). At the same time, linkagei between the national and .

international nodes should be strengthened in order to facilitate the
exchange of ideap and inforMAtion-with peopleon other continents, Our '

national EE strategy should prbvide.for the kinds of leadership,
A

tutional arrangements; communication channels add funds needed to
address these and other probleMs.

VI: A PROCESS FOR ,DEVELOPING A NATIONAL EE STRATE6Y
.1

.At theIbilisi Intergovernmental: COnference on Environmental Education
Dr. Mary Berry stated:

4

Environmental problems know no.national boundary. We believe ,

that, just as our environment is_shared by all, so should
information abouc,it be disseminated to people everywhere....
Re aii-hire to tiee that the worIdis newawarenesti-e-the---
importance of our relationship to ihe environment suffuses
all education, all teacher training, all coureework in what-
ever subject--and, indeed, all the educattonal activities.'of
life.4

EE. is indeed "bodies in need of a'head." Consequently, it is important
that we work together to formulate a national EE strategy. A strategy
will, when impleiented, bring direction, strength, and cohesion io the
field. .

In the develppment of a national strategy we ighould recognize the tre-
mendous amount of work that is currently heing'don and its possible
integration into a cohesive whole. We should also repgdite that thqi
Success or failure of a,truly nationsl plan lies primarily in the
participation of individuals at,each level. We cannot overetphasize
the importance of the active'involvement of local, state, regional;
and national representatives from education, governmental.agencies,
business, industry, and nongovernmental organizations in this process.
Involvement of a cross section of the American public is important to
ensure that all viewpoints, including thosq of minority groups, are
taken into full account.

In order to initiate the further development of a national strategy
within a feasible time frame, we recommend the following steps be .

taken (see Fignre 8).

4.
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Figure 8. Steps in the Process for,:)eveloping a National Environmental

Education Strategy



01P.

, To facilitate this process we recommend that the OEE consider redirect-
ing its priorities and funds for a period of *rptoximately three years.,
During this time, the OEE could siovide the roeded funds to facilitate
thoOe projects and firoCesses necessary to plan, conduct, and evaluate
the development of 4 national EE strategy. ;

Step-lf Orpnization of:a 'National Coordin tin
CoMmittee and Smut...Staff

Tocoordinate.state,regional, and national conferenoes.(figure8), We
recommend the organization of. i NationalCoOrdinating Committee:And
support staff. The CoMmittee's purr** should be tOcoVeriee theorgan-.
ivation of conferences at the 'Various .levels 4nd to serve aS consUltantir
tk.. both the state and regional Conferences.

.To deVelop a national strategy for EE, pubi.c. or piiVate fUnds EihoUld
be sought to 'employ a staff for i'three.year period, with an adeqUate
suppoit budgetto woik with the National.,Coordinating.Committee.to
help implement the proposed strategy. It ia'Clear that 'documents mill
need to be prepared for ihe state, regional and national cOnferences
to provide'the appropriate focus on the PrOblem areasiiaentified in
this.paper, and to help coordinaterthe activities associated with the
development of a national strategy.

The National Coordinating Committwmembers shoUld:

1. Assess the needs and priorities Of-EE;

a

2. Identify pertinent issues and prepare general working docu.
ments for consideration at the State Conferences;

3. Prepare a imposed agenda for the State Conferences;

4. Prepare vorking documerts for a National Conference; and
,

.ot

5. Evaluate the national strategy process, monitor the.imple-
mentation of any recommendations related to the strategy,
and-disseminate this Information.

x

.

Sts.22._§.sits_goaterences (sunner Aka.

In each state, ihe State Iaucation Agency Coordinator for EE should be
responsible for the.organization of a State Conference Committee. This
committee should provide necessary materials, prepare working doCuments
foi presentation at the conference, and recommend directions for the
state meetings. It should ensure that.,at least one session at the
conference be devoted to both national"and international issues. This
committee should invite key local representatives from.all sectors to
the state conferences.



0

At the stets conferende, represehiativis should:

1. Rtview the status of BE in the state; ,

2; Adopt (where necessary) state'EE goals and objectivekand
resolve assoeiited'issues;

oc

Identify target audiences; :1)

4; Develop (where necessary) state EE action plans including:
desired institutional arrangements communication networks,.

potential iegislationl program development and evaluation,
research, and.funding, and, the assignment of responsibilities
and titelines for implementation;

Prepare specific working documents for the Regional Conference;.
N

,6. Formulate a set of suggested questions and,associated documen-
.

tation to be considered at the Regional Conference.

7. Document and disseminate information concerning what programs,
ftlilding, associations, and alliances exist within the state;

and
.1 L-

8. Designate representatives to the Regional Conference.
1

Step-3-rRegi-onal-Conf-erences-4winter-1-981)-

The National Coordinating ,Committee should assist ,each region in estab-

lishing aitegional Coordinating Committee. The Regional Coordinating
Committee should meet,to sec the direction of the Regional Conference.,
,monitOr the development of State Conference dOcuments so that this
input can besc be injected into the conference strdaurel'prepare work-

ing documents, and ensure that at least one session at the conference
is4devoted to both national and international issues.

Those attending the Regional Conference should:

1. Review the status of EE in the region;

c 2. Review and discuss state goals and objectives and resolution
of associated issues;

3. Establish guidelines for the development of a regional-EE

plan including: desited institutional.arrangements, inter-
and,intra-regional networks, program developmdht and
evaluation, research, funding, and the assignment of responsis.
bilities and timelines for implementation;

4. Develop specific position, papers for the region assessing the
needs and desired for elements of a national strategy for EE
to be presented at the National Conference;
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Document and disseminate information concerning what pro-
° .

grams, funding, associaticns, and alliances exist within
the region; and

Designate representatives to. the National' conference.

Risp....ii_fiftionatasts_ALLtaa

lo

The 'National Coordinating Committee should take responsibility for
facilitation of National Conference actiVities. The National Con-,
ference is intendod to represent, through participation.and presen-
tation'of regional position papers, the needs and desires of the nation.
The National Coordinating Committee should Prepare wOrking documents
for the National Conference. AS a conference, the participants need.
to address the further development of a-workable and comprehenstve

, national strategY which considers the:
3

1. Review ofethe status of Et in the United States;

2. Adoption of national EE goals and.objectives, resolution.of
associated issues, and implementation of,the
mendations, including more,active involvement and concern
with international issues in q; O'

9

3. Establishment of guidelines for the development of a national
gE atrategy including; desired institutional arrangements,
.communication networks' at all levels, legislation, program
development and evaluation, research; funding, and priorities;

Documentation Of regional, state, and local activities;

5. Development of implementatibn measures-including specific
responsibilities and targets for implementation monitoring
of any recommendationsl,

6. Establishment of a National EE Center;

7. Dissemination of information, documents, and recommtndations
developed at ihe conference; and

8. Evaluation throughout the process of developing a national
strategy.

Implementation, Monitoringivaluation,i and Dissemination of Inforalation

It is Important that every recommendation adopted at the state, regional,
and national conferences be targeted for implementation with a timeline
for action. .A major respbnsibility of the National Coordinating Committee
and support staff is to disseminate each recommendation to the designated
body (target), then establish a plan for, and evaluate each recommendation.
The information reSulting from these efforté should be dissemfnated through
appropriate chdnnels;



Theselour stepi, require vision and initiative On the part:of dedi.
cated leedemat alll.evels,..4f a. national,strategy for gE is ;0 "

succeed.in:accomplishing the &ale established at the Tbilisi..
Conferencevit should also deal with public participation and citizen
4ntrolvement at all levels. tower to impleMent the.elements,of.the
strategy can'come down frómAnlightened and dedicated leaders, but
can also come.from grass-roots involvement of the general public.
Thistwo-pronged approach is based on thp fOrm of goVernment4 type
of governMental structureS4-and delegat

A

Public participation seeks tp,facilitate the bringing together 'Of a
cross-section of the Americen,public to express their concerns And to
become involved in carrying out the national EE strategY. For
instance, we can play'S significant role in furthering EE programs"
and policies by:

Participating in the state, regional, and national conferences
mentioned above;

Helping to plan, coordinate, and carry out the confeiences, and
helping to follow up with additional activities;

Introduting EZ-related legislation (such as to provide funding,
set up an office or ctine:ei, create a positionvetc.))

Modifying proposed legislation or presenting testimony before
hearings; and

-----,--

Tnfluencing and participating in EE programs in the local commun...
ity.

It is important that we actively involve the general pAlic throughout.
the entire process of assessing needs, formulating goali and objectives.,
deciding on and implementing a course of action, evaluating that course
of action, and revising it where necessary. 'For any of the,components
of a national EE strategy to be effective, they must embody the opin-
ions of those who will be affected by decisions ielating to daily life
styles.

Citizen-involvement in institutional arrangements at each level of
concern can help to: -(l) exchange ideas, assess opinions, and incor-
porate the views of interested citizens and groups; (2) provide a
,mechanism for disseminating pertinent iifolmation regarding. EE programs;
and (3) provide a means for formaX citizen review and comment. .

tionnaires, workshops, newsletters, and public hearings represent
severill vehicles through which inferested individuals and groups can.
affect the developMent and implementation of our national strategy for
EE.

Only if aptions of individuals and groups at the grass-roots level are
incorporated into the strategy will it have long-term effectiveness.
Recognizing that individual and group involvement are an integral part
of the development of a national EE strategy, we have included some

. personal actions that each of us can take to assist in this process
(Appendix A).
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VI/. SUMMARY

.The purpose'of thia paper was to identify some of the majorlandmarks
that have served EE.in the United States. and the world,:'to focus on,
some of the major problem areaethat.confront the field of EA, and to
suggest.kprocess for developing a natiOnal AE etratqgy to addresd
these area's of concern..

It-is-Within this type of strategy that we can ?.ay the foundatibn for
an environmentally literate citizenry. CentinUid environdental pro-
grate Will mdke it possible forIa wider audience,to.develcp new know-
ledge, skills, values, and attitudes ir our drive for al)eiter quality
environment,

"Our environment is shared by all, so should infOrmation about'it be
disseminated to people everywhere."5 Only then will,we be able to do, -

our part ad a nation to help build a quality life for futureglobal
generations.

1
School of Natural Resources University of Michigan Ann Arbor, MI
48199.,

2
From Ought to ACtion in Etykonmetital EdtEtticaa_piARThrt of the
NationarLeadeallizaightemoLsalt=g§gitaLEtaviAon, ER1E7SMEAC--
.June, 1978, p. 32.

3
Presentation at the' Intergovernmental Conference on EnvirOnmental
Education, Tbilisi,;USSR, October 14-26, 1977, unpublished.

4
As quotedcin From Ou ht to Action'in EnvironMental EducatiOn ultvrt
of/the National Leadershi Conference on EnvironmentallEducation, Ma/
SMEAC, June, 1978,1). 8.

5
Mary Berry,.address at the Tbilisi Intergovernmental Conference on
Environmental Education, TbIlisi, USSR, 08tober 14-26, 1977, unpublished.
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OREN/Ka A

, SOttE PERSONAt gotEoNs
TOWARD A. NATIONA itIRO EDUCATIOg STRATEGY

Possible tarlptv: st4o'Dtp4r1:000tif toluOtiOnov-Public Tnatruc...
tipn, ach00/41ystet offiCiala, ioeal'envireniental
órgshizatinns. civic4roups...

?. Become involved with a State Alliance for EB-wsolicit membership,
organize activitiea, evaluate statepeeds (state EE plans, iegis

lation)!

Poss:Ile taws: State Ei specialists, nature'centers, ctvic, groups,,
school systems, univeraity eersonnel, recognized
key peopleolusiness, labor, iudustry, MASS media,
state government

.7). Organize a state meeting for an BE strategY to evaluate state needs

and desires.
0 .

1Nillh12_12SAE.ts: State EE specialists, State Alliance fox EE,
National Coordinating Committee, Regional BE
speciáltats, local,environmental groups, state
governent

4. -Keep irCtouch with regional council activities--ortake actions to
organize a regional council in your area.

Possible toluttl: Recognized key peonle in;the region', state --

consultants, ii:Itate..goyernment, state alliances,

othercregional councils.federal fundingfromtheOEE

5. Organize a regional meeting fur an environmental education strategy to ,
evaluate regional needs and desires and, prepare position papers for a ,

national conference on an EE.strategy.

Possible_tamts: Regienal Councili, state goVernments, sta,teBE
consultants state alliances, Alliance for EE,

recognized key people

Participate in planning,for a National Conference,nn ah EE strategy.

Possible telmatE: OEE, VICE, Alliance for EE, Regional Councils,
State Alliances, state governments, EE consul-
tants,' recognized key people
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4

. ADDITIONAL PEIRSONAL .ACTIVITIES

Alliance for EE members: Use your newsletter to wad the word of
Alliance activitieswrite a monthly column. (This has the
potential to reach 12 million people, the combined membership
'of the Alliance affiliates.)

Make use ofERIC'system: contribute to it and take advantage ofit.

Write in response to the Barton, Jeske, and.Pratt article on a National
EE. Center in the Winter.1979 issues of Trends (Volume 16, No. 1). ,

Support--and'utilize.4*-yOur local EEsgerdinator, fadilitatot or coni-
sultant in your school syitem-4Wwrite in Support Of initiating
such a position.

Incorpocate pE and internationalism into programs that you are involved
with.

Write your congressperson expressing your interest in LE.

Share what you are,doing with others in your area.-organize training
workshops, conferentes for local,,state, and regional people.

Obtain free curriculum materials,,including goVernment publications,
for your-public library, school library, or learning center..

Contact your newspaper, television and radio station, etc. to give
feedback on.the stories they choose.to*cover and the way they

handle them.

Provide feedback to others: store owners, movie producers,,advertisers,
etc.

Write afi article about the need and potential for EE and submit it to
newsletters of'organizations tp which you belong, .

a.
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0,,
THE USE OF PSYCHOPHYkCAL. SCALES iN ENVMONMENTAL

EDUCATION IIESEARCH

Lei Lane Wixm Mel and Gent Bamme11

Abs.`ract. The purpose of this preso4tation was to: 1) camare"tke'
commonly used category scales with the Zees familiar magnitude esti.
mation scales, 2) present the rationale, methods,-procedures, and
advantages of the magnitude scale as. welt 'aa 3) illustrate its
current and future use in 'research projects.

Enifironmental researchers have"tried to assign quantitative weights to
various events, attitudes, values and beliefs. Traditionally, the
construction of such mathematical models has been limited by small
slicial group sampling plus the assutpiion that the highly reliable
category scales are always the appropriate technique.. Category sCales
are a result of psychophysics, the study of the perception of quality,
quantity, magnitude, and intensity of physical phenoiena. The study
of psychophysics also produced magnitude scales which have been pre-
sented in the psychosocial literature as appropriati characterizatibn
of the mental effect of a stimulus (Sellint et al. 1964). Since these
two measurement methods yie1d different results, it appears desirable
to discuss their relationship as well as to consider the potential use
of the lesser known magnitude scales.

Category Scales

Reported attitudinal environmental assessments have primarily relied
upon category scales (Bammel, et al...1977; Bennett, 1975; Millward
1975). Most commonly used have been the Likert Scales and the Semantic
Differential Technique. The Likert,scale <Likert 1932)(Figure 1) typi-
cally involves selecting an odd integer, anywhere from three to eleven,
for response foils--five appears to be the favorite (Strongly Agree,
Agree, Undecided, Disagree, Strongly Disagree).

NAEE is a worthwhile organization SA A U D. SD

Fig. 1.--Example of a Likert Scale Item

Response range (number of foils) is determined by the age, educational
level, and general condition of the subjects. Numerical values are
often later attached to facilitate statistical analysit. Modifica-
tions include pictorial, cartoon-type, and ordered alternatives scales.

1
Forest Scientists, Environmental Studies, Division of Forestry, West
Virginia University, Morgantown, WV. 26506.
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Semantic DifferentielV(Figure are congtructed by selecting a number

of polar word pairs from a standard "atlas" (Snidei and OsgoOd1969).
Subjects rate a concept by respop4ing to each seven-p6int bi-polar viord

P pair listed under the given'concept.

Good--- 141tT

'Bad

Dirty . . Clean

Boring, : : Exciting

Fig. 2.--Example of a Semantic Differential

Fishbein demonstrated that'the Semantic Differential Technique could
be adapted to measure both attitudes and beliefs(Fishbein, et al 1967).

Several serious questiOns have been raised as to the'general usability .

of cateogry scaling techniques. At best, category scales exhibit equal

intervals. Schneider repotted that the foil responses of "Always,"
"Very Often," "About as Often as Not," "Seldom," and "Never" produced
equal intervals whereas "Alwayi," "Often," "Occasionally," "Seldom,"
and "Never" did not (Schneider 1974).

Difficulties surface.when numerical values are.assigned to the various
response foils because "neither the zero nor the unit can be specified

in a nonarbitrary way" (Luce, et al. 1963). Technically, category methods
ought to be used only when the stimuli can be considered to be ordered, but
even then the scale is affected by variability (Stevens and Guirao 1963).

Categorization is not necessarily based onquantitativeelations1 A

geologist in categorizing common intrusive igneous rocks does not "measure"
but rather "enumerates" theobjects. For example, fiveof the specimens

might be granite, two gabbro, and three granite porphyry. Numerous
environmental investigations have had frequency,tabUlations as the primary

set of' data. This type of data can also be expressed in percents,. For

example, 50 percent of the rock samples were granite, 20 percent gabbro,
and 30 percent granite porphyry. Problems occur when researchers arbi-
trarily attach numerical values to,categories that contain frequency data.
Values should only be assigned to stimulus events that can actually be

measured. Ordered categories can be established for those measurable

stimulus events. Scales can be "purposely ordered quantitatively in terms'

of an attribute" (Nunnally 1978).

Probably the most significant criticism of category scales is that the
response range is quite limited as well as being a product of the exper-

imenter rather than the rater. Internal validity "cannot be claimed for

the imposition of a fixed range of category values by the experimenter on
the rater's judgment" (Sellin, et al. 1964). These scales are viewed as
limited sincethe response range rarely exceeds a single logarithmic unit.

Because category scales cannot be assumed to produce interval data, one
must be careful not to apply parametric statistical methods to non-
parametric, non-interval data.
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IP I ....use of data obtained by these (unequal),response cate-
gories may result in erroneousand invalid conclusions,
especially wNen parametric statistical methods are
employed (Schneider 1974).

Ma z_Alicitte.aeitlelt

The main thrust of this manuscript is to point out that'a,psychophysical
scaling alternative exists and that it can be naed in environmental

research. Magnitude scales, unlike category scales, are a produce. of the

rater, product "ratios," have internal validity. Parametric statistics

can be apPropriate (Luce, et al. 1963; Masuda and HolMes 1967a,b; Sellin,

et al. 1964), and past studies have indicated their usefulness in the

.17aTi1ex processes like affective judgment".(Soon 1965). Another advan-
,

tage is that

stimuli whose differences are reported to be subjectively equal

on the category scale are separated by progressively larger
distances on the magnitUde sdale (Soon 1965). .

This repeated"finding of non-linearity is interestin# since (both scales

have ieported high degrees of re4ability. Most researchers 'have con-

tended that the category scale is a logarithmic function of the corres-
ponding magnitude scale, while one prominent psychophysidist has amassed
evidence supporting a power function (Luce, et al. 1963).

A specific technique called the "Magnitude estimation Scale" has.been
successfully applied to psychosocial phenomena (Holmes and Rahe 1967).
Historically, its origins'are rooted imthe confusability of physical
events being proportional to the physical magnitude of the events-- ,

expressed in Weber's Law, a law of comparative judgment. In 1860 Fechner

developed the idea"further to state that the psychological measure of
intensiVe physical variables is the logarithm of the phys*cal stimulus.
The resulting scale was based on Units of variability and is referred to

as the JND, just-noticeable difference scale. A later idea of assigning.
quantitative values to psychological'events thatnwere void of,an intrin-
sic physical counterpart was developed by Thurstone in 1927. Since

then, Ekman's Law of Relative Variability from the field of metric
psychophysics has been extended into the non-metric field of psycho-

social phenomena.

genet_ructionism......1e_Estimation Scale. Once the variable to be
rated is determined, a list of §tiulus events or situations i then

established. The variables can be of a physical or social nature.
Onp stimuluscan be assigned a particular response value so 'that the/
subject's (Ss) can estimate the value of other stimulus items by how
they compare proportionally to the given standard, Called a "module."

To make computations easier for the Ss, values of 14_1.0,or 100 have
often been utilized (Luce, et al.1963). Some attitudinal or other

situations might however require a larger standard value; 500 has been
suceessfully used (Holmes and Rahe 1967). This scale, for example

(Vigure 3), could be used to deterMine the relative importance attached
to a number of environmental issues.



1

EnvAronmatal Issues Males

1. Clean air
2. Clean water ,

3. Nuclear power plante
4, Alaskan wilderness areas
'5.'Internatiohal fishing borders
6. Endangered species
7. Etc.

$00

-77
alms101.4.

Fig. 3.--Example of an Estimated Magnitude Scale

Data could be collected from varioua growl. .(politicians, the general ,

publici identified environmentalists), wital statistical .analysis applied
to determine whether or not significant differences occurred1;etween-
-the grOUPS' va.lues.

222_913Apillud, e Estimatioh Scales.'. A nine-point Likert scale ("extremely

aide to extreMely detracts") Instructed responders to,rate how. given
factors affected their personal hunting experience. ResUlts indicated.
the top five factors to be 1) nature appreciation, 2),escapism, 3) com-
panionship, 4) shooting,. and 5) skill (Potter, Hendee and Clark 1973). A

reader of the above data would not be able to determine the difference
or distanCe between ranks. -Is it that all five were Very closely spaced
together in the responders' minds, or,could it be that significant gaps'

separated each factor? Managers invOlved with the hunting controversy
have frequently referred to that study as a means of indicating that
"harvesting" (killing, ranked eighth), is not as important_t9 b4nters
as anti-kill and anti-hunters assumed. But-the-data did not indicate.

whether or not significant differences occurred between the various
items. The precise value placed on each item is still not Icnown.

When the Bammels applied the magnitude estimation scale,to determine' ,

why people.(N= 190, Males 177, Females 13) liked to hunt, the top five
reasons were as follows when "the kill" was assigned a standard value

of 500:

,

,The following top five reasons resulted when people (N=30, Males.11,
Females 22) who opposed hunting were asked to Ove values (to the same'
,list'with "the kill" scored 500) to reasons why they thought people

huftted:

1) Like the out-of...doors 816.26
:2) Recreation and leisure 608,06

3) Challenge - testing skill 566,63
4) Nature study and'seeing animals 563,61

5) Like toshoot 536,62

1) The kill
2) To prove manhood.

500,00
470,73



Like-theoub-of..doors--
4) Like to shoot
5) Challenge - testing skill

423.76
41.7.00

397.79

Non-hunters, those who.do not huht for other reasoni than ivposition
to phe activity, also responded to the scale. Statistical procedures
were able to identify which "reaiOns" drew eignifiCantly different
responses.from the three groups. I

Currently, the au6tors of this paper are employing the magnitude
estimation.scaleon a McIntim-Stennis,Forestry Researdh Grant to
determine the relative importance of,various outdoor recreational
activities. The exactlirections are as,follows:

You are asked td rate a series.of outdoor recreationel
activities as to their relative degree of importante, .

In scoring, use all of your exPerience in:arriving at
your onsWer. This means personal experience, where it
,.applies, as well as What you have learned to.-be the case
for others. Therefore, striVe7ta give your opinion of
the ,average degree of importance for each aetivity,
rather than the extreme.

Primitive-camping has been given an arbttrary value:of
500. As cyou complete each of'the.remaining activities
think to.yourself: "Is this activity of more or less
importance than Primitivecamping?" If you decide that
the activity ib more important, then choose .a propor-

,

tionately larger number and place it in.the blank directly
precedihg the activity in the column marked °VALUES."' If

'you tiecide that the activity is,less important,°then choose
a proPortionatelY smaller number. If the actiVity is equal
in'importance to PrimitiVe camping, record the number 500
opposite the event.

The abOve directiOns called for the score on'the.estimated value to
be placed before the item instead of after for greater ease of
responding.

'Statistical Treatment; .It is possible that at times the data might
need to be 'normalized" depending upon the response range. It was

necessary in the hunting study since the groups varied so widely
a "with values ranging from 0 - 1,000 or more.

The general Consensus is that the geometric mean is the best average
statistic (Sellin, et a1,1964), sinceit discounts the extreMe.score
while considering the distribution of scores, when the distribUtion of the
subjective magnitude scor6 is logarithmic. .Although "the:pragmatic
.value of the arithmetic mean was obtained in,spite.of the demonstrated
appropriateness of the geometric mean" (Maeuda and Holmes 1967), the use of .

the geometric mean in.reported studies did not iMprove' associations
,between the variables. Therefore, the additional calculation efforts
necessarY for the geometric men do not appear to improve the quality of

results Suffieiently towarrant its use. Furthermore, correlation coeffi-
cients between different subgroups were almost identical, im the



Masuda and.Holmes study, whither calculated with parametric Pearson's
r or non-parametric Spearman's rank order: rc

Parametric statistics have been recommended on the basin that oni is
dealing with a ratio scale in-subjective magnitude estimations. How.
ever, the scoring in the one study which coMpared ihe two methods
.indicated that the correlation coefficients were "almSst identical-
whether calculaied as parametric Peareon's r on mean item scoring or,
uon-parametric Sliearman's rank order r" (Masuda and Holmei 1967).

The final choice of a statistical tool will of course be determined
by the degree of knowledge an4 conservatism of the researchert_the
topic investigated, as well as the size and type of group (random
sample,,or not) investigated

SummatE

Likert, Semintic'Differential,. and`tther category settles have exten..

sively been used in past.environmental investigatiOns Conclusions

and/or recommendations have sometimis been based on ndn.interval scales .

oi on results yielded by inappropriate statistical methods. Category

'scales sliouid nom-parametric tests.. The Magnitude Estimation
Scale allows the rater to establish the rehponsetange, is 'a ratio
scale0'and can be treated With parametric methods of statistical
analysia.
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AN ANALYSIS OF TWO STRATEGIES FOR INCREASING TEACHER
AWARENESS AND' USE OF COMMUNITY RESAURCES

J. ROnald Oardella
1

.

Abstract. This study provides some int myht to the educational use
of conmunity resources. It recognises the'practice as pedagogically
sound, advocated by environmental educators, yet underutilized by
teachers. It'empirical4 examines the effect'e the two most common
methode fOr encouraging teachers to use. coMmunity resources, the
Resource Workshop ane ;he Resource Guide, on teacher awareness and
use of conmunity reso..rces. It establishes both methods as effective ;

for increasing teacher use of community resdurces and the Resource
Workshop as efflective for inbreasing- teacher awareness of community
resources. The study indicates that the mador'deterrents to teachers'
using community resources are hindering administrative policies, cost
of trips, amd problems arranging transportation.

Introduction

Every community contains a waalth of resourCes that can provide direct
and relevant experiences,for students at all grade levels. Understand-
ing the-intricacies of communities.and their associated environments is
netOssary if the community and environments are to be mainta*ned success,.
fully. This is particularly important today with the"threit to people
and theit-comtunities imposed by_the high. level.of-environmental degran
dation; The e4icatiOnal us.e of cotmuntties and their resources is'a
pedagogically sound practice that supports thAs understanding (Gardella,
et 4.1973).

The
.

educational_use of communi0"reiources has been a practice with vary-
ing degrees of popularity since the time.of Pestalozzi (Olsen 1956).
Educational reasons given in defense of this,practice have -been to pro-
vide opportunities for direct experiences (HatmermanandRammerman 1964)
and educational experiences that are relevant to the lived of students
(Clapp 1939). Historically, the greatest support for community resource-
use"education came during the period of the community school movement
(Clapp 1939; HammermananaHammerman 1964; Krug 1953; Seay 1953). Since
that time outdoor educators have continued to recommend the.practice
(Clark 1943; Sharp.1948). , Defined advocacy for commUnity resource-ude
education has be6n offered by the'environmental education movement since
its-rise in the late 1960s. This advocacy is'documented in publications
such As Environmental Education Resources by the United States Department
of the Interior and the National Education'Aisociation (1972), and by
envirOnmental'educators such as Ambry (1970).,' who states:

tawro11.*
1Science and Environmental Education, Education Department, Nunn Hall,
Northern Kentucky University, Highland Heights, KY 41076.
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..ktion-is-ta-make-use of. the wealth

of resources .in every community which can 'reinforce and con-
tribute to the learning procesto add understanding to the
students' awareness orthe variety and complexity of life
around them..., and above all, to' make the educational process
relevant to the student's needs both' iumediste and future (p.5).

Teachers. are'recognized as critical to the educational ube of.community
1' resources; prog*16 describe auVariety of strategies to encourage

teachers eo use resources'Oyers 1956; Sharp 1948; Shultz 1975tSpeigner
1961). In most of the program efforts, teacheruse,of comMunity
resources has been emphasized, while teacher awareness and attitudes .

toward community resource-use *received little aitentiou..

The reluctance of teachers to use community resources has beeo'noted by
i numerous writers and researchers (Bard 1952; Hug 1964; Olsen 1963;

Strohben 1952). D. Hammerman (1954) notes that "there was a dearth of
experimental studies in this area" (p. 46). ling (1964), and Olsen and
Bharnuratna (1956) among others, recommended that further research be'
done regarding.the educational use of comMunity resources.

The.purpose of this research was to respond to.this need for further
research on teacher use Of Community resources (Olsen 1956) by comparing
two.techniquis that have been purported to increase teacher 'use of *,

community-resources by Brown, Lewis and Harcleroad (1959). These tech-
niques ate the Community resource' workshop and the community resource.
guide. They are the two_moit frequently reported methods for,..encourag-
ing:teodber-use of comMunity resources... More specifically, this study
sought to compare the effect of the'résource workshop and resource gUide
on teacher awareness and use of community resources'.

The study.kurther investigated selected teacher attitudes uward coimun-
ity resource use and the degree to.which seven deterrents to the use of-
community resources most frequently reported in the work of Hug (1964),
Norberg (1952), Sharp (1948), Palmer (1952), Ayers (1956), and others
affected the teachers in this study.-

B.X.291.1t1PAE

iimathests 1 (Awareness): NeW Jersey' elementary school teachers who
have receiVed training.in inventorying and developing learning strate-
gies for selected resources of's New Jersey county in a resource guide
development workshop will be aware of the resources of that area to a
significantly greater degree than Would a similar grouvof teachers
who receive no such trainihg, but are given the developed guide to the
same resources.

apbthesis 2 (Uatlyiltheels): New Jersey elementary school teathers"
who have received training in inventorying and developing learning
strategies for selected resources a! a New Jersey county in a resource
guide development workshop will use the resources of that area to a
significantly greater degree than would a smiler group of teachers
who receivit no such training, but are given the developed guide to
the same resources,
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limmtiLkesti_A_Ilit: Will elementary teachemin MonMouth Coonty,
New Jersey change-their attitudes toward.the'educ:atiOnal. use of
community resoUtces as a result of' training in a **unity 'resourceAk
guide development workshop* or thrOugh the use of am'educ'atiOnal

guide to community, resoUrces.

Researstagliveljat' Will eleMentary teachers in MenMonth.County,
New Jersey increase their Understanding of technigueivfor the educe.-
,tional use of community resources.at a result'of trit$Utug
community resource guide developmentwor4hop.or.thrOugh the use of
an-educatio4aFguide to community resources?, \

.t

What major deterrents tO the educationl ute
of.community resources will the elementary school:teachers associated
with thiS research project .identify?

Methods

The study was limited to 72 elementary sdhool teadhert, All ele entary
school teachers in MOnmouth Connty, New Jersey, were invited to p ram.

cipate in the study. Every fiith applicant was accepted until th 72,
participant maximum was reached.

The community and county resources, employed in this study were in

mouth.County, New Jersey: Dita for the study were collected over a
two.year period (APril 1972 . June 1974, 1

Essearcii Design: The research"design Is a pretest.posttest control
group design utiliiing two treatment groups (rig. I).

Treatment

The Resource Workshovtreatment (Xi) was a 30-hour course of
inétruction developed and taught by the researcher. It included
instruction in the philosophical foundatiops for the educational
use of community resources; group and individual work in develop

ing strategies for use of community resources; community resOurc
visits with,demonstrated use of die resources by'the retiearcher;
and presentation of resources identified and annotated by each
participant to the group.

The Resource Guide (Gardena, et al.1973) used-in this study was
developed as a result of the resource workshop given to Group 1: It

an organized listing of 160 community resources of Monmouth County.

New Jersey. The listed resources are classified mnder the cate-
gories of Cultural, Economic, Historical, Governmental and .

Science/Natural History. They are indexed twice, alphabetical,ly

and by category.

The unit of the resource guide is the individual resource entry. j

Each entry provides information about the location, facilities
available, costs, limitations to use of the resource contact
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Figure L. Flow Chart for the Research Design tg; Compare Two Strategies

for Increasing Teacher Awarenesvand- Vim of ComMunity. Resotirces.
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0.
person, and suggestions for iducational use. The "Suggestions
for Educational Use" includes.educational objectives, pre-
visit activitiese-qn-site activities, and folloo-up activities.
All activities are 6insistent with the objectives posed for
the resource. Evaluation foi the use of the-particular
,resOurce is inherent in the objectives listed for the sntry.

,Instrumentation

The test instrument used in this study was devploped specificallyAor
this study, and,Js oalled the Resource Inventory. Part I of the insttp-
ment is Ovoted to demographidsdata of the participants (sex, teaching
experiince; professional training, interests, etc.). Part I/ measures
the participants' awareness of. community resources by having them.'
reaPond to an aWareness scale, or scale of familiarity, for each of
100 representative,community resources and the participants' use of
community resources by asking the.participants toindicate the nuMber
of:times they used each of the 100,resources'listed.. It also asks sbme
cognitive And attitudinal.guestions'related to the use of community
resources (Likert scale used);.and asks participants to rank seven
deterrents to theAme of community resources according to what they
.perceive to be the most limiting.

Face validity of the test instrument was established-by a jury ''of
professional 'educators. -Test..retest reliability, for the instrument Ws
eitablished.on the basis of control group pretestimposttest comparison.

Data were anal3ited by multilinear analysis using program Linear. lull
and restricted models using person, vectors were included_in the analy-

sis: Person vectorswere used to account for individual variance in
repeated measUres.

Results

The statistical results of the study are presented in Figures 2 and 3
and are interpreted for each hypothesis and research question posed.
The full model yields a value of lq which is the amount of variance
accounted for by the predictors: pretest, posttest, and person
variables.

A restriction was placed on the full model which results in
a model which uses only person yec.tors as predictor varia'.

bles on the criterion. The restricted model yields a value
of 4, which is the amount of variance accounted for by the
persons alone. The amount of variance 2ccounted for by,treat-
ment,is the difference between Ri and R. The resulting value
of 11S is then most meaningful wiien compared to the total
variance which was unaccounted for by the full model and
apilable beyond that attributed to the person vectors (100 -

2r).
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Figure 2. Comparisoy of Control Group, Group 1, afid Group.2 Observations on-the Dependent Variabler-
Awareess
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Figure 3. Comparison of Control Group, Group 1, and Group i Observations on the Dependent Variable-r.
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REESCL14114---.111AAME660.-..,1 Participants ladic#ted a significant
increase in awarenese of.communityresOurces as a resultof the
resource' workshop.. The availability 4nd use of the.iesOurce guide
resulted no tignificant.inCrease in Awareness of.communipy
resources, °

A

Simply giving the resource iuiCie to teachers'did not, increase their

awatenesa oficommunity resources i the county. It is:Anfeiréd:that
it is notiqeceseirily prerequisite for a teacheirto be aware of all
the, resouices,in A resource guide in,order to"use;one oi A few of the
,listed resources. The teacher may selectively review ohlt one.Or'a_
few of the listed resources. Therefore, if raising teacher aWAreness
of community resources is desired, it seems that training similar.to,
'that obtained in. a resource workshop would'be recommendad.

Hypothesis #2 (Usel: . A sigtaficant increase in,teacher use of.

COM, resourc,as occurred as a result of both, the regource workshop
and the availakiiity and use of the resource guide. The resOurce work. ,

Ahop accounted for 34.6 percent of the total variance above that .

attributed to subject variability. The availalAlity,and use of.the
resouice guide accounted for only 20 percent of the variance above and
beyond that.attributed to subject variability, .It seems that the ..

resource workshop pay be a More effective strategy for increasirig

teacher'use of 'community resourced. Given that boib strategiesare
effective for increaSing teacher use Of communityeresoU#es, the
commitient to ,use community resources and;the support available in .
the- local district wduld dictate which aPproach to-implement.,

Research Question #1't The resource workshop accounted for a statisti-
cally-vignificant, difference in 3 Of 11 statements that explored a
change in teacher attitudes about the educational use Of community
resources.. The availability and use of the resource guide.accoutited
for a statistically significant difference in 2.of ll.statements asked.
Their results do.not indicate an eVeralf positive:change in attitudes

.

about the use of community resources.

Resestschametion_L: Teacher understanding of the techniques for
Use of (community resourtes was significantly increased by both the
resource workshop and the availability and'use of the resource guide.

On.the basis of within-group coMparisons, the reiovrci workshop
accounted for a.proportionately higher amount of groop variance
(53.33 percent) of the total available variance (58.79 percent) than
did the availability and use of the resource guide (36.74 percent).,

'Given the effectiveness of both approaches, it wluld seem that the
commitment to use community resources and the support available in
the local district would dictate which approach to implement.

Research Ouestion #3: NUmerouerfactors dictate why teachers do not

use community resources. Beyond the awareness and knowledge of tech-

niques for the educational use of conmunity resources, the teachers
in this study ranked the following deterrents to the use of community
resources. The major deterrents were, in descending order, hindering
adminiStrative policies, cost of trips, and problems arranging trans-

portation. Of lesser concern, but still limiting, were concern about
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student safety, lack of teacher plancaing time, teacher liability, and
administrative bias against the use of community resources.

In spite of the'deterrents noted by 'the teachers in this study, an
increase in their use of community_reSP4Vce$ did occur. The use of
community resources may well be.a function of the-commitment of the

' individual teacher.

Threats° to Validity

- Empirical research-with practicing teachers often suffers the conse-
quences of realistic dimensions that may affect the research to vary..
.ing degrees. ,The researcher risked selection bias with the method
he had to use in selecting the teachers in the stud5i.

A time disparity thast was beyond the control of the researcher existed
between'control and treatment groups used in this study. This May
have posed validity concerns with respect to the teacher use of .
community. resources.

Discussio
I r,

Ito often the use of community resources suggests a field trip to some
gace far removed from'the school and community. The teachers in this

.
study Citme to know:and use community' resources tutstde the claSsroom,'
on the school'prounds, within walking distance of the school, as well
as-in the immediate community, With growing restrictions on gasoline
and,school trips, this aspect of community resource use is becoming
more important. -

Beyond the values reported by this study, it is apparent that the people
in the 1ocal community were pleased with the school %listing local resources,
It imparted a status to the people in the local community not previously
'enjoyed. Children viewed their parents and their community in a new.and
positiVe light.

1, Elementary school teachers who received training in inventory.
ing and developing learning strategies for the educational use
.of community resourees in a resource guide development work-
shop became increasingly aware' of the availability of these
resources.

2. Teachers' use of community resources was substantially
increased by both teacher participation in a resource guide
development workshop and being presented with a resource guide.

3. Elementary teachers increased their understanding of tech-
niques for the use of communit7 resot ces as a result of

training in a community resourc ,uide development workshop
and through the availability at-. use of a reseurce guide.



'the iaajor deterrents to the use of-cammUnity resources
were., in.descending order, (I) hindering administrative

policies, (2) 40St of trips, and (3).problems arr.inging
transportation. .,0f lesser concern, but still limiting,
were.(4) worry about student safety, .(5) lack of teicher
'planning time, (6) teacher liability, and,,(7)' adminiatra-__
tive bias against the use 'of coMmunity resources,
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, UTILIZIN9 A ST'ATE NETWORK IN CURRICULUM DtSSEMINATION

4., 1
Thomas Tanner

Abstract. The major thesis' of this case history is that curriculum
riTircTirs must discover and utilize a state's existing aissemination

- networkfs): if they- are- to- be successfuLin_teaeherLeducation and

materiaZ diseemination,efforts. A secondary thesis is that in a
successfUZ program, potential cooperators should have eaisly and signi.
ficant rotes'in the decision.making process even' though the'bulk of
the detail work may remain the responsibility of the developer. A
tertiary thesis is that-the resulting program orteapher workshops .,

should involve participants actively with substantive materials and
experiences whiph they can replicate or adapt in their own teaching.
These theses are illustrated in the successful project.deicribed
'herein.

INTRODUCTION'

In 1976, while.still living in the .Pacific Northwest, this writer,pub-
lished a set of six_case studies under the aegis of the NationaleAudubon
Society. 1:hese-were examples of responsible citizen aCtion on environ-

. mental issues, prepared primarily for the secondary school-level. Grant

-support had,come from Audubon, the U.S. OffiCe Of Environmental Education,

and the POINT Foundation. For the next year, I was.able to initiate no .

serious dissemination or teacher education programs due to the press of

otherobligations. Audubon'& highly suCcessful publishing business Was-
not geared to.this specific type of task. Tentative plans were made for
me to provide'a workshop for the staff of the Audubon Nature Centers,
who in turn could workshop teachers in their own areas. 'However,'

budgetary limitations prevented such a.program. 'Consequently, there
Was a period of one to two years which saw no real program of matdtial
dissemination, and teacher edUcation.

THE EXISTING STATE NETWORK
,

When I moved to Iowa State University in 1977, it was with little thought
in mind given tp this problem. But one cf my first Iowa experiences

ehanged that.. Duane Toomsen, environmental education .consultant for
the State Department of Public Instruction, was direciing a'September
workahop to which he kindly invited me. The subject of the workshop was !
the rationale and use of Project Learning Tree and"the Energy Conserva-

tion Activity Packets. The former is a K-12 forestryeoriented curriculum
meant for infusion into all subject areas; the latter is an elementary

1Environmental Studies Program, 141 Sessey Hall, Iowa State University,

Ames, IA 50011.
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school project developed by IoWe DePareeent of Peblic Instruction

and the state's EnerO.Polit'y teeneilv

The clientele of this eeveeeleday $eptembet workshop' were representae

tives of the state's aree edeeetiee agineees (kMA's)These are the

egenciee which, as in 40 meny4tatee eeeceede4,ehe old county echeel

system, with eseh suet eeeney encorpotetine some of the funetioria and

all of thi seograpilec area tot aeverel county seettee, Pa lowep for%

inatance, there are 15 regieeel MA's serving te state's 99 coontiese

;hey heve three lertnelpel cherees: ferst, te att as Inetructienal

materiels centers fot the sebools of eaoh regeon; second, i* provide, .

special education serVeeee for children with variooe learning handicaps;

third, to provide edUcatiopel services not felline withip the first two

categorles. These last services ere provided by each AEAls Educational
Services Divisioe, which tends to be staffed, by subject-area consultants
who provide short workshops'and indivedual consultation .for

teachers.

In attendance at the September workshop were thtee representaelves from

most of the AEA'n: the environmental education consultant from the
Educational Services Division, And two teachers from the region whose

releaaed time vas being subaedized by workshep project funds. Only one

or two e the AEA's had a full-time environmental educetion consultant:
moat were eespoesible for one or more ether curriculum areas. The eork-

shop staff consieted of the *tete environmental edueation consultant

(ft. Toomsen), plus staff from each of the two projects.

After severalAays of handseon experience with the projects' materials

and techniques, the participants were given workshop time to plan the

agendas of their area foIlow-up workshops, which represented the next

phase of the program. These workshops occurred during Octobereand
November--15,ie number, one per AEA, tech lasted one,full day, from

early mor'eing until late afternoon. The teaching staff for each worke

shop tow consisted of the state coniultant end the three area represen-

tatives, each having assumed one or two lessons from the opening workshop

as his or her responsibility. The participants represented the Kft12

grade levels, but were overwhelmingly from the elementary schools, They

received free copies of the msterials9 along with a brief introduction

to the rationale for each project, and were' canducted through one or

two sample lessons from each.

These area workshops had been.advertised by attractive brochuresepree .

pered by the state consultant, printed by the State pepartment of Public

Instruction, and distribute&by the AEA's.

During the remainder of the school year, and into the next, the state

and AEA consultants offered one- or-two-hour ahart courses.in schools

around the state. Frequently, these were schools from which one teacher

had attended the area workshop,_and had then interested others in her or

his school in learning more about the materials and their use. Again,

the materials were distributed eree of charge at thesa short courses.

In a meeting in the spring, the state and AEA.consultants analyzed the

project's first year. The AEA's are relatively new entities, and this
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'

was one of their first experiencesmith thiersort of state-wide diff
sion project. Generally, they wtre quite pleased with.it, They did
express Bottle concern over the brevity of the in-school short courses
but conceded that they were better than nothing at all. They had'al
found that the teachers who had been participants in the opening wo
shop and had taught in the area workehOps were not able to' act as
resource persons thereafter, because of the,demands of their clissse .
room duties.

,

The dissemination network- is ,summarized-by-Figure-ii'

Instructional InstructorS expert J.n
materials use of these materials

.0.1.64.1=01InemiaMalavi.

Workshop for AEA 'consultants
and other area representatives

Fifteen area workshops

Follow-up
consultation
in schools
by state and
AEA consul-
tants

Figure 1--The Existing State Network
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UTILIZING THE NETWORk

At this point I. must'return my,"nerrative to ihe September workshop,
and begin to describe,another sequence of events fimultaneous to,,and
succeeding, those just described. Virst, I. was favorably impreased
by the networking aystem which I saw being.employed, It occurred to
me that this same vehicle would be quite appropriate for the Audubon
case studies, during the sacceeding"academic year. Shortly after the
opening workshop I proposed the idea to the state consultant, explained
the materials and their rationile, and gave him an examination copy of
the Instructor's Guide aild Student Edition: His reaction was favorable,

Establishing.lopulls Alum

Programs of curriculum dissemination must.have the understanding and.
Support of.the many key persons involved.. The gaining of theae is a
painstaking process which cannot be.rushed. The e'vents of this sec-
tion illustrate thepe principles. ,:They describe acti.dties which '
'occurred from October 1977 to September 1418.

r.

Having,received a favorable reaction from the state.consultant, I
telephoned my proposal to a nuMberof the AEA.aonsultants. Again,

there was a positive response, pending examination-of the,materials.
Soon 15 examination copies, and a cover'letter, were-it the mail to
the AEA offides.

During the remainder of Autumn 1977, I prepared a proposal to the U.S.
Office Of Environmental Education, It eMployed.the moderbeing uded .
at':.that very time with Project Learning Tree and the Energy Conserve..
tion Activity Padkets, but with appropriate'variations, Rather than
15 workshops there would be 8, since we would be drawing from a smaller
population of teachers (mostly 'senior high, mostly- social studies).
With the aception of,the,states.largest, the AEA's ould comb;ne in
pairs to offer "retional" workshops. These would be two days in length
rather than one, to provide the,minimal exposure which I felt these new
and relatively complex materials dethanded. Throughout the writing
process, I was in frequent phone contact with Toomsen and selected AEA
consultants, to sharpen, verify, or modify the plans as they were
vzitten.

)

In early December an abstract was sent to each AEA'contact with whom
had been talking and corresponding.for two mdnths, to summarize all.
that.we had been discussing, as it would appear in t.le proposal. It

was accoMpanied by a request for a clear letter of commitment (not mere
11support of the plan") to participate in the specific ways described in
the abstract. The proposal as submitted in January 1978 included 13 .

such letters plx.ts one from the State Department of Public Instruction.
(The other two AEA's joined in but didn't get letters returned to me.)

During this proposalpreparation period, of course, similar cooperation
and approvals had to be sought on my own campus. This was a sensitive
proce,ss, for some very good reasons. The AEA's had begun giving their .
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own credit offerings which, while not countable toward advanced degrees,
vete-accepted for recertification by the State Department of Public

Instruction. Thus I was proposing to cooperate with our competitors
and,theittallies. But the relationships among the university, the
department, end the AEA's are a wondrous Mix of coopeyative and compe.
titive, po4itive and negative. Thus the proposal was not out of the
question, bat was certainly subjected to appropriate scrutiny at.each
administrative level prior to its. 4anuary submission.

c

After January there was occasional telephOni contact and correspondence
among myself, the state consultant, and the XEA cooperators regarding
possible minor modifications, The pace of these communications accel.
erated betwten July, when the award was granted, and September 11, the
date of our first major planning meeting,

On September 11, the copperators.decided that five well-sited regional-
workshops', rather than eighttcwould gilts us better economies of money

and effort, with two to four AEA's hosting each, They chose Aates and
sites, for PetrOry and Msrch. 7

It can' be seen that a number of steps were taken to establieh andomain-
'tamp popular support of the program, These included fhe September
planning meeting itself,,since the AEA consultants ,there made signifis
cant recommendations and decisions regarding the regional workshops to
follow. Thus, by this time, they each had a personal stake in the pro-
gram,

I made two requests at this meeting, which they honored. The first was
that university credit be the only credit available for the workshops.
The cooperators agreed not to offer competing re-certification credit;
this did not close the door to their.offering additional Audubon case
study workbhops of their 9wn at a later time, for such credit.

The second request dealt with the number and nature of staff persons to

be inVolved. The previous year's-project had 15 area workshops; each
staffed by the state consultant, the. AEA environmental education
specialist, and two area teachers, But'in this new project several
AEA's would join-in offering one workshop, and classroom teachers had
proved unable to serve as resource persons after the workshops. Were

we to repeet,the use of one AEA consultant and twateachers fromoeach
area, we would be overstaffed at the workshops and understaffed with
persons who could act as resourcepersons thereafter. My suggestion,

therefore was that each-AEA should involve two-representatives--the
environmental consultant and one othe'r whose lob would allow him or her
to act as a resource person in a continuing capacitys-possibly the AEA
.social studies consultant. Several reasons underlay this subject-area
preference. The case studies are largely social studies in nature;
many social studies teachers are expressing a need for good environ-
mental materials in their area; the faulty stereotype of environmental
education as being confined to the science curriculum continues to
prevail and should be broken down.

It should be noted that these two requests and their rationale had
previously been discussed with selected AEA consultants, and had'been



presented in earlier correspondence to all of them, the requests were
aot."dropped on theM'out of the bluft." Again, this was consistent
with our procedure for gaining popular support at each step pf the
program;

At this meetihg, the AEA consultants sUggested that the state tonsul-
ant should.be responsible for preparing and,mailing promotioUal
brothures, and that I should receive all applications directly, rather
thari through them, in order to 'better coordinate this work. They would.

_ _

',promote the workshops in their'own areas.-

THE WORKSHOP PROGRAM

Thus, in the months following this meeting, the state consultant and
had certain objectives to achieve. His agency has a tomputerized..
address-label system with which he tan Masa-mail to any number of
specified populations in Iowa: all eleientary principals, all high
school social studies departments, all who have attended environmental
education workshops, etc. With this capability, and in his capacity
as project Cc-Director, he assumed'complete responsibility for printing

) and mailing two different forms of promOtional brochures with attathed
, applications, one in November and another in JanuarY. In the meantime

I accepted and acknowledged applitations, reserved facilities, ironed
out details of and won approval for the credit option at Iowa State,
corresponded with applicants on "How to Get There and What to Bring,"
purchased the necesSary films and other audiovisuals, identified an
agency which would,accept these on permanent loan from the university
for free loan to teachers (the university could not provide this.,
service to teachers), etc.

The Kickoff Workshop

At the kickoff workshop, February 4-6, 1979, 25 cooperators became rather
immersed in the case studies and their rationale. Three beautiful films
fon Glen Canyon Dam, fraaropposing sides of the issue, were interspersed
with small discussion groups and followed by some surprising revelations
from the instructor about the films themselves and the court case that
followed their production.

Each participnnt was next assigned to one of three groups opposed to
certain stream thannelization practices (farmers, state conservation
agencies, citizen tonservationists) or three supporting the channels
(other farmers, channelizing contractors, U.S. Soil Conaervation
Service). They.read background articles and presented testimony before
a House Appropriations Subcommittee. Again, the instructor concluded'

with surprising information on the real-life chairman of that committee
and the influence he has had on channelization and other environmental

issues.

Participants then planned the future of the planet in light of certain
unusual objectives.
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They watched a young wildlife researcher engage in a genuineWhodunnit"
in the beautiful mountains of Idaho, and they learned what happened to
him when he tried to act on his findings.'

They brainstormed teaching ideas for a series'of articles on environ-
mental problems of agriculture, especially in Iowa. (The series won a
Pulitzer Prize soon thereafter.)

They were briefly "talked ihrough" the Instructor's Guide and Student
Edition materials on other case studies.

With some minimal consultation from myself, they planned the agendas of
the followup workshops and divided the teaching and logistical responsi-
bilities among themselves, thd state consultant, and myself.

By now, many readers will have noted that a number of techniques were
used which contribute to the success of teacher-education workshops:
the participants were actively involved in the learning procesa;. a

variety of 1.eaching-learning strategies were employed; substantive
content matter was included; the participants received all necess,ry
instructional and background inforathtion materials so that they could
replicate or adapt the experience with others.

The Regional Workshops

The cooperators apparently used very good intuition when they sited the,
five regionals, for the number of teache,ps-at each ranged from 30 to 33.
T.Alith one exception, a regional lasted fcrom 1:30 PM on Sunday until 4:00
q'M Monday, and included about 13 solid eontact hours. The cooperators
naturally applied their own professional judgment to the workshops and
produced an interesting variety of techniques. In the Glen Canyon
session at one workshop, One group saw a pro-dam film while the other saw
the anti-dam film, before they were convened to a town meeting circa
1960, to discuas whether.the dam should be built. The writer waTT,Taced
in the fascPnating position of being a pro-dam engineer acting as techni-
cel consultant to the meeting. (The planners knew that my predilection
lay in another direAion.) In four workshops the channelization simula.
tion produced not only rapid learning about a topic previously unfamiliar
to most participanto, but heignts of levity, drama, and thespianism as

. well, In the other workshop a debate on the nuclear power controversy
replaced"this simulation,

In all workshops, one of my roles was to provide the anecdotal back-
ground information which concluded most of the cases.

Anonfrous statements gathered from the participants at all workshops
were uniformly positive and in most cases enthusiastic. The statements
for each workshop were typed and copies sent to the teachirg btaff of each.

Participants electing university eredit attended additional sessions con-
ducted by this writer five weeks after the workshops. They were required
to introduce some of the cases Into their teaching. They were to
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determine objectives, choose or create teaching strategiesi, conduct
or direct the student's in conducting research to broaden, deepen, or
update the studies, and evaluate both.student learning and the exper-
ience. By giving a credit incentive for this kind of work, we assured
that the case studies were used in the classroom. Forty-seven of the
154 teachers tocik the credit option.

This project, as an adaptation of the.previous year's model, is
summarized by Figure 2,

Preliminary proposal &
examination copies of
instructional materials

State EE
consultant

4 ,

77;tructional
LiTterials

.1 Proposal to USOEE:j

State EE
consultant

Workshop for AEA consultants
and other area represultatives

Five regional workshops

Anonymous participant
feedback sent to staft
of each regional

FUNDED

PROJECT

Follow-up consultation
in schools by state and
AEA consultants

Figure 2,,-The Cate Study Project
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Summary_

This paper illustrates a number of principles of successful curriculum.
dissemination.

We were fortUnat4 to be in a state with an existing, simple, and effi..
.cient diffusion network, and to be sufficiently experienced to recog..

nize it as such.

We began discussion with cooperators early; and gave them sufficient
time to review the workshop materials,

All correspondence which included significant modificatimi of plans was
preceded by telephone consultation with a reasonable sample of coopera.-
tors, and incorporated their suggestions in46 the changes, (Indeed,

their suggestions sometimes initiated the changes.) The correspondence
always mentioned the telephone consultation, and invited the recipient .

to contact me if he/she disapproved or had questions.

The prdfessional judgment of the cooperators was trusted, to good advan-
tage. They planned effective agendas,,and introduced some novel and
successful teaching strategies not included in the cases as writ+*en.

On the other hand, they used me appropriately as'a resource person for
information areas where my knowledge was clearly greater than theirs.

At the September 11 planning meeting I was ready with
restraints imposed by the grant and the possibilities
and the major objectives to which it bound us; within

they made the decisions.

information on the
it allowed us.
that framework

In both the kickoff workshop and the regional workshops, participants
were actively engaged in small-group exchange and a variety of teaching-

learning situations; they received substantive content information;
they received all the materials necessary for them to replicate or
adapt the experience in their own subsequent teaching.

University credit was awarded i!or classroom use of.the materials, and,

not just for the workshop itself.
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ASSEMBLING THE SOLAR NETWORK: AN ASSESSMENT OF SOLAR
HEATING AND COOLING TECHNOLOGY IN SOUTH FLORIDA

Jerry B. Brown and Greg Ballinger
2

Abstract. This paper reports on a survey of key people in the network ,

through which solar heating and cooling technology is distributed in
the subtropical climate of the Wami.Dade County area. Interviews

were conducted with builder.developers, manufacturer.inetallers, bank
loan officers, architect.engineere, ed4cators, government officirle,
public utility representatives, and solar advocates. The survey indi.
cates that environmental education must be conducted at all key leverage

points in the network in order to successful4 commercialize solar
energy.

Introduction

As national environmental mwareness has grown, it has become apparent

that those eoncerned with the environment must focus their attention
not only on the preservation of wildlife and woodlands, but also on the

activities of humankind; Humanity's behavior is rapidly bringiag us to
the limits of the biosphere's capacity to support human life (Mesarovic

and Pestbl, 1974). Thus, the study.of human ecology must be included
in a well-rounded environmental studies curriculum.

Among the various ecological pressures, accelerating energy consumption
has become a major national and international policy issue. Due to the

central role of energy in industrial society, theee is a growing empha-

sis on energy education. The study of solar energy as a primary alter-

, native power source should be an integral part of the energy section in
an environmental studies curriculum.

This paper reports on and discusses a survey of individuals actively
involved with solar energy and its applications. These individuals
have important first-hand information about the economic, legal, and
sociological status of solar energy. This information is essential

for the design of effective energy education programs.

This study was conducted as pare of a pilot research project to identify

key leverage factors in the technology delivery system (TDS) through
which solar heating and cooling (SHAC) technology is commercialized,
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It focuses on solar heating and cooling in the new'and retrofit build-
ing market, The TDS concept proposed by Ezra (1975) represents the
network infrastructure and multiple proceeses by which technological
knowledge is applied to achieve desired socioqfltechnical outputs.

A major gosl of the study ii to identify and examine key points in the
TDS network such awbuilderwidevelopera, manufacturen.instatiers, bankers,
government officials, architectm.engineers, educators, solar advocates,'
and utility representatives. By tracing the relationships between the
variolts points of.the TDS, we hope that incentives and obstacles to the
proceLles by which SHAC'is commercialized will be identified and .set in

an ana. ytical context. Thus, this stUdy will contribute both to the
theoretical ahd case study literature on social factors in technoldgim
cal dhange and to the public policy discussion of solar energy.

Thisresearch has been sponsored by the National,Solar Energy Research
Institute in Golden, Colorado, and carried out under the direction of
Dr. Luther P. Gerlach, Professor of Anthropology, University of
-Minnesota. It is based on field research in the metropolitan areas of
Minneapolis, Minnesota; Miami-Dade County, Florida; an&Denver, Colo-
rado. The Florida case study was included becaUse, while there is a
good solar climate, Preliminary research suggests that there is low
solar energy utilization in this area. Thus, the Floridseitase may.
prove significant for understanding the underdevelopment of a solar
TDS in some regions.

itgleklma

Since there is little base-line research on the SHAC TDS in the Miami-
Dade County area, specific questionnaire development is premature at
present (see Butti and Perlin, 1978; Florida Solar Energy Center, 1978).

For this reason, the data for this study were collected by means of
relatively unstructured interviews and by unobtrusive procedures. The

unobtrusive research procedures used include participant observation
methods, the collection of literature and reports, and the collection
of media artifacts (advertisements, clippings, and photographs).

In most interviews, the following topics concerning the SHAC TDS were
addressed: products marketed; product reliability andmaintenance;
nature of the Dade County consumer and market; incentives and obitacles
to commercialization; business and financial factors; scope of the
TDS network; and future prospects of SHAC in Dada County,

A total of 68 interviews were carried out during Winter, 1979, in the
Miami-Dade County area with the following groups: builder-developers
(6), manufacturer-instellers (19), bank loan offieers (20), architect-
engineers (6), educators (6), government officials (6) and others (5).
The "other" category includes a solar information referral service, an
anti-nuclear organizer, two power company officials, and a solar
advocate.

In order to identify builder-developers utilizing solar water heaters
7

in their projects, all 78 home builder companies listed in the 1978-72
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Greater mAAELBA22matsz2$162424 were called, Of those called, seven
were using golar water heatars t:with four using it only at the custo..
mer's request); r did not use it; and the remaining ?0 either could
not be reached.or were no longer in business. Manufacturer-installers
were also identified from telephone directory lists and from data
published by the Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC, 1978),. Similarly,
a random sample of bank loan officers was selected frot the telephone
listing Of Dade County Vanks.

MAny, intervidws produced additional names of people or groups that make
up the SHAC TDS network in Dade County and throughout Florida, yost of
the key names were incOrporated into the interview schedule. However,
due to.time limitations, not all of these leads could be followed up
and they remain a ripe area for future investigation.

Of the 68 interviews, 31 were conducted°in person during office visits
and 37 were'done by'telephone. Dt ',Terry Brown completed 45 interviews;*

the other 23 ware done 'by Mr. Greg Dallinger.

The unstructured interview technivi. to be well suited for thii
preliminary study, especially since mc .. cespondents' viewpoints corresT..
ponded to their role in the TDSc. The ,--,tructured interview technique
allowed each respondant-to-alaborate at length on his perception of the
situation.

In.general, mostpeople contacted for interviews were very cooperative.
With the exception'of several builders.who were too busy for even a 20-

minute telephone interview, many respondents appreciated the opportunity
to express their views on solar heating and cooling in'Dade County,
However, in evaluating this report, one shaild keep in mind that many
of the respondents are directly involved in either selling or advocat-
ing the%rApid commercialization of SHAC technology.

SummarLef the Data

In general, respondentsviewpoints seem to be determined by their posi-
tion in the solar metwork, Thus, the following data summary is 'organ-

ized accordfng to the diffetent groups of people interviewed, Only the

data highlights are presented here.

1) Builder-Developers expressed.the following opinions:

a. The front-end costs of solar water heating, as compared to
the alternatives of gas and electricity, are too high,

b. If the consumer really wants solar technolOgy, then build-
ers would simply.provide it as an additional housing.
option. At present, there is little consumer demand for
solar water heaters; one builder reported no response, and
another a 10 percent response, to the solar water heating
option they offered on model homes.
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c, SHAC technology should.not be imposed through legisla-
tion, but should be encouraged through financial
incentives. There is already too much poorly designed
governmental energy legislation, such as the State of
Flsorida MosieLgnesszlffijalltigiSetk (1978),
which limits the construction of energy efficient homes
suitable to the unique climate of South Vlorida.

Manufacturer-installers appeared to have the most practical
and extensive kndwledge of thiSHAC TDS, due to their special
role as entrepreneurs. They held the following opinions,

a. The creation of a "solar installer" license at the county,
level to replace the cumbersome and expensive licensing
regulation presently in effect is a top priority for the
industry.

b. Education of consumers and public officials'as to the
economic benefits and reliability of solar water heating

technology is essential, In contrast to its present "do.
nothing" attitude, Florida,government should make a policy
commitment to solar and take the lead in this educational
process.

c. Florida Power and Light Company's television advertise.
manta which misrepresent.solar energy are misleading the
public and directly hurting the solar industry,

3) Bank Loan Officers held the following views:

a. Depending on the credit rating of the customer, most
bankers.woUld make a loan to finance solar water heating
installation fot both new'and retrofit home construction,.
However, Several loan officers stressed that there was
very little interest in such loans and that they umuld
not extend them for solar pool heaters.-

b. At present, there /are no bank fiscal policies that
encourage the use of solar energy ot energy conservation
in building construction. Nor are Ihere any programs in
effect to make loan officers more knowledgeable about
solar technology.

c. A majority of the loan officers interviewed.personally
believed that solar energy was an excellent idea that
should be encouraged; several loan officers had no
'opinion on the topic.

4) Architect.enginsprs and educators expressed similar views,

which are summarized as follows:

a. South Florida is located beneath the frostline in a sub-
tropical climatic zone that is unique in the continental

United States, Unfortunately, South Florida building



standards are'all too often determined by nationally
recognized energy codes, such at American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating, andfltirw!,Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) ,90.75, which are dOsigned for climhtes where
heating is more important th(T Cooling. The reverse is
true in Dade County.

b. Proper passive ardlitectural design and insulation could
meet most of timheating and cooling needs in Dade County
buildings without.utilizing mechanical technologies,
Many local archit2cts are familiar with traditional build-
ing echniques suitable for the tropics, but government
ene y bureaucracies are staffed mainly by engineers who
think priMarily in terms of mechanical solutions.

c. A top priority must be placed on energy education Tor-all,
sector of society, and particularly for builders, arch-
itects, engineers, bankers, government officials and
consu era;

5) Governmental officials expressed the following:

a. The Flotida Statutes have established legal parameters for
solar energy in four areas: standardization, solar access
xights, energy analysis of new state construction, and
property assessment. .However, with the exception of
standards and testing I(Solar Energy Standards Act of 1976,
Florida Statutes, Chapter 377,705) Aich are administered
by the FSEC, there Seems to be little piiblic awareness and
slow official implementation of his legislation.

b. Neither Dade County nor Broward County Energy Offices have
established aggressive programs for the commercialization of

solar energy, The Metro Dade County Energy Coordinator ddet
not believe/that government should be a'leader or innovator
in this area.

c: All officials agreed that more public education and solar
enprgy demonstration projects were necessary.

Summary and Conclusion

As Starr (1979) points out, Florida seems to be well-suited for rapid
commercialization of domestic solar water heater technology .Neverthe-

less, this survey of the Miami-Dade County area suggests that the
commercialization of SHAC is progreSsing slowly even in the post-1973
context of rising oil costs.

The data indicate that there is no integrated technology delivery system
or solar network in operation at present. Rather, there is a loose cone
federation of groups and individuals who share a concern with solar

energy, but 'chose economic, political, and functional interests diverge

dramatically. Furthermore, within this "network," no key leverage point
hat emetged to mobilize the other actors into effective or unified action,
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The above data,indicate that Oncation is a major concern of all these

interviewed. They felt the need for more information for themselves,
for key groups, or for the public in eeneral. Deportment of Energy

Secretary Schlesinger's February 1979 memo to ehe rresidene endorsing the
potential of solar energy le indicative of a-erowing governmental
commitment to the large-stale pse of solar technologies, This cemmit-

ment will create a demand for effeetive educatiotal programs to
disseminate information on etergy as a whee, and on selar energy in
particular,

The results of this survey ouggeet that the most effective approach
will be a multitargeted, multidisciplined, locally-oeietted series
of programs.

7Multitargeted" refers to the need to edudate the key .groupe identified

above, as well as the general public. Although the public must be
informed 'as to the promese andlimits of solar energy, this will have .

little effect if those groups responsible for its implementation do not
have the detailed technical knowledge they need. Each of these groups

(buildera, architects, legislators, bankers, bureaucrats and educators)
havedifferent aad specific informational needs reaging from engineer-
ing details to sociological analyses.

-
A multidisciplinary approach is required to integrats the diyerse
information needed to make.wibe choices about enetgy usage. A fre-

quently cited reason for the slow grot0h -of solar is the lack ef

economic understanding among consumerse Many respondents felt that
issues such as pay back, rate of return, and lifecycle coSting are
not.understood by the public, and thee this confueion causes them to

Agnore solar. In additicin to utilizing concepts from fields such as
economics, physits, and eeology, it in also necessary to distinguish

among the various,solar technologies, As pointed out above, passive

solar technologies are often overlooked.in spite of their greae

potential.

Interregional differences such as climate, ground water temperature
and materials endurance preclude the development of A single national

solpr curriculum. These differencee, as well as different political,
economic and sociological ceeditions, require the development of
programs tailored to their region. In Dade County, Florida,-for
example, signeficant institutional barriers (complexiey and expense'
of obtaining installation permits) exist, while the subtropical climate
greatly 'simplifies the technical aspects (Starr, 1979).

The priority given to educating the various target groups varied con-
siderably between the respondents, yet all were in agreement as to the

need to educate the general public. Most felt that-significant change
will not occur until the public reaches an understanding of the energy
situatien as a whole, as well s of solar energy in particular. This

implies the need to develop educational materials and teacher education
programs to introduce these topics into primary, secondary, and post-

secondary education. A media approach is also necessary in order to
reach those outside the formal educational system, to clarify .the



government's presently confusing policieo, and to counteract the
perceived anti-solar bias of power corporatibn advertising. There

is a strong feeling that the estanishment of demonstration projects
will epeed the acceptance of solar energy by providing visible evi-
denee of its feasibility.

Since moat of the target groups contain individuals-already quite busy
with their-own activitiese any edueational prograa directed toward
these individuals must take this into account. Possible approaches
for these groups include: day-long conferences, weekend workshops,
one-week mini-courses, TV classes, and contiening education programs.

This multifaceted approach has organizational impliaations of its own.
It is unlikely that any one institution could offer the wide variety' i
of programs necessary for an effective impact in any local energy
situation. Thete already exists in anicommunity a number of inati-.
tutions through which these programs mA9 be offered. For example,
teacher training programs are already in place in many universities,
while vocational skills (solar equipment installation) may easily fit
into existing adult education programs. In Dade County alone, the

efollowing organizations and-institutions have the potential to be
involved in energy education:_ The Florida Solar EAergy Center, the
Regional Energy Action Committee, South Florida Regional Planning
Council, Dade County Energy Office, Dade County Public Schools, local
colleges and universities, the Museum of Science, the guilders Asso-
ciation of South Florida, the South Florida Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects, public radio and TV, the Florida Solar Users
Network, conservation organizations, and the solar industry.

It is evident that there is a need to coordinate the activities of these
diverse groups to promote effectiveness and to reduce duplication and
confusiOn. It is suggested that the establishment of a "solar network"
would make a major contribution to the development and commercialization
of solar technology both in South Florida aad in other areas of the
country with high solar potential. Major functions of the ntwork
would include'the plahning and coordination of educational programs,
research strategies, and public policy optioes related to solar energy.
The establishment of this solar network would be the first step toward
developing a comprehensive solar energy education program in South
Florida.

Within Dade County, Florida, those involved With solar energy and its
applications point out three main areas of concern These are,educa-
tion, economics, and government regulation, The most signifiCant area
is education An analysis of the eurvey indicates that the most
effective approach to energy education will be through a multitargtted,
multidisciplinary, locally-oriented series of programs addressing the
general public as well as several key professional groups. Due to the

large number and diverse characteristics of those people potentially
involved in this approach, a solar netwirk should be established to'
promote activities, to facilitate communication, and to coordinate pro-

grams.
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-INDIA: AID 163 VANISHING WILDLIFE

Carol.A. Lively1 .

I.

Abstract. T'he p.s. Pish and kpaife Service under Section 8A of the
Endangered Species Act of 19/3, uses excess fOreign currencies (PL-480)
for conservation of endangered wildlife in India. Financial support
and technical assistance from the Fish and Wildlife Service aid in
expanding Indian conservation efforts to protect wildlife habitat,
manage endangered wilaift species, provide preessional training in
'forestry and wndlife management, and further environmental education
programs. Through such cooperative efforts, Indian public awareness
of environmental problems win lead to increased programs of resource

,/ management., Programs of this type will, in their turn, enhance habi-
.

tat preservation and ensure India's wildlife a chance for sarvival.

"You can build anothdr Paj Mahal, but if the Thamin dear vanishes,
nothing can bringnit back." (Pushpa Kumar, Director, 4drabad Zoo,
Andhra Pradesh, India.)

A Chance for ConserVation

Orthodox Hindus believe that man cannot exist without being in harMony
with the surrounding world. This belief, however, is eroding as India
strives to meet growing requirements for agricultural and industrial
development. The demands of hymen population, which is expected to
grow from 600 million to 1 billion by the year 2000, are causing serious
losses to India's.rich naturrl. environment (Agarwal 1978).

India's wildlife is slowly being squeezed into remaining patches of
forest, areas which in all likelihood are too small to meet 'the large
territorial requirements for species such as the elephant (Elephas
maximus) and tiger (Panthera tivis). Ungulates such as deer and the
guar (Bos gdbrus) are forced to compete with domestic cattle for food,
and at the same time are subject to domestic cattic diseases such as
rinderpest.

The Government of India, however, recognizes that a valuable resource
is diaappearing. In 1952, major efforts for the protection of wild-
life began with the creation of the Indian Board for Wildlife. Through
the Board's efforts, former roya4 game preserves add game sanctuaries
of British India were reorganizad as wildlife sanctuaries and national
parks. State Advisory Boards were set up and legislation concerning
3anctuaries and parks was enacted by the states.

1U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, P.O. Box 25486 Denver Federal Center,
Denver, CO 80225.
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In 1969, the International Union for Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources held its 10th General Assembly and llth Technical
Meeting in New Delhi. The.presence of 300 conservationists from
throughout the world was a stimulus for Indian conservationists to
protect remaining natural areas and bring about increased public
awareness of-the value of wildlife. it5

.In 1970; India prohibited all shooting of tigers and ordered a census
of their population. The Government initiated "Project Tiger," a pro-
gram which created nine tiger reserves, including the best remaining
tiger habitat in the country (Futehally 1977). The Wildlife Protec-
tion Act of 1972 banned the killing of 61 endangered species', provided
stiff penalties for offenders, and laid'the legal framework fór--'
enforcement. Most state governments have reinforced the Wildlife
Protection Act by passing similar state laws.

"Fortunately eur-government has decided that India will be much poorer
both spiritually and materially if its wildlife is allowed to'collapse,"
said Zafar Futehally, vice-president of World Wildlife Fund-India.
"The Indian,Board for Wildlife, the National Committee en Environ-
mental Planning and Coordination, and the Steering Committee for
,Project Tiger are all trying to ensure that the interests of wildlife
are not disregarded in India's development plans" (Futehally 1977).

Indian officials feel that the key to preserving wildlife lies,in the
education of children. Many state governments are planningto intro-
duce environmental education into school curriculums, and private
organizations such As the World Wildlife Fund-India are making parallel
efforts. The Education Project of World Wildlife Fund-India is one of
the largest on-going environmental education projects undertaken in the
country. Its primary focus is school-aged children, and it is attempt-'
ing to develop a corps of interested youths, teachers, and adult
volunteers who will spread environmental awareness (Variava 1978).

A Tool for Promoting Conservation

'The United States has accumulated holdings of Indian currencies or
credits under the Agricultural Trade Development and,Assistance Act
of 1954 (Public Law.83-480). A portion of these holdings may be
declared excess by the U.S. Treasury whenever the amount held is
sufficient to meet all U.S. Government requirements for two years.
These excess currencies then may be applied to optional assistance
programs (1978),

Section 8A of the Endangered Species Act-of 1973, as amended, authorizes
the U.S. Figh and Wildlife Service to use excess currencies to promote
the conservation of endangered species through financial support and
technical assistance in the following areas:

1. Analysis and protection of wildlife habitat;

2. Creation of parks and sanctuaries;

3. Management of endangered species;
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4, Professional traiaing in forestry and wildlife manage.-

ment; and

5. EnvironMental education.

Countries participating in the excess foreign currency program deter,-

mine.their own projects and priorities for funding. .The U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service acts as an advisor, monitors the projects, and desists

in project modification where necessary.

The Indian Government quickly recognized the potential-lor increased

conservation action through PL-480. They invited the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Seivice and the National Park SerVice to send study teams to
India in January and February of 1978 to explore possible applications
of the PL-480 program.

To date, twelve conservation projects have been negotiated by the U.S.

FiCA and Wildlife ServiCe and the Government of Inaia, 'Clf these pro-

jects, six have completed full Indian review and clearance, and six

are in various stages of review. Projects approved by the Government
of India, for which contracts will soon be written, include-a national,

survey of endangered and threatened plants,,enhancement of the Visak

Marine Park, captive breeding of endangered species such as the mugger

crocodile (Crocodylus palustris palustris) and swamp deer (Cervus
duvauceli), a zoological, exchange in cooperation with the Smithsonian
Institution, enhancement of Keoladeo Ghana Bird Sanctuary, and research

on the avifauna of India.

Three additional projects in the final stages of review address an

endangered species survey of India, breeding of various endangered deer
and antelope .q Txcknow Nature Reserve, and development of Borivli

National Park near Bombay. These nine projects will obligate an esti-

mated $547,068 out of the total authorizations of $746,200 granted to

the U.S. Fish'end Wildlife Service for India in Fiscal Years 1977-79.

Potential for an Expanded Indian Conservation Program

In November and December of 1978, as part of the U,S. Fish and Wild-
life Service participation in the PL-480 program, a team composed of

Dr. Robert S. Cook, Deputy Director, U.S.,Fish and Wildlife Service;

Howard Brokaw, President, Delaware Nature Education Society; and the

author was invited to India to evaluate and make recommendations on a
World Wildlife Fund-India proposal for a comprehensive environmental

education program. The purpose of the program is to "accelerate the
growth of awareness and concern for nature and wildlife conservation

through a rapidly broadening programme of education throughout the

country."

The proposal recommends the creation of an environmentally educated

core of citizens n the general public, rural groups, youth groups,

and in governmental and non-governmental institutions. These core

individuals would act as catalysts for promoting awareness, concern,

and action in the environmental field. This program will lay the



foundations for a government sponsored framework that %ill encourage
Public participation in enviroimental awareness programs throughout
the country.

Recommendations made in the proposal included creation of a thsk force
to examine additional strategies of developing a comprehensive envirgn-
mental awareness program. A second responsibility of the task force
would be to review existing programs, resources and regional require-
ments, and refine an action plan. The 'proposal is presently being-re-

drafted by a member of the Executive Board of the World Wildlife Fund-
India Duleep Mathai, and is expected to be submitted to the Government
of India for review within the next few montha, If approved, it will
be one of the major PL-480 projects in Indie and World Wildlife Fund-
India vould be the recipient of PL-480 funding to impleMent the program,

Profeasional.EducationStepping Stone to Public Awareness

Secondary objectives of the trip were to visit several wildlife sanc-
tuaries as background for the World Wildlife Fund-India proposal and
to evaluate these areas as potential sites for additional PL-480
projects, partIcula..iy-in the areas'of environmental education.

India has more than 150 sanctuaries covering approxiMately 0.5 percent
of the land area. Several more are being contemplated (FUtehally 1971),
Hunting and trapping are prohibited except under, circumstances

permitted by the sanctuary manager. In most cases, sanctuaries are
open to visitors,

The administration of wildlife sanctueries is the direct responsibility
of the State Governments, and regulations regarding sanctuary manage-
ment are enforced through State Forest repartments. Although essen-
tially created for wildlife, sanctuariss continue to be utilized for
silviculture, and they follow policies dominated by political consider-
ations and revenue-producing requirements (Roy 1978). Programs in
wildlife research, wildlife management, and education are generally
the work of interested staff persons who have little time or money to
devote to these prolacts. However, managers have consistently expressed
their interest in wildlife and the need for training relating to wild-
life and environmental communications.

Wildlife management curricula could be developed in India's Forestry
Officer Training School at Dehra Dun and at other uniVersit!.es to
provide the trening necessary to broaden the perspe tives of the
sanctuary staffs. Their primary interestc would continue to be in
silviculture, but they would understand the need to maintain habitat
for wildlife.

Additional training is needed in environmental communications and public

relations. "The Forest Department must learn to communicate with the
people, so they begin to understand how and why (conservation) activity
is in their interest and that of the country," said S. K, Roy, a former
Director General of Tourism (India) (Roy 1978).
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Education of potential sanctuary personnel it4 wildlife management and
environmental communications programs ultimately will increase public
awareness and accelerate protective actionlon behalf. of India's wild-
life. PL-480 has grgat potential for increasing such programs by
providing funding for:the davelopmont of training centers and estab-
lishing visiting profdssor positions at universities such as at Dehra
Dun.

The Role of SanctuarieS ill Increasing. Environmental Awarenesa

"There is an urgeqt need',in India to relate sanctuary management to the
needs, and attitudes of local people (Roy, 1978). Environmental aware-
ness programs funded thrOugh PL-480 and developed with U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service techhical. assistance could be used to inform local
ceople of the effects thatgrazing,- poaching, and deforestation have
on wildlife and wildliA habitat. Hopefully, education would decrease
these activities on sanctuaries., In the same manner, environmental
awareness programs could demonstrate the values oewildlife which can
be harvested to provide food,or cash crops or ean attract tourist
revenue.

With increased training, sanctuary personnel could more easily work
with local villagers to arrive at mutually agreeable Solutions to
common resource probtlems. Many sanctuary-village conflicts could be
alleviated by cooperative programs such as rotational.grazing, refores-
tation, revenue sharing, and payment for damage caused by wildlife to
village crops and livestock. One sanctuary official felt that educa-
tion of'the local villagers could do more to protect the sanctuary than
aO other effort.

Wildlife sanctuaries also have an excellent opportunity to provide
environmental information to visitors. .Many sanctuaries receive heavy
usc by school groups, adults, and foreign tourists, but little infor-
mation is provided to visitors at this time. If funding and trained
personnel were available, it would not be difficult to provide enViron-
mental messages linking wildlife to habitat. There are many oppor-
tunities in sanctuaries for talks and demonstrations, guided tours,
interptetive signs, and brochures. Some of these meblods are now being
employed, but they generally need Upgrading in both content and presen-
tation.

Low-cost written information will be difficult to provide in India,
which has 14' recognized languages and over 350 dialects. A possible
solution is the use of multi-lingual sanctuary personnel for live
talks and demonstrations. Meat aducsted Indians speak three or more
languages (Hindi, English, and a regional language), and finding multi-
lingual personnel on sanctuary staffs is not a problem. Another
possible alternative is the use of multi-lingual slide-tape message
repeaters.
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Alternative Facilitiestipr Increagitst. Environmental Awareness

Zoos are unierutilized as a medium for dissemination of environmental
Information. Zoos are a low-cost recreational resource for a large
portion of The general Indian public and millions of Indians visit

zoos each year. On a Sunday afternoon in Decem6er, the team shared
the unfinished zoo at Visak with 15,000 Indians.

The team discussed various means of providing information to visitors
including the use of interpretive signs, leaflets, and a volunteer
guide service of trained high school students, PL-480 can provide
funding for environmental communications as well as for captive breed-
ing of endangered species and general zoological park enhancement.

Excellent .opportunities also exist under.PL-480 for the creation of
Nature Centers which would offer .hands-on environmental learning
activities at the primary and secondary ochool levels. Nature clubs
administered by the World Wildlife Fund-India have initiated many
hands-on environmental activities and are very popular in the Bombay
area. A student participant in one of the World Wildlife Fund-India
nature cltil training camps expressed this feeling:

It was education as it ought to be, not something in print
or remote, but something which made a deep impression on the

mind because we felt ourselves overwhelmed(.by the subject
under study. Nature was all around us and literally at our
fingertips to touch and feel (Fernandes 1978)

These are but a few possibilities for increased environmental awareness
programs in India. Other-3 include expanded use of enviromentally-
oriented radio programs aad films,.and environmental awareness training
of primary and secondary school teachers through the Ministry of Educa-
tion.

Under the PL-480 program, environmental awareness is a key element in
helping conserve endangered species and protecting wildlife habitat.
Shared Indian-U.S. knowledge in these areas will be ultimately benefi-

cial to the resource.

Conclusion

Acause of radically different cultures, values, education, and basic
pressures of living created by increased human population growth, envi-
ronmental awareness programs in India cannot be totally modeled after
programs now existing in the United States. Environmental mareness
programs must focus on Indian problems and provide 7ndian solutions.

In the last 30 years, the Indian Coverntent has shown a great de.,1 of
concern for disappearing wildlife and wildlife habitat. Present

actions to change the situation include creation of new sanctuaries,
consideration of wildlife management training programs in plivcrsities,
and expansion of education programs to increase public awareness of

environmental problems.
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PL-480 funding and technical assistance from the U.S. Fish and Wild-

life.Service will aid in expanding Indian conservation efforts and

in finding solutions to conflicts between development and conserva-

tion. It is perhaps optimistic to predict that Indian wildlife will

flourish, but the chances for survival of Indian wildlife are

certainly improving.
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EMPLOYMENT TRENDS FOR A MICHIGAN ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION MAJOR

1
David Is Johnson

Abstract; The 1973-78 placement data for Environmental Education majors
at Michigan State University were examined. It was found that most
Environmental Education majors were science teachers. The 23 percent
average unemployment was similar to other teaching majors; underemploy-
ment was high,and increasing. Environmental Education students should
combine their major with a high-demand traditional subject. Institu-
t.,:onal programs should facilitate this combination.

Michigan State University has conducted its own test case,on the train.-
ing of environmental educators. In 1972, the University established
an environmental education major and minor within the College of Agri-
culture and Natural Resources. One yaar later, the State.Board of
Education for Michigan approved environmental eddcation as a certifiable
teaching major and minor for the state. The program entitled Natural
Resources and Environmental Education is a general natural
resources curriculum ,which provides students with, a course selection
from the four Natural Resources Departments and also requires exposure
to a variety of interdisciplinary environmental courses. The major is
offered as an option within the Departments of Fisheries and Wildlife,
Forestry, Parks and Recreation', and Resource Development. Administra-
tion was assigned to a four-person committee representing each cf the
four participating departments. FrOm that committee, a coordinator was
selected. The majority of the administration, organization, anti advis-
ing is carried by the coordinator. During the five years discussed in,
this paper, the major has declined from a peak of 180 students (1975-76)
to about 103 students at present. For several years, the major was the
third largest teaching major within the University.

This background is important because environmental education is a unique
teaching major and minor is antagonistic to the interdisciplinary, inte-
grated approach that we as environmental educators hold. This major
was designed to produce subject matter generalists in natural resources
with an environmental emphasis who could teach ecology, environmental
science, environmental studies, or education at the secondary level.
General university requirements, a 12-quarter-hour interdisciplinary
block, and a required teaching minor are the primary connections with
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary goals.

Whether or not that approach has been successful is the question
addressed by this paper. Criteria for success may be many, but the
two most commonly discussed are 1) some subjective measure of the
quality of the graduates, and/or 2) the employability of the graduates.

c

1 Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, 13 Natural Resources, Michigan
State University, East Lansing, MI 48824.
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Research for this paper WAS stimulated by our need to know if we have
been successful. We need to know the following: 1) whether our

taining-Sobs -in_environmen tal---educa tioni--24-whe re

they are obtaining jobs in schools; 3) whether teaching certification
improves job success; and 4) whether they alw underemployed.

Methodology

The data utilized in this report were obtaimed'from the Michigan State
University Placement Services Reports. Included were the reports from
the yearethat Natural Resourtes and Environmental Education has had

-graduating--students--(19-74,78)-.---The-procedure-used-by-the-MSU-Placee-

ment Services. in collecting tha data is explained in the,1977.78 report;

The 1,22a78usaiRETR2,E9.22a of Placement Services includes
information on 6,633 of last year's 10,242 graduating
students, Each college and major offered at Michigan State
ia listed in this report. All students who graduated are
listed whether or not we had information concerning their
career plans. Graduates who reported employment are listed
with the name of their employer, city and state, And job
title. Students who notified us that they were unemployed
are listed as such.' A blank follows names of students who
did not respond to our surveys. All August and December
graduates of 1977 and March and June graduates of 1978 at
all degree levels are listed.

Data Irom this report is (sic] collected from questionnaires
sent to all graduating students each term. The question-
naires are sent two weeks before graduation and 6/ice during
the three months after graduation. If a candidate answers
one survey, they are [sic] eliminated from succeeding survey
mailings unless they are unemployed, and then they are [sic]
surveyed again. Data is [sic] also collected from employers,
who hire Michigan State graduates and from Michigan State
faculty who know the career plans of their graduating stddents.
Graduating students also sometimes report dir,ctly to Place-
ment Services-when they are h/red by an employer or decide
their career plans. From all these sources, the final
Follow-Up Report is prepared.

Career distribution and geo raphic distribution summaries
of graduates by degree level and totals Appear after each
college listing. Graduates ho were jointly prepared by
the College of Education and another college are listed in
their appropriate collebe (Shingleton and Scheetz 1978).

Please note that data are predominantly gathered during the three
months follewing graduation._ In.the years following, .the employment
situation may change dramatically but those data are not currently
available.

Totals, subtotals and percentages have been used prima-ily to address
the questions raised,
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Results and Discussion

How Many Students Have Graduated from the Program, and What
Proportion of Those Have Obtained Teaching Certification?

TABLE 1

Number pf Students Graduating from Natural Resources and
Environmental Education and Their Response to

Job Placement Surveys

year of
"Gradu-
ation

Number of
Graduates

Number
Not

Reporting
Number Obtaining

Certification

Number in.
Non-school

73-74 11 4 (36%) ' 7 (63%) 3 (27%)

74-75 . 38 10 (26%) 21 (55%) 13 (34%)

75-76 50 12 (24%) ..25 (50%) 23 (46%)

76-77 50 13 (26%) .35 (70%) 22 (44%)

77-78. 46 10 (22%) 26 (56%) 23 (50%)

Totals 195 49 (25%) 114 (50%) 84 (43%)

During the five years of data reviewed in this paper, the total number of

students that have graduated from our program is 195 (Table 1). , That

number seems comparatively small considering the 44,000 student body of

Michigan State University. It is only one-half the size of the smallest

Natural Resources Department, Parks and Recreation Resources. Yet, this

is a program which received no additional resources, which was initiated

with the addition of only one course, and which has no budget or staff

of its own. The number of on-line students is currtntly on a strong

downward trend, Peak loading of on-line students was about 180 during

the 1976-77 school year. The current number of enrolled students is
about 103, with 75 percent in their jurrt..or and senior years. That con-

centration in tta last two years could suggest a drastic enrollment drop,

but traditionally we have had a large input of transfer students which

creates a disproportionally large junior-senior class.

Of the 195 graduates, 114 (58 perc' it) have.obtained teaching certifica-

tion. The intent of the development commtttee was to train educators

and/or communicators for both formal education (credit) and non-formal
educational settings (non-credit, recreational or interpretational).
Because the non-teaching option was viewed as competitive with other

non. 4Aching majors within Natural Resources, particularly Parks and

Recreation Resource Interpretive Option Majors, the non-teaching option

was eliminated as an advising option (i.e., the option was still listed

in the catalogue, but students were strongly advised against taking it
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because the job opportunities were fewer). a result, the 56 pere
cent obtaining teaching certifieationefer_ 1977.78 is very surprisinge
In subsequent years, however, this figure shou'A approach 100 percent.
The decision to eliminate the non-teaching option is unwarranted based
on the 4. percent average obtaining employment in noneschool situe-

tions. Howeece, the teaching, communication, and planning ekills
developed in a pre-service education curriculum are applicable to a
variety of other employment opportunities other than formal education.
This ergumentasarranes maintaining the "teachingeceTtificationeonly"
route.

During the growtbeyears el .Natural_Reseurces.tand,.._Farniectetaeaealhredeca......_....

tion, its quantitative position among teaching =tore at Miehigan
State changed dramatically. The.first graduating clase ranked 27. ,
In'eubsequent yeates, bhe ranking-climbed to 12th, and in 1976 was in
.the top aeven for all teaching certification majoes and in the top
'four of secondary teaching majors. Both the'growth of Natural
Reeources and Environmental Education au a major and the decline of
other majors contributed.to the relative change in ranking. Deepite
recent enrollment declines, Natural Rescutces and Environmental
Education still remains raaked in the top six of seeendary tee-bing
majors at M.S.U.

Earth.Day wee probably the most important contributor to the rapid
growth of Natural Resources and Environmental Educatioe five years
later. But there were also more subtle reasons for that growth,
Natural Resources and Environmental Education wee, a major perfectly
suited for the female with natural resources, outdoor or interpretive
interests in that accepeance in the job market WAS not a problem, The
other natural resources fields have been male-dominated, but that
situation is rapidly shifting While the other Natural.Reeource
Departments have had large increaees in.female students during the
last, five years, Natural Rescetrcee and Environmental Education hae
maintained a relatively constant lel female-make ratio, Another
significant but not obvious reaSon for the growth of Natural Reeources
and Environmental Education was the lack of a chemistry requirement.
ay comeletiag a three-course,natural science sequence, Natural
Rescerces and Environmental Education stonents could fulfin beth
major and ea-Liege requirements. Sinee Natural aesoerces and Znviron-
mental Education was the only mejoc Natutal Reeourcee not
requiring chemistry, it was the onlet ehonce for those having diffi-
celty vith that subject. Laetly, many students hoped that schools
would initiate new programs ned hire new teachers to meet those progrem
needs. Some programe did develop, but rather then hire new teachers, ,

traditional subject teachers requeated placement In theee programs.
In addition, lack of tax. support, decliniug enrollmente, and the back-
to-the-basics movement negated mudh of the new pregram deeelopmeet.
The result was a teachirg major with a large enrollment bee wieh few
employment opportunities.
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How Does Vnployment of Natural Reso4roee and Environmental
Edt4ca1io Compare pith Other Teaching Majcre.uithin Michigan?

Thirty-six (18 percent) Natural Resources and Environmental Education
graduates Were employed by schools. Of that number, three were
employed as substitute teachers and one as a teacherls aid, so the
corrected percentage for fulltime employment is 16 percent. This
part-time employment is not an unknown strategy for obtaining more
permanent employment,

Personal discussions indicate that the unemployed are still pursuing,
full-time 04mp1.oyment with this strategy. The peak placement was

e-197475- grAduating-clasc--Over -the-other foureyearat-placementehas
teen. rather constant. The significance of these figures- ia best seen
when compared with other teaching majors. 0

Men comparing,the teaching majors of Table 2, the 18 percent place .

ment is low,. The otiter lowest average percent employment was Social
Scienc-. That major exhibited an increase,to.50 percent or more
school employment during the 76-78 school years. But during that same
time period, the number of'graduates dropped by 50 percent also. That
Eiame detcrease is evident in Natural Science Education graduatea and
Total Teadher Education graduates. Only Agricultural Education has
remained relatively constant,

rateirlatt..

TABLE 2

The Number of Students Employed in SchOols Per Year in
Selected Education Majors and the Total of All

Teaching Majors ,
Agriculture

Natural Resources Natural Social and Natural Total of

and Environmental Science Science Resources Teacher
Year _. Education Education Education Education Education

2 46 .

71.74 Ty (18%) 173 (34/0 g (39%) i (64%)
fcc

1256 '''''

11 36 . 11 445 .
74-75 (57%) .32,. (32%) 124 (86%) ui (49/4)7i5j. (29%)

63 '

7 20 8 5 557 tqfil0/75-76 -0 (14%) -7 (47%) 7T ,21%) EF (42%)
:j 961 '''"

9 ., 7 7 473
76,77 36 (18/4 (61%) -g (50%) .-§- (78%) T6-T (62,,)

7 , 5 435
77.78 --4-6- (15/0 a (57%) -§. (56%) ji (39%)

/4"i\

668 """

Total 'm (38%) j:g (52%) 1441!. (38%) .; (66%)
36

...1.
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Smith (1977) concluded that 30 percent of certified graduates inten-

tionally do not enter the teaching job market. Based on this

information, we can aceount for 96 perceni-iif-the AgriCultural Educa-
tion graduates, 82 percent of the Natural Science graduates, and 87

percent of all Teaching Education graduates. The 48 percent total

_fsx_Natural_Resources and Environmental Education does-not compare
well on this basis with more than 52 percent Wishing to obtain teach-
ing positions but unable to do s000bile the other compared majors..
are in the 32 percent to 4 percent range, ,

Agricultnre and Natural Resources Education is interesting because it

is the other teachlmg, major within our collete. They also have a most

unique employment situation of having more positions than graduates
to fill those positions, yet their placenent-remains at 66 percent.

Private industry is an attractive alternative-to their graduates as
are informal education settings such as the Cooperative Extension,and
4-M., Why not combine these as a major and minor? Students have been

advised in that direction, but this encouragement has not had a dras-

tic impact for several reasons. One reason being that to teach
vocational agriculture, two years of vocational experience is required;
experience which our students don't have and generally seem reticent to

obtain.

General Employment Trends for Teachers

To more completely understand Natural Resources and Environmental
Education's relationship to pre-service teacher demand and production,

an examination of new teacher employment and new teacher production

important. In our state, like many others, the Michigan Education

Association and the American Federation of Teachers have a constant
critical chorus against teacher training institutions, especially

concerning trends in future teacher emplbyment when colleges and

universities are trying desperately to maintain inflated schools of

education. On the other hand, professional organizations or unions

are defending,their in-service territory to protect their current

members.

Examination of Figure 1 Jugg...1sts why colleges of educstion are having

difficulties, Over eight years, the number of Provisional Certificates

granted has dropped by mot. than one,-half. Employment in Michigan
Public Schools has also dropped by more than 50 percent, but the
difference between graduates available with certificates and new

teacher employment is now only 3,506 surplus graduates rather than 9,051

surplus graduates, Therefore, the opportunities of obtaining a teaching

position are better now than they have been for some time, But before

we become too elated, we must remember that we over-produced by over

54,000 teachers during that same period, which remains a tremendous
residual force to hire from, if that residual group is still interested

in-teaching.
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Health, Education, and Welfare (1978) data in Figuies 2 and 3 parallel
Figure 1. The high employment years of 1967-71-created the surplus
discussed previously, but the gap narrowed slightly as both employment
and production decreased until in the early eighties when differential
is similai to the late sixties. Figures 2 and 3 suggest some planning
parameters for teacher education programs, The trend in secondary
education is downward as the pinched population profile moves into
the secondary schools, However, elementary employment will remain
constant or on the increase. So the future appears to be in elementary
education for the next decade.

How does Natural Resources and Environmental Education
Unemployment Compare with Other Majors?

The 13 percent total unemployment rate of Natural Resources and
Environmental Education is not different than other comparable teach-
ing majors (Table 3). Agricultural education, where unemployment is
virtually nil, annually has more positions than graduates, which is
supported by this data.

TABLE 3

The Number of Unemployed Students Per Year in Selected UucatioL
Majors and the Total of All Teaching Majors

Year

Natural Resoulces

& Environmental

Education

Natural

Science

Education

Social

Science

Education

Agriculture

& Natural

Resources

Education

Total of

Teacher

Education

2
73-74

Ti.
.(18%)

74-75 -410%)
38

75-76
50

76-77
50

77-78 iL(13%)

Totals

162

1256
Tl(19 (13%)014 (lAWN 8

'§-(070)68"""'

5 (Qcn
1

5 0
TIT(15%) --(0%) ,9.

2123

(13%)

10
(16%)

_s_
(31%) 1(6%)

152
(16%)

62 26 12

-5
LI -(2%i

0 a 0 104
(14/-(0%)174.(0/0

9
761-)

6 1 1 65
(10%) -011%) -2-T(5/0

668
(10%)

2

296(12%) 12!1(15%)



Tfie avetage ummersity unemployment rate over those five years was

10.7 percent. Natural Resources and Environmental Education unemploy-
ment figures are not good, but alternatively, the unemployment is not
that Much greater than other comparable majors in the university.
The weakness of that conclusion lies in those non-reporting. Prob-
ably a major proportion .of the non-reporting were-also unemployed.

Generally underemployment Means employmentAn which a college degree
would not be necessary, so in this study secretaries, laborers, and
retail clerks, for example, were categorized,as underemployed. The

rate of underemployment during the five years studied averaged 18.
percent.:

Do Natural Resources and Environmental Education
Students Have an Undereinployment Problem?

TABLE 4

Number of Graduates Underemployed Per Year in Selected Education
Majors-and the Total of All Teathing Majors

Year ,

Natural Resources

& Environmental

Edlication

Natural

Science

Education

Social

,Science'

Education

Agriculture

& Natural

Resources

,Education.

Total of

Teacher

Education'

73-74.

74-75

..75-76

76-77

.77-78

Total

121(18%)

12-(22%)
50

la(26%)
46

35

195
(18%)

14 16
TE,(14%)

63
15

-(24%)
312
--(35%)
4

7 . 8

-6-f
(11%) --(31%)

26

3
--(6%)
51

2

TO-
(3%)

2(14%)
14

41 :8
T§T.(14X) 7-5-T(25%)

0
-(0%)
9

227
-0-(0%) (25%)
14 913

194,
'1iccn1256"

0%)

50 i7wN
761"m'

27

-668'Y

614
4559

(13%)



As illustrated in Tab1e,4, there is a disturbing-upward trend in under,-
employment during the last two years. For comparison, Natural,Science
Edtcation graduates averaged 14 percent and Social Science,Education
averaged 25 percent underemployment. However, both trend,4 are,strongly
downward following decreased enrollments in those majors. Natural
Resources and EnvironmentAl Education numbers were not declining ovex
the same time period.

The much more insidious problem of part-time employment is more diffi-
cult't) assesi fran these data,. Currently,.federal programs such as
the Youth Conservation Corps 4nd the Young Adult Conservation Corps
provide temporary etployment in.aumMer-months. The remaining months
are often spent unemployed. The result may be that underemployment
is much greater than this data suggests, Alternatively, the federal
programs are,providing invaluable experiencewhich may improve employ..
'abilfty in the future and currently provides survival income..

Does Having A Teachirg Certificate IMprove Etployability?

The difference between graduates with certification and those without
certification on percent unemployment is only 1 percent(13 percent
for the certification group versus 12 percent for the non-certification
group). A slight difference between the two groups was evident.in
underemployment. Eleven (9 percent) of those with certification were
underemployed and 13 (16 percent) of those Without certification,were
underemployed. Because the non-teaching optior was viewed as less
employable (without this data), the departmental coordinators removed
that option as an advising alternative. However, the data reported

here do not ju-stify that decision.

But the non-reporting category could modify that conclusion. The non-
certification people had a much higher percentage (35 percent,' not
reporting than did the certification people (16 percent). If as
expected, the majority'of ttie non-reporting were unemployed or under-
employed, then droppiLg the non-certification could be better defended.

Does Participation in an Internship Program IMprove Job Placement?

A total of 19 (10 percent) of our Natural Resources and Environmental
Education students have participated in a variety of term-long exper-
iential education Trograms which we call a 13th Term Internship Program,
From that small group, 4 (21 percent) were unemployed and a similar
group were underemployed. This percentage is, in'fact, slightly higher
than the Natural Renources and Environmental Education average of 18
percent. Therefore, the tentative conclusion must be that the intern
experience does not improve employment opportunities laased on these

small numbers.

q
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Many implidations exist for potential environmental educators and"for

institutions planning environmental education majors. For the student,

it.is 'imperative that environmental education be combined with a

different tognitive area (Bowman 1978). The best potential combine,.

tions would.include a double major with one major being environmental

education, or a major in a traditional subject area With a minor in,

environmental education, or a major in environmental .educAtion and

then a minor in a higIrdemand subject area (Tables 5 and 6). If the

latter approach is taken, completion of as many credits as possible

related to the selected minor field is mandatory. :133' MOximizing the

minor credits,,obtaining certification In states got offering environr,

mental education as a major will be much easier. Any of the sciences ,

would be an appropriate major coibination with environmental education.

Student advisers.should inform students of the limited job potential

based on the data included in this paper and encc ige students to

Tollow one of the recommended preparation patter, The double major-

wculd be the most desirable route. 4
Implications for institutions are not unlike the recommendations for

students. For best employability in teaching, the enVironmental

education program should encourage'and facilitate combining environ-

mental education with other subject areas. If that option is not

possible, then a minor it the next best.alternative.. If a major is

the only option, then the curriculum design should be such that4a

student can readily meeE stnte requirements for other majors, or a

very strong preparaticin in the minor area, or several minor areas of

study should be offered to improve their versatility.

Non-certified environmental education stUdents

,same types of positions as Forestry, Fisheries

Parks and Recreation.graduates. Students ned
lapping job pools so that they can adapt their

alternatives to the potential employer.

are competing for the

and Wildlife, and
to'be aware of over-
programs to provide

This preliminary study has also raised some interesting research

questions. Longitudinal or cross-secticn studies on employment

trendb for mv.lors like Natval Resources andEnvironmental Education

are needed to pr7,ci,Ae monitoring of program quality and quantity.

Colleges and universities need to be informed about the career

altirnatives and employment statistics to properly admise their. ,

students and change their curricula.

Underemployment is an issue worthy of further'study: Follow-up on

graduates working with state and federal programs could provide

valuable planning'Information for the responsible agencies. Infor-

mation concerning those work experiences can assist in developing

experiential education programs mbich contribute to future employ-

ment as well as to individual development.

1
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TABLE 5

'Elementary and Secondary Teacher EdUcation Report Based on Styply and Demand for Graduation in 1979-80

1141141,LOW SUPPLY/HIGH DEMAND
(Category 1)

V,

tl

Counseling (M.S. &
3 yrs. exp.)

Diagnoitician
(Ed.S. or Ph.D.)

Industrial Arts
Learning Disabilities

(M.S. & exp.)
School Social Worker

(M.S.)

Vocal Music

2g1iisimyemand Categories

p9SSIBLE SHORTAGE/GOOD DEMAND
(Category 2)

Agricultural Education
Business Education
Chemistry'

Data Processing
Deaf Education
Distributive Education
briver Education
Earth Science
General 5ci6nce
Journalism

.14

ADEQUATE SUPPLY
(Category 4)

Bageball Coaching '

Child Advelopment
English
German,'

Golf Coaching

Physical Educatip
Speech Correction

(M.A. required)
Tennis Coaching
Track Coaching

Definitions

Loj Supply/High Demand--many more positions
than collgegraduates

Pose.g1.51LATILI.Pig.2911_ATITA7-few more
positions than college graduates

Near Balance--approximately as many college graduates as positions
Adequate_Sup2117-few more college graduates than positions
Surpluslmany more college graduates than positions

Librarian,

Mentally Handicapped
Phyaical Science
Physics
Reading Instruction
Swimming Coaching
Visually Handicapped
frirestling Coaching

Mathematics

NEAk BAbANCE
(Category 3)

Art
Basketball Coaching
Emotionally Disturbed
Football Coaching
Home Economics '
InstrOmintal Music
Physically Handicapped
Spanish

SURPLUS
(Category 5)

Biology (also certified
in, General Science)

Conservation/Nat. Res.
Educ.

Economics
Elementary Education

'French
Geography
Government
Health.
History

Latin
Political Science
Psychology
Recreation
Russian
Social Studies
Sociology
Speech
Theatre

Source: Scheetz ,1979
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Professional Personnel Repott for Michigan Public.Schoojs

la

Science

# of Teachers

.By Category

% Of' Total Teache,

All Subjects

..

Biology 1,186 1.05

Chemistry 526 0 47

Physics 344 .31

Geology- 164 .15'

Astronomy .. 7. .00

Science 3,864 3.43

Total Science . 6,091 5.41
.%

Mathematics ., 6,206 5.51
. .. ,

Environmental Studies
0 48 .04_

Social, Science

Economics 139 .12

'Geography 478 .42

History 2,085 1.85

Political Science 392 .35

Psychology 151 .13

Sociology 179 .16

Anthropology LO 400

Cultural Studies 17 .01

Wehavior Studies 12 .00

Social Science 4,542 4.03

Total Social Science 8,005 7.11

Source: Sheetz 1979



Internships or experiential programs are promote6 as waY to greater

employability. But the small sample reviewed in,this paper does not

,support that idea. However, much.mor'e,data are needed to verify that

statement. Also, further research is needed to identify the quail-
ties.,or characteristics of those experiences whithmost contribute
to the goals' of the individual.
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FORMATIVE INFLUENCES IN THE LIVES OF CITIZEN
CONSERVATIONISTS

Thomas Tanner].

Abstract. Environmental educators must prepare curriculum materials and
teaching strategies with incomplete knowledge of the kind of learning
experiences which actual.ly produce active, informed, responsible citizen
conservationists. Therefore, a select group of Persons believed to
represent such a population has been asked to submit autobiographical
statements about the formative influences in their livaso- Preliminary

ta from the first 45 'respondents are presented, summarized, 'and dis-

cussed.

Backvound
4

I have long fled strong interests in resource conservation and environ-
mental quality. In the mid-sixties, I began to note that, as I talked
with persons having similar interests, they inevitably seemed to have
had early life experiences similar to my min.-a rural environment which
they frequently exploied, often with fishiig rod or rifle in hand, and
frequently alone or in the company of one or two friends. .By the early

, 1970s I had continued to note this phenomenon, both in conversation and
reading biographical or autobiographical statements about conservation...
ists. Simultaneously, as an envirgnmental educator, I was growing
concerned about the fact that 75 percent of today's youth are raised in
urban-suburban environments, with no opportunity for the quality and
quantfty of experience which I had been noting in the lives of conser-
vationists. Yet, at this same time, many youmg people were active it
the mew environmentalism. Were their life experiences in any way
systematically differeqt from their non-conservationist age mates, or
from older conservationists?

At this time, I decided that it was important for environmental educa-
tors to know more about formative influences in the lives of citizen
.conservationists of various ages. By starting with the desired "end
product" and examining their lives in retrospect, we might be better
equippe to provide the essential educational experiences, and avoid
wasteful nes. For instance, if my growing hypothesis was-correct,
then a typical week-long resident outdoor school experience for a
"madding crowd" of urban-suburban sixth-graders might be of little
if any value in meeting the penultimate goal of environmental
education--the education ("production," if you will) of an environ-
mentally informed and politically active citizenry. Yet, given all
-the constraints of reality, what better alternative can the schools
offr? The thought was sobering.

1Environmental Studies Program, 143 Bessey Hall, Iowa State University,

Ames, IA 50011.
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Teethe best of* knowledge, the appropriate researal had not been
done. So, early in the 1910i, I submitted research proposals to
eight foundations. / received eight rejections. This'setback delaY.ed

the research-until late last summer, when I decided that the questions
were too itportant to go unasked.

The population of interest was that of environmentally informed and
politically active citizen conservationists. I felt that,this popu-
lation would be reasonably represented by chapter officers. and
professional staff of The Nature Conservancy, National Vildlife
Federation, Natienal Audubon Society, Sierra Club,.and five other

.

. .

citizen conservation groups. In October, 1978, two letters were
sent to a senier executive of each-, One was a eciver letter, asking
if the executive would distribute an enclosed letter to "appropriate
professional staff" of the organization, including field staff. The

cover lettet also requeste4 the executive's sugge$tions and assistance
in reaching other qualified members of`the organization. The enclosed
letter (see 'Appendix) was addressed."Dear Citizen Conservationist," and
requested four items of information: (I) in autobiographical sketch of
formative,influe ces or events, as perceived by.the respondent, with
approximate year, , e.g., "the early 1950s"; (2) a brief resumi'of con-
servation activit tgi and accomplishments; (3) the respondent's (approx-
imate) age; (4) the respondent's peeference regarding direct cluotes and
anonymity in any report of this research.which I might prepare. 50,

The letter briefly explained why It'as an environmental'educator, was

interested in this information. It assured the recipient that it was
being given limit0 diAtribution to persons who seemed as a-group to
meet the criteria of knbwledge and 'activism. I avoided mentioning my
hypotheses, or stating any example influences, since to do so.might

influence the respOnses.

This initial correspondence brought,assistance from executives of the
four orgaaizations named above, and,the "Dear Citizen Conservationist"
letter was distributed between October, 1978 and January, 1979. In

the following four paragraphs, the number of usable responses'received
'from each group is shown in parentheses. A usable response is defined
as one in which at least one formative influence-is cited, and in'
which the t'esura does not disconfirm the criterion of informed-activism.

National Wildlife Federation (NWIT), The executive distributea five,
letters to central office staff members (4), and I aent letters
directly to nine conservation consultants (0) and twelve regional

executives (1).

The Nature Conserv:It:le (TNC). The executive distributed 26 letters to
central staff (2), and I sent4letters directly to 23 regional execu-
tives (3) and 39 chapter chairpersons (9),

National Audubon Socipty (NAO. The executive distributed an undeter-
mined number of letters to central office (5) and field (6) staff

members,
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Sierra Club. Using a mailing list provided by the executive I sent
letters directly to 36 central offices Staff (3) and 20 ffeld staff
(1).

With each letter I sent to NWE and TNC persons, I enclosed six copies
to be distributed to others whom the recipients judged to be envirow.
mentally informed and politically active. The quality of resumid
received in response to this secondary distribution,indicated.that it
had reached qualified persons. There were 11 usable,responses, which
combined with the 34 from the primary distribution b-rought the total
4o 45.

:the low response rate from these very busy people was anticipated, and,
does n t concern me. The redpondents inclination to respond seems
unlike s an important source of bi s which would systematically ,

differentiate them'from the population of intdrest, on the causal
vaiiables which-I was seeking to ident fy, Nevertheless, future
research in this line of inquiry might use standard.follow.up tech-
niques in order to try to obtain largei returns.

1

The 45 usable responses were subjected \to content analysis,

Results

I must emphasize that this is an initial inquiry into what is, to the.
best of my knowledge, a new line of research, Therrore, it is marked .

by qualitative data, simple head counts, and very t tative conclusions,
and not by hypothesis-testing, statistical inference of interacting
relationships, or a soph..sticated research design. Also, I have not
yet completed all the possible analyses to which the 45 responses might
reasonably be subjected. Those analyses completed to datet reveal the
following influences, which prevailed during the respondenti' child-
hood and/or adolescence miless otherwise noted.

Out-of-doors. Interaction with natural, rural,.or other relatively
ptistine habitats. This factor is mentioned prominently by,35 '4'
respondents; suggested, implied or mentioned in passing by nine, and
not mentioned by one. The second category includes two persons who
'say thaf,their parents instilled a love of nature, three Npo note the
influence of a youth group (Boy Scouts, Camp Fife Girls, German Youth
Movement), one a school environmentarprogram, and one, summers in
the Rocky Mountains. The other two mention a lifelong interest in the
out-of-doors, but do not elucidate further, Most of the 35 describe
the influence of childhood habitats, as discussed later.

It should be noted hexe that a respondent's failure either to mendon
or expand upon a particular influence does not necessarily indicate
the absence or unimportance of thAt iiifluence, In some instances,
this may be an artifact of a brie'r response letter--most of the nine
persons inothe second category above sent brief responses, for example,
In some instances, especially in a shdrt letter, a person may simply
have forgotten to mention a significant influence. In otherd, an
influence may be strongly implicit but not made explicit,as we shall see,
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Habitat..jrequentorperhapCdaily, contact with naturitl, rural, or

priistine habitats; either year-round er,during. summer vaoation. Of

the'. 35 who describe Vie out-of-doors ap a prominent infludhce, 26
clearly Indicate the presence of this factor and one rather clearly
$41.'cates its absence.(her desire to.be in the out-of-doors was '

-gratified "not often, as I. was raised in cities"). .Another eight
responses are somewhat ambiguous on this factor, althOugh five of

these Otrongly'imply its presence. For instance, one of these
reipondents had Nany Oportunities to experiende the outdoors as a
child"; another'spent "winter days...walking near the edge Of the

frozen river in Indiana (looking) at the muskrat houses"; another
..spentomuéhtime htinting and hiking on a friend's,wooded.property, and

so or4 Of the other threeJambiguous responses, two briefly mention
hunting and hunting/fiShing/damping as major boyhood interests of the
rispondents, thus implying some frequency of outdoor activity.

Among the 26 respondents who'give clear positive'responses on this

item, eight were raised on farms, seven in rural towns, two in "the

country." Three otheri were reared in city, suburb, or bedroom
community with vacant lots or undeveloped areas eadily accessjble.

:Three others grew up in towns with easy access.to open areas , but

whether.the towns were rural or suburban is not clear. e remaining

three cite summer vacations and weekends as giving th e opportunity for

'frequent out-ot-doors exPerience. One of these,. male, worked summers

...and weekends on a farm, wh.ge two female res dents mentioned summer

camp or summers "spent camping, canoeing afting, climbing."

Solitude. Frequent contact with re tively pristine habitats, either.

'. alone or with juft one or two fr nds. Three oite solitude and its

importance in their lives; t others frequently explorewith one
sibling, and another with s btlt.friend.. This factor seems to be

implicit in a consider e number' of the statements; further'research

would certainly be quired' to establish its importance or lack thereof.

Parental Infl rice. Cited by 21 respondents, of whom about half seem

to note th as the major influence, or as one of two or three major

ones. ,Stx males mention their fathers' (4) or their families' (2)

hunting and fishing. (In the study, 37 of 45 respondents are males.

Of those mentioning parental influenee,'eighteen of 21 are mans.)
-'Three respondents cite family walks or camping. Thirteen speak of a more

general parental encouragement of out-of-doors or nature-oriented inter-

ests, while four others note that while their parents may not have

actively promoted this, they cheerfully tolerated the child's interests.

Of the former group, seven referred to their-mothers, three to fathers,

and three to "family." Finally, one respondent describes his father's
e-fforts to restore a worn-out farm as his major influence. These refer-

ences total 27,'since six of the 21 persons cited two each,

-Specific Outdoor Activities. Fishing,during childhood and adolescence,

is named by 13, of whom three specify it as one of only two or three

!Odor influences. Additionally, one female.who began this activity at

about age 30 names it as a major influence, as does one male who put in

two summers as a commerciq fisherman sometime prior to age 24,
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At least 15 of the male respondents were hunters; for one this was the
single major influence and.for at reast two it was definitely a major
one. Five of these hunters also mention trapping. Three .hunters des.-

tribe a specific-hunting event. whith Caused feilings:of remorse
folloied by. a self-imposed limiting' of this sport, while a non-hunter
reported'iimilar strong negative feelings at age five with respect to

his father's hunting.
.

Three respondents engaged rather extenaively in such activities aa
backpacking, rockclimbing, snow-shoeing, and cross-country.skiing "in
natiOnal parks and wilder regions," as one reply put it. The terms
"hiking" and "walking" are used in a number of replies, but seem to
represent-a variety of activities, suah-as solitary wanderings or
family valks, which are examined-under other'categories itithia report.
Only one response mentions- a summer youth camp, and that individual's
father. was the director--the respondent herselfrwas ilot a camper. Six
others mention "camping" as an influence. Threh specify canoeing...

Birdwatching or bird identificetion is reported by eight men and two
women, and was apparently A major influence for-At least.three or four

of these ten individuals. Six began this activity as children or

adolescents; three, as adults; one, at an unspecifihd age. An inter-

est in identifying or understanding other fauna, flora, or natural
objects and.phenomega is stated or strongly implied in at least twelve
additional statementiNand may.be implicit in most of the remaining ones.

Teachers. Fourteen respondents cite a total of 22.teacher influences.
A single series...of influential professors' naMes is here counted.aa ohe
teacher influence, as is a Single reference to a group of teachers at

any one academic level, e.g., "a biology teacher and an English:teacher

at my high school." A school program is counted as a formative influ-
ence if clearly described as such. Of..the 22 influences, three refer

to school programs, 19 to specific teachers or their programs, singly

or as a group, as noted just above. The influences were at the follow-

bag grade levels: elementary, one (the major infiuence in this
respondent's life was.identified as his second grade teacher; sui`--

enthusiastic birdet); 41unior high, two; seniorhigh, six; undergraduate,
nine; post-graduate, four. Among the 19 teachers or groups of teachers,
four are cited for noting and encouraging the student's interests in
concrete ways. Two of these (one a college registrar, one a high
school teacher) gave appropriate career guidance. Of the other two,
one'Was an eighth grade English teacher who encouraged the respondent -
to write a prize-winning essay on his nature interests, and one was a
college zoology professor who gave much extra time to a,freshman with /

keen interest in natural history. Again, it may be supposed that other
such contributions were made to various of my respondents, but were not

reported by them.

1 examined, the point in each respondent's history at which there was
teacher influence) Two teachers or programs are credited with estab-
lishing initial interest in the natural world or environmental matters.
One of the ft?. wa§ the second grade teacher pentioned above; one was a

junior hib" environmental studies program which founded "moderate"
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interest in one urban youth.' Five teacher influences reinf reed pre-

existing student intereet; these influencee ranged from unr high
to post-college. Tliee other teechers (high school, collegef and post-
college) drew upon existing interest to.make a strong influence upon
career choice, Five teacher influences, all college or pc:A-college,

are cited as havins sharpened the respondente perceptiens or under-
standing significantly, after the career choice had beenenade, Seven

teacher influences, all-high school or college, represent one or more

of the lest three categories (reinforcement of existing interest;

career decision; post-decision horizon-widening); there is.insuffi-

cient information to determine which.

Here, "career" refers either to the person's profession or to his

volunteer work in envirormental protectionas appropriate to each

individual case

,

Other Adults, Twelve// replies mention the.direct influence of adults in

addition to, or rather-than, that of parents and teachers, In nine

cases the respondents' were influenced as adults, in three cases they

were in elementary crp high school. The eature of thepe influeuces

is diverse. One resliondent, when a graduate student in physical geo-
logy, developed wider interests in the, natural world agter marriage,

aince his wife *els interested in entomology and ornithology.. Another,

in college, was pr-foundly impressed when another student edged withe

out comment into a mountain crevice to retrieve a Coke can which the

respondent had just discarded. Another gives credit to her husband's

kind indulgence of her interests. Another firit became involved in

activism when enending summers with her aunt in an isolated former

copper mining campe population eight souls, on the eim of Hell's Canyon.

She was preesed into composing and typing everyone's letters to, Congress,

both pro-dam and anti-dam. One'respondent was given a boost by a birdet

whom he and his brother met on one of their frequent boyhood explores*

tions; this person lent them, books and binocs for their first serious

identification, and thiS evolved over the years into'the development

of two career conservationists. The father of another respondent's

best friend was a forester; he was not often home but provided an-

attrective career,role model for a boy who already had great interesi

in the out-of-doors.

Habitat Alteration. .Fourteen eeaponAnts report,witnessing the develop-

ment of their beloved open spaces. Three mention_this in passing, with-

ou,t stating whether it was an influence, although one of these noted

"wIdth remorse" the change of his boyhood haunts into subeivisions. The

ot er eleven definitely:give this as an influence; and'for several it

wa clearly a major one. , Two of the-eleven 'noticed the changes as
adAlts, one at an endetermined age, one as a teenager or young man, and

seVen noticed and became concerned during adolescence or before.

Excerpts from feur responses convey something of these persons' feel-

ings: "I couldn't,understand why people would destroy the most beautiful

parts of our town," "As.lots would be built one upon another,'I would

cry and feel very sad." "I remember hoW upset and.irate we boys were

when the lets were developed into housing complexes. All at the tender

age of 8 or 10," "I was becoming more and'more upset about the
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disaPpearance of my /wild' places, . . , for some 1Teason that was.wrong

and unfait, not only to me but to my Giant Swallowtails, whc had 'Wen g'

squeezed out of the places they used to live."

Books. aooks are reported as an' influence by 13 respondents, many of
whom asribe some importance to them, Eight mention their influence
during childhood or adolescence; two of theie plus three otherz des..
cribe their influende during adulthood; two others, o4 an undetermined
age, though one was apparently a teenager Or young adult, and we know -

that the other did have well-developed interests in nature as a%hild.
While three of the 13 make a general reference to "bird books," "natural
history books," or a "conservation library," the other ten name specific.
authors or titles, Peterson'S field guides to bitds are cited foui times,
while three respondents mention the impact which the stoel.es of Ernest
Thompson Seton had upon them as children. Two of these are men.aged 62
and 73, and one a 32-year-old woman.

Ten of the 13 mentioh nature-oriented books, including.Peterson and Setop,
while two describe books on .ecology, human ecology, or environmental
issues, and the other was influenced by the writings of Philosophers.
Nature.readings are the tyPes mentioned by all eight of those who
describe the influence of reading as children or adolescents, plus one
who mentions reading as an adult and one at an undetermined age. Of the
two who mention environmental-ecological books, one read these as part'
of his continuing growth in recent years (he ip aged 47)e and the other
was influenced by Silent Spring cs a teenager or young mon, (He had
grown up in the Connecticut coastal salt marshes; when he read the book
he had already been observing with deep concern the decline"of ospreys
there, due to DDT poisoning.)

Miscellaneous. The lives of at least fiVe respondents were shaped in
part by t,verseas experiences. After college graduation, one man wandered
the New York docks for two weeks, got a.job on a Norwegian merchant ship.
(he was the only American aboard), and sailed to India and the Middle
East. The "awesome.power" of the sea and the diversity of people and
places prepared him-to receive the words of Loren Eisley's Immense
Journey, whicb,in turn prepared him for the works of John Muir, all of
which pr4ared him for his subsequent.and rather sudden career decision,

A Peace Corps stint,in Nepal made another respondent sharply aware of the
imbalance between humans and nature in the U.S. as compared to more
traditional cultures; this was one of three major influences he'cites,
Another man had a more or less opposite experience, He grew up a
naturalist in rural Texas, took a degree in biology, joilied the Air
Force, and was stationed in Spain for his last three years, The agri-
cultural overdevelopment and human overcrowding of that countri shocked

Alim and his wife, and upon their return stateside they were at once
sharply aware of the same processes occurring here, At that pointihe

evolved from a naturalist into a conservationist.
4

While living in Japan for two years in his early thirties, one respondent
"started to develop an intense interest in foteign affairs"; much of his'
subsequent envirolmental work has been for the United Nations, A fifth



.1

respondent had "in the past done a good deal of shooting and fishing
in Africa add India," an activity; which led to his interest in conseru.
vation overseas.

For many of the respondents there was a continual growth from childhood
interests to adult conservation work.. Several others, however, describe
a different course: childhood interests in nature and the out-of.doors,
fonowed by a latent period during which non-related career pursuitir-
prevailed, and then a dedication' to conservation, either as a profes-
sional or as a Citizen. Sometimes this last phane was'triggered by a
distinct experience. One man's life was changed by wilderness trips in
his early thirties, after his havink lived in New York City for twelve
years. Another, in his first year of law school and bored with his
studies, happened to pick up and examine the Sierra Club book,Nosemite.
"Everything fell together". and his life direction changed. Another,
travellng with the Fred Waring chorus and orchestra, talked at'every
opportunity with natural history profesilors at the campuses visited by
the group, and this experience helped him to change directions; The
father of one respondent encouraged his avid interest in nature as a
child but then, when he entered high school, began directing him toward
a medical career. The respondent reports that the great interest of
his childhOod was literally, put behind him during his high school and
college years.. His Interest was rekindled by &single, simple event--
his bad luck in trying to obfain a place in medical school.

The'reports of two respondents, aged 50 and 62, are not encouraging.
Both had worked for a federal resource agency, but felt they couldtnot
be effective until they had retired (in one case) or resigned (at age
44, in the other), They had found that civil servants are under con-
siderable pressure from within their agencies and from outside interests,
and that they must 'maintain a low profile and,considerable silence or
risk their careers. Both of these respondents claim that citizens, wish-
ing to protect the environment must act directly and must support citizen
conservation groups. Said one, "They should realize that they cannot
depend upon'brow4eaten bureaucrats to look'after the public interests,"

Discussion and.Implications

At this point, it should perhaps be emphasized once again that this is
a preliminary, exploratory stUdy. There is mote information to be
gleaned from the 45 reports, and,there is aMple opportunity for new
research on this topic.

Youthful experience of the out-pf-doors and relatively pristine environ-
ments emerges as the predominant influence in these lives. This finding
may be regarded'as unsurprising, or even as an affirmatiov of "common

sense." But if so, it is a remarkable affirmation, The "Dear Citizen
Conservationist" letter bore no suggestion as to what might constitute
an influence, yet 44 of the 45 replies'eite this type of influence, 35

of theu quite prominently. Not one respondent said anything such as,"I'
grew up in the city impressed by how awful it was"; these people were
motivated by positive experiences in relatively prestine habitats.

2 r.)
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For at least 26 of the 35 (more than half of the 45), these habitats 4
were,accessible on a morb or less-daily basis, and in most cases they
were probably enjoyed when the respondent was alone or in the company
of a few others at most. (This laat factor is strongly suggested but
not clearly demonstr:ated by these data, and requires further inquiry.)

It must he noted heie that the respondents represented fbur citizen
grains which,, though they deal with a wide range of environmental
concerns, historically have their awn rofts in the preseraticr of
wildlife and wild places. A future research effort should be directed
at the origins of those who are active in other kinds of environmental
issues such as energy conservation and alternative energy sources..

Among specific outdoor activities, .the prevalence a hunting among male
respondents is noteworthy. The data suggest that traditional childhood
sex roles were very important, a result which had not occurred to me
before the data were examined.. This factor should be examined in

future reiearch.

Parental influence, meneioned by 21 of the 45, was cleatrly important.

Teachers, noted 22 times in 14 rvAies, seem to be remembered 'as
indilliduals rather than as purveyors a school programs. They were
either emthused about study of'the natural world or they showed
interest in the student and his interests, in a human way. They had

infldate at .am. point in the student's 4evelopment, from primary
grades through postgraduate study, or from initials interest in nature
to career choice to postgraduate sophistication of concepts and percep-
tions.

, Witnessing the development of beloved places was important to at least

one-fourth of this'group.

. They.found books important at any early age. these were books that
were interepting to them, rather than books filled with abstract con-
cepts, problem;, and issues. Indeed, all of the data in this study
seem to support my long-standing hypothesis that children must first
learn to love the natural world before they can become profoundly con-
cerned over maintaining its integrity. I have written of this else...

where (Tanner, 1974).

Some of the questions which led to this4nvelnigation have not yet
been asked of these data. Areyounger:Conservationists primarily
urban, and older ones rural? Are there important differences, and
important similarities, between the backgroUnds of the two iiroups?

Factors still too be investigated in these replies cr in future research
include; for example, the opportunity to work out-of-doors (several
respondents mentioned this) and the economic status of the parents--
thefinancially secure are in a better position than are others to
putsue their interests, to work for low or no pay for a public-interest
group, and to speak out on controversial issues.
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I shall attempt to draw few educational'implications fromothis study,'
except to note that the hypotheses and concerns which led tb it have-

n tended to be confirmed, and theimportance of knowledgeable, enthu-
"" siastic, humane edUlts has been brought home to me as well. Can a

teacher of average training and enthusiasm lead a class of 30 urban-
suburban children intO a.pristine environment with reasonable hope
of advancing the cause of environmental quality? For that matter,
how many such teachers, how manynenvironmental educatdrs, perceive
this as the ultimate and central\goal.of environmental education?
These afe as yet open questions; I posit that they are important ones,

The fesponses from the two former federal employees spggest that the
study has implications for career education; other .wOrk I am doing at-
this time--not formal research--reveals that 'high school students are
surprised to learn of the severe restriciions upon speech and action

, which federal agencies and other institutionSimay place upon their
employees, I would'hypothesize similar naivete among many adults,
including teachers. Formal research among Students and teachers, and
confidential investigetive research among resource agency personnel,
could be very interestIng.

A comment upon the research methodolou used. FOr three reasons, I am
pleased that I solicited essays, rather than responpes to a'question-
naire. First, I believe nOW, as.I did at the outset, that the method
was,appropriate in thip initial.inquiry into a new research.area, I.

did not want to"eliminate genuine formative influences from considera-
tion through my ignorance of them, Second, I-am pleased because so many'
oe the respondents enjoyed participating. That theY did so is obvious,
from the" lAgth, spontaneity, and openness Ot their comments. (Recall.

that I did'guarantee anonymity and non-quoting.to any desiring this
protection of privacy.) Third,.I am pleased beoause I enjoyed reading
the replies ea much as theY enjoyed writing them. These 'are vital
people'with interesting, backgrounds and lively thoughtd, and I. am glad
that I. now "know" them, I would like to share them a little More with
the reader, for our mutual interest, by preSenting a.sample of sketches,

The former Fred Waring musician now lives near the last remaining colony
of 40-orld California condors and works full time at their protection.
The crtwman on the Norwegian vessel, later the bored law student, went
on to finish law school, practiced or a time, and is now the.Washing-
,ton, D.C. representative for one f the conservation 'organizations
nreviously named. ,One respond tls avocation for the, last eight years
has been the restoration of a sugar mill on a small Caribbean island,
One,went from being a teacher and school administrator to executive'
director of the Nature-Conservanor. One was ehe leader of a fund drive
to save a native prairie,.is a member of several conservation organize- .

tions, and was a 'member of a Corps of Engineers planning committee for
river channelizing. (Many of the respondents shoW such balanced and,even
conservative, pro-establishment tendencies. Not wild-eyed radicals,
these.) -The man whose tour in Japan initiated intense interest in inter-
national affairs is today one of America's pre-eminent environmental

* educators and directed UNESCO's EE program. Thewoman who dropped the
Coke can in a crevice is today developing a master Nen for educational

6
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use of her-organizatioes nature presrves throughout the state of
California: Another Woman, at about/age 50, obtained a,Mhster of
Arts in Public Administration,,has Obsequently served In many
significant.enviionmenta protection roles, ahd was a state presi- -

dent of the /seek Walan,71.eague.for two years, The man who retired
from the federal resource agency has 'since founded a state chapter of
one of the named citizen groups. /A, consulting geologist has idvised

,the old Atomic Energy CoMmissioniOp underground disposal 'of nuelear .

wastes,4about which he seeme qui e optimistic; he,is als6-,a member of
,\ veriuus ornithOlogical groups and has 'beep a state president of The

Nature Conservancy, -Another ha4 been a lifelong profesSional in the'
field of conservation, and 'retired' in 1973 as Execuave Officer of th6.
.California Wildlife ConserVatipn Board; he is a director of the
National Wildlife Federation,/has also been a-very active citizen in
cancer control work, and expresses his concern over some of the emo.
tional and political aspects/of the new. environmentalism. One of my
respondents claims no great accomplishments as a conservationist, though
I noted elsewhere in her response that she hatOraised $20 million for
land preservation. 'AnotherlhaS managed the Audubon SocietY's wildlife
sanctuaries for the past 131years. Before that,. he spent 16 years
managing a duck hunting preserve owned by about 24 wealthy sportsmen.
He directed a staff of nine trappeis, fourteen guides, and two chefs,
plus waitresses add maids:, (My mind boggles.) .ThroughOut his career
he has directed widldlife rsearch--Much of it sponsored by those
sportsmen--and is a winner of the prestigious Ameiican Motors Conser-
vation Award. Several.persons were newspaper outdoor columnists; this
perhaps explains their willingness to writeme a newsy response, One

of these is tdday the editor of Audubon magaZine, which has gained,an
outstahdini reputation during his teaure (my observatIon, not his).

' The magazine:svicture editor was one of those respondents.raised on
'Ernest Thompson Seton; she is co-founder'of an organization which
quickly provides assistance-for endangered species in critical situa.
tions:-

TheSociety's publicatians editor his in her journalism career written,
and edited conservation and,outdoOrs publications for the Sierra Club,.'
the Conservation Foundation,.and othersi.- The 1.ast response in my pile
'is from the Properties Director of the Society. .Working-out of his
New York Office, he evaluates properties offered to4uduhon as preserves
or nature centers.' As is the case,with 41. of myother respondents, I
have nevet met him in person. But when i leavejay office today,to run
a shppping errand at.the North drand Mall, the,Ames High School Prairie
which he helped to save while,a student-here at Iowa State will be just
a few blocks away. As I drive from near his boyhood home on Sixteenth
to the mall beyond Twenty-Fourth, there will be uninterrupted blecks of
houses:on both sides as far as one can see. Through'eui that distance,

I will be driving through an Ames that I never.knew--the fields arid
woods'where-he once caught hls'Giant Swallowtails.

These are my respondents-rmy new friends. I am thankful for their
responses, and for their being the kinds of people that they are.
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I am thankful also for the'enthusiasm and comment:3 of warm support
which ,this-research has receive& from such respected environmental
educators as William Stapp, John Disinger, Craig Davis, and Harold
Hungerford. One of Hungerford'S graduate students, Nancy Peterson,
has now beguh a.study of formative influences in the lives of

envftonmentareducators. I hope that the work reported here ,5111
be a "formative influente" in the researth of others, as well.
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APPENDIX

Environmental Studies
iievicy,Hall

Atom Iowa 50011

pear Citizen Conservationist:

Autumn, 1978

Telephone 5150294'7352

. .

I am an environmental educator. I teach teachers, who in turn teach

children and youths in the'elementary and secondary schgols. For years, I

have been painfully aware .that a basic ptece of. researah in my field has

not been done. I am hereby asking your help in, completing it.

-To a degree; we environmental educdtors are really making edUcated
guesses as to the kinds of experiences which Should be provided for young

'learners, if itie latter are to become adults who will be informed and

, active with respect-toenvironmental issues. It is time that one of us .

approached such active and informed Citizen conservationists and asked,'

"How did-you get.that 'way? What were the fdrmative influenaeslin your life?"
Armed with:the =ewers- to these questions, we in environmentaleducation.
might be_better able td design the right kinds of learning situatidhs for.

youngster:1i.

you help? You have-been identified as an activeAnd informed'

-citizen cOniervationist4. Will jou write a few paragraphs for met, Will

you try to remember,the formative.influences in your life, which you

believe may have'led,ydu along the path you have followed?

Would you'aldo write a brief resumCof yourfictivities and accomplish-
ments as a conservationist? Finally, will you tell me your Approximate,
age, and identify in your sketch the approximate years when the influences .

or events occurred? (I think it important to know whether there is any
systematic difference between the "generations" of conservationists.)

The use that I will make of.,thisr. Your.contribution will not be wasted.

I will share the results of this study with my colleagues throughout the
nation via books, artiCles, addresses, or curriculum prOjects, as I fre-
quently have in the past. This will affect the Practice of environmental
edueation;--The-resutts-will-also be shared-with-you-;-if-you-s&-request:4:- .

I may wish to quote your sketch at length in ariy article or book which

is produced. Please tell me, When you return your sketch, if (a) you'do .

not wish me to quote your sketch at length or in .its entirety, and (b)-you

do not wish,tt, be identified by name if so qudted. If you do not so tell

me, I will assume...that I have permission to so quote and/or identify.

t.)
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A point of clarification. You may think., "I received this letter second
hand. I don't know if I fit Tanner's definition of citizen conservationist."
Th4.request was either sent to you directly, or was passed on by someone
whose opinion I respect. ,It has been distributed with appropriate care, so
as to reach only those kinds of persons I wish to contact. Whether-you are
concerned with'pollutioh in metropolitan areas, or wilderness preserv.ition,
ot alternative energy sources, whether you call yourself.an "environmentalist"
or:;-a "conservationist," whether you are active at the local or national level,
whether you arm a staff member of one.,of the citizen conservation organiza-
tions or a vOlunteer, the letter is meant.for you.

Earlier drafts of this letter contained example influences from the
lives of some conservationists, and implications which certain results could
have for actual teaching practice in theschools. While these helped to
clarify and justify my request,.I realized that there would be subsequent
concern in my professidn as to whetherf,.this discussion:might have.influenced
your responses. For that reaton,:thismrequest is-rither,sparse:in its

kreminder as to what your.response should include:

a) A sketch of foriative influences or events, withappr,oximate.
years, e.g.-"the early 1950's." (If you.wish to write more
than a few paragraphs, that would be fine.)

b) A.brief resume of your conservation activities and acc*
plishments.

c) Your (approximate) age.
d) Your 'preferencep if you do not wish to be quoted at length

and/or identified. (I think there is no 'cause for concern-

here, and I presUie that most of you will grant permission.)
e) Your wish to receive the results,of the research, perhaps in

the,form of a-summary article.

I know that I am asking for sacrifice of time from your already busy
schedule. My thanks- in advance..

Respectfully and Sincerely,
A

,

TT:jj

Thomas Tanner
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. SECTION II: NOTES AND COMMENTARIES

A

This Section contain 16 essays which describe and report on a

wide range of environm tal programs, practices, aud experiments,
sand provide insights of interest tc the Onvironmental.education ,

community. These insights prelibiOed-largely on personal experkence

with environmental education projects, methk rit, and iiersonalities,

rather than on scholarly'work,and-new researo." This Section is
.designed to keep educators-informed about'new programmatic develop-
ments and opportunities in public school systems, institutions of

higher education, and governmental agencies at all levels across

the !lotion. At the same tiMe,-it is hoped that the papers selected
for this Section will provide educators with technAques whidh they
may wish to incorporate in their classes,' and with' new approaches

to stimulate their thinking.



"VIEWS OF THE FUTURE:" AN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES WORKSHOP
6

Jerry Berteret
1

Four central conclusions emerged from the third annual NAEE pre- -

conierenci workshop of the Environmental Studies Section which was held
at the Smith Mountain Lake 4-H Center near Blacksbnrg, Virginia, May

3-5, 1979.2 Organized around the theme "Views of the Future," the .

Workshop produced agreement that:

1. The Earth system will experience a series of devastating shocks
beginning in the mid-1980s with an intensified energy crisis
triggered by severe shoitavs of fossil fuels. Political and

economic breakdowns in the Earth system are likely to follow
during the present century in the wake of the crisis.

2. The Earth System will be unable to avert this energy cataclysm
. (hie to an inability of world Society as now constituted to

adopt envirdhmentally sound-energy alternatiyes and energy

. conservation% a scsleof sufficient magnitude.

The apparent inevitability of the coming crises suggests that
educators and policymakers should give'priority to development
of strategies to rebuild the Earth system 'along ecologically
sound lines after the near-future crises.

4.

4. This futuristic. Earth system .should be characterized by
decentralized political, economic, and social communities
coordinated along regional lines emphasizing appropriate
technology, energy conservation, waste recycling, and non-
material measures of quality of life.

The workshOp assembled some 35 environmental scientists, humanists,
educators, and students from the United Stapes and Canada to consider
key issues which the group anticipates will dominate the environmental

Sagenda of the 1980s and the years beyond. Workshop participants met
in three Task Forces to analyze major environmental issues and to,
develop.scenarios depicting alternative images of possible futures in
regard to each topic. Individual Task Force work culminated in inte-
grative sessions designed to produce a synthesis around common themes
and conclusions, and to discuss the educational and public policy
implications of workshop findings.

Questions addressed by each Task Force were stimulated by Position

papers authored by environmental studies sr which werek.distri-

buted to participants prior to the workshop.3 Task Force topics and

position paper authors were:

1College of Liberal Arts, Willamette University, Salem, OR 97301.
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I. Energy and Resources

Thomas Detwyler, "Energy, Environmeni,, and Social Change"4

a

II. Behavior and Lifestyles

Gene Bammel and Lei Lane Bammel, "Life Styles, Behavior, and

f Future Environments"5-

III. Ethics and Ecology

Kent Shifferd, "A Viable Land Ethic: The Ways Ahead"

.Participatit critlques of position papers were circulated at the

beginning of the workshop. 'As a result, a diverse body of thoughtful
background- material,'rooted in contributions of participants them-
selves, was available to provide a scholarlY foundation for workshop

deliberations. The synergistic quality of the workshop format helped
to assureca challenging and meaningful experience, whatever each
participant's disciplinary background.

ib Task Force sessions were designed to model group decision-making for

problem-solving purposes in the development of scenarios of the future.
Each task force spent seyeral sessions analyzing its redpective topic
as a basis for creating scenario's pres ted to the entire gathering

during the workshop's concluding sessions.

Guidance in scenario development was provided by Jack Everitt. and
John Miles who have had considerable workshop experience in writing
futures sceaarios.7 Everitt and Miles pointed out that scenarios may
be formulated from a'variety of assumptions. Indeed, they recommended

evolving several scenarios which allow.for alternative images of'possi-
ble futures. They suggested scenario-building procedures thats,work
forward logically in time from present conditions and' work backward

to the present from conditions projected for some time in the future.

The Task Force on Energy and Resources experienced considerdble
internal disagreement over the future roles of energy intensive "high"
technology and reliance tm fossil fuels augmented by nuclear power.
Divisions also occurred in discussions of the continued viability of
"liberal" corporate.capitalism as a politico-economic system capable
of sustaining society in the difficult years ahead.

The group split over Professor Detwyler's contention that socialism
is required to develop the steady stafe society necessary for solving
the twin environmental and energy crises. Issues associated with the

continued viability of ecOnomic growth,large cOrporate capitalism,
and continuance of political institutions dedicated to the economic
status,quo, therefore, became essential bones of contention. To a

lesser degree, the group differed over the extent to which basic
cultural values W6Uld need to be altered, A.e., traditional-American
idals of progress, corapetition, and private property, to smpport a
successful transition to a more envirOnmentally compatible future
society.
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Due to these conflicting views, the Task ForCe split into .two groups
which developed separate scedarios that differed primarily in the
political and economic systems projected as evolving during the next
50 years for energy and resource management p4poses. One group,

critical of the Detwyler thesis, forecast a global future characterized
by ecological crisis and international violencet, as nations compete
for access to increasingly scarce.resources.. By .2030 a socioeconomic
equilibrium would be achieved in which.mass transit, nuclear fusion,
and renewable resources would be significant features of an Earth
system still prominently 'democratic and capitalistic.

The second group emphasized'that ecological'crise: would necegsitate
a kind of regional,socialism to decentralize economic power, enhance:

regional self,spfficiency, and produce an energy-conserving society.
ConsciOusly restriCting this scenario to North America, the group
foresaw the évtilution of a powerful ecological ethic at'the base of.
a highly.Participatory society'valuing cooperative means to satisfy

human needs.

Not surprisingly-, the Task Force as a whole agreed that . amAtociety
must sustain itself through adoption of energy and resource conserira-.

tion measures, increased utilization of energy alternatives, and the
evolution of a value system more conducive than current attitudes to
reduced levels of energy and resource consumption. Both groups within
the Task Force also concurred that during the next 25 years a series
of heightened earth crises over energy and resource availability seems
-inevitable. ,44f . ,

Unlike their 'cbileagues who assessed-energy and resources, the Task
Force on Behavior and Lifestyles developed a consensus around the,
proposition.that dramatic changes in values and behavior are nbt only
necessar7 for society's,survival, but desirable to probote en enhanced .
quality of hutan life. This group also concluded that the Earth will
tlegin to experience a series of cataclyemic disasters during the'mid-
1980s caused by depletion of fossil fuels and readily available natural
resources.

The requirements of survival will force a decentralization of politics-
and economics into smaller, more manageable communities organized on
local and regional scales. These communities will develop.appropriate
technological means to meet community needs, with emphasis upon labor-
intensive economic activity, community decision-making in politics,
and a social life built upon non-consumptive.family and community .

activities. Key values will be constructed around concepts derived -

from ecologyholism, interdependency, cdbperation, adaptation.

According to the Behavior and Lifestyles Task Force scenario,1 reliance
upon high technology, fossil fuels, mass communicationa, rapid trans- *

portation, and corporate industry will continue, but on a restricted
scale determined by actual survival needs of the human community
rather than the exclusive dictates of the profit motive. Likewise,

the group acknowledged that values such as competition, individual
freedom, privacy and private property are important underpinnings of
human vitality.

2 1 (
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The Task Force borrowed eclecticallY froi:a variety of 'cultural values'

and patterns ofi,organization.in describing this future social,orde4.

These included a reverence for-"Mother.Earth" and a style of political

leadership akin to the Native American reliance upon a chief. .The

Task Force also found appealing the emphasis-of pre-4ndustrial

societies on child rearinvat ecblogieal conditioning and the extended'

Famil.y as a principle of cbmmunity organization.

Complementing more traditiR'nal norma, the scenario stressed contem-

porary theories of work, leisure time, and private space as important

dimensions of quality of life. Achievement of these cultural charac-

teristics would require a variety of incentives to promote percept-ions

of self-intetest built, upon nonmaterial measures of huvan fulfillment.

The.group sought a.balance between the extremes of present yalues and

structures which are no longer ecologically viable and images of the

future that, simplistically, call for merely "flipping 'to thd other ,

side of the coin." To survive, society must adapt its beliefs and

institutions to support patterns of behavior which create a man-

environment equilibrium.

In postulating this'vision of the futtre, the group acknowledged that

certain variables rest beyond the ready control of future human systems.

A level of international political disorder cc),Itld occur duriag the 1980s

crises which.could hamper efforts to remake society along ecological

lines. Principal among variables_ which have largely eluded inter-

national control are international violence, primarily in the form of,

terrorism and war, and national rivalries.

The Task Force on Ethics and Ecology acknowledged that future human

survival depends upon a close relationship between ethical and ecolog-

ical principles. Having established this sweeping generalization,

however, the group encountered a seiious dilemma in discovering

significant examples in human history to justify an optimistic belief

that man will successfully adapt an environmental ethic or that ecolog-

ical principles themselves provide much specific guidance for human.

behavior.

To explore-ethical/ecological issues from several perspectives, t4

'Task Force split into two groups. One group develoPed a scenario of,

the future to the year 2030; the other discussed,general,ethical

questions fer the purpose.of evolving an integrated Philosophy join-

invethical and t:cological perspectives.
1

The scenario group devised an analysis of the next 50 years empha-

sizing physical, socio-political, and epistemological elements of

human society's relationship with the environment. It 'recognized .

that,physical exploitation of nature is necessary to sustain humankind,

but called for this activity to be guided by the principle of distri-

.butive justice both to minimize environmental entropy and to assure

options for future generations. As with the Behavior and Lifestyles

Task Force, the group envisioned the creation of decentralized

communities placing a premium upon local, participatory decision

!
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making to implement a carrying capacity. ethic. Epistemologically,,

society should reduce the dominant value pOced,upon scientific,

inquiry as a handmaiden of technological innovation by expanding

the Ourpose of research to include a'more prominent role for leas

quantifiable values related to environmental quality and quality of.

life. The impact of impending Earth crisea will propel society
toward this scenario,as a.means of survival.

The second ethics,and ecology group proposed an ecological ethic
combining humanistic philosophy and environmentalsvalues derived from

ecology. This synthesisrests upon judgments flowing from applica-
tion of "situational ethics" which .allow for adaptation to Earth'.s

rapidly changing conditions while aviding possibly inflexible and

short-sighted rules of tthics, albeit rules derived from ecological

This group grappled with the,problem-of relating influences Shaping,
human motivaiion and.ecologIcal ethics. Appeals to altruism and
applicatiois of models such-as the People's Republic. of Chita were
rejected because the iroup concluded that their results have histor-

ically beeri Shoit-lived. Economic "carrots" will be useful short-

term tranfitional devides. .Thebest long-term prospect appears'to
be the development,of groups akin to revolutionary cadres prepaied
to employ both educational and political tactica to restructure
society in the wake of future Earth-crises.

,Jo

After a reporting session in .which each Task Force presented its
findings and scenarios, the Workshop turned to discussions.of the
educational and policy implications of its.work. .'Although the Task
Forces understandably offered somewhat varying conclusions, a consen-
sus emerged arouud a number of recommendations rooted in common-

assumptions about environmental studies, Taken collectively, this
consensus has powerful implications, especially for tht future of

environmental education.

The Workshop developed the concept of dual-focused'appropriate educa-
tion'to address the conclusion of all three task forces th'at the

.

Earth would inevitably experience devastating enel;gy crises during the

mid-to-latter .1980s. tirst, education will have the.primary responsi-
bility of rearing a generation of youth with the perspectives, values,

;
and skills necessary for adaptation to the steady-state,req

r
rements.

of the 1990s and beyond. Second, educatpn will be the pr ary"means

by which the public at ,large will be prePared to survive thetshocks of
the 1980s and participate in the long-term reconstruction of society.

To be successful.in this monumental task, education mUst assume life-

time proportions. Essentially, this would involve three phases:
/

1. ANital dimension in shaping.values and instilling a futures
perspective in children.

2. A dynamic role.in training higher education disciplinarians
with the ability.to understand environmental analysis and

2
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problem-solving techniques, and to impart requialte'know-

'ledge and skills to students.

43. .

A comprehensive program of adult education designed to inforM

citizens throughout-their lives"so that they mill be equipped

to act responsibly and effectively in terms of the environ--

mental impacts of'their.private lives and.in the deVelopment

of,public policy.'

Environmental education will need to, emphasize boih process and content

--methods of acquiring and utilizing knowledge--as a,basis for effective-

Environmental action. Environmental educators must-strive diligently

to be effective role models in order to instill meaningful values.

.Educators must devise approaChes which will4 portray ecological values,

lifestyles, and policies ts essentially desirable and attractive

expreasions of quality of life whicfi appeal to the-self-inierest.of

both individuals and society at large. ,fh short, educators And the

educational message must portray chhnge and .adaptation'as facts of

everyday life which dynamically affect)what people perceive to. be .

centrally important in,,their liVes.
1.

Both the Energy and Resources and Ethics and Ecology task forces

depicted significant roles for education. The former group offered

qualitiei of education which they depicted alliteratively as prepara-

tion, professional, pragmatic, "practitioning,"-"profitable," and4°

prophesizing. The latter Task Forceoffered4an inventory of values

and themes which should characterize education in'its various dimen-

sions. Education should be concerned with themes such as ecology,

energy, food, land use, toxins, population, plants, and animals. It

should help people to be more caring, sh*ing, loving, open, accept-

ing, self-actualizing, confident, creative, dhd cooperative. rt

should use learning processes which are,holistic, learner-oriented,

futuristic, democratic, humanistic,.varied, Larticipatory, and inter-

active. Finally, education should create a learning commdhity which

is healthful, Comfortable, positive, non-threatening, aesthetic,

supportive, flexible, and diverse.

Clearly, the comprehensive scope of theVarkshop spawned enormous

consequenCes for environmental policy,. Its fiocus uPon an activist

role for education provided a basis for linking ftdutation and pelicy-

making as processes with the ccmmon goal'of copperating as comple-

mentary sctivities directed toward the survival of futdre society.

As education.produ6es an environmentally sensitive and "capable"

society, public policy will reflect increasingly measures to

establish the reconstructed society of the future.

The theme of the 4mith Mountain Lake gathering.3mplicitly acknowledges

that environmental educators and policymakers must carry thd holistic'

analysis of environmental problems forward into the fdtute. We must

do more than simply react to issues as they unfold; we must, as well,

take an active role in shaping the framework.of the future if we

believe that ecological principles of interdependency between man

and nature suggest a profound restructuring of society's institutions

and the human system' s relationship to the physical and biological environ- °

ment.
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Obviously, the Workshop conclusiOns are controversial.. Some will

strongly'contest,our findings; yet stenario'developmeilt exercises /

such as thotife undertaken at Smith Mountain Lake'reveal starkly that

our present course is fundamentally antithetical to the ecological
pitlrequisite of human survival on the Earth as we know it. ,"

The. chalIenge_io_thoswho_angyze,educate,.-- end shape 'public

policy.is that pioneering effOrtd:MUSt be initiated:to -insure the
, potential for new directions in society following,the environmental
and cultutal shocks which hover around the corner of the bear future.

The,fact.that the Workshop conciuded-that little seems possible to
avert upeoming crisep may discourage us in the shott-rtin. Yet, it

seems eminently worth.preparing for the.-lenger term human prosPect.
The Workshop concluded that.prospects for the latterAdimension seem'

a hopeful and worthwhile expression of humankind's ifrepreslible

oPtimism.

'1

The Smith Mountain Lake deliberations, therefore, concluded that the
main thrust of Meadows and,Meadews' Limits to Growth is inescapable,'

in spite of scholarly efforts to disprove its monumental'implica-
tions. ,After out discu4ions in the Vimginia hills, wevtoo, feel
less sanguine about human society's short-term prospects.

Having experienced this'realization, however, Oorkshop participants
concluded that we must not stop here. Society's'present institutions
will sternly resist the looming near-term disaster, 'in the rocess
significantly demonstrating the-iaiPtive capacities of human ,eings.
In the belief that these efforts to stave off disaster will ultimately

fail, we might best serve thepurposes of our species' survivid by

attempting to lay'foundations for the longer-term future. Dissi-
hating our energies.by unduly playing 6,.Cassendra-like doomsday role

mey not only'constitute wasted energy but may also damage our future

credibility. Besides, in the axiom of himble scholar-educators, we
could be wrong!

The clariorvcall of Smith Mountain Lake would seem to be that environ-

mental educators must foster awareness.pf contingencieS and alterna-
tives in shaping our.cultures wisdom in apprbaching the future.
These guiding values Will help us be sensitive to ecology's adaptive
message'while allowing us to shape an image of the futUre.
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WEST KENTUCKi ENVIRONIViENTAL EDUCATION CONSORTIUM

Shaw BlanUenshipl and Lynn M. Hodges
2

The school systems.in West Kentucky' have had an interest in environ-
mental education,:conservation'education, and outdoor educatIon since
the early '406.- Monthly use of resourde specialidts from the.Keitucky
Department' of -Fish and' Wildlife.has.been\a regular part Of. many, of ihe

Schools'. actiVities. The fifth, and sixth graders participAting in this
Academic program were'also recruited for participation in the summer's
Conservation Cimp, Iodated On Kentucky Lake.. -Area teachers have had
the opportunity.to'sharpen their teaching skills' throUgh.a "Conserva-
tion in the Schools" college'course and ehrough an,"Outdoor Education" 1
residential course heldannuaIly at Tennessee Valley Authority's Land'
Between The Lakes, both:sponsored by Murray State University. TVes
development of Laad.Between The Lakes, Complete with reolidential .

environmental education facilities,- also has contributed tO a growing
awareness and need.for environmental education prograts in:the western'
region of Kentucky.

Many systems began to commit"their Title III, E.S.E.A., and otherfunds
to,development of suCh program,. Murray'City SchOola developed' a model .

outdoor laboratory for the re3ion, and the Paducah City School System-
successfully integratedthe environmental,edUcation program throughout
their schools and published the Environiental Education ObjectiVes and,
Field Aktivities.curriculum series,. Murray State University began one'
of the first wilderness school approaches, using' the °outward bound" .

stress/challenge technique 'in Project Apollo. With the hosting of-the:
national conference of the Conservation Education Association by

I
Tennessee Valley Authority, Murray State University, and'the Kentucky,
DePartment of Education,.the regional focus for environmental eduCatidiv
began to develop. With the publication of. the _IKetuglstiElm_plLk:
lines for Environmental Education, which identifieespecific roles.for
school systems, universitiii., civic groups, and governmental organize-
tions, this regional awareness of a.need.for a coordinated effort, based
on regional needs, and combining the unique regional'resources of
western Kentucky, was solidified. The stage was set for the organize.,
tion of the West Kentucky Environmental.Education Consortium OWKEEC).

In the gall of 1975, eleven school systems in West Kentucky (currently
13) ointly committed their resources to the development of a regional
.environmental education program that would make use of the unique
physical, cultural, and social resources.of the region. The WKEEC)
pooled existent program information, special eXpertise, and experiences

,

1
Center for Environmental Education, Murray State University, Murray,
KY 42071.

, 2 ,

EnvironmentallEnergy Program, Division of Land and Forest Resources,
Tennessee Valley Authority, Norris, TN 37828."
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of the participatingldistricts for environmental education.: Through -

their cooPerative efforts, a full....ttme:deordinator was hired. The

,consortium began to implement programs that would not be feasible:if
only' a single.system were attempting the-effori. The.funding potet!
tial was mudh"greater.than that of twsingle 'system, especially When ..

applying for grants or requesting- patching funds.

'The organiiation structure of V0E6.41640 for input- froniMa4-'
levels of educstors ranging frop clistiroom teachers:to administrar
tors. A Board of Directors was.forted Of.superintendents from'each.
'participating school System to approve programs and activities.' The
Regional Coordinator imnlemented the programs' and served as a conr;.

sultant to the schoold. °A Steering.Comiitiee, made up .otindividuale-
;

appointed by"each superintendent, functioned as a."think tank" group.

Initial funding.for WKEEC was provided by Murray State Uriiversity and
the Tennessee.Valley Authority, within the administrative frimework
of the Kentucky. Educational. Development Region I. The agreement
.,provided forthe employment of a regional coordinator' as a Murray
State faculty member. .TVA and Murray State provided additional staff

sUppott and services. A-funding formula was developed'by participai
,ing school systems, ,consiating,of,$200 pes6ership,fee annually and
$.10 per child based on average dailI,attendance.

The Steering Committee recommended, arid the ifoard of Directors-approVed,
the following four priority areaa for the Regional Coordinator and
staff:

1. 'Estiblishment of a resource center for environmental education.

. 2. Provision for localized teacher-awareness program.

3. Identification, development, and'utilization of significant
environmental study sites within the region.

4. Provision for environmental education workshops of a regional
nature.

The resource center for environmental' education materials, including
curriculum guides, books, games, field equipment, and.current_journals
and publications,'was established. Murray State provides the actual
center space and a graduate student to catalogue and develop indices.
Initial holdings Were secured through a matching contribution from TVA
and WREEC. In subsequent years, Murray State has continued to provide
graduate student andthe WXMC has,providedfunds for expansion of

the iesoillrce materials. Regional teachers, university faculty, and
students have major access to the materials. Frequentlx, state and
federal agoncies use the resources for their program "'needs,

The localized teacher-awareness objective is met through the unique

utilization of an environmental van. TVA loans the environmental van
to the coordinator of IsiKEEC. Murray State contributes a graduate
assistant to operate And serve dlesogional teachers with the traveling
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collection of resourde materials, Imbliiitions, and aides., WKEEC
provides fundslor additional materials and aids as recommended by
the Steering Committee. The environmental van Operator, a graduate
student, is selected from the environmental education stadents7at
Murray State and isirequired 'to have at least two yeirs tead..ing

merience.

Environmental-study-area within the-region were identified-and
encompass a broad range f sitei. 'Wilderness areas, such,as those
existing in TVA's'Land B tween The Lakes, Xentucky and Tennessee state
parks', university-owned site.s, and national parks, wereJdentified.
Local sites were also identified. throughotit the region, and include
numerous.cu1turai ind historical areas. -On the individual school
caMpuses, efforts have been made to encourage'school site .development
for use in 'environmental education programs. All participating
systems in MEC have a minimum of one developed school site.

Envirdnmental education workshops, both durriculum-focused and
activity-focused, have been implemetited. Teacher exposure to the ,

Computer Based Resource Units and 'OBIS materials.provides curricular
environmental education opportunities. Activity workshops, such as
those sponsored by the American Forest Institute's 111212suAargag.
Tree and the U.S., Forest Service's Investigating Your Environment,
have aIso been provided. Several regional"speci ic workshops have
been provided on topics such as "Environmental Education Adtivities
for the Classroom" and PEnergy Concepts for-EtrOironmental,Education."
A third-graduate aeilstant fibm Murray State was added this year to
coordinate these workshops.

As the four priority obSectives were implemented, the interdependent
relationship between WKEEC and Murray State became Obvious. The
formalization of this relationship'was to emerge in the forth of the
Murray State Center.for Environmental Education., The Center for
Environmental Education adopted,the primary objectives of WKEEC and
described them in a general term as regional service. Such regional

service maintains the original Board of Directors and Steering
Committee and is supported in part by the WKEEC annual.funding.-- The
Center', howevet, expahded its overall-role in environrental education
and in addition to ihe,regional service function identified three'new
functions:

1. Preservice teacher education.-

2. Program development.

3. Research.

Expoiure of all teacher candidates, prl.or.to actual employment as
teachers, to techniques of environmental education is the major pre-

, service objective. Such exposure may well include experiences in
utiliz,ption of the Center's resources and residential experiences
at Land Between The Lakes.



,

Program development has been greatly enhanced by the Center's ability
tomrite grants and proposals for the WKEEC region. Among the most
shccessful results has'been the project, Emi_...ro.noachesto
SPecial'Education. This project was made possible through monies
solicited through the U.S.. Office of Education and provided for a
national demonstration Of this approach on the Mhrray State campus.

other-suecessful program demonstration has been ,the American Forest
Institute's proje.at Learning...am. The API and the Kentucky,Depart-
meht of Education identified the Center for Environmehtal Education as
the principal facilitator for teacher training in this pr'gram for the
)atate of Kentucky. Similarly,the Center functioned as the facilitator
of the organizational meeting of the'Sduthern Regional Environmental
Education Council which comprises 13 southern states. 'This organiza-
tional meeting, sponsored by AP/, TVA, and Murray State's Center for
Environmental Education,,resulted in a formal agreement among these
states in.relation to environmental education.

The research role of the Center is that of a broker between the'Univer-
.siO'and other grouPa needing researth.in environmental education.
Testing of materials, design of instrumentation, and overall evaluation.
of environmental education,programs and produces are major research- -

related tasks. Evaluation of the applicability of a computerized energy
simulator and.a twd-year studyAof the interpretive effortscat TVA's Land

°IletWeen The. Lakes are current eesearch tasks.

A,
alle-expansion_1of the environmental edueatioi_effort in west Ksntucky
from a fragmented school system level, to an organized consortium, to
a cooperative Center for Environmental Education, has been a process

'of evolution baied on the real needs of the west Kentucky region. The

services to the publit schools, as well as the expanded benefits to
Murray Stte University, are providing a model for other simIlar develop-
ments th ughout the southeast. The succesi of this effort, and the
-prospects for its continuation, are attributable to the cooperation .

between the University and pUb'lic,schoo1.participants and,their atility
,to present a unified approach to environmental education in west Kentucky.

41
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LOCAL WATERSIIED PROBLEM SfUDIES A CURRICULUM
DEVELOP1VIENT PROGFAM

,k

Wesley F.:Halverson"

Local Watershed Problem Studierj (LWPS) is ap environmental education
curriculum development-program in Wisconsin that em014s an ,intendive
teacher7center. approach. 'Participatipg K712 teachers receive exten-
siVe envircinmerital"training,' design study units; pilot7tetch their
unIte, and disseminate the completed curricula to othet teachers.

PrOgtam staff train, the:teachers, edit their siudy-unita, evaluate
student'perforMance duribg pilotateaching, and produce curricUla guides
Containing.learning activities from the:most effectiVe study Units.,
Case 'studies'Sre written by.school students who dq cOmmgnity,projects
On water qualityprobleMs. Exemplary.caSe studies ate printed in the

curriculum guides. Dissemination ocCurs.at teacher ip7service:work7
shops conducted by the ttained teachers, LWPS staff publicize the

in-service workshops-and :loordinate scheduling;

Program funding comes'from two sources: U.S. Envitonmental Protection
Ageacy (EPA), and%the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title IV7C,
which is administered by the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction
and-Cooperattve-Educational-Service-Agency-A-(CESA 16).

The program has brought about-new cooperation between members of' a
large school district consortium (70,000 students), staff of,resource

planning and management agencies, local members of lake districts,
county and city governments, non.government organiiations, and private
industry. Future plans call for expansion'to'three more Wisconsin
watersheds, new concept planning conferences, changing curriculum
development emphasis from control of eutrophication to control oY
basic and hazardous,substances and environmental health. .

When Congress amended the Federal Water 'Pollution Act in 1972 (PL 927

500), state and local agencies began pranning water quality improvement
" prograMs which redirect abatement'efforts against the sources of.pollu-

tion rather than against the effects of pollution. Congress reaffirmed
most of its 1972 commitment against pollution of the nation's rivers,

. and lakes when it adopted the Clean Water Act of 1977 (Pt 95-217). The

lederal government.still expects water quality improvement by July 1,
1983 that will allow fish, shellfish, and wildlife propogation and
encourage human recreation on and ip navigable surface.waters. Another
and more ambitious goal is to eliminate any discharge of'pollftapts
into the nation's navigable' waters by 1985.

1Washington County Project, University of Wisconsin - Water Resources
Center, 1975 Willow Drive, tiadiAn, W2.?I 53706.
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The EPA.estimates that only .50'percent 01 all water pollution comes
from point soUrceq (industrial and munidipal discharges), and'the
Other half comes in surface water runoff from farms, Oity streets,

, strip mines, construction'activities, ot from aiDpollutiOn fallout.

Called nonpoint sourcesi their diffuse nature often requires special- .

ized.control technology and local land use laws'-that.enforce better
.--management-practices.--The-national_water_quality.goals_ are-not
likely'to be met without substantial control of nonpOnt sourCes of
pollution.

Water pollution abatement prAnciples,underlying the Clean Weter Act
become comprehensible and rational after public awareness and learn-
ing develop around the.environmental concepts supporting the principles.

'The public will know wh.y city stra.As' need sweeping more often and more
efficiently,.requiring parkirig rinrictions and expensive vacuum
sweepers, after they learn that storm sewers carry large quantities
of sediment, nutrients, and toxic-substances into nearbi? water bodies.

AdeqUate public'action will not occur if motivated solely by awareness
and knowledge. Clean water must have some' personal value and indi-
viduals must accept their shfre of the pollution abatement costs and
willingly relinquish some individual tights in favor of public benefit.
Within the affective domain, ,public leirning requires crystallitttion
of human attittides which are predicated on social ethicd and morl
An emotional appeal for action against water pollution can help 'change

--public attltudes-, if-ceupled-with-ravionalization-based on cognitive ,

understanding. One is wasted without the other.,

Other national issues have social, cultural, and economic implications
which could compete with water pollution abatement. Energy and food

production are twonotable examples. The nation needs energy, but the

unavoidable extraction and conversion activities have high water
pollution potentials. The world needs More food, but cropping marginal

land and using heavy chemical application could reduce water,qpallty.
The issues are also interdependent because both food and energy pro-

,

duction need high weter quality.

Environmental management decisions have entered the legislative process'
where tradeoffs are made between natural resourdes by political rePre-

sentativea of the people. Some decisions go to the public directly,,

most often at the local level. An environmentally educated public
would make better tradeoff decisions than a public unaware of the
potential Tamifications of their decisions.

The IMPS Program

Natural resource management is an important government responeibility
and individual citizens share that responsibility. Schools can con-
tribute to better public participa'tion by helping young people prepare
themselves for the decision-making process, The LWPS program has two .

goals to facilitate student learning: 1) tb assist teachdrs who provide
educational experiences that cAuse school-age citizens to acquire
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knowledge,. skills and attitudes. that enable.them to participat4 in.
rational environmental management decisions relevant tO land uae

activities that affect water- qiiality (Figure 1);-and 2. to*velop
student concern for commUnitvresbureas Od expand their knoiledge

Aci local water quality issues by increasing"their participation in
community probleA solving (Figure 2).

The EPA has sponsored exteneive,water quality.planning programs across
'the nation and extensive research projects that tnether deacribe

.
regional water quality problems and potential'solutions. The LWP$

program began under an EPA-funded research project:at the DniversiW
pofWiiconsinWater Resources Center, the Washington dounty Project.°,

The Washington County Prdject is an, interdisciplinary study.and demon-,

stration of effective methods for controlling water pollution from
disperse&runoff Sources. The LWPS program comes under the information
and:education Program obiectives printed in Work Plan, No 905/947401
and Section 108 of PL 92400. The gurpose is to modify citizen attium
tudes and behavior on a long-term bisis so that erosion control.pan be
increased substantially and sediment pollution loads tO surface waters

'reduced.

A teacher and school administration-conitituency wimadentified in
.Wtshington County and. the LWPS program was planned with them.. A
consortium of six public and six private school districts was formed,
and a'planning grant proposal wae generated. and submitted .to the
Wisconsin Department of Publiq'Instruction.for support from theTederal
Elementary and Secondtry Education. Act Title TV-C. The grant was
'approved and, midway through year one, a second proposal was submitted
.1trid'the'consortium grew to 23 school.districts 'and expanded into the

adjacent county. The Waukesha County echools.bracket the western
suburbs of Milwaukee, where the population density is.much higher
than the semi-rural Waihington County area north of Milwaukee.

CtSA 16 acts as the administrative agent of the Title rv-c funds and
school districtadministrators decide consortium membership. A steer-

Ing committee was appointed by the district administrators and' serves

the program policy, decision-making role. CESA 16- hires the parti,:-

cipating teachers, a local program director,.and a part-time writer/

-editor.. The teachers are not paid during training, but earn a salary
when writing their teaching units and giving in-service programs to

other teachers. ,

What Has Been Learned AboutAheirogrem

The LWPS program* is two years old and still developing. Some program
elements require more time to develop that anticipated. The elemen-
tary teachers generally *rote more complete units than the secondary
tetichers. Consequently, the secondary units demand more staff time 4

tor.revisions and additions. Tha curriculum guides need more inter-
disciplinary units (teachexs cooperating to teach the same students)

S.
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Nit= t Local Watershed Problem Studies; School Curriculum Development Model

TEACHER TRAINING WORKSHOP

-EPA offers a week-long workshop to provide information about:
Lend up* effects on dater quality;
Political, economic Id social factors, that affect

resource, decision-making;
Local Watershed characteristics;

-Teachers develop a working relationship with EPA technical
staff

*.rosomarr.

-Validation by°Wisconsin Department of Public Instruciion
wilt provide Elementary and Secondary Education Act Title
rv-c funds to school dietricts in other Wisconsin water-.
sheds for adapting Local Watershed Problem Studies cur-
ricula model to meet local needs

-Subsequent va/idation by U.S. office of Education will
enable school districts outsideof Wisconsin to adapt
this curricula model

Curriculum Dissemination to CESA 16 Teachers

-Teachers recruited from 'snit writers to form curriculum

diffuiion teams

-Curricolum diffusion teas teachers attend 2 1/2 day work-

shop to learn presentation techniques And plan inservics

agenda

-Project staff assist in scheduling and coordination

of inservica workshops

-Curriculum diffusion teams provide inservica workshops

in CtS4 16 schools

UNIT WRITING ,

-.Cognitive structurcof.water resource concepts developed.
by project staff and resource experts

4ach teacher works with project staff to design unit
objectives relatina to concepts

-Each teacher Writes activities that meet the needs of their
studenta.. (project staff assistance given es needed)

-Unit approved by project Staff

-Unit evaluation .by consultants

-Unit riVision by teacher-author

-TeaCher receives Salary for forty hours of curricu/um,
devalopment'time.

-Pre-and post-test developed by project staff

. !NIT TiACHING

-Unit is taught by the author es part of his/her regulai
class load

-Students are pre... and post-tasted for cognitive
understanding and attitude changes

-Project staff evaluate student cast data

-Teachers revise unit per teaching experience and data
evaluation

***:

Curriculum Publication-Project Staff

:-Units compiled and edited

-Graphic illpstrations developed as needed

-Design and layout

-Draft approved by teachers

-Curriculum'printed in quantity

Was Halverson, Washington County Project, University of Vlaconsin. Water Resources Center
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.51

Local Watershed Problem Studies; Student Community Project godele

ATeschers who select the community projectsmodel recilve speCislise4

trsiniog; "
,

-They learn how to lead itudents "ftom behlgel
.

Contect community resource eXperts and learn *both potential water
.

quality issues;
-Identify consuni0 information eourcip. ,

. smiankaulasna
-Student:, survey community water fasoureCh and select a water quality

Issue;
-.Their teacher evaluates the proposed issue fat appropriate learning

objectives;
*After approval students and teacher research the local issue and

propose a community project,plan.

,....1.....rumn
COMMUNITY PROJECT PLAN PALMATION.

t

-Evaluation team members ars the liuilding principal-a natural

reaources sentp and one parent of a participating student;

-Evaluation crtteria-are developed by the LWPS staff;

-After plan approval students conduct the community prnject;

4WPS taff ncourage media coverage of the project.=u
\ 1

comiunry PROJECT REPORT

. -Students write a case study of their project;

4Community education results are included;
'-Thecase study- is submitted to LUPS stiff for critique sod awards

competition.

S. asidapLttmIL,apz
-Outside consultants evaluate the case studies and recommend simpler,

projects to enviionnentai swards programs;
-Exemplary case etudies are printed in the LWPS curriculum guides.

A

wee Halverson, Washington County Project, University of Wisconsin, Water Resources Center

1.
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and units' written foe high school subjects outside the traditional
, science and social studies fields. Teacherspare rellictant'to,under-

take a community project (under goal iwo) until they have taught a
unit on tfii subject. Teachers usually want'more training and pre- .

paration time before they start writing a unit. Program improve-
ment would involve'more intenbive teacher training and consist.of
six sequential steps:

1. A fall seminar (University taught and for'graduate credit)
on important environmental issues from the local, state
and federal perspective;

2. A-sprifig seminar on proven add innovative teaching methOds
for enVironmental education and how to write good teachit4
units and establish the inquiry method of environmental
studies;

4
4

3. Concept planning conferences--invite participation from
'both, the public and private sectors of society;

4. Summer workshop--intensive training on the concepts
developed at the conferences;

5. Writing and pilot-teactOmg the units;

6. LWPS curriculum dissemination activities at the local, state

and regional levels.



INTERDISCIPLINARY ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES. PROGRAMS AT A
SMALL LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE

Samuel S. Harrison
1

,1123XAMJ211.1ón

. When-Allegheny College established thd Aquatic Environments (AE) málor
in 1971, our initial goal was to prepare studenti for jobs immediately
upon'graduation. We soon learned, however.1,-that a strictly "terminal
degree" orientation was impractical because many employers 'preferred a
masters degree and' many of our 4tddents-were graduate degree oriented.
As a rilsult, we broadened'our,scOpe so'that those who wished to could
go on to graduate study.

In response to student interest,.a second program evolved which had a
greater social science emphasis, This program, EnvironmentarResource
Management (ERM); enabled students preparing for graduate wink in,land.
use planning', environmental law, public resource administration, etc,,
to obtain a good environmental science program to support tfieir social'
science skills.

Enrollment'

Enrollment in the programs exceeded our expectations (Figure 1),
Despite concern that we would steil majors from established science
programs, enrollment in many biology and geology courses has actually
increased due to theinflux of environmental science majors.

Entering students can be subdivided into four cateories: (1) park

naturalists, environmental interpreters, environmentaleducators, (2)
scientists who want to work on environmental problemst (3) environmen..
talists who feel compelled to try to improve things, and (4) journalists
who want to become."interpreters" of science for the public.

To develop an interdisciplinary problem-solving approach, both natural
science and social science courses are inéluded in our curriculum. We
offer team taught freshman-, sophomore-, and junior-level environmental
.courses. Als6, our majori. are, exposed to a variety of approaches and
curricular backgrounds throughout their programs. For instance, in a

hydrogeology course, AE and ERM majors are working side by side with
geologists; in ecology they muet share a niche with biologists; in an
economics seminar they work in teams of students from several different
departments.. This is important. Had We created a complete suite of
new courses exclusively for our majors, they would have beenisheltered
from this constant exposure to different approaches and ways of think-

.

ing. Perhaps there is something to be said for having to work with
limited institutional resources:

'Environmental Studies, Allegheny College, P.O. Box E, Meadville, PA 16335.
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Figure 1.--Number of students enrolled in environmental science majors
at Allegheny College. Jump in enrollment.after 1975 Is due
in part to the addition of'the environmental resource
management major (ERN)'to the aquatic enyironments (AE)
program begun in 1972.

Another of our goals is that of trying to overcome die attitude exempli-

fiA by many practicing professionals that professional stature is .

eroded by working with local people .on local problenis. We encourage

- students to become itwolved in often unglamorousA.ocal problems, and
particularly we impress upon them the importance of communicating their

knowledge to the general pulalic. We reinforce this by requiring them

to write technical papers for a 1ay audience.

We also emphasize improving the students' ability to communicate.

Courses in writing are recommended; and in many cases, required. Even

some of the lab science courses require term papers. Each student

makes several.seminar presentations and all students must write a

..senior researgh project.

.
Another goal is to provide students with a solid foundation in the basic

sciences. It comes as a shock to manY students to learn that environ-

mental science is not a soft path through the sciences. It is still .

necessary to acquire basic skills in the "old" sciences, e.g., chemistry,

math, and, in many cases, statistics and physics, in order to become one

of the "rfew"'scientists.
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Although curricular'breadth is desirable, if.
uite programs require depth in a traditional
weak spot in environmental programs, this is
depth,

not necessary, many grad,.

discipline, If there is a
it. Lots of brcadth but no

Our solution to this problem is to advise .each student to complete a minor
in conjunction with the interdisciplinary major.. 'The minor, combined with
the courses is these disciplines already required in their"major, brings
them close to a traditional major in addition to their environmental
science major. For the AE students, the minor, and the basic chemistry,
calculus, and physics courses, make them acceptable to traditional grad-
uate programs. We seem to be close to meeting the goals of breadth and
depth.

Curriculum

(-
Both the AE and ERM majors work from a core of nattiral science, social
science, and interdisciplinary environmental scienCe reqUirements (Table
l).1 Students intending to become sbientists (AE majors) will add
advanced courses in-biology (limnology, stream ecology), physics, and
calculus plus a minor in the area-of science tost closely aligned with
their profesaional goals. Those wishing to use science in dealing with
s6Cial problems (ERM majors) build on the core foundation with advanced
economics and political science courses, computer programming, and a
minon,in the social sciences or journalism.

About one-fourth of our majors complete an internship with local busi-
nesses or government and public agendies (e.g., county planning
commission, regional environmentaf learning center* groundwater
consulting firm, state environmental regulatory agency). These exper-
iences not only provide.exposure to potential careers and strengthening
of job skills, but they also serve.to emphasize the interdisciplinary
and non-simplistic nature of environmental problems.

Special emphasis is placed on field experience. In four of the required
courses, more than half the labs consist of field work. In addition,
most senior research projects include field work.

By far the most challenging part of each undergraduate's academic career
is his/her senior research project. Students spend siic to twelve months
conducting independent research in their particular areas of interest.
Each project entails problem design, sampling, collection and analysis
'of data, and preparation of a written thesis." This serves as a capstone
to each student's undergraduate program. Examples of projects include:

-Impact of a flood control dam oh the water quility of a trout,
stream;

-Land use analysis of East Mead Township;

-Water quality near the Meadville landfill;

-Forest Management plan for Bousson woods.
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Table 1. Curricula for.Environmental Science Programs at

Aquatic Environments

-Differential and
-Either Limnology
-Collegd Physics
Senior Research

Allegheny College

Environmental Reiource Management

gatiltaJI:fents

Natural Science
-Introductory Biology
-Physical Geology
7General Ecology
-Gegiporphology

-11ydrogU4logy

- Chemistry

Social Science,

- Microeconomics

-American National Government
and Politics

-Intergovernmental Relations
in the U.S.

-Public Finance
-Statistics

Interdisciplinary
-Introduction to Environmental

Science
-Junior Seminar in Environmental

Science,

Inteeal Calculus
or Stream Ecology

Project

-Introduction to Computer Science
-One of the following:.

Public Service Program Mahagement
'and Evaluation 'Techniques

or EConomica of Publicly Provided
Goods and Services

-One of the,following:
Population Dynamics,
Environmental Psychology,
Public Administration,
Urban Government and Politics,
or Environmental Law

-Senior Research Project
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Iroblems and %lame

,

, 'Due tO the limited resources of a small institution, our program has no
departmental status, no rooms, no staff.of its own, and very little
equipment. Me depend on other departments to shire their facilities .

and staff. 'Thns far, Sharing space-and equipment has been no problem.
These departments realize that odr added use holaters justification for
equipment and'faculty. The necepsity of sharing with.other departments
also gees a long va3i tdward faltering an interdisciplinary environment.

Staffing is the biggest Problem. All factiliy involied in the environ-
mental program "belong" to .other departments. Our needs have necessi9-
tilted adding onepoeition each'te biology and geology.- Persians hired
to fill ;hese slots had to meet the eipectatiOns of both the "home"-
department and the environmental-seience'group. Untenured faculty
members sometimeslind these positions someWhat iwkward,.because on thIFP,
one land they were hired to work in the'enyironmental:progrim yet th0-
are evaluated and recommended for'tenure and prosiotion largely'by'thOr
'home° department. For instande,,should a'yoling ecologist continue to
pursfie a narrow research Interest devefoped in graduate achOol in order
to produce the type of reseirch his/her home department expectS of 4 .

, person who aspires to gain:Tenure, or shodld he/she diersify in respoose
to.the much broader,often,interdisciplinary, research interests of the

° environmental science students.with whom he IA Working? In an extreme
instance, a willing faculty member may be discouraged from par4cipating
in the program.at All simply because his/her department feels he/she
shou4 tend the haile flies,. A partial:solution we've adopted is.to
have the faculty member perving-"as director of the environmental seience
program participate in Snnual evaluations of all, faculty participants:

Another problem with this type of program is that it is like a toddler
that never grows up. Who is to say what company X.Or graduate dep4rt..
ment 1 expects of our graduates? What will the curriculum-be like in
five years With rapid changes in the energy field? 'How,can the deli-
cate ratio of breadth and depth be kept in balance? A high, sustained
energy-level is required.

229 (23/
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env ironment
non- 8%
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Figure 2.--Thirty-six percent of the Allegheny environmental science
, graduates are piesently enrolled in graduate school. Of

the 41 percent now employed as professionals in the environ-
mental field, 26 percent have.only a B.S. dei;ree. -Twenty=-

:three percent are either employed as professional6 in a
'field unrelated to the enyironment or are holding temporary
non-professional jobs.while seeking positions related to
their major.

f-

2sogram Strengths

Many students are attracted to the program's interdisciplinary curric-
ulum. Some students chose our program because they want to study more
than one science. Also, students.undecided oh whether to major in
,biology, geology, or environmental science can carefully structure a
program which will enable thevo explore all of these areas before
selecting a major

Another plus from the student perspective is that our program enables
them to pursue-a wide array of career options, After.deciding on their
minor .and senior research project in their juniOr year, they cane pursue
options as diverse as environmental law, resource management, or'aquatic
,entomology, We pride ourselves in this individual "tuning" of the pro,-
gram for each student.



TABLE 2

Graduate,Schools and Programs in Which Allegheny Environmental

Science Majors Have Enrolled

Grad School Attended

University of Florida

University of Michigan

University of Cincinnati

,

Montana State

Hershey Medical School'

Penn State

University of Michigan,

University of Oregon

Graduate Program
or Department

Allegheny Major (minor)

Environmental Engineering Sciences

Water Resources

Geology .,

GeolOgy

Biochemistry

Environmental Pollution Control
(through Dept. of Civil Engineering

Water Resource Science
Environmental Science

Entomology'

University of Pennsylvania Environmental Planning

University of Michigan Toxicology

Virginia Polytechnic Institute Biology

University of Arizona

SUNY College Environmental
Sciences and Forestry

University of Florida

University of Idaho

University of Maine-Orono

University of Pittsburgh

Brown University

University of Buffalo

University of Idaho

University of Virginia

Duke

Un6ersity of Michigan

Duke

Biology

Resource Management

'Environmental Engineering

Hydrogeology

Resource Utilization

Graduate School of Business

Environmental Engineering

Environmental Sciefice

Biology

Environmental Planning

Environtaental Resource Manage,Menr

Forestry

.EnvironmentaA Resoutce Management
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Aquatic Environments".

Aquatic Environments

Aquatic Environments
(English)

, Aquatic Environments
(Biology) (Geology)

Geology

Aquatic Environments
and Biology

Aquatic Environments
(Biology)

Geology

Aquatic Envirorments

Aquatic Environments
(Bioloty)

Aquatic Environments and
Biology (Chemistry and

- Geology)

Aquatic Enviromients-
(Biology)

Aquatic Environments
(Biology)

Aquatic Environments sit

(Geology)

Aquatic Environments

Aquatic Environments
and Economics

Aquatie-EnvironmentS,
(Chemistry)

Environmental Resource
Management (Biology)

Aquatic Environments
(Biology)

Environmental Reisource

.
Management (Geology)

Environmental Resource
Management

Environmental Renource
Management

Aquatic Environments
(Biology)



,

The perceived strengths.of a program like ours irom the perstiective of
the college'are many. We provide another option for.the high perneniage
ofincoming freshmen intending to major.in the sciences. Our programs
attract 15 te 25 students per year-to the. college: We are a low-expense
program because most of our staffi equipment, artd.facilities ate shared

with other departments. Those courses that have been institUted lergely
because of our programs provide electives for advanced Students in.other
majors.

Finally,.the college may look upon us with some favor because we are
interdisciplinary. &ere is a lot of talk on our campus about the need
to integrate the pieces of 'the liberal arts education via sime type of
interdisciplinary approach. We have a head start.

nallsumktit=kml_tiltlassallerk?

Sixty percent of our 70-plus ,graduates have pursued graduate work in
areas related to their major (Figure 2), This should dispel fears that
students with interdisciplinary backgrounds cannot enter graduate pro-

grams. In order to help graduate schools assess the'ability of our
graduates, we send a version of Table 2 with each letter of recommenda-

tion.

A high percentage of our graduates (about on9-third) have obtained pro-
fessional jobs in the environmental field with their bachelors degrees.
We ii&filSe thercthat-they need.to produce good resume aed spend up to
4ix monthsCdiligéntly seekint the job they want. After working for a
couple of *ears, somS return to school for-masters degrees when they
have focused on an area,they wish to pursue:,

1
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FORMING AND SUPPORTING CONSORTIA: A 'TVA APPROACH TO
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Lynn Michaei Hodges1

The National,Environmental Policy Act (PL ,91-190) of 1969 provides a
coMmon charge to the federal sectot kiith respect to environmental

, education:,

Sec. 101. (a). The Congress...declares that it is the
--continuing policy of the Federal Government, in coopera.
tion with state and local governments, and other concerned
public and private organizations, to use all practical
means and measufes, including financial and technical
assistance, in a manner calCulated to foster and promote.
the general welfare, to create and maintain conditions under
which man and nature can exist.in productive harmony, and
fulfill-the social, economic, and other iequirements of
present and future generations of Americans.

For the purpose of this paper, a consortium is an organization struc-6
'ture that facilitates achievement of a common set of objectives.agreed
upon by its participants. A consortium provides a formal recognition
of 00 importance of specific programs, and is a useful structure for

40*.
environmental educatiod. Programs generating from an environmental
education consortium have two specific audiences: the in-school

population--the students; and the out-of-school population--the
citizens in general. Participants in such coilsortia frerquently inClude:
institutions of higher education, pUblic school iystems, governmental
and nongovernmental organizations. A consortium organization is
particularly appropriate when examined in light of several points

raised by the National Environmental Policy' Act. Consider three

points raised by NEPA;

First, "cooperation- with state and local governments" 1.6 significant
because education ranks high among the states' rights issues. COor-
dination and cooperation with state and'local governmenta ie a federal
priority, State Departments of Education, local governments, and
public school systems are he Ultimate bases foi identificition of .

needs and priorities, and have the mandated responsibility for program
implementation. ;

The second, "to'use all practical means and measures," dictates a ser-
vice role which is further specified by the phrase "including financial
and technical assistance." This gives authority to spend federal funds

in support of environmental education programs, "Technical support" is
subjecti to interpretation; however, staff.assistance and consultation,
provision of materials, and provision of the agencies' .lands and lacili-

ties are typically 'considered "techni1 support,"

1 Environnwntal/Energy Program, Divisiuu of Land and Forest Resources,

Tennessep ValleY Authority, NOrris, TN 37828.
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The third deals,with the manner or ihtent of sUch ",praCtical measures."
Specifically, "to.treate and maintain'conditions under which man and

nature can exist in productive harmony" implies that\the "measured":
-shoUld be directed at developing" a:continuing effort,', net one,thatis
short-lived or insignificant. As with most education, this level...man..

dates planning and careful development of.themes ihat *re agaicable
to both current and future concerns, The environmental educatiOn
program will, in this manner, be Mgntained.

\

\

These three points establish parameters that are of sign ficance to
lederal'agencies working with environmental -education, 1e environ-
mentaleducation consortia develOped and supported by Ten.edsee. Valley
Authority (TVA) have been eLfective mechanisms for dealing\with the

points raised.by the National Environmental Policy Act. \

The environmental education consortium provides the opportu ity to work
'closely with the local suctor and provides a common ground pr state

and federal input. kt is a deliveyy system for federal.resOrces..
Financiarand technical assistance dan be directed at a singte organ-
ization with assurance.that the assistance will benefit the t tal
participants in the condortiumt Finally, by contributing to struc-

ture that is,also reinforced by State and local support*, a deg ed of

.longevity and continuity is assured. The cooperative relation hip

among the participants-is the key to this longevity. Any progr4m
totally built on federal support, financial or technical, is su ject
to rapid dissolution when federal funds, are reduced or withdra The

past two decades are filled with examplei of how such federal i ut,

without appropriate state or local support, has failed to create pro- .

.grams that continue beyond the federal funding period.

There are two key roles for the federal agency,that wants to empl y
, consortia development as a strategy.. First, in the initial devel p-
ment, the agency can act as a catalyst io bring appropriate pepar te
intities together. It can reinforce the position of a consortium by
promotion with the State Department of.Education and other regula ory
or supportive organizations. .It can also provide funds for the estab-

lishment of the consortium. The-second role emerges after the

donportium ii formed. The consortium should be used as a delivery
system. -Prograis, materials., and developmental projects should pr
vide a regular flow_of.products through the *ystemi, to both the'fo

and nonformal audiences.

These products should be directed at meeting ihe needs of the cons r-
'tium participants-and may. well Meet specific environmental educati n

needs of the agency. Therole of the agency, however, should rema n
supportive, not overly directive. For example, the agency,dan pro ide
financial inirtt for the support of a full-time coordinator for the
consortium, for the purchase or development of environmental educar ion

materials., and for specialized training efforts, As the serVice p o-
vided to the participants is the final measm.e of the consortium, 1

federal funds should contribute directly to that goal. The agency

should not impoSe its own environmental bias on the participant, b t

rather provide a broad base of support for enV-ironmental educatiOn
directed toward local needs and implemented by local participants,/



Three examples of consortium. development'are 4isible in the efforts of
the Tennessee,Valley Authority°8 environmental Outation prbgram. In ,

197*, TVA provided planning,asdistance to a 13..county area in north-
west Alabama. Funding was subsequently provided to employ a full.-time
coordinator for environmental education to serve the local schools in, .,

the area. The members of the Bear Creek Watershed Environmental
Education Consortium created...a funding formula whereby each school.
system.would contribute annually to the overall budget of the consor-,
tium. 'This strong,base of local Support has been succesiful in.
working with aocal governments, and state and federal agencies.
As of 1979, this consortium has been self-supportive for six years.

A second exampleinvolves participants from higiler education. The
North Mississippi Environmental Education.tonsortium-conaists of. the
University of Mississippi', Mississippi State'Univeraity, Itejamba
Junior College, and W-rtheast Mississippi Junior. College. The use'and
environmental significance o the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway .fOr
environmental education is a major.focus of. theconsortium. TVA is
providing financial and-technical assistance to the consortium for

. employment. of -a full-ttme coordinator. university»based Center,
for Environmental Education will function to provide teacher train-.
ing, regional service to public schools, s ecial program development,
and research in environmental education.

The third example merges the previous two approaches to fiirmation of
a consortium. The West Kentucky Environmental Education Consortium
(WKEEC) is a combination of'public schools and university. Early in
its history, WKEEC was a consortium of public schools. As their pro-
gram developed, cooperation with Murray State Universitrincreased.
Eventually, the two merged. A Center for Environmental Education was
formed at Murray State,University, with the WKEEC maintaining iti
board of superintendents for direction. Althodih the university still
provides academic training and program development, jointly the two
have been able to provide higher quality and more diverse services.
TVA has provided financial assistance for materials and employment of
a full-time coordinator, and technical assisthnce for workshops and-
special/programs. The success of ehe M'prray State/WKEEC program has
prompted TVA to initiate aimilar.assistance with other public schools
and universities. The ultimate product will be a network of 17 such

, centers in the. seven-state TVA region.

Consortia provide unique opportunities for federal input into environ-
mental education. They provide delivery systems for technical and
financial assistance while providing for local focus and management
of programs.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY ENVIRONMENTAL,STUDiES: AN ALTERNATIVE
APPROACH FOR EDUCATING ELEMENTARY TEACHER CANDIDATES

Florence Krall and Ladd Hdlti
..

This paper describes our 'attempts.to provide'a "deeiir'Curriculum for

candidates, as well as elementary students, cmrbenefit from a."deep"

elementary educatiod majors enrolled in science and speial studies
methods, and to analrae the effectotthis educational experience
upon the curriculum constructs of:tlie participants. The study was '

patterned after the work of Bussis, Chittenden, and Aiarel (1976), who
adapted Kelly's theory of personal constructs (Bannister and Fransellar
1971) to analyze teachers' perceptions of curridulum.

Bussis, et al., empldy a linguistic metaphor to distinguish the differr'
ence between a "surface" and "deepl curriculum. Curiae:111.1m is like

sentence structure. In the fdrmer caee, curricultim'represents,an,,
organizatidn and sequencing of "words," adtivities directed'
primarily at the,mpuisition of prescribeCand predetermineeknow .
ledge and skills. , In the latter case, the cdfriculum carries .deep

' personal meaning for the student that goes beyond the surface struc-i
'ture (Bussis 1976): It was our'assumption thavelementary teaeher

curriculum with integrated, field-based studies that allow "access"
6.4 multitude of possibilities for organizing and reorganizing indi-
vidual perspectives (HawkIns 1966).

'Naos§ and Investlgations of InterdisciplkaajE52i141

Our intent in Interdisciplinary Studies was to involve students in in-
depth,studies that would enhance persOnal understandings. Furthermore,
we soUght to place students in an active role, forcing then: to deter-
mine processes and outcomes, n4gotiate and work with others, and.
throughout, construct a personal interpretation of the curriculum.
Our expectation was that after experiencing a curriculum designed to ,

enhance personal meanings, studehts would thetselves view curriculum
in more comprehensive terms.

Common themes of theinterrelatedness of life and the nature of commun-
ities were used to plan a series of.,environmental experiences that
stressed basic ecological principles: temporal and spatial limiting_
factors, energy transformations, renewable and nonrenewable resource's,
the cyclic nature of natural systems (Daubedmire .1968). The ecologi-
cal principles for natural coppunities were used as analogues for human
communities in our discussions of human problems and social inter-

relatedness. From the first day of class to the last, we encouraged.
studenti to take active'roles, Beginning with pore structured inquiry

0..100..1
i
Department of Education, 142 Milton Bennion Hall, University of Utah,
'Salt Lake City, UT ,84112.
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,activities, we increased student responsibility as they grew in confi-

dence, During the last activity, they deterMined totally the method
of study and interpretatitni. The follOwing key activities illustrate
sthe focus on comprehensive priorities and tile progression toward more
persOnal determination.

Create A Scene. As a beginning get-acquainted session; students were,
asked to create A rubbing or.collage that expressedstheir relationship
to the world from natural pigments or materials'fbund on campus around

the education building. 'As the students shared their feelings and
ideas, we.c15Aified and reinforced their perbonal inte'rpretations:

Pond Community.. Students studied a small, eutrophic pond, a rich eco-
system with classical examPles of recycling of resources, energy trans-
formations, and population dynamics. Our basic equipment for
investigating the pond was-supplemented by student innovations.
Students were asked to describe the pond in terms of its physical

. resources, producers, consumers, and decomposers; and to identify
adaptations for life in the pond. Discussion centered on the meaning '

of adaptations, the differences between human and animal adaptations,
;the difference between dependenpe and independence, the importance of
diversity,.the role of.Man in production and consumption.

Waste and Values. The sanitary landfill was the site of a deductive

investigation. Students were to deduce from data gathered on wastes
the values held by the .community. An afternoon was spent interviewing
City employees about solid' waste disposal ;. viewing garbage trucks roll
in and out, caterpillars covering and moving wastes, thousands of
gulls feeding; and taking notes on discarded items.and impressions.
Classroom activities on values followed. First, a values continuum

was created, starting with values deduced from obseriiing the wastes
of the community and arriving at opposite values, e.g., depet,Ident.
self-reliant.(Meux 1971), Second, students dealt with a moral dilemma
encountered on the field trip when-la student killed an injured California
gull, the state bird protected by law. The debate on this issue spilled
over into world suffering and the moral obligation to relieve suffering.

The latter'activity, unplanned but highly beneficial because of its
If nearness" to the students, demonstrated the need to deal with rele-
vant issues in t'he 'curriculum.

.Community Consumption. Having dealt with the "wastes" of the community,
we next looked at consumption in the community. Students Chose four

,4-. shopping centers and their contiguous neighborhoods in economically
diverse sections of the city and conductea interviews to ascertain
attitudes toward consumption, In discussions,,students compared the
economic stratification of the community with the,stratification of
organisms in the pond.

Pond Sucéession, During the last class period, we returned tb the pond
to 'witness the biological succession that had occurred since our last
visit and to hypothesize about the future development of the human
community.

,4
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Evaluation.of Student Leming

Our interest we's not in the studentsl.lesrning of facts or even_con.
cepts, but in the degree to which they acquired 41 more.comprehenstve
understanding of science and'social studies:curriculum. .-.The measures

used were more subjective than objectiVe, more suggestive than defini- '

tive. Three methods of assessment were used:,.(1) curriculum con .
structs, a pre and post.instrument to determine curricular prtoritie ,

(2) a self-evaluation of learning, and (3) growth toward goals, a self-
_report instrumenr.

Curriculum Constructs
0

A pre- and.post-instrument adapted from the works of Bussis, tt al.,
wet; used to identify changes in students' understandings of curriculum
(Bnssis 1976). The instrument consisted of two wriiten responses'.
First,'students were asked.to 'develop a scenario describing a typical,
day in their future classroom durihg science and social studies. We
requested that students be as specific as they could about the'content
being studied, the materials being used, and the teAching method.
Second, we asked students to provide a rationale for the lessons they
had described; Responses to both questions were analYzed ta code
comprehensive-, middle-, or narrow-range curriculum priorities. Narrow
priorities focused upon the learning of specific facts and concepts,
middle upon students learning to'solve teacher-identified problems,
and comprehensive on students becoming independent investigators using
resources of the world to increase their understanding.

Each of the 6.4o instructors coded the written responses independently
and then compared results. We had 75.percent agreement and 25 percent
dtsagreement on the initial coding.: We then discussed 'the eleven
resources where disagreement existed and reached consensus on the pre-
domin4nt 'priority. The-number of coded priorities for the pre and post
tests in each category are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Numbers of Coded Priorities on Pre and Post Tests

Pre test Podt test

Narrow

Middle-Range

Comprehenstue

Tofals

2

13

5



Substantial movement toward comprehensive priorities was shownr from
five Students on the pretest to 17 on the posttest. The major change
between pre- and poet-test was from narrow end middle,..range priorities
on the pretest to middle-ringe and comprehensive pr4orities on the post-
test.

Growth:Toward Goals

At the completion of the course,,students were asked to rate themselves
on changes eyhad experienced in terms of the broad aims of the
course. A sixteen-item Likert scale of 1.to 5 was devised which asked
students to iate the changes they had experienced-either toward or,away
from each goal. Students reported growth toward the goats on all six-
teen items. -Items in which the most movement was reported included the
ability to act spontaneously or be free to express personal feelings or
ideas, the ability to comprehend interrelationships in the natural world,
the ability to see the beauty ,in the natural world, and the ability to
be open and receptive to new things.

Self-Evaluation of Learning

One of the questions'on the final take-home test asked stt4dents toeval-
uate their awn learning in the course. While the responses must be
understood in terms of the test context (that is, students may have
felt compelled,to give positive feedback to nstructors), the themes
that emerged are of inte'rest. '411110*

The most,consistent theme was that of personal and social. knowledge;
that is,.becoming aware of personal and interpersonal values, roles,
and perspectives. Closely related to this was increased motivation ,

to stady natural and social phenomena in depth. .Students viewed this
as,a new and personal realm opened to hem, Several of the students
rePorted a dramatic change'in their understanding,and appreciation of
the beauty and complexity of the natural world, The pond became not
just a pond but a community with interrelatedness and unity. Many

commented on their new-found appreciation of the personal pleasure
; ,derived from direct encounters with the natural world.

Conclusions

The results provide suPport for the teaching of method courses for
elementary teachers in science and social studies that focus upon

students learning about the social and physical world as they study
how to teach children, The atudents moved from seeing science and
social studies taught as separate entities for the acquisition of
skills and knowledge toward a view acknowledging the benefit from
integrating diverse areas of learning, In terms of curricular under-
standings, more emphasis was placed upon allowing students to develop
and carry out their own purposes and grow in knowledge of selfand
others.
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he students in this study did not intially understand how to study
the environments in:which they lived. When they did begin to
encounter the richness of the real world, they saw the 'task of help.
ing children Come to understand the world in. 4 more comprehensive
way. This case itudy suggests that serious attention needs to be
given by environmental educators to the study,of teacAer education

;
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THE INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES CET ,TER: A SYSTEMATIC METHOD
TO DISSEMINATE ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INFORMATION

Bernard 3. Lukco
1

Environmental education in the '70s has been primarily concerned with
assisting the general population to become more aware,of'conaervation
needs,, energy.limitations,'pollution.ContrOls,problems, and the emerg-
ing social dilemma .of equitable allocation of resources. Environmental
education in the '80s will demand a continuition Orthie awareness
efforr. This decade will also require environmental educators to
.communicate more effectively by organizing programs to systematically
provide informatiot to the ditizenry tb facilitate quality-of-life
choices afiddecisions,,based on carefully assiMilated data. InfOrma-
tion dissemination, thereforq, becomes increasingly more important to
the many publics that environmental education serVes.

Cooperation IS required of all institutions with.responsibility 'for
gathering and transmitting information,. especially .education and train-
ing organizations, government agencies, and environmentally-related
interest. groups. A model'program developed by the U.S. Environmen,tal
Protection Agency (USEPA) to-support the decision-making requirements
of institutions which promote environmeniargoals serves as a focus .

for this discussion.

USEPA's programs are directed and influenCed by prolific legislation
mandated by Congress. Conaistent with the many provisions of USEPA
legislation, there is now and will continue to:be a need for trained
and qualified personnel. in all areas of pollution control, and an
assurance that future personnel can deal with complex envirpnmental
problems. Qualified professionals and technicians are required for
the many consulting firms, for federal, state and municipal agencies,
and for academic communities involved with pollutipn control.

^

To fulfill these educational and training requirements, USEPA has
organized the National Training and Operational Technology Center
(NTOTC). NTOTC has the responsibility for planning, developing,
conducting, and, evaluating USEPA's water pollution control training
and education program. As an instructional resource, its purpose is
to help regions, states, local governments, and educational institu-
tions to,become knowledgeable about USEPA's goals, regulations,
strategies, as well.as the implicationn of USEPA programs which
affect virtually everyone.

Activities encompass three categories; (1) instruction; (2) course
development;"and (3) information management.

1
National Training and Operational Tecnnology Center, U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, Cincinnati, OH 45268,
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a

Instruction

7
NTOTC offe-$ aNpriety of training courses in water quality control.
Such coursr3 are taught at many locations, but most are presented at
the Enviroivmental hesearch Center in CinOnnati, 011ie. A current
project will expand thiseffort to'enable more environmental personnel
to receive speCialized instrUction. ,Area training centers will soon
act .as:satellites to the NTOTC program, offering similar courses,and
instru'Ctional Support,- Select .universities with-broatt-pollution

trol curricUla will act as area ttaining centers within a region. As .

a result, more pollution control, peraonnel will have access to needed
specialized training.,

Since 1971, the NT6TC professional staff of chemists, biologists, and
engineers hai presented nearly 350 .courses to more than 8000 students,
Cou -ls are offered throughout the yeart'and are designed to help
participants understand 6rrent pollution control teChniques and
procedures. As USEPA regulations and policies are implementedicbased
in latge part on. USEPA research, courses are offered by NTOTC staff
to upgrade knowledge and develop specific skills or proCedutes.

Some courses ar6conducted at Wastewater treatment-planti, enabling
USEPA to.,work directly with-plant perisonnel.,to improve treatmentTlant

effluent. Whi1e working on site aE treatment plants, staff can diag-
nose.and-discuss particulat problems and can provide information on
design and operation to many technicians within the local region.

Courses currently are offered in five general categoriesi wastewater
treatment technology, treatment facility evaluation and.,inspection,
water quality surveillanCe and monitoring, water quality analysis,

and drinking water quality monitoring.

Students attend courses from all states and from some foreign countries.
The largest,percentage repiesent federal, State,-and municipal pollution
control agencies. A relatively small number of college and university
instructors attend these short c6urses whiCh.are typically one week in
length.. USEPA encourages more participation by the educational
community, so that-current skills-and knowledge will be transmitted
to students to enable them to deal with pol. control problems

as they enter environmentaf occupations. Community college and univer-
sity instructors may'attend courses free of charge by following pre-
scribed application procedures.

Course Development

NTOTC is active in the field of course development. As new educational
and training needs are identified, appropriate instructional packages
are developed. AlmoSt all such development is based on current research

and agency regulations. Materials include instructor guides, student

manuals, and supporting audiovisual materials. If USEPA's pollution

control training programs are to be successfully implemented, college-
and university staff from various departments must cooperate and
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integrate these instructional activities within their curriculumi or
students %ell not be adequately prepared, either theoretically or
prattically..

inforinationManagenient

The goal of USEPA's 14.2ormiti6n management system is. to support, in a
--cothprehenSive nd- systematic manner thos-e-involved--with-
control edUcation and training. A central location within the NTOTC
facility is *designed to provide a contact point and to coordinate
assistande efforts and hafi teen -dedignated the Instructional Resources
Center °(IRC).

, As the education'and training.community,has become more aware,ofdthe
types of programs operated by die /RC, requests.for information have .

.expandea dramatically. 'In .the past 12 months, about 1,200 letters
and 400 telephone calls from a variety of sources have been received:
Many requests for assistance'from instructors, information specialists,
municipal water and wastewater treatment plant trainers,,and represen.
tatives of goverhment and,business have been:received.

Through the IRC, NTOTC maintains a central location to
uatel Catalog, and disseminate-instructional materials-
water pollutiOn control, water supply, and pesticides.
several different but interrelated activities, it acts
communications link between USEPA and educators at all

levels. :4

The IRC includes an audiovisual lending library housing 44 slide/tape
presentations, 50 films and 79 videotapes, all-available for free,

short-term loan. At the present time, about 1,500 are loaned each
year; the number of loans increases with increasing awareness of this

supportive activity. Most subject areas available are water quality.-

oriented.

inventory, eval=
'in the areas of

Composed of
as a primary
post-secondary

Intereated petsons are invited to Cincinnati tci Use IRC facilities for
reviewing.tapes, slides., films, and other materials, before deciding
about purchakes or Curriculum development requirements, IRC staff
assist visitors by determiniog the most appropriate ways to use the
Center's resources, or in determining educational and training program
requirements and available resources, During the past year, universi-
ties and state and local governments have been assisted with curriculum

, design, course materials seleCtion, and audiomisual support efforti,

Instructional information.is cataloged by the Instructional ReSources
Information System (IRIS), a reference system listing about 2500 avail-,
able water pollution control training materials. The citatioh for

each item referenced includes title, author, institutional source,
descriptors, an abstract, and a clear statement of source from which
the item may be obtained. IRIS is available in print, microfiche, and

computer versions. Those with printed' copies can search for specific
interests by using descriptor indexes. me L.Aucational Resources
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Information Center (ERIC) Clearinghouse.for Scienee, Mathematics and
Environmental Education (SMEAC)I at The Ohio State University has been
responsible for preparing the current version, so that it is now
compatible with other clearinghouse operations uSed routinely by
educational institutions4 This cootierative effort offers/dome print
.reproduction services, as well as searches forTarticular types of
information. Instruction in use of the virious IRIS functions id
provided at a series of one-day workshops, conducted periodically
throughout the United States.

A recent innovation Is the capability to conduct computer searches.
,IRIS has been Mounted by Billliographic Retrieval Services; institu,
tiona having remote terminal'access to this service can easily seat 4

the file for Appropriate instructional materials. Computer tapes will
also be reproduced fot those preferring to mount their own systems.

Another service'resulting from cooperation with ERIC/SMEAC is the avail.-
ability of the texts of many of the printed materials at the 700 ERIC
microfiche collections located throughout the world where the documents
may be reviewed free of charge,

Another new activity that-has praven successful is a workshop oriented
toward college, university,,and community college initructors. The
Water Quality Instructers' Workshop is held cooperatively with the
University of Cincinnati .each year. Approximately 30 individuals
participate in becoming familiar with agency:developed'and sponsored
resources,,,descriptions of ongoing programs., and specific instruc-

tional techniques. PartiCipants also provide feedback to USEPA to,

assist the Agency to determine instructional priorities.

One of,our most successful efforts has been the.production of the IRC
Bulletin. This information bulletin provides educators and trainerd
with descriptions of =del programs, current instructional, materials
avtilabie, educational strategies, end notices of forthcoming events.
Instructors are encouraged to submit materials of articles. -

NTOTC is Moving in a positive direction toward mo-1 effective communi-
cations and dialog with the education and training community. Its

futUre success depends on input and support from individuals, organize',
tions,' agencies, and institutions which themselves Shave use of pollu-,
tion controLmaterials for instruction. Although this model can and
will be refined, it cannot succeed unless educators and trainers use
the system'to assist the Nation in reaching its pollution control
goals. Regulation and enforcement of regulations and standards become
more effective with strained workforce and a knowledgeable public.

At the present time, more than 6000 individuals are on the mailing list
to receive course schedules, the IRC Bulletin, and related information.
Those wishing to be added to this list should send name and complete

address to: Instructional Resources Center, NTOTC, USEPA, Cincinnati

.0H 45268.



PROGRAMS AND SE4NiCES OF THE DIVISION OF INTERNATiONAL
EDUCAltION, U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF

HEALTH, WUCATI.Osi, AND WELFARE

Pat Kern McIntyre
1

The Division of International Eaucatioa of the U,S. Office of Education
adMinisters a wide variety of programs an d. services co increase inter-
national and global dimensions of Akerican edncation through such
activities asstraining, institutional and curriculum development,
research, dissemination, and exchanges. The emphasis in many programs
id, on foreign languages.and area studies of the non-western world. The
'Division also administers programs to promote cult#ral understanding ,

and a wide range of staff services in the international education field.

The Division of International Educadon (D.I.E.) is responsible for
expanding the international and global dimensions'of America's educa.!.
tion system and kor promoting American citizens'. Awareness of other
cultures. D.I.E.'s,principil activities, are briefly described below.

With a staff of approximately 7P,persons and an annual program budget
of about $20 million,, most activities of D.I(E. are carried out under
one or mote of the following legislatiVe auSlorities: Title V/ of the
National Defense Education Act (NDEA) of.1958, as amended; the Mutual
Educational and Cultural Exchange,(Fulbright-Hays),Act of 1961;-and the
Agricultural Trade and Developm'ent Assistance Act (P.L. 480).

Details.about each of D.I.E.'s activities may-be obtained from the
appropriate offices:indicated by letters in parenthesis after each
progrard.description (see:Appendices A and B).

Within the United States

Six programs for individuals and institutions are conducted primarily
within the United States. Of those.listed below, the first five are
at.thorized by NDEA, Title VI, the last by the Fulbright-Hays Act,

The International Studies Centers program provides,grants
to higher education institUtions,, or consortia of such
institutions, to establish and operate centers focusing
on one world region, or on general world-wide topics.
Those centers focusing on a single world area offer
instruction in two or more of that area's principal

1
Division of Internatiolial Education, U.S. Office of Eduation, Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare, 400 Maryland Avenue, SW,
Washington, DC 20202
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langOagea, as well aa,inotherdietAplifiese in order tee assist
in the deVelopMenteof expertitethinthat partpulele'Werld area.
Awards are available in eacb eetegorrtO venterd halitFW a
combination .of graduate and endergtatheete initreetion as
well as to thoee offeeingeonly understednate traia/W (C)
13,435A (NUM

O The Internationel Studies programa provige twoey:earegrants to.

higher e&cation inetitutions pr consortia-of ouoh laistitee
time', to establish instructional )rograms in internefimel
studies at the graduate end undergraduate 1eve4, Programt
must be global or multiearef, in instruttional ooveragee

Graduate Tnternational Studies progrems-are designed to
strengthen linkages among disciplines end betw'een various
intetnational.specialties and profeesional sehools to bring7
an international, as well,ap interdisciplinary and/or compare
tive,focus to issues.or topics of transnational concern.
13.435C

Undergraduate- International Studies programs are designed to
develop the international and glohal dimeneions in the genertl
education program of institutions, particularly in the first
two years of post.secondary study, (C) 13,435B

The Foreign Language and Xrea Studiea (FLAS) Fel1ow4hips proe
gram [formerly the National Defense'FOreign Language opro .

Fellowailips] offers academic-year emarde for graduate student$
in eoreign language and area studiee. The grants are made to-
selected. U.S. higher education institutions,. 4)rogramsesay be
interdisciplinary or multidiscipliniery (including such fields-
as anthropology, economics, geography, history, linguistics,
literature, philosophy, polititalscience, sociology, or other
professional studies) and must include study of tba language(s)
of the geographic area of epecielization,' (F) 13.434 .

O The Research program provides'grants to institutions of higher
education, organizations, and indlvideale,to support surveye
and studies to determine. the need for increased or improVed
instruction in _modern. foreign language, area, and intere
national studies, or to develop more effective metWods or
specialized materials for such training, CR) 13.436

The Citizen Education for Cultural Understanding program pro.
vides funds to public and .private agenies and c;rganizations
to support loCally designed educational programs that increase
the understanding of U.S. students about the cultures, actions,
and policies of other nations, Such projects may provide for
in-service training for teachers and other educational
personnel, compiLation of.existing information. and resources,
and dissemination. (TF) 13581

O The Foreign Curriculum CoLs,ultant program brings experts from
other countries to the United States for an academic year to
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,

assist selected AmeriCan education institutions in planning,.
and developing their, curricula in foreign language.andArea
studies. The kinds of ineititutions given Orierity tn secur-
ing the services of consultants ate state departments of
education, large school systems, smaller fouryear.colleges
with teadher education programs, And groups of community%.

' colleges. (OP): 13.435

Abroad

Five programs conducted prima:1,1y abroad provide-opportunIties
viduals, groups, institutions, and non-profit educational organizations
to conduct basit and applied-risearch, engage' in pre.seriiidi arid in-
servide training, curriculum aevelopment, and the preparation or
aCqUisition of instruCtional materials.:,A11. of theie prOgrams are
authorized by the Fulbright.Hays Act.

The Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad program provides
assistance for graduate students to:engage in full,time disser-
tation research abroad in,modern foreign languageand area
studies. Designed to develop research knowledga'and capability
in world areas not widely includtd'in American curricula, the'
program aids Prospective'teachers and scholars_who Wish to
conduct original research in their area of specialization. and'
to enhance.their knowledge of the region, its people, 'and its

language(s), (F) 13.441

The Faculty Research Abroad program offers opportunities for
research and .study in foreignjanguage and area studies. It

is,designed to help higher educatiorOnstitutions strengthen
their.international studies programs by assisting key faculty
Members to'maintain expertise, update currtcula, and improve
teaching methods and materials, (F)- 14,438

The Group Projects Abroad program provides grants to U,S:
.educational institutions or non-profit educational organiza-
tions for training, research,, advanced foreign language training,
curriculum development, and/or instructional materials prepara-
tion or acquisition in international and intercultural studies:
Participants may include college and university faculty. members,
experienced eleMentary and secondary school teachers, curriculum
supervisors and administrators ancrselected higher education
students specializing in foreign language and'area'studies.
(Projects in this category may be jointly sponsored by DIE
and other OE offices.) (OP) 13,440

The Seminars Abroad progtam provides opportunities for teachers
of art, art history, world history, German, classics, and social
studies curriculum specialists at the elementary, secondary, and

college levels,.to participate in short-term seminars outside the
United States. (TE) 13.437
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O The.Teacher Exchange program provides-opportunities fOr ele
tary and secondary.schOol teachers andt'in some, eases, col ege
instructors and assistant professors to teach outside the

United States, Various arrangements are made by the U",S.
Government with otheracountries to provide for a direct ,

exchangefor a one-way placetent of teachers. (TE)

Services

a
In addition to grant programs, the D.I.E. provides seivicee ini six

major areas in the field of international education,

The Comparative.Education staff offers professional reso rce
support to improVe understanding of educational systems nd'

programs abroad through preparation and publication of sJtudies.

on educgtional systems of other countries;.and providin con-

sultative and technical assistance on education-systems abroad'
to U.S. educational institUtions, agencies, organikitio s, lnd a

individuals, (CE)

4 The International Organizations staff works with inter ational
organizations including UNESCO, UNICEF, COSOC, IBE, 0 S, WHO,

and UMW on educational progrems and conferenced: The Staff .

prepares or-directs the preparation of reports, surVey and

special studies-on,American education and assists in velopf..

ing U.S. policy and position papers for use at intern tional
conferences; nominates American educators to-serve-on U.S.
delegations to international meetings; and; for.VNESC recruits

American educators for field positions in other count ies,'(I0)

,.

The InternatioNal Visitors staff plans itineraries a d piovides
'educational counseling/far visiting foreign educator who are
net on U.S. Government grants; and, arranges appoint ents for
individual toreign educators who wish to consult wit special-

ists of.the Office of Education and other offices of the

epartment of Health, Education and Welfare, (IV) i

7

The Educational Developmentstaff arranges educatioil training

programs fox, teachers andaadministrators from otherkcountries.

Training includes regular courses, special seminarq, and site

visits to demonstration and researeh centeré. I:q

I

* The ClearinghouSe staff responds to inquiries aboult student
exchange programs, regular academic year-abroad proarams, general
educational tours of teachers and students, overs as employment,
and programs of financial assistance to foreign s udents--
activities that fall outside present OE international education

programs and services. The Clearinghouse also priepares and dis-
tributes brochures, pamphlets, and other referenqes describing
D.I.E. programs and services, As well as Activities in the field

of international education in general, (OD)



The Dissemination,Specialisf.coordinates an,information-sharing,
networIC for:the adVancement of international and global'educa-'
tion amonuthe-states, local education agencies, institptions
of higher education andAmternational orwitationst and
facilitates communication'betwsen.0E-s4pported programs and
activities sponsored by ottter agencies, both public and
private. . (ow

2b.?
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APPENDIX k

LETTER KEY AND PROGRAM ADDRESSES*.

OD - Office of the Director

Telephone: (202) 245-9692

C - Centers
.^

Centers and Research Section

international Studies Branch

Telephone:(202) 245-9588

CE Comparative,pucation Section.

c.,

International Services and Research Branch

Telephone: (202) 245-9425

F Fellowships

Fellowships and Overseas Projects Section

International Studies Branch

Telephone: (202) 245-9808 ,

IO International"Organizations Section

International Services and Research Branch

Telephone: (202) 245-2761

IV international Visitors Section

international Exchange Branch

Telephone: (202) 245-9481

*Each address is completed by addition of the following: .

Division of international Education
Office of Education
U.S. Department of Realth, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20202



LETTER'KET'AND PROGRAM ADDRESSES*

OP - Overseas Projects'

Fellowships and Overseas Projects Section.

International Studies Branch

Telephone: (202) 245-2794,

R - Research

Centers and Research Section

International Studies Branch

Telephone:. (202) 245-9819

TE - Teacher Exchange Section

International Exchange Branch

Telephone: (202) '245-9700

TF - 603 Task Force

Telephone: (202) 245-9425

*Each address is comple-aa-37a-adition of the following:

Division of International Education
Office of Education
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20202
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to the Director
245-7804
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SCENARIOS: A WAY OF INTERVENING IN THE FUTURE

John Miles1 and Skip Everitt
2

A scenario.is.a writteil description of the future. _It portrays in vivid
and graphic language the cuMulative impact of an entire series of events.
Scenarios depict what life will be like in a future moment. In most

cases, forecasters generate two or more scenarios to describe the range
of'possible futures related tn any given list of future events. Tradi-

tionally, this, "family" of scenarios includes 1) a scenario which
describes the worst possible state of affairs for ar...given moment in time;
2) a utopian or best possible state of affairs; 3) a scenario based on ,

simple extrapolation of existing trends4 and 4) one or more scenarios
based upon one particular phenomenon, i.e., high-technology, appropriate
technology, ZPG, nuclear war, etc.

By conjecturing a "family" of §cenarios, the forecaster sets forth a range
of possible futures.

The Role of Scenarios in Forecastin Environmental Futures

Environmental issues are specially well-suited for scenario writing. The
historical log of environmental problems in the U.S. describes a series
of events that are largely non-linear in thei,r occurrence. Oversimpli-
fied linear extrapolations of isolated events such as pesticide applica-
tion, leakage in nuclear power plants, and visitor use of wilderness
areas have indicated that these phenomena were--barring no extreme
variations or related events--relatively unimportant. However, time
and time again we face the ','extremes" characterized by a blowout at-
Santa aarbara, the break up and destruction of the "unsinkable" Amoco
Cadiz, a near melt-down at Browns Ferry and Three Mile Island, and the
occutrence of the "Dallas Syndrome" (known by others as Californication)
in Anchorage during the installation of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline. Scen-
arios provide the forecaster with the flexibility to blend extrapolated
data, "best guess" trends, and imagination into a rich narrative which

,allows for "thinking the unthinkable" (to borrow a phrase from Herman
Kahn).

Scenarios May Create the Future as Well as Predict It

When completed, a carefully constructed scenario answers at least two
questions:

1. What is the range of possible future conditions for a series
of given events?

'Huxley College, Bellingham, WA 98225.

2
Sogthwestern at Memphis, Memphis, TN 38112.
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2. What are the possible desiraLle or undesirable future
conditions that can be dealt with now or in the near
future to nurture or prevent their occurrence?

In other words, as a plann.ing device, the scenario can be used as "docu-
mentation" or justification for creating or "inventing" the future (a
borfbwed phrase from Warren Ziegler). Thus, the activist, politician,
planner, businessman, or manager moves from quasi-scientific prediction
to self-fulfilling prophecy. When used as "inventivg" devices,
scenarios can become powerful political and financial tools in the
hands of pressure groups or policymakers.

Scenarios are Appropriate for a Variet of Writers

The three basic skills required for scenario writing are literacy,
logic, and imagination. Assuming that these skills reside in an-indi-
vidual or group theme, the process may proceed. Recently,- a group of
high school students in Memphis wrote scenarios depicting education in
the year 1998--a year which will see many of the offspring of this
group of Memphis high schoolers enter the ninth or tenth grade. Their
scenarios have been credited with bringing about a major policy change
regarding the reestablishment of neighborhood schools. The spectrum
of scenario writers is broad. In the past year clergy, planners, ,

realtors, and community theatre directors have engaged in scenario
writing in Memphis alone.

The-Basic Process

In its most basic form, scenario writing incorporates the following
ordered steps:

1. Assemble a group or team that has a co mon and identifiable
concern (environmental protection, profits, civil rights,
change, etc.).

2. Provide the group with available data (reports, articles,
positioh papers, printouts, etc.).

3. Assign members of the team or teams within the group to
scenario areas (doomsday, utopia, technological fix, etc.).

4. Ask individuals to construct "future histories" or chrono-
logies which describe the nature and sequence of events from
the present to the agreed-upon future moment (2000, 1990,
2010, etc.).

5. Ask teams to compare future histories, agree on a team
history, and appoint a 'principal scenario writer.

6. Make sure teams discuss the future state of affairs while the
writers construct outlines or rough drafts for the scenarios.
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7. Encourage teams to refine their drafts formpreseittation
to the whole group or to decision makers.

sitryjtyLaatate 1979 NAEE Preconference Worksho
.

The participants in a workshop 'sponsored by the EnVironmental-Studies_
'Section of NAEE and held at Smith Mountain Lake in adVance of the
Eighth Annual NAEE Conference tire given position paperroprior to
their arrival. The following questions were suggested by Skip Everitt
and ..1,hn Miles as guidelines for the individual Task .Forces that had
been e;tablished:

i. Do the position papers explicitly or implicitly identify
,events, trends or future states of affairs that can be
incorporated into a future history?

2. Which refinements, additions or deletions are necessary for
construction of future histories?

3. What can we realistically accomplish in a day, and one-half

together? What do we emphasize? (Ecologicailfutures or

educational futures?)

4. How can we most effectively report out our results-6 the
NAFE Conference?

We found that the scenario writing process was overall sound and worth-

while. However, some obviods shortcomings emerged during the workshop:

1. The time frame for implementing scenarios was too brief.
An intensive retreat workshop becomei a micro-community.
We needed more time.to clear our minds of our job pressures
and to get to know each other.

2. The three scenario domains--energy, lifestyle, and ethics--
were actually only two domains. Lifestyle and ethics were

found to be overlapping rather than discrete.

3. While the position papers were helpful, participants expressed
a need for more readings and advance preconference preparation.

Generally,the scenarios which were developeewere imaginative and
indicated considerable reflection and "futures perspective." It was
the consensus of the group that scenario writers can be a very useful
tool in environmental education and environmental studies classroom
efforts.
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THE TINKER TRUCK EE IN MOTION .

Marla Painter, Weedith Evans,
and Carol Nimickl

The Tinker Truck%is a mobile environmental education program of Foresta
Institute for.Ocean and Mountain Studies, located in northwestern
Nevada's W&shoe Valley. Tho program is designed to meet the,environ-
mental education needs of rural Nevada, many of which are the same needs
as those of other large western states. It is unique because it utilizes
art as a channel for building environmental awareness in the learner and
the basic skill requirement& of perception and observation abilities.
It is a "charmer" bf an antique pick,up truck. On the back of the truck
is a cabidet that unfolds to revell exhibits, resources, and drawers of
supplies that are easilyrCarried Into the class.

The adoption of the Tinker traditic. frqm an old American folk
tradition of roaming Tinkers, trav.-,I.x.f: Prom town to toWn repairing,
household items, many made of tin, an' :eddiing a variety of specialty
goods made in the larger cities and di.acult for rural folk to acquire.
These "jolly" fellows had a simple life style and would "mend rather
than spend.", This tradition was applied to the mobile environmental
education projeo.t by having our Tinkers peddle a variety of learning
activities. The Tinker Truck goes from town to town to provide resources
and firsthana experience& for rural schools and communities thirsty for
the vitality of outside reiources.

Just as rural people were isolated in the past from stores and repair
facilities, now rural communities in the West are removed from learning,
centers, museums, and other metropolitan cultural centers. Often, they

are not exposed to the experiences of the American heritage, of chang.-

ing life styles and of,contemporary environmental degradation. Without

stimuli from such centers, children's understt.nding of their place in
cultural and natural,history is restricted. Consequently, seeing the
world as.an integrated who:1.e is even more difficult due to their iso-
lation. It is in response to this need that the Tinker Truck program
was designed by Weedith Evans, Cardl Nimick, and Happy Paffard at

Foresta Institute,

The Program Goals

The goals 'of the Tiniker Truck program are: a) to carry the educational
objectives of Forests Institute to the isolated rural areas of Nevada;
b) to develop methods of accomplishing environmental education objec-
tives through the arts; and c) to develop a mobile environmental
education program aimed at the small, isolated, rural community, It

can be a model for other states.

1
Forests Institute, 6205 Franktown Road, Carson City, NV 89701.
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The educational objectives which Foresta wishes to carry to the rural
communities are the following:

1. To design a curriculum that will foster perional and
intellectual growth and the.development of cteativity
and enthusiasm within and for the learning process;

2. Tojtelp studehts and teachers gain a deeper apPreciation
and understanding Of their,diverse natural environments;

To help students and teachers gain a deeper appreciation
and understanding of their rich cultural heritage,and the
critical interrelationships betWen natural Ostems and
human cultural systems;

4. To help students develop a process of valuing and a sense
of Commitment to their community and natural environments
so that they become a contributing elemert in improving the
quality of life through channels of constructive'change;

5. To help teachers learn to utilize environments outside of
the classroom with the tremendous diversity of learning
resources the community has to offer;

6, To provide teacherseinetraining with practical experience
in innovative curriculum planning and implementation; and

7. To disseminate the program as a model, nationally aed
internationally.

.51

Forestats environmental education approach is built on. the iAeas and work
of environtental -educators everywhere and is in response to Foresta's

precepts of education, 'Education must equip peopl,A to understand the
laws governing the operation of the systems in which we live, The

reasons for the'impórtance of this are many; theoretically, if people
know how a system operates,whether an ecosystem or an engine-i-they
can also perceive and understand dysfunction in that system. It is then
possible for them to make decisions as citizens that will perpetuate
healthy functioning of the systems which- maks, up our enviroament,
Inherent in our view of a system is that "natural" and "human" cultural
systems are interdependent and reflective of one another, Edueation
must also respond to the Creative, intuitive elements of learning as
well as the rational, cognitive sides presently emphasized in our school
systems. Recent research has indicated that the right hemisphere of the
brain dominates the affective aspect of learning and the left side, the
cognitive, In a sense, education has inhibited a large portion of the
human learning potential by not develeping the right hemisphere of the

human brain. There is a need to reawaken this metaphoric side of our
mind to develop our full learning capacity,

The truck itself is a renovated 1948 Dodge pick-up with built-in cabi-
nets and storage space on the back, ,ieedith Evans, the builder and
designer of the truck's renovation, paid special attention to every
detail of the vehicle. Because of this care, children and adults are
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immediately captured by its charm and interested in what it carries for
them. .Within the cabinets, people find drawers, cubicles, a feely box

to explore. In addition, the truck carries art work from schools
previously visited, a library concerning folk art and designs in
nature, and a patchwork of drawers, One drawer is full of hats-for
role playing; another, musical instruments to sound out the wind;
for sketching, an ink drawere; for turning fleece imto yarn, a drawer
with spindles. These are the wares the Tinker Truck carries with its
"Tinkers," going from town to town to sharpen the environmental wares. .

ness of eleMentary school students.

psagram Content and Meth

The Tinker Truck program i diverse, and there is an ever-growing
repertoire of activities a d experiences developed by the staff to
meet the different needs o the communities, The primary goal, however,
is in4tending to the envir nmental awareness of the learner so that she
or he can perceive her or his surroundings, grow curioes about them and

desire to learn how global systems work, 'Our hope is that they learn

to love and care for their surroundings, The program is a combination
of presentations by the Tinker Truck staff (we call them Tinkers) aed
workshops both in the schoOlyard and the classroom. Additionally, work-
shops for teachers and community-wide educational programs are provided,
An interdisciplinary approach to environmental awareftess is used with
an emphasis on'sensory exercises,end art activities. Educating the

senses takes people above and 'beyond what we gain from the second-hand
experiences of books and television. By overemphasizing the verbal and
visual world, subtle perceptions are less frequently felt by people.
By immersing students in their environment, hey become personally
involved ind gather strong impressions which can work as a basis for
artistic interpretation. The Tinkers blindfold students, hoist them
to,a high vantage point, crawl around with magnifying glas'ses, sit in

a special place for five minutes of silence, make music. The arts are

used as a channel for environmental awareness in order to balance the
more commonly used cognitive approaches to environmental studies.
Simple observation and perception are basic skills to develop,

Artists and,ecologists see the world in similar ways. They both elave

broad points,of view; they see how things fit together; they sharpen
their ability to observe differences and details. Consequently, dis-
covering ecological principles through art is a fruitful approach. By

utilizing, the concepts of diversity, interdependence, adaptation and
change, the learner discovers both aesthetically and empirically that
reality is, as David Bohm states, an "inseparable interconnectedness."
Seeing their environment in new ways through different art forms,
students come up with their Own insightn and feelings about the site
--perceptions which may never have been brought out through only
scientific or mathematical analysis of the environment, A personal

expression of these insights is the beginning-step toward the inde-
pendent thinking and attitude formation necessary for responsible

citizenship. The experience of expression, not the artifact, is

intrinsica!ly important. What is crucial is doing artwork for one's

self, a ma,:k of one's unique existence. Being aware of one's own
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ability to create, change, end discover, helps one to deal with the
everyday job of problem solving. It also is,the key to a positive
attitude toward living,

Usually art activities should begin with an exercise to catch the
students off their guard and free therefrom the fear of not fulfill-
ing preconceived notions of.what art is supposed to be. An exercise
such as "crazy animals" can do this:

LOOSEN UP ee CRAZY ANIMALS

With a crayon, draw the most.unique, outrageoUs, monstrous
creature imaginable. Have your creature embody every and
any kind of adaptation that helps it 1) move, 2) eat, 3)
protect itself. Adaptation might first be discussed with
the aid of study skins or large pictures. How will your
crazy animal eat its dinner?

Art activities such as printing and rubbing are highly successful,
encouraging students to enjoifurther art work, Group art peojectseee
skits, murals, punpetry, collaborative poems--take the attention off
the individdal's self-consciousness about her4his artistic ability.
By working with many art forms, such as graphic art, lively art, and
folk art, all students find activities that especially delight them.
The graphic arts also direct stuaents toward concerns about aesthetics
and design of a quality natural and manufactured environment. The folk
art activities involve students in skills lost with twentieth century
mechanization and exemplify many non-consumptive activities with human
rhythms. Folk art also opens up ways of looking at the relation-
ship between people and the resources the land offers for expressiori.
Music, drama, and literature provide direct channels for attitude
examination and expression, an exploration of values and tradition,

The Tinkers present the program so that the students feel the joy of
doing art; if the object is to make things, we end where wetttart,
with things. The objective is to have something happen to the person
doing the art activity. The skills learned promote self-worth by
giving the students an experience in shaping an object, an environment,
even a life style.

Upon arrival at a school, the Tinkers acquaint themselves with the
principal and/or teachers, making final class schedules and inquire
ing about current subjects of study to fit into the Tinker Truck
activities, They also acquaint themselves with the schoolyard and
potential field trip sites, The program begins in the class with
introductions, especially to the truck itself, affectionately known
as Esmeralda. The claas gathers around one side of the truck and then
the other to investigate the exhibits and drawers, Students love to
pull out the drawers, and in the process are prepared for the work-

shops. After helping to carry in the necessary supplies, the children
settle into a drawn story about Tinkers of the past and Tinkers of the
present: how they travel from town to .town and would rather mend than

spend. A poem about the jolly tinkers is shared by all,
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The workshops often start with leaf rubbing, which leads into the

package.of textural exercises;.schoolyard scavenger hunt for textures

which form a rubbing composition; texture drawing done by just feel.

ing objects hidden in bags; blind walks; collaborative texture poems.

Such texture exeycises are background for spinning and weaving in a

subsequent folk art session. The content of the introduction is -

always the same but an effort is made to expose each class to
different study units and to maintain a continuity in subsequent
visits to the class and school. Concepts and activities are geared

to the class level and teacher presence is req*.red. Teacher in-

,service sessions are encouraged to train the Zeachers in the approach

and techniques of the Tinkers. "The Tinker Truck Book," containing

an activity sampler, is left 'with each teacher for follow-up activi

ties, Because the schools are small, one- or two-day vipits are

adequate, Ideally, the Tinker Truck would be able to visit the
schools at leant twice each year. .

The idea of the Tinker Truck is applicable to miny.regions of the

country, although the Western states are particularly in need of such

a resource. Of.course, not everyone needs to follow the exact model

of a "Tinker Truck." Such an idea is useful, howeverbetause it
captures the imagination of children and edults. Seeing a bright

yellow antique truck pull into town with smiling faces inside is

delightful pr. all. Lending some magic to the vehicle is also useful

in interesting people in it. Promoting the virtues of living in a

rural setting is supportive psychologically to people who feel iso-

lated and, who, were it not for work, might choose to be elsewhere,

The Tinker Truck attempts to be a celebration of rural living, in

addition to its other features.

The major topic that arises between people discussing projects similar

to the Tinker Truck is that of funding, The only success Foresta has

had in overcoming this persistent problem is in seeking support from

a variety'of sources for whom different aspects of an idea have appeal,

The schools pay a modest fee of $35 per day,

Our hope, and that of many rural Nevadans, is for the Tinkers to be a

regular,part of the Western landscape, We hope, also,, that art will

become used by more environmental educators and that the joy of

exploring and discovering one's surroundings will be ltss limited

to thoee away from metropolitan areas through the idea of mobile

programs,
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AT THE OHIO S ATE UNIVERSITY

Robert E. Roth'

The School of Natural Resources of The Ohio State University is responsi-
ble for professionally-oriented programs leading to employment in natural.
resources management and environmental education and for coordinating
efforts in various disciplines from a variety of colleges within the .

University interested in the development of such proirams. The school

is guided by an advisory committee representati of the disciplines
interested in environnental and natural resour s managment, and admin....

istered by experienced professionals with simil r-education and -exper-
ienCe. The programs'offered are interdisciplin ry, and courses are .

utilized from many disciplines', departments an colleges of the Univer-

sity. ,

The goals.of the program are to develop a holi tic view of man in rela-
tion to his natural resource base and to trai natural reSource

managers who understand this view.

The program is designed to develop personnel apable of filling manager-
ial,research, and educational roles in natur1 resources and environmental
fields. More generally, the program hopes tO develop an,awareness by
students from all disciplines of man's depen ence on .a finite resource .

base.and of man's responsibility to manage r sources to,assure a quality
environment. Research, extension, and resid nt inatruction functions
are strategies used to achieve these objectlives.

-The programs of the school are organized byisubject matter divisions
corresponding to environmental/resource spelcializations.

1

. Other Facilities and Related Programs

The School of Natural Resources has a 13001-acre tract of forested land,
with lodging facilities for individuals and groups in the Clear Creek
Valley of Hocking County. The tract is known as the Barnebey Center

for Environmental Studies and is utilized for resident environmental
education, field trips and for graduate study.

Environmehtal Educatio.i Undergraduate Pr9grams

The area of discrete academic concern of the Division of Environmental
Education includes the baslic knowledge of natural resources management
andpethodologies appropriate for programs in environmental education,
communications, and interpretation. The knowledge base is in-four

1
Division of Environmental Education, 246 Lord Hall, The Ohio State
University, Columbus, OH 43210,
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interrelated 'areas: Biophysical (BP), Sociocultural (SC), Change,

and Management (Mgt). The following model illustrat.es the rela-

tiorships between coatnt and/or knlwledge areas, methods and
intended, audience:

C.)ntent

SC.

Process

")

tc) ti

Communication

Change
e.dticatkon

c:orr'ak

Citizen
(Student)

The Division of Environmental Education emphasizes the application of
the above concepts through the information delivery-processes of envi-
ronmental education, communications, and interpretation. All three

program areas are within the more general.concern of-education, broadly

conceived.

'The Division of Environmental Education conducts publtc service
(Extension), research, end'eesident instruction undergraduate and
graduate programs in the areas of environmental communications,
education, and interpretati, 1. .

1. Environmental communications includes the content base above and a

st4dy of: communications theory, analysis techniques, information
dissemination,- modeling, budgeting, evaluation, and research
approaches appliCable in various media in relation to resource use
and environmental management/education.

2. Environmental education utilizes a content and methodological base

including study of: concepts of environmental management and
natural resources, nataral history, resource agencies, interAc-
tions of resource management, watershed evaluation, gaming and '

simulation in resource management, programming and planning,
resident outdoor education, curriculum and activity development,
conservation education methodologies, research, evaluation, and

theory. *

3. Environmental interpretation includes study of: the concept of
the interpreter, interpretive principles and techniques, visitor
characteristics, information services, interpretive centers and
exhibits, interpretive planning and programming, evaluation,
research, and theory.



The above areas of academic concern are based upon research in environ.-
mental and resource management, educational and social psychology,
curriculum development, communications, education, and interpretation
methodology (Table 1).

DoubL.22areeProra_g_rniiiEnviro.einmItal Education

A DoubleDegree Program is a formalized arrangement between the School
of Natural Resources and the College of Education. By this arrangement,
a student may be enrolled in both colleges and by completing a specific
program in each with a minimum of 241 quarter hours will receive a
Bachelor of Science in Natural Resources and a Bachelor of Science.in
Education. The double-degree with the College of Edacation yields teach-
ing certification for undergraduates. Students may alternatively choose a
post-degree program that yields a Master's degree and teaching certification.

Graduate Program in Environmental Education

Thegraduate program in environmental education is developed in consul-
tation with an adviser at the Master's level, and with a committee at
the Ph.D. level. The basic foundation which students should experience
is outlined below:

I. Environmat:

1. Ecology - An understanding of basic ecological principles; the
dynamics of ecological systems; and natural .and man-dnfluenced
processes affecting ecosystems.

2. Human Ecosystem:- An understanding of the structures of and
relationships among institutional arrangements, the flows of
power and influence, and impact of culture, values, and law
on decision making within the human ecosystem. A thorough
comprehension is expected of the linkages among the physical,
cultural, and biological processes which affect man and the
biosphere.

Management

1. Economics - An understanding of micro and macro-economics
theory; evolution of American economic thought; natural
resources economics; and the integration of ecological and
economic principles in promoting human welfare.

2. Policy - An understanding of: governmental structure function,
ald relationships at all levels of government; historical
development of political thought and policies that have affected
management of our environment; process and formulation and
implementation of environmental policy; and the role of citi-
zens and organizations in this process.



Table I

PROGRAM AREAS OF THE DIVISION OF ENVI'AONMENTAL EZA!CATION, SCHOOL OF

NATURAL RESOURCES AT THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

DIVISION ENVIRONWTAL EDUCATION

PROGRAAS Environmenta) Communications

(In Proc_ress).

OPTIONS Journ. Cinema &
Photog.

SPECIALIZATIONS

273

Radio/TV

Citizen Illus. &

Partic. Art

1Environmentil Education

EMCE Sci.Ed. Voc.N.R. Env.Sci.

Environmental intsgretation

Ciological General Earth Watural

Science Science Science History
Interp.

Cultural
History
Interp.
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III. Communicationst6
ir

1. Education An understanding of the /iewd and practices of
present and past educational philosophies and theories; the
trends, movements and problems in education, philosophy,
content, and methodology appropriate for environmental
education and interpretation,

2. Communications - An understanding of the dynamics of public
opinion, the formAion and change .of attitudes; and the tech-
niques, skills, and media of,use in disseminating inFormation;
and processes by which people acquire and integrate informa-
tion inio their liVes.

IV. Research methods

1. Analytical skills - An understanding of the process of data
collection and analysis for scholarly rese,Tch, including
knowledge of statistics, research design, and the role.of
simulation, gaming, and modeling in environmental education

and management.

Admission to the M.Sc. program in Natural Resources requires a rele-

vant undergraduate specialization with record undertaking of compe-

tence, indicating capability of graduate woik. Intent to prenare for

some kind of educational communications work is.also an expectation.

Core Courses: The followliig courses or their equivalerits constitute

the common core for environmental education graduate students at the

M.Sc. level:

Natural Resources 600 - Natural Resources Policy;

Natural Resources 601 - Interactions in Resource Management or
equivalent in advanced ecology or resource economics;

Natural Resources 785 - Research Methods in Natural Resources
Mana3ement or equivalent course/s in statistics and research;

Natural Resources 897 - Oraduate Seminar.

Both non-thesis and thesis options are available.

EaTILLIJ1ELLim: Fifty-five minimum hours, to include two papers,

developed through individual study; comprehensive -.xamination.

§_pecialization Program: There is no limit on courses or hours taken

in other departments. Students have opportunity to propose Cleir own
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programs, but coherence is an important criterion. Many departments
have relevant offerings. The graduate student is obligated to pro-
pose and discuss his program as a condition-for acceptance.

The Ph.D, Program is developed individually under direction of a
faculty committee, with approval of the Graduate School.. The inter-
disciplinary program must include in-depth couyse preparation in
either a discipline, resource or educational specialization in an
interdisciplinary program of courses approved by the graduate committee.

Environmental education is directed at modifying our attitudes toward
our world--both the world of nature from which we derive and inherit
our responses and the world which we are creating. As our attitudes
are reflected in informed democratic processes, both in the polling
booth and in the marketplace, we must recognize that whatever happens
or is not permitted to happen to this world can be substantially
influenced by a majority vote. This "voteneby each individual man,
woman,.or child is determined by his or her attitudes toward self,
toward others, and toward the quality of lifeJor all, This means
that self-respect, respect for our fellows, and respect for the
living earth must be encouraged. The philosophy of the Division of
'Environmental EduCation at The Ohio State University is oriented to
that end.

,
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DESIGNING ENVIRONMENTAL EDUC1ATION INTO THE CURRICULUM:
AN INFUSION APPROACH

Larry Schaefer,
1
Jack Culbe t,

2
Nancy Hungerfor

3

My interest is,in the future, because I am going to spend
the rest of my life there.

C. F. Kettering

Introduction

Most educators agree that Environmental Education (EE) should be dedi-
cated to producing environmentally literate citizens. Such a process
shotad produce citizens equipped.with factual and unbiased information
concerning the basic ecological'systems, skilled in problem-solving and
decision making, and motivated to,take an active role in vorking toward

the maintenAnce of an ecologically-sound environment.

The ultimate objective.of involvement in an environmental learning pro-
gram is to enable people to think reasonably and thoughtfully about

their environment. This will come about through speific and continued
experiences with the environment. Any single experience is not enough.
In time, experiences, will accumulate to the extent that students can
perceive patternsiand causes and effects which make sense to them and

which relate to other aspects of life.

In order to reach this goal, it is important that students have environ-
mental learning ekperiences on a continuing basis throughout their
lives. There are basically two approaches to implementing EE to reach

this goal;

1, Environmental Education uses the skills and information-of
various disciplines;

2. Each discipline can use environmental activities to teach
the knowledge and skills of that discipline,

The problem of the first approach is that if we continue to "talte time
out" from the everyday instructional program to deal with envirOnmenta1
problems they will remain adjunct concerns. In addition, ther/e is

always the problem of one more unit in an already crowded program.

1
ACES Environmental Education Center, SOO Dixwell Avenue, New Haven,
CT 06511

2
Staples High School, North Avenue, West4Sort, CT 06880,

3ACES Environmental Educatlun Center, 800 Dixwell Avenue, New Haven,

CT 06511,
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On the other hand, if we prepare a program of instruction which is
customized with or has environmental objectiVes built in, our atten-
tion Zo such c-ncetns will be as regular and automatic as the.social
'occurrence of the problems themselves. It is this second,alternative
that has been developed in this project wbich has'resulted in an EE
Infusion Activity notebook.

Infusion.

Infusi9n is not a new concePt. It is in fact an integral part of the
entire- educational- process7.- -All-teachers stFive to_integrato-and_plece
together for their_students the many topics, subjects and categoriei
that divide the school day. Writing skills are not isolated exercises
to be performed during an English lesson, but are important tools of
communication in science, social studies, and the language-arts:

Our EE Infusion Project is a two-fold response to this aspect of the

)
teaching process. In response to the crowded curriculum, the infusion
approach frees teachers to "environme talize" their classrooms, By

selecting one or more-EE infusion activities, a teacherican highlight
the environment as key points throughout the achool year. Perhaps
more importanily, by integrating environmental education in a multi-
tude of disciplinary contexts and topic areas, students' thinking may
come to reflect an environmental ethic which spans individual curric-
ulum topics.

T.12222.21T12REnLJILltta

Our development strategy for the infusion activity notebooks involved '

four major phases. The first phase focused on teacher training. In

the fail of 1977? ye conducted 30 outreach workshops in area schools
to explain and illustrate the essence of Environmental Education as well
as to explain the curriculum development effort. The purpose of these

visits was to stimulate EE activity, enlist participation by the schools
in the project, and encourage teachers to participate in tfle curriculum
writing team.

In order to participate in the team, teachers were required to take a
graduate, curriculum-design course entitled "Designing EE Into the
Curriculum" offered by the center staff through a local univer:ity.
The course was offered with subsidized tuition to encourage participa-
tion. The course was designed to develop curriculum writing skills
and improve EE background.

The Cur_rilurt_LI,2eKelopment

Following the writing course and curriculum analysis, a summer cuericu-

lum institute was conducted (Phase IT). Based on performance in the
writing course, twelve teachers from the course were invited to parti-

cipate in the institute. In addition to the teachers, the staff of
the institute included two team leaders, three editors, a resource
specialist, and a content specialist. Each teacher contracted to

produce 15 curriculum activities. ,
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The primary-objective of the Environmental Education Center (EEC)
Infusion -Project was to closely:Iink partiCipating sehool 4,1,stridt
curricula with opportunities in EE. These opportunities were identi-
fied by the EEC staff prior to the institute, using school district
curriculum guides and the EEC reseurce library, and were integrated
into a giant matrix (Phase III). The horizontal axis.recorded the
65 science and social studies curriculum topics gleaned from a'care-
ful analysis of school programs, The vertical axis, a framework for
environmental education, was conveniently divided into seven major
topics. Figure I is a simplified representation Of the matrix.

Using this matrix, the two writing teams worked diligently-to create
and rework,curriculum activities to highlight the environmental issues
which emerged from these curriculum areas. Ideas for activities were
formulated during team brainstorming sessions, and writers cooperated
to improve the quality of one another's work. Drafts were read by
team leaders for curriculum content, euvironmental content and class-
room viability. Based on'feedback from the team leaders, teachers
revised and improved their activities,

Following the acceptance of each activity by the team,leader, the
. activity entered the final or production phase (phase IV). The

activity was edited, typed and graphics added. In order *o increase
the usability of the product, each activity had an identical format.
This format included: Curriculum Topic, Environmental TOpic, Skills,
Site, Objective, Teacher Background, Preparation, Vocabulary, The.
Activity, Procedure, Related Activities, Resources, and Student Work-
sheets.

The final product of the infusion, curriculum-development project was
Earthwatch, two EE activity notebooks, Volume 1 of Earthwatch focuses
on grades 3-5 and Volume 2 on grades 6-8. Each is a collection of
earefully designed activities written in identical format to encourage
environmental.literacy.

There are three ways to enter the notebook: (1) use the list of
curriculum topics in the Table of Contents; (2) use subject index at
the end of the notebook; or (3) use a listing of activities arranged
by environmental topic.

ELSomesencies

The infusion approach to EE as appli.ed in the Earthwatch curriculum
offers a practical approach to EE, out may not insure the sequential
development.of EE concepts and skills. Pecognizing that the Earthwatch
activities could lead teachers to adopt a shotgun approach to EE, the
EEC staffi sought to construct a conceptual model which would provide

teachers ith a guide for specific competencies to be mastered at each
gro,... ley 1,

Initial attempts at model development involved researching existing c(A-t-

c,:ptual models. These models were found lacking in three importc.nt

respects,
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1. Most existing conceptual models are inconsistent with the
infusion approach in that they. have.little connection with
what is being taught-within district schools.

2. Most existing conceptual models assume that student mastery
of the concepts central to the natural sciences guarantees
competency in emvironmental education. Existing frameworks
miniMize humankindls interaction with the natural environ-
ment and downplay the resulting environmental dilemmas.

3. Many conceptual models offer simplistic and merely deserip-
tive objectives for observing the natural environment and
avoid more complex environtiental issues and skills.

Dissatisfaction with existing models led the EEC staff through a mcess
of development which would provide EE concepts and competencies at each
grade level. These competencies i.Yould focus on human-interaction with
the natural environmeat as well as facilitate the infusion of EE acti-
vities within existing district Curricula. This process Consisted ef
the following steps!

1 1-1 Identifying -the major concepts in EE contained under each of.
the seven topics (Figure 1) included in Earthwatch.

2. Identifying the concepts and competencies students need to
master prior to the introduction Of environmental competencies.

3. Writing behavioral objectives for each of the EE cOncepts and
for each grade level. A conscious decision was made by the
staff to limit EE competencies to those dealing with human
interaction with the environment, To be candid, we assumed
that teaching the natural sciences and calling it EE was in-
sufficient, It is pur desire that teachers teach the natural
sciences but be under no delusion that they are teaching EE,

4. Conducting a series of working sessions with district teachers
at each grade level to obtain a reaction to the_curriculum
assumptions the staff made 4s a result of step three, Objec-

tives were revised in accordance with teacher r tion and

evaluation. In addition to facilitating the grade level place-
ment of specific objectives, it was the goal of EEC staff to
demonstrate to teee'ers the opeortunities for infusing EE
objectives in the: present curricula,

5, Identifying or c! ting activities for each concept and objec-
tive at each gra level to be infused in specific subject
areas,

Example:

FE Competency

t!,e learner w411

identify onclatural
cycle of which they
are part

Subject
Grade (Ctxriculum) Resource Pa e Nos,

K-3 science EARTWATCH Vol, I, p,58

language OBIS Set

language
arts

EARTWATCH Vol, I, p,89
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6, Disseminating the final product, The task is insuring that

teachers are awa're not only of the objectives but of the
activities to implement the objectives. ThiS requires demon-
strating to teachers how the goals of EE can be achieved with
a miniMum of effort.

212Ing_Earthwatch

It is this phase of the-infusion prOject, disseMination and use, that
is actually the,final link in an environmental growth cycle which has
emerged from the curriculum development pr?ject. In this phase we

link the EE competencies to Earthwatch,and other environmental curric-
Ida in order to match and teach the curriculum goals of individual
school diétricts. By directly tying the competencies to the goals and
plans of the classrooffi teacher, we convince them that EE is not only an
important educational goal but a possibility for the classroom, By

bringing them into our process such that they sample the Earthwatch con-
cept in their classroom, we raise their level of awareness and thus
insure that,they will continue to grow as environmental educators.

Our conclusions regarding both the prOcess and product are listed below:

1. The work involved in terms of staff time were grossly under-

estimated. We are convinced that implementation time will
offset development time because we are-using subject matter
and concepts with which teachers are familiar.

2. The development of specific competencies for EE has advantages

and disadvantages.

(a) The competencies will provide a tool for evaluating a
school's curriculum for'its EE content. In addition, a
mechanism for strengthening the- content without major
curriculum alterations will be available.

(b) The competencies will provide teachers with a political
wedge to incorporate EE goals into school curricula.

(c) The Environmental Education Center will have an internal
tool for eval-ating its many professional development

services.

(d) Teachers who feel they teach all environmental concepts
when the7 teach natural science may be alienated. They

will be asked to alter significantly their understanding
of EE.

(e) The assumptions made of what is already taught by teachers
in subject areas may pose a threat to some teachers. This

can only be overcome by support from their administrators

and the EEC staff.

3. EE is not totally a cognitive process. It is the product of a

dynamic growth cycle incorporating the affective growth of the
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EEC staff, teachers, parent
cess rather than any produc
plans at the Environmental
competencies, the curricul
be modified by staff and te
will occur in the context o
education which has emerge
of that model.

and students. .It is this pro-
which has strengthened and.focused
ducation Center. larthwatch, the
ideas will continue to evolve and
dhers but the product modification
.a learnilg model for environmental
The following is a description!

The Dynamic Growth Cycle: An EE Lerning Model

Effective decision making is a primary goal of EE. Effective environ-
.mental decision makinglrequires bo h the knowledge of policy formation
and the possession of an environme tal ethic. Ethics and policy forma-
tion cannot be separated. Policy s the product of the decision makers'
ethics.

We propose a model that makes eth !cs formation central to EE at all grade
levels and in all'subjects. This 1 model requires that ethics formation
and effective decision making be interrelated and is a product of a
dynamic growth cycle: It assumesIthat chis growth cycle can be used
to facilitate learning at all levO.s .3f instructionli

I

"Awareness" is defined as increas'ing recognition of oneself and all humans
as part of the earth's biosphere Awareness is not viewed as a static
componentVich once acquired isIthen possessed through life. But rather,
a lifelong process-which is a function of continuing growth process.

"Stewardship" is defined as incr
'le

asing commitment to act as a protector
of the earth rather than as explioiter. "Stewardship" is an increasing
commitment to a conservation ethic. Stewardship does not imply willing-
ness to radically alter one's life styles.

"Adaptation" is defined as increasing willingness to alter one's life
style to reduce environmental *pact, It is an attempt to bring one's
life style into harmony with nature. "Adaptation" implies concrete
personal_action which resultt in changes in the individual's behavior,

"Responsibility" is defined as the adoption of an active role in the
collective decision making pr cess. This active, community centered
role means inflUencing others This influence can be executed through
the formal political process r less formal educational processes.
The model assumes that any in rease in "responsibility" will raise the
tf awareness" of the individual. As the degree of involvement increases
so also does the recognition pf the complexity and interrelatedness of
environmental issues. Actiol completes the loop and the cycle continues,

The adoption of this learning model has the following implications for
teaching and curricula:

1. Abandonment of the litear instruction model which stresses
awareness in the lower grades and action in the upper grades,
This does not imply mass reorganization of present methods
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or curricula, It does imply the need for the teacher to be
aware of the opportunities for growth within the cycle
regardless of the specific focus 'of a lesson.

2. The teacher must view his own personal commitment to environ-
mental education as expanding and the outcome of a dynamic
growth process. -Awareness, Stewardship, Adaptation and
Responsibility become the web :in which the teacher is an
integral part.

Conclusion

Although this approach to the development of curriculadmaterials seema
long and complex, it is based on the belief that by incorporating EE
concepts into an one-going curriculum several benefits can be derived:

First, continuation of EE instruction can be assured, without
the necessity of massive external funding sources.

Second, by incorpo'rating these concepts at appropriate places in
many areas of study, EE can remain dispersed throughout the curric-
ulum and not become a specific entity or source that should be
taught at a certain grade level, This allows students to be
introduced to environmental materials at,all grade levels and in
almost all subject areas in a subtle, reinforcing manner, assur-
ing the transdisciplinary nature pf EE.

Third, by allowing teachers to introduce -enVironmenta1 concepts,
within the framework of the courses-they are already teaching,
their confidence in themselves and the materials can be main-
tained, and the need for extensive teacher in-service training
can be kept to a minimum.

We, understand learning to be a change in either behavior or in pattern
.of thinking which follows upon an accumulation of experience. The

development of Earthwatch and the competencies resulted in the evolu-
cion of the growth cycle. With the conceptualization of the growth

cycle, it is our "responsibility" to return to Earthwatch. Our efforts
must focus on adapting Earthwatch activities to growth cycle philosophy.
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STUDENT ECO-ACTIVISTS REVISITED: LONG-TERM CORRELATES
OF EARTH DAY

A.Clay Schoenfeld'

Students of social forces and voluntary action (Albrecht 1972; Morrison
1973; Harry 1975) have reported previously on Various environmental move-
ment phenomena.- This study explores some apparent long-range consequences
of active youth involvement in the massive-national environmental teachin---
and associated campus environmental protests, 1969-70,'

Earth Day, 22 April 1970, has been described as "the largeSt, cleaneit,

most peaceful demonstration in America's history" (Cotton 1970). An
estimated 20 million people of all ages and shades participated (NSEA
1970). Nearly half of the four-year colleges in the country sponsored
demonstrations, double the number that experienced anti-Vietnam protests

(Astin 1971). E-Day is Said to have elevated "environmental quality"
overnight into the *general public ken as a "social problem" (Dunlap and
Gale 1972).

.

Who were the college and university students who led the E-Day teach-ins
on the campuses of the'country.inj970? Dunlap and Gale (1972) surveyed
students very active in environmental campaigns at the University o'
Oregon, 1969-70, compared them with a representative sample of the wnole
Oregon student body, and contrasted them to Oregon students active in'
Students for a Democratic Societywthe "radical" movement of the time.
What Dunlap and Gale found was not what some E-Day observers have held,
that E-Day managed to bring together students from all hues of the
political spectrum (Janssen 1970). At least at Oregon, the new left
and conservatives wete simply not represented among E-Day student leaders.
The Oregon E-Dayvactivists were not very distinguishable on most counts
from the Oregon student rank-and-file, except of course for their leader-

ship qualities.

The situation may have been somewhat different on some other campuses.
At the University of Wisconsin-MAdison, for example, SDSers initially
tried to take over E-Day organizing, but they were frozen out by a

coalition of "good liberals." Students of the'far right at Madison
were equally ineffective in making a presence felt (Schoenfeld 1970),

Nationally the adult far left not only largely boycotted E-Day, it
railed against environmentalism as a WASP cop-out from social issues
like civil rights and poverty and as a capitalist smokescreen to divert
attention from Vietnam (Barkley and Weissman 1970). Meanwhile the DAR
and Robert Welch saw E-Day as a Communist plot to subvert America.
After all, wasn't April 22 Lenin's birthday? (Allen 1970),

If E-Day student leaders were in the middle of the campus road, that
would still place them somewhat to the left of the'American center,

74
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even if not quite as fai left as their fellca activists in pro-civil
rights and anti-Vietnam protests. What happens tO such activists once
they leave college? Are they upwardly mobile in some traditional
career, co-opted by,"the system"? Or have they dropped out in univer-;
sity ghettos or rural communes?

40 The answer, according to Fendrich (1973)0 is "neither of th%above,
At least in the case of Florida State alumni who had'been active in
civil rights demonstrations on that campus in the 1960s, they have
"combined ideological commitment's with their occupatiOnal and.political
orientations," Fendrich found. That is, uniformly they are found voca-
tionally in the so-called "helping" professions, while avocationally
they continue to be committed to social reform,

We find the same characteristic when we tiace what has become of student
E-Day leaders. By and large they remain environmental activists, albeit
in institutionalized Ways, and their life styles represent a compromise
between ecology and dconomics. T.n other words, they have made their
ptace with the necessity of producing goods and services that somebody
will pay for, but they are no .devotees of good old AMeritan conspicuous
consumption.

From colleagues at the universities of Cornell, Uawaii, Indiana, Iowa,
Lehigh, Maine, MichiganState, Minnesota, Mississippi. Missouri, Nebraska,
Nevada, North Carolina, Wisconsin, and Washington, I got the current
addresses of 30 former student E-Day leaders, To each of them I wrote'
a personal note asking them what they are doing today, I heard directly

or indirectly from 25,

A star E-Day alumnus is M. Rupert Cutler, On April 22, 1970,.as a grad-
uate student in resource development, he was one of a half.-dozeft key
individuals at Michigan State University who put together the.East
Lansing Earth Day program. After a hitch on the MSU faculty, Dr. Cutler
is now Assistant Secretary of Agriculture for Conservation, Research,

and Education, and-the scourge of the USDA Forest Service, One of his
campus cohorts, Michael Freed, is now on the forestry and recreation
faculty,at Oregon.State, and another, Malcolm Taylor, is a member of

the New Hampshire state legislature.

As a Yale law student, Gus Speth had begun in 1968 to help organize the
Natural Resources Defense Council. Today he is a member of the Presii-

dent's Council on Environmental Quality, At Harvard in 1970, Kathy
Fletcher Was a member of a student environmental committee; now she is
a member of the President's Domestic Policy and Planning Staff,

When E-Day Leade'rs Terry Cornelius and his wife Laurie first left the
University o.f Washington campus, they spent a couple of years toughing

it in the wilds of Canada. Now they hE4e 40 acres of timber and farm-

land in rural Clark County, Washingtor, where they are experimenting
with alternative heating systems. To ..inance their "love affair with

the land," Terry sells insurance for State Farm Mutual. Their small
son Tyler they are "raising to be a true 'Citizen of the Galaxy'."
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One of their fellow E-Dayileaders, Gil Peterson, is on the faculty of
Huxley Environmental College.at Westetn Washington State. Another,

- Bob Pyle, is a regional Nature Conservanewland steward in Portland,
Oregon.

Bob Pyle may be the quintessential E-Day 'alumnus, "remaining active in

the environmental field but in a rather more formal Manner than when,I
led a Life-After-Death Resurrection Plant-In." Now a Yale' Ph.D. in .

insect conservation ecology, he has founded an international society
for invertebrate habitat conservation, worked for the government of.

Papua New-Guinea on a butterfly-protection plan, chaired,the Lepidore-
tera specialist group of the Suivival Servide Commission, International
Union for the Conservation of 'Nature, and now managesNature Conservancy
preserves in the six-state Pacific Northwest.

A Cornell E-Dey Teach-In coordinator, R. C. Hinman, is now an Oregon
State agricultural extension agent involved in "a wide spectrum of

environmental issues" in a two...county area in northeastern Oregon.
Hc, his wife, and their two 'children share "special personal'interests"
in gardening, hiking, wood burning, solar heat, close friendships--"to
strive toward a rewarding life stylb." D.C. Lacate was another Cornell

E-Day activist; Today he is director of a new regional office of the
Lands Directorate, Federal Department of Environment, Vancouver, Brit'ish

Columbia. His job: "to review, examine, and make recommendations on
the environmental impacts of proposed major federal projects in the
region, like deep sea ports, airports, highways, pipelines."

Tom Schrunk headed the "Clean Up Coralville Reservolr Day" at the
University of Iowa in Apri1,1970. Now he has his own Schrnnk Restoration
Studio, Inc., specializing in restoring old stained-glass windows in
churches and installing storm glazing "to cut heat loss dramatically."

He and his wife are on a personal energy conservation.caMpaign, but
business and studies "don't allow much time for other environmental-

activism." For Dave Kent, Lehigh '70,'likewise, "age, responsibilities,
and the need to make a living have taken me further away fromiactivisin

thlt I would like to be." He's learning the publishing business with
Simonand Schuster in Atlanta,'Georgia, but he still believes "in very
much the same thiilgs I did in 1970." Dave is looking,for a manuscript

like Aillat_Spri4g br Future Shock: "all the whining and petition-
signing will not ever be as effective as such books." One of his Lehigh

classmates, Michael Golden, is an environmental investigative reporter
on'the Chattanooga, Tennessee, Times.

In 1970-Robert E.,Frangenberg represented the University of Nebraska

Student Council on the Omaha Ea-Day Committee. Today he is director

of health for the Washoe Indian Tribe of Nevada and California. He

continues to be "deeply involved and interested in environmental issues,"
particularly where they relate to human health and behavior.

At the University of Missouri-Colenbla, Jamea W. Buesing was E-day

finance chairman. He went on to do a novel master's thesis in interior
lesign on "Principles of Home Energy Use and Conservation," Re now heads

a program of public education in housing design ethits in University of
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Wisconsin-Extension. E-Day tolleagues,of Buesing who continue to be Ir

"ethtcally irfluenced by environmental responsibility" include Jeff
Middaugh, forest and land management specialist in Salt Lake Citi;
Tom Moran, air .and water pollution engineer, Redding,. Ca1iforniar
Ron Hopmeir, Arnold, Misscvari, landscape architect; and Mary Lous
Davies, earth.science teacher in Garland,. TeXas, ProfessOr Buesing

says such alumni are "established and- knowledgeable...not the counter-
culture, mother-earth types that are usually long on:enthusiasm but,
short on knbwledge."

In 1969 the U.S. avy sailed.into northern Wisconsin to.lay a grid Of

commUnication cables under 26 counties so it coul4 broAdcast attack
orders to nuclear subs submerged at stations around,ttie world., The
Navy had survilied Pearl Harbor but it didn't survive LoWell Klessig.
As a University of Wisconsin environmental activist, he organtia7
a statewide grassroots campa47n that effectiv,ely sank the admirals in
,Wisconsin at the time. Todr Ir. Lowell Klessig is at Madison as head

of tha Environmental Resour,.. in UW.Extension..and still keeping .

an .eye on a determined Nal) l'rom htp cabin outpost'in northern

Wisconsin. 4
When UW campus officials proposed to make a parking lot out of a wet.
land at the far west end of the.tampus in 1969,'another UW student
environmental activist, Richard McCabe, and his cohorts pitched. tents
in the path of the dump trucks. Today the scenic marsh is still there,
and Dick is publications editor for the Wildlife Management Institute
in Washington, D.C...when he ish't birdwatching in Virginia. A third

UW E.Day leader was Sheryl Stateler Smith, Her "household action"
guide to ecological life styles, distributed door.to.door by 'Girl
Scouts, won a Capital Citizens award. Today she edits environmental
reports for county, state, and.federal agencies..and is "a violent writer,
..of letters of protest." She spends as much time as she cang'in the
boonies" around Madison.

There is really a striking pattern that seems to emerge from this look
at a score of E-Day student activists responding after a decade. Almost

without exception they are in social service or creative professions
directly or indirecely associated with environmental issues, and their
personal life styles (reflect an ecological conscience. So there is
.considerable continufty betWeen their current sitnatiOns and the actions
they took in college nearly a decade ago. They form what Fendrich and
Teri:eau (1973) call "a distinctive generational unit.",

The campus E-Day icaders I tracked were the local "militia." The federal

regulars" were the dozen young people martiared teiporarily in Washing-
tdh, D.C., by E-Day Co-Chairmen Congressman Paul McCloskey and Senator
Gaylord Nelson. Witat has become of that cohort?

As an experienced young "protester," Denis Hayes came to Washington from
Stanford and Harvard to become E-Day national ceprdinator, And he is
still vry much the dedicated environmental detivist today, specializing
in environment-energy issues. BaRed at the Worldwatch Institutp in the
national capitol, Mayes masterminded Sun-Day and was chairman df theboard

of directors of the Solar L9bby. Now he heads a 4ederal energy research

center in Colorado, supervibing a multi-million dollar budget.
op
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SteVe Cotton, E-Day press relations chief, is now wieh the Ce)titer for'

Law and Education in Calbridge, Massachusette. Andrew barli g. north- /

/east regional coordinator, is surgical house officer, Kaiser-Foundation
,

Hospital, San Fringisco. . Steve Haft, fUnd-raiser, with the/American.

Civil Liberties Union in New York,lity. Phil Michall, offiice manager, .

still with Environmental Action in Washington, the spindff(organization
from the'original_E-Day 'Crew. Linda Katz, an assistant cdordinator, a . .

doctoral student in city and regional-planning,at the University of

Pennsylvania. % 04 \. r
.

. ...

%
.1

In response to social problems,Imeficans typically turn to. retreat, .

revolt, or.reform (Kelly 197b). The.national,E-Day leaders, responding

are clearly in the ranks of reforMers. A Case in point Vis Jody Moody,
.

1970 receptionist. 'In 'Tuscaloosa, Alabama, today, she is "intensely
active" in'state and national DeTocretic liolitics, and "in enViron,.
mental concert1s like strip-mining, the Tenn-Tom waterway, impacts of
new industry, air and water pollution, andluture planning,",

The prize for activism in what 'She acknowledges are "establishment way's"

would probably have to go to Barbara Reid Alexander, midwest coordinator
in 1970, now a wife-mother-environmental lawyer operating from.an
acre plot near Readfield, Maine, "happily ensconced in a backwater, but
with lots of activity"-r.environmental.quality chair for the Maine League
of Women Voters, on the board of the gkional Clean Air Coalition, ,v

Chatirman of the Mt. Vernon Board of selectmen, "member of various and

sundry other groups."

If there is any young national E-Day leader who doesn't now quite fit
the "institutionalized" pattern it is Sam Love, erstwhile southern

coordinator. After a lengthy stay with Environmental Action, Sam is
now half in retreat and half in revolt, touring the country presenting

to cqllege audiences a slide show called "Visions of Tomorrow." Sam's

objective: "To increase the levels of schizophrenia in America, because
if people recognize that the way we live makes increasingly less sense--
if that tension increases inside..;then people will be motivated to seek

out alternatives." Troubadore Sam thinks 'the environmental movement is

now "too tame," "not outrageous enough." But even Sam has an agent...-.

Lordly and Dane, Inc., Boston,

So Denis-Hayes and hi6 colleagues are continuing to lend.life and,enthu-

siasm to social action, albeit "through channels," even counting Sam
Love. They have become neither grey-flannel-suit types nor.rebels with-
out a cause; they are in the American progressive tradition.

If anything speaks to the durability of environmenta4am, it is the
evidence in this reconnaissance thatfor-many young people, Earth-
Day was not a momentary fling but an introduction to life careers
in envitronmental action. The presence of this maturing cohort in the,
crossroads and cosmopolitan centers of the country can increasingly
lend an environmental tilt to public participation in resource manage-

ment decision-making.
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From birth onward, each_hum4n being undergoes what'sOciOló,gists-Call A

a "Socialization procese ',id) links that person !to groups'andto: .

society whereby attitudes, habits, skills, and soCial staildards:Of
judgment are transMitted to peoplathrough their group IiiholVements

and their interactions withlother human.beings, Zkt th*prooeSs
each of us acquirea a Personality, a unique constellatIon_of
tucks, and, eVen a conception of ourselves,. SocializatiOn isa
long procesi, and each perstim is'botk a'product of It andan AgOnt
engaged in socialiling-others whenever he or sheAnteraets 00bertoton
1977, ) .We°cathot say, of cOursal from the studyat.hand-whother.EaS0
Day leaders "soCialized" their Ep.Dey

, by E-Day, or some-Of both. In any case, envirpilmental:education,.appears

to have been at work.
. . .
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REACHING URBAN YOUTH THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

1 1
Paul Sears, Linda Martorano.

and Louis A. Iozzi2

In 1974,'the Council on EnVironmeptal Quality sulietted a report on the
environmentallstattm of urban areaa. The reportMowed .that the loWer
incoMe urban dweller bears a 'much heavierburden of pOliution and poorer
environmentalluality than do those people residing in higher incame
areis (Miller 197.5). No other group in our society haS greater need
for environmental awareness than the residents of.our cities,'Wher'e
high densities Of automobiles, industry, and people intensify.all levels
of pollution. Working exclusively in this setting, the lutgers-!Environ-
mental Education Outreaeh Projeat (REEOP) seekeLto promote'enVironmentai
awareness and knowledge among one of our greatest resowces-i-ihe youth
residing in urban areas,

REEOP's HIALEEK

REEOP has been operating for about five years in the public elemer4ary
schools of New Brunswidk, an urban community of about 46,000 situated
in central New Jersey, St'arting with only a handful of volunteers,
REEOP has expanded greatly since it began. During the past two years
the group has involved more than 1500 urban children in environmental
educationoactivities. REEOP presently has over 65 active members with
some 40 of these serving as volunteer teacters, The project is co .
sponsored by Rutgers Community Adtion (RCA) and Rutgers Environmental
Action (REA).

Project Goals

The primary gcal of the project is to promote in children an awareness
of their total environment. The scope includes the familiarturban area,
as well as environments generally inaccessible to many young people
riving in the city. Thtough discussion an0 compare/contrast type of
.activities REEOP seeks to teach students about the interrelationships
occurring both within and between their awn familiar surroundings and
those less familiar to! them,

In addition.to developing an environmental awareness, the project seeks
to foster'a lifetime concern for a student's personal environment and.*

1.

Students, Department of Education, Cook College, Rutgers-The State
University oi\Vew Jersey, New BrunsWick, NJ .08903. Jt

2
Faculty, Department of E(Lucation, Cook College, Rutgers-The State
University of New Jersey, New Brunswick, NJ 08903,
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for envirOnmental quality in,general, RpOP,tatiempts to foster the
development of positive environmental values, hoping that experiences
in these early years will lead to more responiible and positive

.environmental decision-making
1

in the future,
1

Using innovative teaching app#oaches and a wide variety oi activities,

REEOP aims to provide New Brunswick children with brief, motivating
breaks from the daily clissrocim routineia REEOP seekei always to bolster
and enbance both the learning of énvir6nmental concepts And baSic

...

skills by'integrating them in regular classwork when and where possibf ..'
,

'

,

The major goals of REEOP then, are:

1. To pxOmote children!s awareness of the total environment; .

2. To teach environmental interrelationships;

3. To nurture lifetint concern for the environment;

4. To develop positive environmental values and deciSion-making; °

5. To,break daily classroom monotony;
.

6. To integrate basic skills with environmental concepts;.and

/07. To have children apply Aearned envirm'altal concepts to their
everyday lives.

REEOP works within the structure and time.frame of the New Bruns-

wick public elementary schoo slls, specifis time ots for environmental
lessons, and, when appropriate, the classroom setting itself, are...
available for REEOP teachers. All volunteer teachers are encouraged
and aided to develop their own lessons and teaching methods. This

tends to provide REEOP and REEOP teachers with.st contiauing source of
fresh ideas and approaches.

The range of-lessOns that.the project offers to the students is as broad
as the environmental spectrum itself. Classroom teachers request certain
time slots and topics, and volunteers are matched with these according
to availability and interest. some exemplary and much requested topics

include plantlife, Indaneered Species, geology', climate an,l.weather,
extinct animals, air pollutia.L, water pollution, energy, and urban
environments.

The approaches used in presenting these topics also span a wide range,
The overall attempt is to reduce classroom monotony--getting the "kids"
away from their desks and out of the classroom, even leaving the school
grounds completely, an activity frowned upon in most urban School dis-

tricts. The activities directed toward this goal range from informal
classroom discussion to full-day field trips, usitg vats provided by

the Rutgers Community. Action organization. Another method frequently'
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employed to "change the pace" ii the introduction of liy.e animals into

the classroom. These might be hamsters or parakeets for a pet...care
lesson; chickens and.pigleta for a class on farm animals; sometimes
we even bring the project's mascote-a six-foot boa constrictor named
Alice, into the classrooR. Plants of various kinds are also used for
both demonstration and experimentation..

REEOP is fortunate in being affiliated with Cook College's environmental
and agricultural programs and having access 4..o its many diVerse resources.
Also, over the years the project has accumulated its own battery of
resources, ranging from a small library to an incubator for chick eggs.

Problems Encountered\

While REEOP has many strengths, its organization and setting have pre.
sented *Ipme problems,\ One of the major difilculties that the pioject
has encountered is'best introduced with a statement made by Elwood L.
Shafer in a paper presented at a 1975 symposium, "Children, Nature, and
the Urban Environment." Shafer stated that "children in cities can
become adapted to almost anythingpolluted air, treeless avenues,.star.
less skies, aggressive behavior, and the rat race of overcompetitive

societies" (p. E30). The challenge REEOP faces, then, is to try to
engage urban students to examine their suproundings objectively, an

H.mportant step in evaluating their envirohment and its problems, This

is often difficult because few urban children have the opportunity to
experience other environments and make comparisons.

,REEOP attempts to counter this problem by exposing children to other
environments through field trips, movies, nature walks, etc. In a ,

Piagetian sense, we attempt to establish a sense of disequilibrium in
order-to promote growth. Although urban children have contact with
other types of environments through media such as television, they-do

not always get an accurate picture. For example, while pre6entinea
plant lesson in a:third grade class, I once had a child argue and insist
that plants could walk because she had seen it on T.V. ,

4

Although an all-volunteer program does afford great diversity and
innovation, it also allows little time for training prospective teachers.
The problems of tailoring a lesson to different age-levels, recognizing
varying attention spans and variations in cognitive development, and --.

dealing with bi-lingual or speciaI education classes are all very foymAd-
able to even an experienced classroom teacher, much less the inter-
mittent volunteer. The project attempts to nounter these problem:, by
working with new volunteers in "pre-teaching" meetings; pairing "green"
volunteers with "old hands"; settihg up observations o teaching tech-

/niques; and running lesson plan seminars. These effo ts by no means

. erase the problems, but the regular classrooM teachers are always ready

to lend a hand in bringng the program to t'ieir students.

k
One of the more difficult problems REEOP encountered was the "Back to

Basics" movement. When the state of 'Nrew Jersey implemented the 1978
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Minimum Basic Skills testing program, New Brunswick's pcores emerged

overall as the lowest among New JerSey's 612 public school disqicts,
This revelation triggered an immediate panic in the school and tile

community as well., All "frills" were to be cut from the school: .

curriculum./ REEOP had a long, hard fight to prove that it was more

than a frill. Integration of the 3 "R's" with environmental contepts

becime a major factor'in this battle. It was 'shown that environmental
lessons 'integrated with the basic skills do not take.away but in fact

complement teaching for basic skill's development. Teaching basic '

skills throu6 eniitronmental education imuld develop and extend the

' basic skills concept. Many of the REEOP staff felt that a major ,

reason behind the low scores was a lack of these so-caqed "frills".
and diversions; hence stagnation, boredom, and apathy resulted in the

classroom.

Positive Feedback

Working in REEOP has many rewarding moments and introduces both the
volunteer and urban youth to new, undiscovered worlds. 'The volunteers

have the extraordinary experience of working with what in reality are
enthusiastic, tiright, questioning young people. Most REEOP.volunteers

feel that their own horixons have been-expanded at least as much as

thoSe of the children. It is as if secrets, arebeing uncovered and
treasures are revealed.-"Carrots groW in the dirt?:"; "Snakes ean be

'friendly?:"; "InithE Arctic-it-can'be dark all day?:"; Some very

exciting noments are 0-ared across boundaries of age, race, and back-i

ground.' The same Chiloren taught in the classroom are often met on the

playgrounds ind,in supermarkeis. Volunteers often become models, heroes,

best.friendsbig brothers and sisters. REEOP has the opportunity to

open new. doors:forioNew Brunswick's.school children, and theappreciation
As néver:voitedAft small ways.' For a long time co-director, Rich Marx,

was'knOwCas Captain Ecology; Alice, the boa, became a legend in ill the
scht4s.. One.never.forgets the feeling of standthg in front of 30 happy
children And liitening to a chorus of "Thank you, Mr. Sears."

OW

4

Future Goals
4.

Although .those of us in REEOP feel that many of bur goals are being met,

'we areoby 'no means content to remain only with pdr present programs.
We want to involve the project with students at all age levels "and add

programs to include schools in other areas. We slso want to meet the

needs of the general'public by bringing environmentaleducation to the

entire community. New programs are presently being,planned and

developed to tielp achieve these goals.

One outgrowth of the. REEOP project is the development of a nature trail

through Joyce Kilmer Woods, the Rutgers Ecological Preserve. This trail

'will provide a resource for ail students'from New Brunswick and neigh-
boring Piscataway, and the facul6 and students of the University.

' Construction of the trail also offers the opportunity for REEOP classes

to become involved. Bridge building4.spreading wood chips, putting up
interpretive,Signs, and removing trash from the area are just a few of

the activities planned.
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A newly completed environmental coloring book designed, illustrated,
written, and printed by REEOP volunteers, is viewed as a technique
which encourages children to take some environmental education home
with them.

The Other ways, in which we hope the project will expand reflect a
desire to work'wiq the entire community,..environmental film fairs,
mini-courses dealing, with energy conservation in urban areas, family
.field trips to natural areas outside the community, and other kinds
Of fairs with.themes relating to environmental concepts and issues.

These short and long-term goals are all ultimately directed toward
producing a complete environtnntal education program.. Such a program
wIll.st rt with elementary schocil children; follow t'hem through ,

>'
secondar

'''''

chooling, and provide a continuing source of information

to the rban dweller as an adult. Educating urban 6Wellers about
their immediate and other environments that make up our world will
equip them with the Mnawledge and-tools necessary to successfully ,

live in and improve their surroundings.
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AN INTERNSHIP IN NON.FORMAL. ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Thee Teich].

4 .

Internships are almost an essential part of environmental-education
training. .The varlety of organizations and agencies involved in
environmental education is so great that few 'academic programs can
offer insight into all its possibilities. The internship is the
training ground where the student is.suppoied to incorporate all
he has learned and aliply it to the situationjet hand.

Of course, it is hete that the simple directive, rincorpOrate and
apply," mentioned above, may break down. Agencies, educationaf and
otherwise, and organizations involved with environmental education,
are like other public and private institutions. Their goals and
policies are subject to tradition, public'pressure, and the vagaries
of politics, Thus, to develop an. internship that involves a student

in anything but the mostimmediate and day-to-day levels of program
planning and implementation takes coordination, communication, and
courage.

The Leonard S. Mudge Environmental Education Program of the Carnegie
Musem of Natural History developed such an internship that involved
not one, but three, different agencies with three different sets of
policies, missions, parametirs, funding procedures, organizational
set-ups, governing bodies. All were, however, concerned with non-

%formal environmental education,

The three sponsoring agencies wera the Carnegie Museum of Natural
History, a,major collections, rasearch, and educational instialtion,

almost entirely,privately funded through endowient, grants, member-
ships, and admissions; the Allegheny County Department of Patks,'
Recreation, and Conservation, an agency responsible for more than
15,000 acres of natural and recreational land ringing tlie county,
almnst entirely publicly funded; the Beechwood Farms Nature Reserve,
a new 90-acre nature center owned by,the'Western Pennsylvania Con-

servancy and operated by the Audubon Socief-y of Western Pennsylvania,
both private organizations,'funded through grants, gifts, and program

admissions, now undergoing facilities expansion,

Carnegie Museum of Natural History's concept of internships is that
they should be designed as pre-professional training programs. There-

fore, most of the museum-sponsored internships ate restricted to
graduate students; most are lengthy; most include a stipend.

1ErNironmental Education Coordinator, Carnegie Museum of Natural History,

4400 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213



'The internship in non-formal entaronmental education followed this .

pattern. .It was aimed at graduate studentsand organized illto a
year-long program. Funds for the stipend were secured from the -

Hunt Foundation in Pittsburgh and the_Lower Great Laket Environ-
mental Internship Program in Cleveland,

.The major concern of,the fnternship!s plannersAwas thht many dollege-,
trained individuals obtaining positions in nOnvlornial,environmental
education have little knowledge of how agency or organizatiOnal
policies actually determine program parameteis. Although at the

day-torday implementation level programs often''depend upon immediate
funding conditions, there is another. "sieve,".broader in scope', through

which program ideas must pass, These are the overall ioals of the
agency add organization, agendas which may not be,thoroughly under-

stood by program implementition staff or thoroughly articulated by
program administrators. For exaaple, Carnegie Museum of Natural
History's educational program must broaden understanding of its,.
research, collections ',. and exhibits:activities and "serve as,the °

prhmary regional resource.for increasing knoWledge about the natural
environment and man's role in it." The Allegheny County Department of
Parks, leCreation, and Conservation's education program must be con-
cerned with the department's recreational agenda as well as the need

to protect the sites under department control, Beechwood Farms Nature

REserve, as a new nature center, involved in,building up its audience
and its funding sourcelNmust emphasizeAts site and program potential.

It must.also be concerned with the policies of its two sponsoring

organizations.

However, all three.of these agencies are involved with non-formal
environmental education and might employ a newly graduated environ:.

mental educator. That person would then have to fit in;

The first year's experience with this internship program is oomplete
and, a new intern will begin the program in September., 1979, The

experience has enabled an individual to work with thrree agencies,

each with a function it can best perform... Thus, the intern has.
gained insight into the workings of each system Ind.is now better
equipped to,succeed wherever she obtains a position.
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THE FORMATION OF THE SOUTHERN REGIONAL ENWRONMENTAL
EDUCATION COUNCIL (MEC)

41-

T2rry L. Wilcn1

Introduction'

Throughout the 1970s, projecte and programs in environmental edpcation

have evolved from a variety of organized interests. Educational agencies

and institutions, resource management agencies, non.governmental organi.
zations, as well as.business and industry, have urged the developient
of fotmal and non-:formal tucationa1 programs that would create in our'

citizenry a better anding of our wort1 and its functions.

This cry for action .hasi een felt by many state agandies which, to vary.
insi! degrees, have respOntibilities to offer guidance, direction, and
coordination to the loal and regional governmental entities in their
states. And since eayironmental education is AiMed at reaching peoPle
through a'.combinatiorOof formal and non-formal efforts., state 'education

agencies as well as state resource manageMent agencies have been working
toward effective statewide environmental education progiams. The roles

of these agencies in .the 'planning and implementation of -stq,ewide pro-
grams and the specific tasks facing their respective environmental educa-

tion personnel are sometinies'unClear. The need fcq sharing ideas and
resourcea:mith each Other and with agencies in other states ia'con-

tinually'eVident.

On February 577, 1979, the Center for Environmental Education-at Murray
State University ,hosted the conference "Environmental Education: Plan-

ning for the South," through the joint sponsorship of the American Forest
Institute and the'lennessee Valley Authority. The meeting was held at
Brandon Spring Group,Camp, Land Between the Lakes, in Vest Ken'tucky and

Tenneasee.

TOO individuals from each of the 13 southern states were invited. One

individual was tfie Environmental Education Consultant/Coordinator/
Supervisor in'the state department Of education. That representative
contacted and invited an environmental educator from a state resoUrce

management agency.or commission. All 13 states=were represented as 24

envi onmental educators attended.

The oals of the meeting were to:
-44

1 1. Determine the desirability and feasibflAty of ti regional EE

effort by state agency representatives.

. Determine common concerns of state EE development in the South.

3. Exchange ideas/)and identify EE reaources in the South.

1
Center for Environmental Education, MurraY State Uriversity, Murray,

KY 42071.
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4. 'Produce a "state of the.art" report on state EE development
in the South';

Conference Format

,The format.fol the two and one...1111f days of discussions was dealgned tO

produce a composite of objectives and stratagies for implementing those
ajectives. The objectives would be aimed toward the stated goalevf
the confomIce.

,

Status reports' of the states - Each representative gave an informal
report of'his or her agency's mvironmental education efforts.

11. LeAional environmental education efforts Generalyemarks were made
by Dr. ravid Phillips of the:U.S. Office of Education with regard to
some of the regional EE programs undertaken in recent years. Partic-
ular attention was given to the'Western Regional Environmental .

Education Council (WREEC), which involves 13 western.states Tnd has
an ongoing membership similar in representation to those attending
this conference. Dr. Phillips cited many of the successes as well
as ihe problems associated with the continuing deveropment of WREEO.
Many of his comments encouraged the creation of such a couficil in
the South.

III. 121.22.2mtsioLt1.22_22113.121.esurosescernReionalEnviron-
, mental Education L'ouncil -As an aid in determining the need and

desirability of a Southern organization, a process was initiated
similar to the one used at the National Leadership Conference on'
Environmental Education conducted in March, 1978, by the,Alliance
for Environmental Education. The steps of this process are designed
to produce a maximum of group input in a minimum amount of time.

Step 1. Each'participant was asked to list approximtel:i five possi-
ble purposes or objectives of a southern regionai council.
Xach person then shared with the group one of the objectives ,
he or she had listed. This was continued throughout the
group until all,objectives were recorded.

Step 2. The 31 objectives generated were then grouped into five
broad categories. The categories were: Reseaich, Plan-
ning, Program pemIELIAIL, Communication, and Environmental
EducatimAcImEasz,

.§..teij. The varticipants-divided themselves into groups correspond-.
ing to the five categories. (Because of the size of their
groups,and.some overlapping'of objectives the "Commufiication"
and "Advocacy" groups merged into one.), Each committee had
the task of putting the Objectives in its-category in a
priority,00rder and then proceeding to discuss as many ,of the

objectives as time permitted. The discussions were patterned
to a) state the objective, b) identify the target audience(s)
of that objective, (c) identify the constraints to
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aCcomplishing the objectil,re, and d) establish a time frame
J.or completion of the Objective or, as in some cases, indi
este that an objective requires continual action, ,

S9,

§1.92.1. Each group.then Presented the results of its discussions
with the entire group of participants,

Results 4.

The following is a.functional listing of the purposes'of a southern
regional envi.:onmental education council, as generated by Steps 1 and

2 of the discussion process,

A. Research

1. Establish baseline information of EE activities in public schoOls,
resource agencies, and'colleges

2. Conduct state surveys on environmental education statuCincluding:

a. Staff
b. Materials
c. Facilities
d. Plans
e. Needs Assessments
f. Degree Programs

3. Inventory,non-formal and formal EE resources

Focus recommendations on needs of specifia states, as they are
requested

5. Provide evaluation instruments to provide data thht "it (EE)". works
4'1

6. Evaluate environMental education materials

7. Identify opportunities.for environmental education that use tit, neW

funds

§. Determine "where lads are" in environmental literacy

9. Encourage more basicsresearch in environmeAtal education

B. PlETILla

1. 41e1p states develop/implement environmental-education plans

2. Enact non-formal as well as formal state plans

3. Assist in establishing environmental education councils on state

levels

4. Adopt/adapt ptocess for projects implementation avoiding w,...-2essary
duplication through information exchange and planning

5. Develop process for involving the implementers in the planning

process
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C. Zrorsarnayeloarnent

1. Inserv,ice training for ourselves should be developed

2. Identify'teacher competencies and skills for uriergraduate degrees

3. Establish the most effective in.service mechanisms aimed at both
classroom tdachere and administrators .

4, Establish model prep-service education programs

5. Support pilot projects oh multi-state levels as positive examples"

6. Develop a strong theory base

7. Develop grants writing program

D. ComMunication

1. Promote general cooperation among the states

2. Establish clearinghot.we and communication_system among states

3. Establish Jpeaker/consulting bureau,

4. Serve as consultants to eaai other.

5. Exchange state contacts

E. Attosacy. Educatic_m)

1. Provide advocacy,."pressure," and establish priorities for,EE

development

2. Influence funding policies .of the Office of Environmental

Education

3. Identify "selling"- .techniqties for environmental education,
directed toward administrators and others

-4. Support EE (non-forMal and formal) at local, state and national

levels

5. Be a linker between state and federal funding sources

Conclusions

During Step 3 the committees discussed, as time permitted, sevetal of the
objectives listed under each category. The large quantity of information

genetated by the committees was then presented to the entire group.

After the committees had shared the results of their work (Step 4), a
discussion began directed toward the question of whether or not to offi-
cially form a southern council. During the discussion, many participants
pointed outdthat the large amount of data that had been shared in juat a
few day0:of *ork came about because they had worked together in an unsel-

fish and orgaAized fashion. A motion to formally organize the Southern
Regional Environmental Education Council (SVEC) followed and passed.
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The agreement to organize led to several group discussions/. .;Mechaniraid-
were established that would continue to stvengthen pe lines of communi
cation that had, been opened at elle conference, These avenues would
increase the coheaivenest of this new regional effort, while improving
each statewide enOironmentalleducation prègram. AMOng these were the
continuation of an annualconference at which to aseess the 'werk of-003.
organization. Anewslettervould be establidhed whickWould provide
feedback on the conference and derve as a communication tool within ,

-s the organization.

.These mechanisms would initially look for-an appropriate procedure for
adding toSREEC a membership component comprised of one representative
.of higher education from each'state. These efforts are to be coor..

dinated through the Center for Environmental Education,at Murray State
University. . 4

The conference at and Between the Lakes established a base from which
these individuals can continue to improve the environmental education
programs-of their respective agencies. In addition; the information
generated there indicaEes that the Southern Regional Environmental
Education Council will become a viable, active organization; dedicated
to openly sharing ideas for the betterment of the environmental educa..
tion movement.
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GUIDELINP FOR AUTHOR&

Manustripts to ,be-dttsidered for publicatzon in durrent Issues:. .

The Yearbook.of Environmental Educatio and EnvirOnMental Studies m4st
h

be accepted for piesentation at the anrIual .conference of the National
Association for Environmental Education (NAEE). Such acceptance4i a
function of_the program Committee for t1e Conference.

The Yearbook.is divided into two.sections., Section I,'"Refereed.
Papers," is comprised of scholarly articles representing, the findings
of original'research and thought. papers in Section I--miist'be fully

documented and must show an awarenesS of existing yesearch. Papers
will be accepted for .publicationbin this Section only after review and
recommendation by two independent reviewers and.the editors. Section

"Notes and Commentaries," comprided of shorter papers which
offer information, observations, and program reviews deeMed.of interest
to the community of environmental educators broadly interpreted.

Manuscript_Emeraion

S.

1. Manuscripts: Manuscripts for Section /, "Refereed Papers," mubt
_notexceed 5600 wOrds in length. Manuscripts for Section /I,
"Notes and Commentaries," must not exceed 1500 words in length.
All manuscripts must be clearly Marked indicating the specific
section'to which it is beino submitted for consideratioh. Five

copies af all manuscripts mist be submitted, typed using a ,

standard typeelace, doublespaced, with.standard, margins and
'approximetely 250 words perepage. Single-spaced typed papers

will not be considered.

2. Abstract: All papers submitted for Section I,' "Refereed Papers,"

must include an abstract of approximately 50 words-which presents

the salient points covered in'thetpaper. Abstracts will not be

,printed fo papers appearing in Section II, "Notes and Commen-
taries." Abstracts should appear iMmediately following the
paper's.title and name'of the author, and directly preceding the
text (on the same page).

3,, References: All references must be presented using the author-date
reference system yithin the body of the text (e.g., Sacks and Davis,
1979); with each paper followed by a Reference Section listing full
references in alphabetical order according to the last name of the

author.

4. Figures: All figures, drawings, and graphs must be sequentially
numbered (hrabic) and must be cited in the text. Provide 'camera-

ready copy in black ink (preferably India), on heavy white paper
or blue-lined coordinate paper, and on separate sheets. Place

labels parallel to the axes, using initial capital and lower case
letters. Plan your figures for the smallest possible printed size

consistent with clarity. Care shoWt be taken to make lettering
large epough to be readable after reduction to the 5 x 7 inch

print format of Current Issues.
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<t.
5, Tables arAltatamehE; Tables must be sequentially numbered

(Arabic), titled, and citsdpalttlext. Photographe'cannot
be printed.

6. Title and Authoi(s): :For the format of the first page and the
listing of title and author, eee examples cOntained in thip
volume.

7. AtIL42111.1m.i.m_EastEastislE:. ylace the name.of the senior
author and the page number in the upper.right corner of each
page of the text. This will asaist the editors should pliges
of the paper become separated, /nsert subheads at appropriate
places in the'text to mark main ideas. Keep'subheads short.
Proofread manuscriptsrthoroughly before samitting them, Poorly.
written and poorly.proofread papers willte returned to authors.

'1

Deadline for Submission

ManusCripts must be receivecfby thb editors not later than 30 days
prior to the annual conference. Send to: Or. Arthur B. Sacks, Insti-
tut?, for Environmental Studies, 70 Science Hall, University of
'Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin 53706.

If you wish confirmation that your manuscript_has been received,
please enclose a stamped, self-addressed post card.

c.

Pt"
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